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I. INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS

The work described in the following pages began as a desire to

answer the apparently simple questions: When does a tree grow?

How much does it grow ? Where, on the plant body, does growth take

place?

The objectives may be stated more formally in terms of cambial

activity and maturation processes. These activities vary appreciably in

time and space, and it is therefore pertinent to trace them in as much

detail as possible with respect to diameter increase, formation of

densewood, and tip elongation.

Results of observation, measurement, and experimentation have

shown clearly that : ( i ) growth neither begins nor ends consistently

at a certain time in all species, among all trees, among all branches, or

over a single branch; (2) growth flushes may occur not only as an-

nual but also as intra-annual cycles; (3) the amounts of xylem in-

cluded in annual increments fluctuate, in general, over a relatively

narrow range, whereas the amounts included in growth layers may

fluctuate to an astonishing degree; (4) xylem may be formed as a

1 Dr. Studhalter died on March 28, 1958.
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sheath not only over all of a plant body during a single growth flush

but also as a partial sheath over a large or very small portion of the

plant; and (5) partial growth layers may be highly irregular in their

distribution among different trees or over a single tree.

The present work has also shown clearly that : (
i ) cambial activity

may either be general over a tree during the so-called growing season,

or it may be highly localized in time as well as in space; (2) the rate

and intensity of cambial activity may vary in time and in space; (3)

the formation of densewood may be intermittent radially and tangen-

tially
; (4) the rate and intensity of densewood formation may vary

in time and in space; and (5) the contact relations between dense-

wood and lightwood may vary from abrupt alternation to complete

transition.

After Clock had been using tree rings as a basis for chronologic

and climatic interpretations for some years, it became increasingly

apparent to him that the fundamentals of tree growth offered a more

fruitful field of investigation. Therefore, the dynamic and biologic

picture of tree growth to a large extent displaced in his mind the

static picture of tree rings as purely mathematical entities.

Emphasis on the physiology and anatomy of tree growth quickly

expanded the scope of investigation beyond the resources of one man.

Soon after intensive work began, R. A. Studhalter was asked to take

part in the expanded project because of his interest in the botanical

aspects of growth-layer formation and because of his suggestions re-

garding artificial freezing of plant tissues,
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11. THE TREES USED
LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT

The plants used included both native and cultivated trees and

shrubs. The great majority came from native species of trees planted

on the campus of Texas Technological College or its immediate vicin-

ity at Lubbock, Tex., where ecologic conditions are typical of the ex-

treme lower forest border. However, comparisons were made with a

natural forest-border area, with a systematically irrigated area, with

an east-coast area, and with forest interiors. Natural forests occur

below the Break of the Plains 35 to 55 miles east of Lubbock, in the

mountains of New Mexico 260 miles northwestward, and in the

Chisos Mountains 320 miles southward.

It is important to note that comparative studies revealed a close

similarity between the growth-layer patterns of the planted trees at

Lubbock and the patterns of the trees in the natural forests east of

Lubbock.

LUBBOCK, TEXAS, AND VICINITY

This area supplied most of the trees for experimental purposes.

The city of Lubbock lies in northwest Texas on the southern part of

the High Plains at an elevation of 3,200 feet. On the whole, the
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Plains are so flat that runoff in the area where the trees grew is at a

minimum. The soil is a sandy chernosem of rather high porosity ; it

absorbs water and yields it to evaporation rapidly.

The climate of the area is typified by extremes of varying intensity.

Annual rainfall averaged 19.09 inches over a period of 40 years.

Table i gives certain rainfall data at the Texas Agricultural Experi-

ment Substation, 5 miles east of the College campus. On the whole,

rainfall is concentrated in the summer months, and therefore the trees

may start growth in March or early in April with very little soil

moisture available. The rains of spring and summer are commonly

intense, of short duration, and separated by relatively long periods of

drought. Because of the nature of the rainfall, soil moisture fluctuates

widely.

Table 2 sets forth temperature data. Latitude causes a rather high

average annual temperature, and altitude gives rather sharp fluctua-

tions in daily and seasonal temperatures. Because of the rather high

average annual temperature, growth begins rather early in the spring,

sometimes as early as the first week of March, and temperatures

which would permit growth continue late into autumn. However, this

lateness is of little significance to tree growth except in certain in-

stances where so-called postseasonal growth occurs.

The impact of a cold front during spring may delay initiation of

growth or may force the temperature so low, after growth has started,

as to kill or seriously injure the cambium and newly formed tissues.

Temperature records permit us easily to identify the years of killing

late frosts. The average date of the last killing frost in spring is April

14, and that of the first in autumn is November i. Because of the

highly unique character of the anatomical effects of a few of the late

frosts, coupled with the knowledge of their exact dates, absolute

dating of growth layers has been possible.

Table 3 sets forth data on evaporation and wind movement. It

shows the relatively high rate of evaporation for all times of the year.

There can be no doubt that a combination of high rate of evaporation,

high temperatures in the summer, and long drought intervals, has

detectable effects on tree growth.

The natural vegetation of the Lubbock area consists principally of

short grass and widely scattered shrubby growth of catsclaw, yucca,

and mesquite. Junipers are common at the Break of the Plains and

in the transitional area immediately below. Locally, broad-leaved trees

and shrubs are common in the canyons which fray the edge of the

Plains.

The trees used for experimental purposes were either isolated in-
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dividuals or members of windbreaks. In the latter case, however,

competition could conceivably have accentuated somewhat, but not

altered the nature of, the anatomical features in the xylem. This

proved to be correct.

All trees used from the Lubbock area, with the exception of three,

came from one of two places : the campus of Texas Technological

College or the grounds of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Sub-

station. Both places are very similar in being portions of nearly level

areas. One of the other three trees grew in a shallow valley in Mac-

kenzie State Park at the northeast edge of Lubbock ; the second at a

private residence in the west part of Lubbock; and the third in

Coopers Canyon, a sharp valley heading into the Plains near Post, 40

miles southeast of Lubbock.

MOUNTAINS OF NORTHERN NEW MEXICO

This region was chosen partly because of accessibility and partly

because of its native forest. Compared with the Lubbock region, the

average annual rainfall is higher, the temperature lower, evaporation

less, the soil moisture greater in amount and less in fluctuation, and

the season of growth much shorter. These facts, coupled with the

much greater elevation, make growing conditions less hazardous and

more continuously favorable than in the Lubbock region.

A single ponderosa pine was sampled from the juniper-pinon-

ponderosa pine association in the foothills near Las Vegas, N. Mex.,

at an elevation of 6,150 feet. Several trees and shrubs were sampled

between Mora on the east slope and Tres Ritos on the west slope of

the Sangre de Cristo Range at elevations ranging from 8,750 to 9,350

feet, elevations which put them well within the spruce-fir forest. The
remaining New Mexico specimens came from stunted trees and

shrubs at timberline near Serpent Lake above Tres Ritos at elevations

ranging from 12,300 to 12,400 feet. Here the forest consists chiefly

of Engelmann spruce, foxtail pine, and dwarf willow.

The timberline trees in New Mexico were under severe competi-

tion, but the others were not. Area rainfall is concentrated in the

summer months, especially July and August, and averages 30 inches

or more.

CHISOS MOUNTAINS OF SOUTHWEST TEXAS

This locality, in the Big Bend country, possesses environmental

characteristics for all purposes strikingly intermediate between those

of the New Mexico and the Lubbock regions. The trees came from
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Table 2B.

—

Minimum and maximum daily temperatures (in "F.) for portions

of 1938, Lubbock, Tex.

Date

Feb.

20 .

31 .

32 .

23 '

24 .

25 .

26 .

27 .

28 .

Mar.

1 .

2 .

3 •

4 .

5 •

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

10 .

11 .

13 .

13 .

14 .

15 •

16 .

17 .

18 .

19 .

20 .

21 .,

22 .

23 .

24 .

25 .

26 .,

27 .,

28 .,

29 .,

30 ..

31 •

Apr.

1 .

2 .

Min.
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Table 2B.

—

Continued

Date Min. Max
May

—

continued

17 59 88

18 63 86

19 57 85

20 56 90

21 64 87

32 62 85

23 51 75

24 51 83

25 59 90

26 57 87

27

28

29

30

31

Oct.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Date Min. Max.

Oct,

—

continued

24 33 77

25 36 83

26 42 80

27 38 8s

28 47 86

29 48 7:i

30 39 80

31 49 84

Nov.

60
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Table 3A.—Annual evaporation data

(in inches) for the years 1931-1^47 at

Spur, Tex.

Year Evaporation

1931 64.171

1932 60.198

1933 72.752>

1934 80.905

193s 64.272

1936 68.970

1937 64.657

1938 67.344

1939 73-157

1940 69.669

1941

1943

1943

1944 64.285

1945 63.015

1946 66.763

1947 63.408

Table 3C.

—

Annual wind movement
(by miles) for the years ig3i-ig4/ at

Spur, Tex.

Wind
Year movement

1931 62,121

1932 53,739

1933 56,939

1934 69,582

1935

1936 63,709

1937 60,191

1938 62,003

1939 68,428

1940 70,585

1941 55,813

1942 55,226

1943 52,917

1944 38,830

1945 42,615

1946 66,562

1947 65,827

Table 3B.

—

Monthly evaporation data

(in inches) for the year igs8 at

Spur, Tex.

Month Evaporation

January 3.051

February 2.131

March 5-627

April S.177

May 8.057

June 7.641

July 7.082

August 9.003

September 6.898

October 5.581

November 4.006

December 3.090

Annual 67.344

Table 3D.

—

Monthly zviiid movement
(by miles) for the year 1938 at

Spur, Tex.

Wind
Month movement

January 5,082

February 5,135

March 7,670

April 7,144

May 6,536

June 5,391

July 3,838

August 3,757

September 3,288

October 3,604

November 5,694

December 4,864

Annual 62,003
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the typical lower forest-border association of juniper-pinon at eleva-

tions of about 6,000 feet. Area rainfall is concentrated in the summer

months, especially July and August.

YUMA, ARIZONA

The citrus trees, whose branches were sent to us, grew at the Uni-

versity of Arizona Experiment Station on a flat, mesalike area 4

miles south of Yuma. They were dependent almost wholly upon irri-

gation and therefore had an excellent opportunity of showing the

effect of such irrigation on growth. The elevation of Yuma is 141

feet, and the Experiment Station is somewhat higher. Yuma has ex-

tremes of high temperature, low rainfall (annual average of 3.33

inches), and low soil moisture, so much so that plant life, except for

the native desert association of creosote bush and cactuses, is abso-

lutely dependent upon irrigation. The soil is light and very sandy.

Competition was not a factor in the growth of the trees.

THE VICINITY OF WASHINGTON, D. C.

The trees used were planted and grew on the grounds of a private

residence in Maryland, half a mile outside of the northwest boundary

of the District of Columbia. They stood at an elevation of 230 feet

on the slightly rolling surface of the Piedmont Plateau. The soil is a

heavy clay loam.

The average annual rainfall of about 42 inches is much greater, and

it is more evenly distributed, than that in the Lubbock region. Tem-

peratures are in general somewhat lower and soil moisture fluctuations

less; in spite of this, the trees suffered from drought efifects while

they were under daily observation. Killing frosts occur, and one was

observed in the spring of 1944, one of the three springs during which

the trees were under study. Cold spells in the spring periodically de-

layed growth. The specimen trees grew in an area where the mixed

hardwood and pine forest had been cleared away. Competition did not

affect any of them.

TREE DESCRIPTIONS

In order to refer to the specific locality and to a specific tree from

that locality, the following symbols were adopted.

LOCALITY SYMBOLS

CC Coopers Canyon near Post, Tex.

CM Chisos Mountains, Tex.

Con Conservatory, trees grown in, for one winter.

LV Las Vegas, N. Mex.

M Mackenzie Park, Lubbock, Tex.
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S Grounds of a private residence, Lubbock, Tex.

SL Serpent Lake, above Tres Ritos, N. Mex.

TR Tres Ritos, N. Mex.

TT Texas Technological College campus, Lubbock.

W Washington, D. C.

XS Texas Agricultural Experiment Substation, Lubbock.

Y University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Yuma.

SPECIES SYMBOLS

A Hibiscus syriacus, shrubalthea, rose-of-Sharon.

Al Alnus temdjolia, thinleaf alder.

Ap Malus syhestris (Pyrus malus), apple.

As Fraxinus sp., ash.

Asp Populus tremuloides, quaking aspen.

C Cupressus arizonica, Arizona cypress.

Qa Sapindiis drummondii, wild chinaberry, soapberry.

Ch Primus sp., black cherry.

Ct Citrus maxima (C grandis), grapefruit.

Cw Populus sp., Cottonwood.

E Ulmus pumila, Siberian elm (often miscalled Chinese elm).

F Abies lasiocarpa var. arizonica, corkbark fir; A. concolor, white fir.

Fl Pinus flexilis, limber pine.

G Grossularia sp., gooseberry.

J Juniperus flaccida, drooping juniper ; /. pachyphloea, alligator juniper

;

/. sibirica, dwarf juniper; /. virginiana, red cedar; Juniperus sp.,

red cedar.

Jf Pinus jeffreyi, Jeffrey pine.

L Gleditsia triacanthos, honeylocust.

M Acer saccharinum, silver maple.

O Elaeagnus angustifolia, Russian olive, oleaster.

P Pinus aristata, foxtail pine, bristlecone pine; P. cembroides, Mexican

pitiion ; P. pofiderosa, ponderosa pine ; Pinus sp.

Pe Primus persica (Amygdalus persica), peach.

PI Primus sp., plum.

S Platamis occidentalis, American sycamore.

Sp Picea engelmunnii, Engelmann spruce.

T Pinus taeda, loblolly pine.

Th Thuja sp., arborvitae.

V Vitex agnus-castus, vitex, chaste or hemp tree.

W Salix spp., willow.

The complete symbol used to designate each single tree or shrub

was made by combining a locality symbol with a species symbol. For

instance, a pine from the campus of Texas Technological College was

designated TTP, for Texas Technological pine, and a wild chinaberry

from Coopers Canyon was, after a similar fashion, labeled CCCb.
Information having to do with the trees used in our work is given

in table 4 and includes complete symbol, specific name, height, diam-

eter, amount of competition, and certain additional ecological data.

Diameter is given under symbol D.b.h., diameter breast high.
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III. THE METHODS USED
The work that forms the basis of the present report was done from

1939 to 1950 upon complete sections cut from the branches of trees or

shrubs, except for eight trunks which were dissected in whole or in

part.

Both macroscopic and microscopic methods were used, the former

including for the most part labehng, observations, measurements, and

artificial freezing, and the latter the preparation and analysis of micro-

tome sections. In actual detailed experimentation and measurement

more branches were always chosen than would ordinarily be necessary

in order to allow for damage by man, ice storms, and incidental haz-

ards. Exploratory samples were taken from diverse trees in diverse

habitats for the purpose of comparing them with the trees from which

the majority of the specimens was taken. With the exception of those

methods devised for special purposes in the development of our work,

the remainder were, of course, those common to botanical and silvi-

cultural practices.

All experiments, observations, measurements, and thin-section

analyses were made by Clock and Studhalter working together at the

same time. This joint work holds true except for the years 194J2 to

1945, when each one carried on independently work applicable to the

common problem.

MACROSCOPIC METHODS

Simple descriptions based on locality were sufficient in the Lubbock

area to maintain the identity of individual trees. With branches, how-
ever, it was quite different. Their identity was maintained in two ways

:

first, by a band of twine at an appropriate place ; and second, by close

measurement from the ground up the trunk and out the branch, es-

pecially from significant crotch to crotch, until the exact place of

measurement or experimentation was reached. With these details

recorded, we found it possible to return to an exact spot on a partic-

ular branch at any time.

Each tree was given a letter symbol and a number, as has pre-

viously been explained. Branches used from any one tree were num-
bered consecutively. For instance, TTP 20-43 refers to Texas Tech-

nological College pine tree Number 20 and to the 43d branch selected

therefrom. When a branch was removed for dissection, blocks were

cut at intervals throughout its length, the innermost being labeled a,

and those successively outward, h, c, and the like. The final designa-

tion of a block reads, therefore, as follows : TTP 20-43-a. If a hand
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or macroscopic block was preserved from the immediate vicinity of

the a block, it was given the designation A.

Measurements made on tip growth of branches were taken either

weekly or annually. The weekly records were made throughout the

entire warm season or else over a calendar year. Annual measure-

ments were carried on for a minimum of one year to a maximum of

four years. In addition to these more or less periodic measurements,

the amount of tip growth was customarily recorded whenever any ex-

perimental work was performed. The purpose of the tip-growth meas-

urements was not primarily to determine the amount of such growth,

but actually to determine the relationship between the number of tip

flushes and the number of diameter flushes, and the relative amounts

of each.

As an extension of tip-growth measurements, phenologic observa-

tions were carried on, in some cases daily, in others weekly. These

were made not only on trees which were later sampled, but also on the

general woody vegetation of the area. The phenomena observed in-

cluded the start of tip elongation, leafing out, development of cones

and flowers, progress of different types of growth, branching, setting

of buds, resumption of tip growth, and pest attacks. Also, informa-

tion was gathered on late frosts, temperature fluctuations, and rain-

fall.

Branches frozen artificially (Studhalter and Glock, 1942) received

an injury which, together with recovery therefrom, later appeared in

the xylem and could be used as a reference to relate the injury to the

exact time of growth-layer formation. In addition to such "internal

tagging," artificial freezing yielded information on the nature of frost

injury and the recovery of living tissue from the effects of different

intensities of injury.

When observation and experimentation had been completed on any

branches, they were removed from the trees, and blocks were cut

from them. The actual time of removal depended upon the purpose

the experiments were intended to serve. Many, of course, were taken

during the winter which is supposedly the season of least growth. In

this way, postseasonal growth could be detected. Those blocks taken

at various times during the growing season permitted us to identify

multiple diameter flushes. In several instances, a series of similar

branches was removed from the tree, one being taken every two weeks.

In connection with the freezing experiments, many different branches

on a tree were artificially frozen at one time ; they were then removed

one at a time at successively longer intervals in order to determine the
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time and amount of diameter growth, as well as to observe regenera-

tion of living tissues.

In November 1939 nine trees (three ponderosa pines, three loblolly

pines, and three Arizona cypresses) were moved from the grounds

of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Substation to large cans in the

Conservatory of Texas Technological College. In April 1940 they

were transplanted to the grounds of a private residence a half mile

from the College campus. These trees were kept under constant ob-

servation and measurement until the last of them was cut down and

dissected in May 1944.

Increment cores were not used in our work. In fact, our methods

were designed especially to avoid their use because it was learned

early in the work that a core, as one radius, is wholly inadequate to

give a picture of the growth-layer pattern throughout a trunk or

branch under extreme lower forest-border conditions.

MICROSCOPIC METHODS

In all cases, branches were cut from the trees by means of a fine-

toothed coping saw. Blocks suitable for immediate sectioning with a

microtome, or for storage in a formalin-acetic-alcohol fixing agent for

future sectioning with a microtome, were removed from the branches

in the laboratory with the same saw. Wherever possible, a set of two

blocks was taken from each locality on a branch so that both cross

and longitudinal sections could be made. The number of branches re-

moved from an individual tree varied from i to 43, dependent upon

the purposes of the experiments. The number of blocks taken from

a single branch varied from i to 17, counting only the blocks taken

for cross sections.

In the entire project, a total of 433 branches and 5 main trunks

were brought to the laboratory. As a matter of passing interest, we
may mention that 1,245 blocks were taken from these branches and

trunks for the purpose of cutting cross sections, and 553 blocks were

also taken, from which both radial and tangential sections were cut.

A table microtome, used during the early part of the project, was

soon superseded by a sliding microtome. The thickness of the sections

varied with the type, size, and condition of the materials and averaged

about 30 microns. All staining was done with safranin and fast green.

Counting cross, radial, and tangential sections, slides totaled some

2,500 in number; however, for the purposes of the present report,

we concentrated on cross-section slides from 1,500 blocks.

The wood blocks were ordinarily not softened before sectioning
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with the microtome. It was often necessary to determine whether the

cambium was ahve or active at the time of taking the specimen, as in

freezing experiments ; and in the determination of the time of begin-

ning and of cessation of cambial activity, it was important that the

cambium cells be left as nearly normal as fixing and staining tech-

niques would permit. For these reasons, sections were cut either

from freshly sawed blocks, or else the latter were fixed in formalin-

acetic-alcohol and sectioned later with no additional treatment.

All sections were examined under low-low (21X), low (60X), and

high (264X) powers. In those cases where it was possible, sections

were examined closely prior to staining, either under a wide-field

binocular (13.8X) or under a hand lens (i4^)- ^ comparison of the

results achieved with the unstained sections on the one hand and the

stained sections on the other, brought out vividly and emphatically

the great advantage of stained over unstained sections. Many cases of

uncertainty on unstained sections were resolved quickly and accurately

when the sections had been stained.

IV. ABSOLUTE DATING—CRITERIA OF
MULTIPLICITY

DISCOVERY OF PRECISE DATING

In late 1938, Clock began the study of stained sections from

branches of trees growing on the campus of Texas Technological

College and noted a severe frost injury and recovery zone in the

inner portion of the outermost growth layer (Clock and Reed, 1940;

Clock, 1951). It was soon determined that the injury was due to a

severe frost early in April 1938, which almost universally damaged

the vegetation of the area.

In February 1939 realization came that, with proper use as taught

and described by Bailey (1925), late spring frosts could be employed

as a method of precise dating of the annual increments of xylem be-

cause the time of occurrence of the frost was known with exactness.

This method of dating opened up the possibilities of extended investi-

gation which was, nevertheless, distinctly limited by dependence upon

the natural frosts which came with irregular frequency and intensity.

While Clock was engaged in the task of dating annual increments

and their included growth layers by means of natural frost. Stud-

halter, in May 1939, conceived the idea of devising a method of pro-

ducing an injury in branches by means of frost artificially induced

by dry ice (Studhalter and Clock, 1942). He suggested to Clock that

artificial frost might supplement the efifects of natural frost and as a
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result joined Glock in October 1939 in an attack on problems opened

up by the development of methods of precise dating. Thus the work

has dealt with dated annual increments and in many cases with

growth layers dated to a part of a growing season.

The development of the two methods of absolute dating, by the use

of natural and artificial frosts as time markers in the detection of an-

nual increments, led directly to the search for, and development of,

other possible methods or criteria.

It was realized at once that a third method consisted of carefully

observing and measuring tip growth over a period of a year or more

and then of cutting sections from the measured portion of the tip

growth.

As a fourth method, a discrepancy between the number of tip

flushes and the number of diameter flushes suggests multiplicity. For

instance, if two diameter flushes are incorporated in one tip flush, the

evidence is presumptive for more than one diemieter flush for the

particular growing season. A discrepancy of this kind, we have found,

is an entirely different type of evidence compared with the existence

of one diameter flush to two tip flushes, a duality far from rare in the

forest-border area in one season.

The fifth method to be used in the detection of multiplicity

—

comparison of structural features—is rather weak and has been used

only as corroborative evidence; growth layers of comparable width,

similar sequences of growth layers, and the matching of special fea-

tures such as a widespread injury are suggestive, but by no means

conclusive, time markers.

These five methods, or criteria, are the bases upon which the entire

study has been elaborated. They will be taken up in further detail.

METHODS OF ABSOLUTE DATING

NATURAL FROST EFFECTS

By the term "frost" we mean both frost injury and recovery ; by

the term "natural frost" we mean especially late (spring) frost, unless

otherwise stated. The typical natural frosts, which stand out prom-

inently in the Lubbock area and have been used almost exclusively in

absolute dating, are those of 1938, 1936, and 1934, in that order of

usefulness. For most of the work, in which natural frost served to

give absolute dating, that of 1938 proved to be the most typical, the

most uniform in occurrence, and the most readily identifiable (pis. 8;

19, fig. 2; 20; 24, fig. i; 29; 33).

The original correlation of each frost with its correct year was
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based upon extensive sampling at the end of the 1938 growth period,

upon sampling of trees growing under conditions of constantly avail-

able soil moisture, and upon a combination of meteorological and

phenological records and observations. A combination of all of them

left no doubt as to the identity, characteristics, and intensity of the

typical frosts enumerated above. Moreover, the fact that the tem-

perature of 1935 did not drop below freezing in the Lubbock area

after the middle of February eliminates all possibility of the existence

of frost injury in the xylem grown in 1935. A knowledge of this ab-

sence serves as a check interior to 1936 whereas the time of first

sampling, the winter of 1938- 1939, placed a limit exterior to the 1938

growth layer.

In many of the sections studied, the following typical sequence

served as an anchor for extension into other parts of the same

branch, other branches, other trees, and other species

:

1934 annual increment, with moderately intense frost effects.

1935 annual increment, in which frost effects are impossible.

1936 annual increment, with moderately intense frost effects.

1937 annual increment, with light frost effects showing commonly as spots.

1938 annual increment, with intense frost effects.

Early work in dating depended upon the presence of the character-

istic 1938 frost effects in the outer part of our sections, whereas later

work attempted to reach back to include 1938 frost effects in the inner

part of the sections and to reach forward to tie in with the 1945

frost effects, which will permit us to extend the work into the future,

with precise dating assured. Recent fieldwork indicates that the frost

injury of 1945 will be as much of a key to absolute dating as was that

of 1938.

The entire sequence, as well as each unit of the sequence, served as

an absolute check in precise dating. These checks controlled the dating

and established multiplicity wherever it occurred. In some cases,

where there was a question as to the date of different frost effects be-

cause of certain atypical occurrences among them, the fact that the

1935 increment could not possibly contain a frost acted as a control

in the dating of the increments both preceding and following it. The

correct combination of frost effects in different years had to include a

1935 increment which was free of those effects.

The presence of frost effects depends, of course, upon the intensity

of the climatic factor, upon the species concerned, and upon the condi-

tion of growth at the time of the frost. If the frost was intense, as for

instance in 1938, and if the meristematic tissues were active, very few

species in the Lubbock area escaped the effects. The silver maple was
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one such to escape ; in contrast, the Siberian ehn was severely rup-

tured in the cambial region down to the ground, even in trunks 8

inches in diameter.

In detail, there is much variation among species, even for the in-

tense 1938 frost. This is strikingly true of the Arizona cypress and

the several species of yellow pines. Other frosts, of less intensity,

show greater variation among different species.

Among different trees of the same species and among different

branches of the same tree, the variations in frost effects duplicate in

a large measure what has been said above about species. The case is

somewhat different in relation to occurrence in branches; here, the

outer 5 to 30 cm. were unaffected by frost. The extent of the frost

effects inward on the branch is extremely variable, and most of our

sections did not reach inward far enough to reveal their lower limit.

Where a frost effect is typically developed, it has a characteristic

intensity, a characteristic extent around the circuit, and a characteris-

tic position in the xylem near, or at the beginning of, the annual in-

crement. The frost effects for 1934, for instance, do not commonly
extend around the circuit ; they lie either flush against the densewood

of the preceding growth layer, or else out one or two cells. In con-

trast, the effects of the 1936 frost commonly extend around the circuit

and lie nearly flush against the densewood of the preceding growth

layer. If the effects are not continuous around the circuit, the local-

ized occurrence lies in that part of the increment having the greatest

thickness ; in other words, in that region where cambial activity was

initiated sufficiently early so that it was caught by the frost. The ef-

fects for 1937 are always highly localized as spots which, in many
cases, appear to be sunk in the densewood of the first growth layer of

the 1937 annual increment. The frost effects for 1938, the most

typical and easily recognizable of all, extend completely around the

circuit in the majority of instances and are located in the xylem some

distance out from the start of the season's growth, a matter of two or

three and up to six or eight cells. Further study will bring out the

essential characteristics of the 1945 frost ; however, those effects for

the years 1939 to 1944, although better known than those for 1945,

are less dependable because of greater variation in position, extent,

and occurrence. The annual increments for 1932 and 1933 also con-

tain frost effects as a characteristic, but so few of our sections contain

these increments that it was not possible for us to become as intimately

acquainted with them as with the i934-to-i938 sequence. The

sporadic frosts, those of 1937, 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1944, have high

value for dating purposes when present because they check off the
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beginning of their respective annual increments, especially where they

are multiple.

A striking feature of a few branches was the occurrence of the

effects of two frosts in the 1938 increment. The initial effects, feeble,

inconspicuous, and commonly restricted to the two cusps of lenses,

involved the very first cells set off when diameter growth began in

the spring. The second or later frost produced the effects of the

typical 1938 frost. In a rare instance or two, there was a third injury

and recovery resembling those of frost ; however, we cannot be cer-

tain of such an identification. Where present, the double frost effects

can be used in dating.

ARTIFICIAL FROST

Artificial frost injury and recovery resemble their natural counter-

parts in all respects. Our experiments were confined to the branches

of Arizona cypresses, yellow pines, and junipers on the campus of

Texas Technological College and the grounds of the Texas Agricul-

tural Experiment Substation near Lubbock (pis. 2, figs, i and 2 ; 23,

fig. 2; 24).

The original purpose of artificial freezing was to place an internal

tag in the nature of an injury and recovery within the xylem before it

matured. By a series of cahbration experiments, it was intended to

determine the time and intensity of application necessary to produce

identifiable results. If this could be done (and it was), it would give

immediately a method of placing an internal tag at any desired time in

relation to diameter growth and at any desired place in the woody

framework of a tree. Excellent results, as a matter of fact, were ob-

tained in those cases where the cambium and cambial derivatives were

in the proper state to receive and record the shock of freezing ; how-

ever, the proportion of successful internal tagging experiments was

low in relation to the total number carried out.

Internal tagging was unsuccessful under two circumstances: the

freezing was applied too late in the growing season, or it was too in-

tense to permit subsequent recovery. In the climate of the Lubbock

region, it was found that artificial freezing should be applied before

the middle of April in order to strike the cambium in the condition

most susceptible to frost injury. Growth here begins anywhere be-

tween March i and April i, and may be well along in the first flush of

diameter growth by the middle of April.

As a matter of fact, even though experiments in internal tagging

were not carried through in the numbers to be desired, the anatomical
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results were so striking as to be ample remuneration for the work en-

tailed. These results will be detailed in succeeding chapters. In addi-

tion to the purely anatomical results so far achieved, the method of

artificial freezing has a wide field of application in dating precisely

the time of formation of annual, as well as intra-annual, growth

layers. Furthermore, the method can be extended from small

branches, such as we have used, to limbs and to trunks of trees that

are too large to lend themselves to tip-growth measurements or to the

effects of natural frosts.

TIP-GROWTH MEASUREMENTS

These measurements, in some cases weekly, in others yearly, were

used as a third means for the absolute dating of the diameter flushes

within that part of the branch which had grown during the measure-

ments. The existence of two or more growth layers in the tip growth

measured for one year gave clear proof of multiplicity. Correct loca-

tions on the branches were maintained by the methods described pre-

viously and gave certainty even in those instances where bud scale

scars were not developed. In the case of yearly measurements, they

were made during the winter for one to several years. Weekly or

periodic measurements were begun well before the start of the grow-

ing season and were terminated at least a year later. Obviously, sec-

tions taken from the branch tip grown during the measured intervals

could contain only the diameter flushes grown during the same

intervals.

Annual measurements of tip growth were made on the following

species in the Lubbock area : Conifers—ponderosa pine (4 trees, 81

branches), loblolly pine (2 trees, 35 branches), a short-leafed yellow

pine (MP i; i tree, 3 branches), another short-leafed pine (TTP
22; I tree, 7 branches), Arizona cypress (6 trees, 36 branches), and

red cedar (3 trees, 11 branches). Dicotyledons—apple (2 trees, 5

branches), cottonwood (i tree, 7 branches), Siberian elm (i tree, 6

branches), honeylocust (3 trees, 15 branches), and silver maple (2

trees, 12 branches). At Washington, D. C, annual measurements

were made on the following species of young fruit trees: Apple (i

tree, 2 branches), cherry (2 trees, 8 branches), peach (i tree, 11

branches), and plum (i tree, 2 branches). Through the kindness of

Mr. Van Horn, we were able to obtain grapefruit cuttings from

Yuma, Ariz., which represented the tip growth for specific years;

these included 15 branches probably from four different trees. The

total of annual measurements thus included 256 branches from 35
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trees of i6 different species. Of this total, i6 branches were measured

at weekly intervals for a full year or more.

The method of sustained periodic measurements (weekly in the

main) was applied to the following coniferous species in the Lub-

bock area : Ponderosa pine (i tree, 5 branches), loblolly pine (2 trees,

4 branches), a short-leafed yellow pine (TTP 22; i tree, i branch),

Arizona cypress (2 trees, 4 branches), and red cedar (2 trees, 2

branches). At Washington, D. C, periodic measurements were made

on the following species of young fruit trees: Apple (i tree, i

branch), cherry (3 trees, 9 branches), peach (i tree, 6 branches), and

plum (i tree, 3 branches). Thus the total of sustained periodic meas-

urements included 35 branches on 14 trees of 9 different species.

Within this total, there occurred 17 cases in which annual measure-

ments of one to three years preceded or followed a year of periodic

(weekly) measurements.

Because of the nature of observations and the taking of specimens,

many cases developed where it was possible to secure accurate meas-

urements of tip growth for intervals varying from approximately a

week to a full growing season. These short-interval measurements

were made on the following species in the Lubbock area : Conifers—
ponderosa pine (6 trees, 26 branches), loblolly pine (2 trees, 12

branches), Jeffrey pine (2 trees, 4 branches), a short-leafed yellow

pine (MP i; i tree, i branch), another short-leafed yellow pine

(TTP 22 ; I tree, 2 branches), Arizona cypress (8 trees, 55 branches),

and red cedar (3 trees, 14 branches). Dicotyledons—apple (3 trees,

14 branches), ash (i tree, i branch), Siberian elm (i tree, 2

branches), cottonwood (i tree, 3 branches), honeylocust (4 trees,

8 branches), silver maple (2 trees, 10 branches), sycamore (i tree,

I branch), and vitex (i tree, i branch). In the mountains of northern

New Mexico, the following species were measured for short-interval tip

growth : Conifers—foxtail pine ( i tree, i branch) , corkbark fir ( i tree,

I branch), and Engelmann spruce (i tree, i branch). Dicotyledons—
gooseberry (i shrub, i branch). At Washington, D. C, the following

species were measured in the same manner: Apple (i tree, i branch),

cherry (3 trees, 9 branches), peach (i tree, 15 branches), and plum

(i tree, 2 branches). The total of all short-interval measurements,

therefore, included 185 branches from 47 trees of 23 different species.

Of this total, there were 137 cases of short-interval measurements on

branches which were in turn measured annually for an interval of

one to four years.

In addition to actual measurements made either annually or peri-

odically, a third method of obtaining tip-growth increments em-
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ployed the presence of terminal bud scale scars counted inward on

the branch. This method in itself is not considered universcJly ac-

curate in setting off increments of annual increase in length, a fact

to be elaborated under the chapter on multiplicity. In truth, it was

found that a disparity between the number of tip flushes and the

number of diameter flushes in many cases provided a key to multi-

plicity of growth flushes within one year.

Terminal bud scale scars were used in two ways : first, where the

internodes were actually measured; and second, where they were

merely counted.

The following species in the Lubbock area came under the first

heading, actual measurements : Conifers—ponderosa pine (4 trees,

15 branches), loblolly pine (2 trees, 3 branches), and a short-leafed

yellow pine (MP i ; i tree, i branch). Dicotyledons—apple (3 trees,

14 branches), ash (i tree, i branch), cottonwood (i tree, 2 branches),

honeylocust (3 trees, 6 branches), silver maple (2 trees, 7 branches),

sycamore (i tree, i branch), and vitex (i tree, 2 branches). These

totaled 52 branches from 19 trees of 10 different species. Under the

second heading for the Lubbock area, terminal bud scale scars were

counted, with total measurement to the sections taken but no meas-

urement on individual internodes, on the following species : Conifers

—ponderosa pine (4 trees, 19 branches). Dicotyledons—Siberian

elm (2 trees, 6 branches), cottonwood (i tree, i branch), honeylocust

(2 trees, 2 branches), and silver maple (i tree, i branch).

The second type of use of terminal bud scale scars, counting only,

included the following species from northern New Mexico : Conifers

—ponderosa pine (2 trees, 2 branches), foxtail pine (2 trees, 2

branches), limber pine (i tree, i branch), corkbark fir (2 trees, 2

branches), white fir (i tree, i branch), and Englemann spruce

(3 trees, 3 branches). Dicotyledons—alder (i tree, i branch), aspen

(i tree, i branch), gooseberry (2 bushes, 2 branches), and willow

(4 trees, 4 branches). The total of counted terminal bud scale scars

came to 48 branches from 29 trees of 20 different species.

As a matter of passing interest, a grand total of tip-growth meas-

urements was made upon 576 branches from 72 different trees dis-

tributed among 12 coniferous and 17 dicotyledonous species.

The data on tip growth so far described have depended upon ac-

curate measurements at either regular or irregular time intervals.

In addition to such measurements, many direct and sustained ob-

servations were made—observations made at intervals which ranged

all the way from daily to several weeks. These observations were of

three types: First, close observations of the branches immediately
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surrounding a measured branch and comparison with the latter, as

well as general observations on the entire tree in comparison with the

same single branch ; second, short-interval, close observations of indi-

vidual branches, information on which was recorded by successive

diagrams and by notes ; and third, general observations on the condi-

tions of the vegetation from the beginning of leafing out and initia-

tion of tip growth until the following winter.

In some respects, observations as described above give a better

picture of what a tree as a whole is doing than measurements of a

single branch; this is especially true of the relationship among dif-

ferent branches and among different trees as regards initiation of

growth, decrease in growth rate, actual intraseasonal halts, and the

final setting of winter buds.

It is clear, of course, that growth layers formed in tip flushes which

have been measured periodically are thereby dated with exactness.

These growth layers can be followed inward on the branch by means

of a series of sections.

NUMBER OF DIAMETER FLUSHES IN RELATION TO NUMBER OF

TIP FLUSHES

At once three possibilities become obvious, namely : (
i ) The num-

ber of diameter flushes equals the number of tip flushes, (2) the

number of diameter flushes exceeds the number of tip flushes, and

(3) the number of diameter flushes falls short of the number of tip

flushes.

The first case represents very probably the normal situation,

wherein a single diameter flush corresponds to each tip flush. If

the single tip flush constitutes a single year's growth and extends from

the terminal bud scale scars at the base of a former terminal bud

to the bud scale scars at the base of the next outer terminal bud, then

the corresponding diameter flush is an annual growth layer. If the

actual dates of formation of tip-growth increments are unknown, we
make no presumption of multiplicity in a one-to-one correspondence

of diameter and tip flushes.

The second case is held to be clear proof of multiplicity because

the maximum length of time involved in the formation of one tip

flush is one full growing season. Two diameter flushes in a single

tip flush represent the minimum amount of multiplicity over an

annual interval. Should tip flushes themselves be multiple within a

year, the multiplicity of growth layers is correspondingly increased.

The third case probably requires more than one tip flush in a

season and does not necessarily concern the problems of multiplicity.
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Certain problems and concepts having to do with tip flushes and

their transitional forms, as well as the relation to actual tip flushes

of multiple zones on a branch, each zone composed of a bare portion

and a needle-covered portion, will be considered later in the chapter

on multiplicity.

In view of the generally accepted fact that one tip flush can rep-

resent no more than a single year of growth, the existence of two

growth layers in one tip flush is acceptable evidence for multiplicity.

Further discussion of the relationships between diameter flushes

and tip flushes will be given later (pages 183-204).

CORRELATION OF STRUCTURAL FEATURES

Within the same branch, and even within the same tree, special

features such as width of grovv'th layer, similar sequence, character-

istic "doubles," circles of parenchyma cells, or injury other than

frost could be used occasionally to help identify growth layers from

section to section as an extension of absolute dating. No great reli-

ance was placed upon these features.

For instance, an injury in the growth layer for 1936 in several of

the Arizona cypresses persisted farther out along the branches than

did the known natural frosts by which the growth layer was dated.

Another example of marked assistance was an annual increment con-

sisting of two sharply bounded growth layers, the inner one wide

and the outer very narrow. This "double" proved especially charac-

teristic and helpful for 1937, 1939, and 1940 among Arizona cypresses

and junipers. As in the case of all structural features, the "double"

was first dated on an absolute standard before it was used in a

secondary role.

Growth-layer width by itself, as seen in cross section, was of little

correlative value. However, relative width of adjacent growth layers

did offer assistance when based initially on absolute dating.

SUMMARY STATEMENT

The problem of the unity or multiplicity of growth layers in one

year has been discussed more or less emphatically from time to time

by different workers. Evidence for unity has been cited from one

region, whereas evidence for multiplicity has been announced from

another. If precision methods, or absolute dating, could be applied

over a region, the uncertainty would be eliminated.

Absolute dating was made possible by the recognition of the ef-

fects of the 1938 natural frost in the Lubbock region. This same
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frost was recognized and verified in the Chisos Mountains, 320 miles

south of Lubbock. Later, other methods supplemented and extended

the possibilities of absolute dating. It should be emphasized that this

type of dating contrasts sharply with those methods dependent upon

counting or upon the presence of one checkpoint in many years. By

means of natural frost, artificial frost, or measured tip growth, the

growth layers of each branch used in this work have been dated

exactly.

Absolute dating gives a great advantage in this type of work and

permits a breadth of application not heretofore realized. By this

means we should readily be able to detect multiplicity of growth

layers in a rather marked lower forest-border region as represented

by the Lubbock area. However, before the rather involved topic of

multiplicity is considered, it will be well to examine all types of growth

layers and to determine if they can be classified structurally or ge-

netically. This can lead us to a rational definition of a growth layer

—rational from the physiological point of view.

V. CLASSIFICATION OF GROWTH LAYERS
INTRODUCTION

Classification is a necessary, initial step in an intensive investigation

of growth layers. Early studies indicated that certain growth layers

may be disposed over the plant body in a somewhat complex fashion.

In attempting to describe the variety of growth layers encountered,

we adopted a terminology that seemed suitable and suggestive.

A consideration of growth layers from an anatomical point of view

and an appreciation of cambial activity from the physiological point

of view depend to a great extent upon the mental picture of a growth

layer as it exists within the body of a tree. In addition, this picture

possesses ecologic implications. The older idea, and the one largely

current today, is that of rings which are concentric circles as seen on

the end of a log or the top of a stump. Hence, the popular term

"tree rings" is used rather than "growth layers," and the simplicity

of a two-dimensional concept contrasts with the anatomical correct-

ness of the three-dimensional concept. The principles of physiology,

anatomy, and ecology leave no alternative but to consider tree growth

a complex process resulting in a three-dimensional growth layer more

or less intricately disposed over the body of a tree.

In the construction of a terminology, the terms must be highly

descriptive ; they must conform to the three-dimensional picture even

though they are derived from the cross-sectional appearance of the
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growth layers. The terms "locally absent" (Douglass, 1935, p. 68)

and "locally present" (Glock, 1937, pp. 8-9), for instance, are loosely

descriptive because they lack clear-cut definition and originated in

an intensive study of rings on cross sections, whereas "lens" not only

gives a definite picture but also is inherently a three-dimensional

affair. In other words, a lens is at once visualized as a patch of xylem

on the body of a tree.

Even greater difficulties are brought into focus by the use of such

negative terms as "occasionally absent," "commonly absent," or "miss-

ing ring" (Douglass, 1935, pp. 58-72), because these depend wholly

upon one radius or at most one cross section from each tree. Else-

where along the body of a tree the situation may be decidedly dif-

ferent. It may be illustrated as follows : A certain "ring" is entire

around the circuit on one cross section of a tree ; another cross section

shows the same "ring" to be locally present ; and a third section shows

it to be absent or missing. Of course, a ring is missing only in the

sense that it was never formed. Attention cannot thus be centered too

exclusively on a two-dimensional viewpoint, or be concentrated on a

single radius or cross section from each tree. The term "lens," on the

contrary, includes all three of the above concepts and necessarily pro-

hibits the concentration of attention on a single plane in the body of

a tree.

A problem worthy of investigation arises from the designation

"missing ring." Can a growth layer, present entirely or partially in

one tree, be completely absent from the body of another tree? Eco-

logical physiology says "yes" if the growth layer is an intra-annual.

However, the problem becomes acute if the growth layer actually or

supposedly represents one full year of growth. Such absence would

signify physiological activity sufficient only to keep the meristematic

tissues alive, but insufficient, over an interval exceeding a year, to

permit cell division and maturation at any time during that interval.

The problem is too complicated and far-reaching to be settled here. A
first step would be to establish without doubt the annual character of

the growth layer which tends to be partially or entirely absent. The
present paper, it is hoped, is a step forward in the solution of this

problem.

Of course, designating a growth layer as locally absent, commonly

absent, or missing on a single radius or section does not mean that

the worker considers it to be the same throughout the entire body of

the tree. The use of such terminology may eventually restrict his

viewpoint. Genuine harm, however, would come from the actual sub-

stitution of an unduly small linear dimension for a volume quantity,
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no matter how truthfully the ratio of thicknesses of adjacent growth

layers represents their volume ratio where the growth layers are

sheaths surrounding the entire plant body. Any single linear measure-

ment of a partial growth layer from zero up to the maximum thickness

would thus in all probability enter statistical calculations or graphic

analyses as either a plus or minus exaggeration.

The nomenclature used in the classification of growth layers has

developed gradually during the course of the work. As has been men-

tioned heretofore, almost all growth layers have been studied on a

series of cross sections taken along each branch. An attempt has been

made to adopt a terminology that will instantly describe the appear-

ance of the growth layer on a cross section, at the same time sug-

gesting its three-dimensional nature. Consistent with such usage, a

growth layer is thick or thin, in radial dimension, rather than wide or

narrow (Clock, 1937, p. yz)-

CONSTITUENTS OF A GROWTH LAYER

TERMS

Our knowledge of furniture, woodwork, and lumber of all kinds

has familiarized us with the common pattern of alternating light and

dark bands in wood. This same alternation is shown on a log or on

any surface cut transversely to the length of the trunk. As is well

known, each pair, a light plus a dark band, forms a so-called tree ring,

or growth layer. The common idea of a tree ring pictures it as begin-

ning abruptly with light-colored wood which passes outward grad-

ually into darker material whose outer termination comes abruptly.

This succession is repeated in each ring. However, the more one

studies not only rings on a cross section but also growth layers

along a branch or trunk, the more complex their anatomy becomes.

So far as the gross constituents of a growth layer are concerned,

different points of view may stress time of formation, position in the

growth layer, or structure of the tissues. The two parts of a growth

layer have been given different names, such as : ( i ) springwood and

autumnwood, (2) springwood and summerwood, (3) earlywood and

latewood, or (4) lightwood and densewood. The first three stress

time of formation, a valuable distinction if there is uniformity among

trees and if time is distributed correctly. Observation and experi-

mentation throw doubt on the strict vaHdity of both suppositions.

In the case of springwood and autumnwood no comment need

be added, but with springwood and summerwood any objections seem

trivial until one wonders whether spring is an astronomic or a climatic
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designation. The only serious ambiguity arises in case of multiple

growth layers in a year. Should we use springwood and summerwood

in relation to an outer growth layer formed, say in July, or late in the

growing season, whatever portion of the calendar this may span? At

first sight, earlywood and latewood, based upon mutual relationship in

time, seem to be more accurate and more justifiably descriptive than

previous terms. We have, however, found latewood present at the

beginning of a growth layer, and we have seen it within the body of

an annual increment as fragments, intermittent circles, and complete

circles preceding the latest earlywood of the increment. Surely, late-

wood should be later than earlywood.

Terminology based upon position in the grozvth layer has not been

proposed, apparently, in a formal manner. "Inner part" and "outer

part" have been used descriptively (Holman and Robbins, 1939, p.

117), These are rather weak and subject to the same indefiniteness as

those previously mentioned. In the same category are the terms "red

ring" and "red autumn ring" (Douglass, 1928, p. 32).

The third basis for discriminating between parts of a growth layer,

structure of the tissues, is committed neither to time of formation nor

to relative position within the growth layer or annual increment.

Lightwood and densewood are thus terms descriptive of the cellular

nature of the tissues. It seems worthy of note that, although botanical

workers have stressed xylem structure, they have commonly made use

of a nomenclature based on time. However that may be, a structural

term is eminently descriptive and can be applied to any type of growth

layer no matter when formed or how completely formed. The terms

for the two general types of xylem in growth layers, "light" and

"dense," have only structural and textural implications.

The structural characteristics involved, it is generally agreed, are

radial dimension of the cell, thickness of the cell wall, amount of ligni-

fication, and deposition of dark materials such as tannins, gums, and

resins. The first tw^o are rather easily determined under moderate

magnification. In contrast, the third can be safely determined only if

staining has been done properly or if microchemical tests have been

performed. Lignin is concentrated in, but not confined to, the dense-

wood. The dark material mentioned as the fourth feature is visible on

unstained sections under a hand lens or naked eye. Of all the features

mentioned, this is probably the least diagnostic.

The ordinary conception of a growth layer pictures lightwood fol-

lowed outward radially by densewood (pi. i, fig. i). In the lightwood,

the cells are wide radially and possess thin walls which are but slightly

lignified. In the densewood, these features are essentially the oppo-
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site : the cells are narrow radially and possess thick walls which are

more or less heavily lignified. This is the ordinary idea of a growth

layer. The features enumerated are not always combined, the three of

them together. Can one alone establish the identity of either light-

wood or densewood? Or are two necessary? Which two? If the cells

are thick-walled and heavily lignified but large in radial dimension, is

the wood to be called light or dense ? To the unaided eye it would be

compression wood. Thick-walled cells, heavily lignified cells, and

narrow cells are found isolated, in groups, or in definite patterns any-

where throughout a "normal" growth layer ; and the same is true in

reverse for the features of lightwood. Since all three do not always

occur together, it may be necessary to conclude that the presence of

any two of them is sufficient for diagnostic work. A narrow radial

dimension, nevertheless, seems to stand out as preeminently character-

istic of densewood.

The ordinary idea of a growth layer also has the lightwood giving

way gradually to densewood whose distinctive characteristics become

more distinctive outward to the abrupt termination of the growth

layer. This is not necessarily universal ; for instance, in a Chisos

Mountain juniper (CMJ i-i-a), the thickness of the cell walls de-

creases outward (see pi. i, fig. 2). Lignification does the same in

many instances. In spite of these reversals, the cells gradually become

narrower outward and the termination of the growth layer is placed

where the narrowest cells lie immediately interior to the very large

cells of the next outer growth layer. It seems, therefore, that we have

unconsciously but necessarily given more weight to cell size as a diag-

nostic feature than to the other two.

The whole matter goes deeper than merely the physical or visual

features of parts of a growth layer. It concerns, of course, the

processes of maturation ; more especially, it concerns the vital physi-

ological activity of the cambium. Do wall thickening and lignification

increase as the speed of cell division in the cambium decreases? Or
do the two continue at the same rate that they held during deposition

of the lightwood and only appear to increase because the rate of cell

division decreases? Are isolated cells or patches of densewood in

lightwood, or vice versa, merely "accidents of maturation" and with-

out significance in cambial activity? A word must be said about

radially narrow cells. Densewood cells gradually become narrower

outward until the inner tangential walls of the cells come nearly or

quite into contact. Is this decreasing cell width indicative of lessening

cambial activity, and does a uniform area of cells with minimum radial

dimension mean that the cambium over that area ceased all activity
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having to do with cell division for a period of time? Extensive obser-

vation answers this last question in the affirmative, but at the same

time indicates that the cambium is restive, in a manner of speaking, to

continue or reinitiate cell division. Witness the many cases of post-

seasonal growth.

REACTION OR COMPRESSION WOOD

Compression wood occurs as a common feature in branches of coni-

fers, and especially characterizes Arizona cypress. Although it no

doubt exists as a rule along the underside of branches and on the long

radius, it is by no means restricted to those regions. It exists as

patches, as successive waves, and as crescents anywhere on a section

or within a growth layer: on the long, the short, or the quarter

radius ; in the lightwood or densewood ; at the inner or outer margin

of a growth layer ; in successive growth layers or isolated growth

layers ; or concentrated on one radius throughout a section or on

different radii for each growth layer of a section. Compression wood

may extend from the start of a growth layer outward to the outer two

or three rows of cells which are densewood normal in all respects.

Where it lies along the inner margin of a growth layer and subsides

outward into normal lightwood, it may give the appearance of re-

versed sequence.

The greatest difficulty with compression wood occurs where it lies

immediately adjacent to, or bridges, the contact between two growth

layers. In most instances, the effect of such wood was eliminated by

extra thin sections, by "discounting" its presence, and by the use of

high power. In a few cases, compression wood masked critical fea-

tures to such an extent that the sections could not be used.

The terms "compression wood" or "reaction wood" can perhaps

create confusion because they imply an interpretation. A descriptive

term would of course avoid such implications. "Brown wood" is de-

scriptive but could be confused with the ordinary densewood of many
conifers. In order to avoid confusion, the German word "Rotholz"

might be adopted in English in its original spelling, thus making it a

technical term.

CONTACTS BETWEEN GROWTH LAYERS

TYPES OF CONTACTS

In 1937, Clock wrote

:

The annual ring as it has been used in tree-ring work among the conifers

includes the secondary wood formed by the cambium from the time growth starts

in the spring until it ceases because of the approach of winter or because of the
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exhaustion of the water supply. Springwood is composed of cells which are

large, thin-walled, and light-colored, whereas summerwood is composed of cells

which are small, thick-walled, and dark-colored. As a rule, springwood merges

gradually into the summerwood and the latter terminates abruptly in a sharp

outer face. (P. 7.)

Many growth layers, of course, are annual and "normal" in the

sense of possessing simplicity as described. Nonetheless, it was

recognized in 1937 that the outer face of the densewood of a "false"

(intra-annual) ring might so closely approach the sharpness of a true

annual as to give a high degree of uncertainty in identification.

"There is nothing to do in doubtful cases except to compare the se-

quence with others, to examine the rings throughout more of the

trunk, or to discard the specimen" (Clock, 1937, p. 10). It should be

our desire to understand the specimens, not discard them. The refer-

ence to an examination of more of the trunk undoubtedly presupposes

that ( I ) the outer face of a growth layer which approaches an annual

in sharpness in one area of the trunk will break down to diffuseness

elsewhere, thus revealing its identity as a "false" ring, and that (2)

annual sharpness is a quality distinguishable from any sharpness an

intra-annual may have. In reference to point (i) we have found "an-

nuals" which break down to dififuseness and we have noted intra-an-

nuals which, within the limits of our search, maintain their sharpness.

Some years of search, in reference to point (2), have failed to reveal

any criteria by which sharpness developed at the end of the so-called

growing season can be distinguished from that developed by the ces-

sation of growth within a season.

The work upon which this report is based has shown emphatically

that the subject of contact surfaces between growth layers is highly

complex. As a matter of fact, the subject divides itself into two

phases, one having to do with anatomy and description, the other with

physiology and cambial activity. The many types of growth layers

as marked off by their contacts constitute signposts that act as in-

dicators of that activity to which a description, or classification, of

growth layers is a necessary preliminary. An understanding of place,

time, and rate of cambial activity depends upon a thorough description

and classification of growth layers in all their complications. In this

matter of classification, contacts play a highly important role.

Throughout the analyses of the stained microscope sections, four

types of contacts were recognized on cross sections, namely, sharp,

definite, indefinite, and diffuse. A sharp contact is smooth and pre-

sents such a decided contrast between the densewood on the inside and

the lightwood on the outside (pi. 2, fig, i : 1941) that no doubt exists
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under any magnification as to the abrupt termination of the dense-

wood or to the sudden start of the liglitwood. The characteristics of

each are possessed to a superlative degree. It is this type of contact

which has been emphasized by some as especially characteristic of an

annual increment and, in contrast, as not existing among intra-an-

nuals. In the case of the sharp contact, no doubt exists that growth

ceased entirely at least for a time, and that the physiologic conditions

responsible for the densewood were in marked contrast to those re-

sponsible for the following lightwood. Also, the cambium presumably

came to rest. A sharp contact, it must be noted, depends as much, if

not more, upon the superlative development of the following light-

wood as it does upon the accentuation of the preceding densewood.

This is less true with stained sections and high powers of magnifica-

tion.

The term definite is applied to a contact if the outer margin is not

quite so smooth, not quite so decided as that identified as sharp (pi. 4,

fig. 2 : 1938). Under high power, it may show slight irregularity. Ob-

viously, however, cambial division ceased for a time. Definite is dis-

tinguished from sharp, as a matter of fact, not only for purposes of

discussion but also and more particularly for purposes of understand-

ing the nature of the processes responsible for the various types of

growth-layer contacts. Such discussion will be held over until the

types have been defined. In assembling and synthesizing the results of

our microscopic analyses, we have classified all definite contacts with

the sharp.

The term indefinite refers to undoubted irregularity at the contact or

a certain amount of transition from the densewood to the following

lightwood (pi. I, fig. 2 ;
pi. 2, fig. 2 : 1939). Under lowest powers of

magnification, there is a strong inclination to assume that growth ac-

tivities merely had declined for a time but had not ceased. High power

is necessary to distinguish a contact indefinite because of irregularity

or because of transitional features. In the one case growth activities

may have ceased entirely ; in the other, they probably did not.

The term dijjuse refers to a contact which lacks any abruptness or

contrast between densewood and following lightwood (pi. 2, fig. 2

:

1940). Under lowest powers of magnification the transition appears

to be gradual and complete. Growth processes responsible for dense-

wood were at first accelerated and later declined, whereas cambial ac-

tivity probably was continuous but at a decreasing and then increasing

rate as the densewood was formed. Under high power the true nature

of contacts becomes more clearly defined. Indefinite contacts have

been united with the diffuse for purposes of classification in this

report.
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FEATURES CAUSING DIFFUSE CONTACTS

Indefiniteness or diffuseness is caused by two different combinations

of features, the one giving irregularity of contact, the other providing

a gradual transition between types of wood laid down. Expressed in

terms of cambial activity, the first represents variable but complete

cessation of that activity among the cambial initials or variable com-

pletion of growth among the last xylem cells set off before cessation,

whereas the second actually represents a uniform decline of growth

activities followed by gradual acceleration with no interval of complete

cessation.

It may be well to describe in some detail the exact anatomical fea-

tures, seen on stained sections under a microscope, which detract from

the simplicity of growth layers as mirrored so commonly on the

natural wood. This will, of course, introduce many complexities not

considered ordinarily in work having to do with growth layers, com-

plexities that can easily mask the annual identity of a growth layer if

sharpness of contact be the only criterion. In practically every in-

stance, the use of high power reveals the presence of those features

causing diffuseness. Again note should be made that this investigation

has to do primarily with branches of trees, most of which grew under

extreme lower forest-border conditions.

Because of the diverse nature of the features causing diffuseness

along growth-layer contacts, it is difficult to group them except as ( i

)

those along, (2) those interior to, and (3) those exterior to, the con-

tact.

Resin canals in certain instances are disposed along the surface of

contact in such fashion as to yield a certain indefiniteness when

viewed under low powers. Even moderate power reveals their iden-

tity. Parenchyma cells, dark blue or black under staining, occur iso-

lated, in groups, or in continuous or discontinuous circles. The outer

margin of the inner growth layer of 1939 in TTC 33-13-a (pi. 13) ap-

pears indefinite because of scattered parenchyma cells within the

densewood and along its outer face. Nevertheless, the contact is sharp

entirely around the circuit. The long radius of 1941 in TTC 34-20-a^

bears waves of compression wood some of whose outer borders are

far from diffuse. It is a common thing to find such a fairly definite

border, whether on compression or on ordinary wood, succeeded im-

mediately by a row of dark parenchyma cells. In the case of TTC

2 Specific examples, rather than general statements, are used to ihustrate the

features found along contacts and margins aUhough only a portion of the

examples appear in photographs.
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5-2-a, its growth layer for 1938 bears a row of parenchyma cells along

its outer face where it is succeeded outward by an exterior lens. In

the sections of XSC 8-1 -a, parenchyma cells are associated with the

effects of natural frost. The frost and recovery of 1938 are followed

immediately by a band of densewood whose outer margin is set with

dark parenchyma cells. In the case of the 1938 increment of CMJ
2- 1 -a, the frost and recovery are in patches separated by cells of

densewood and of parenchyma. Such cells give a more or less false

diffuseness to otherwise sharp contacts.

A touch of indefiniteness is added to contacts in species normally

considered to be lacking in terminal parenchyma cells by the existence

of green-stained cells along or just within the contacts. Some of these

green cells, which were alive at the time of preparation, are mis-

shapen, some crushed, some collapsed, and some cupped inward. In

TTC 34-1, the outer margin of 1938 gives an excellent example of

green crushed cells. Furthermore, the outer margin of the densewood

is irregular and gives the impression that many of its cells failed to

mature when 1938 growth stopped or that extra cells were added

here and there after the normal densewood was completed at the end

of the season. Studies of densewood immediately interior to the

cambium show that both of these alternatives do occur. The phe-

nomena are more decided in 1937 of TTC 34-4-a. Here the outer

margin consists of green collapsed cells followed by one to two rows of

rather narrow, heavily lignified, thick-walled cells whose outer border

is decidedly irregular. It may be that some growth was occurring

after the regular growth layer had been finished; in other words,

these features appear to indicate certain conditions at the season's

end. The above described features, in part probably frost effects on

immature (nonlignified) cells, mask or destroy the characteristics

normal to densewood. Sharp contacts are replaced by diffuse con-

tacts, and high power serves merely to reveal the cause of the dif-

fuseness.

Features that are interior to the margin and that give diffuse con-

tacts have chiefly to do with the failure of one or more of the char-

acteristics of densewood, such as failure of the cells to remain narrow,

failure of normal lignification, or failure of wall thickening. Matura-

tion is held in abeyance or takes place irregularly. In TTC i-ii-d (pi.

6, fig. 2), for instance, the densewood of the outer growth layer of

1943 is feeble and intermittent—intermittent in the sense that radial

columns of cells which show no indication of increasing narrowness

outward—alternate with radial columns which do show normal in-

crease in narrowness.
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Perhaps it is pertinent to emphasize the comparison between the

feebleness of the outer densewood of the annual and the strength of

the densewood of the intra-annuals (see 1939 of TTC 34-6-a, pi. 14,

fig, 2). This emphasis is all the more pertinent because the situation

has been encountered repeatedly throughout the work. Failure to

lignify normally is well shown in TTP 24-3-b (pi. 19, fig. i) in which

lignification has been fairly normal in the densewood of the inner

growth layers but has decreased in the outer growth layers until it is

present in such small amounts that the densewoods of the outer

growth layers are extremely faint and only visible with great dif-

ficulty. In some instances there is not only a failure of lignification

but also a failure of v/all thickening. The outer cells of the densewood

of 1939 and 1941 in Con T 2-0-base bi (pi. 2, fig. i) are light colored

and thin walled, but narrow in radial direction. The case of Con T
2-7-a has especial interest because the densewood of 1941 is distinct

from the earlywood of 1942 over most of the circuit by reason of

narrowness of cells only. In different parts of the circuit the cell walls

of 1941 densewood and 1942 earlywood may be of equal thickness and

equal lignification, or the walls of the earlywood of 1942 may be

thicker and more heavily lignified than the densewood cells of 1941,

or the cell walls of both may be normal in comparative thicknesses.

These comparisons hold true outside of the compression wood. In the

case of Con T i-15-a, the contact between 1941 and 1942 is weak and

the densewood of 1941 is atypically developed. The outer three or

four rows of cells of this densewood are thinner walled, less lignified,

but narrower than those cells immediately to their interior. The same

set of features is present in the densewoods of the first and second

flushes of 1942 in Con T 2-7-b.

From the above examples, which could be multiplied many times

over, it is clear that densewood is not universally a simple constituent

of a growth layer, that it has complexities of various types, and that

these complexities can detract from the sharpness of contact between

the densewood and the following growth layer.

Features that are chiefly exterior to the contact and that detract

from marginal definition are varied and intermingled to such an extent

that a simple classification becomes difficult. Therefore, no attempt

is made to hold a single example to one category. A seemingly ir-

regular rate of cambial activity imparts a ragged outline to a growth-

layer margin as seen in cross section. This irregularity is most strik-

ingly shown on the outer margin of the xylem just under the cambium.

In fact, a rugose outer face to the xylem is nearly, if not quite, as

common as a smooth one. Most certainly the cambium, cell for cell,

does not cease activity simultaneously throughout its extent.
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In TTL 5-1-a the outer margin of the xylem is partially smooth and

sharp and partially irregular, the irregularity being caused by prom-

ontories of mature xylem which protrude outward into the phloem

region. The cambium loops out around the promontories and perhaps

could still have been active because the sections were cut July 25, 1944.

However, many examples exist where the sections were cut during

the winter (see pi. 7, fig. i). Sections TTP 24-2-a, for instance, were

cut November 29, 1941, and show a highly irregular outer margin of

promontories and reentrants on the xylem (pi. 18, fig. 2). The cambial

zone has variable width, being smooth on its outer face and filling

the reentrants in the xylem with nucleated cells. All cambial cells are

large, nucleated, and full of cytoplasm; indeed, it scarcely seems they

can be in a resting condition. In the case of TTC 33-io-b (pi. 12, fig.

i), cut January i, 1943, and many other specimens of Arizona cy-

press, the irregularity of the outer surface of the growth layer is

much finer in detail. Single radial columns of xylem cells protrude

outward beyond the general surface. With a unified row of narrow

cells as a tangential baseline, contiguous radial columns support from

zero to four extra cells thus making the outer surface highly irregular

in detail. If the sections had not been cut but had been left to grow

another year, what would have been the appearance of the contact on

the outside of the 1942 increment? This would depend upon the na-

ture of the lightwood cells laid down upon and between the columns

of "postseasonal" cells; the lightwood cells could be normal, giving

a diffuse contact, or thick walled and heavily Hgnified, giving a "cur-

tain effect" or "reverse sequence" (pi. 23, fig. i). Examples of both

are common. If TTC 33-io-b had been cut off during the growing

season, we would unhesitatingly say that the cambium was dividing

actively. Such irregularities found definitely on the outer surfaces

of annual increments constitute simply one type of feature which can

mask or destroy the sharpness of an annual increment.

If the xylem responsible for irregularities is formed after the close

of the normal growing season, it is called postseasonal growth. It may
be represented by an immature cell here and there, by a few widely

scattered mature cells, by local patches of cells, or by a layer of cells

entire tangentially but incomplete radially as a growth layer. Post-

seasonal growth, so far as we have observed, may vary from the

merest hint up to a nearly complete growth layer. In TTJ i-i-a and

i-i-b, cut January 11, 1940, scattered immature cells lie just under the

cambium. Outward on the branch, in TTJ i-i-d, the postseasonal

growth has been reduced to the merest hint of a cell or two. The sec-

tions of TTC 12-14 (pis. 10, fig. 2; II, fig. i), cut November 17,
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1945, give an excellent example of a series of short lenses of added

growth by large-lumened cells around the circuit which represent

patches of cells in three dimensions. In TTP 20-23-a (cut November

17, 1944), the densewood of the outer growth layer is followed out-

ward by two to three rows of large, heavily lignified cells making the

outer margin indefinite under the cambium and suggesting that

another growth layer was in process of formation when growth ceased.

This specimen, furthermore, indicates that growth does not have to

cease at an accepted point by an accepted group of features such as

narrow, thick-walled, heavily lignified cells. The following question

might well be asked : If TTP 20-23 had not been cut off in 1944, but

say two years later, would it be possible to detect the exact outer mar-

gin of 1944 in view of its indefiniteness ? In the case of the postsea-

sonal growth on TTC 12-14, what would a further year of growth

have done to the margin of 1945 ?

The above examples illustrate three types of confusion in the de-

lineation and determination of precise outer margins whether they are

annual or not. Had the branches been sampled a year or so later, the

postseasonal growth would have given either one of two, or both, re-

sults : an indefinite outer margin to the previous outer growth layer,

or the inclusion of the postseasonal growth in the growth of the fol-

lowing year.

The above considerations must be evaluated in any study necessitat-

ing the identification of annual increments without the help of absolute

dating methods. The outer contact of an annual increment may be in-

definite to diffuse anywhere from zero up to 100 percent around the

circuit. If the outer contact is identified as being at the base of the

postseasonal growth, then that added growth would be taken as part

of the next year's increment and would distort any interpretations

based upon measured thicknesses of growth layers.

Marginal definition is also impaired by atypical lightwood. Among
the angiosperms (i.e., TTL 5-1-a) a unique situation exists in that one

growth layer is composed predominately of vessels and the following

growth layer predominately of tracheids (see pis. 3, fig. i
; 36, fig. 2).

The growth layers in the sections of TTL 5-1-a were dated with

exactness by tip-growth measurements. The vessels of 1943 and the

tracheids of 1944, taken together, appear to be one fully developed

growth layer, especially because of the indefinite, not to say obscure,

boundary between them. Yet the contact is there, the measurements

of tip growth demand the presence of two discrete growth layers, and

sections 5-1-b, 20 cm. out from 5-1-a, show a more normal develop-

ment of 1943 and 1944.
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A parenthetical statement about compression wood should be made
at this point. Ordinarily it would arouse no comment so far as this

study is concerned. However, the three growth layers of 1939 in TTC
33-13-b show an interesting similarity between intra-annuals and an-

nuals (see pi. 13). The densewood of the inner growth layer on one

radius has a sharp contact under low power whereas under high power

the densewood cells show themselves to be merely compression wood.

On the middle growth layer the outer contact is sharp except where

followed outward by compression wood. High power shows the

densewood to be present and sharply bounded completely around the

circuit. The outer growth layer has a sharp outer contact except

where followed by compression wood. Where this is true of the outer

growth layer, the middle growth layer just to the interior is sharp;

where the intra-annual is followed by compression wood, the outer

contact of outer 1939 is sharp and followed by a normal sequence of

lightwood.

Atypical lightwood, whether entirely absent or merely poorly de-

veloped, not only impairs marginal definition but also, and what is

even more important, reveals information concerning cambial activity.

The densewood of one growth layer may merge over an arc of five

degrees or less with the densewood to the interior, as in the case XSC
2- 1 -a where the densewood of the outer growth layer of 1932 "dips

inward" to make contact with the densewood of the middle growth

layer of 1932 at a sinus (see pis. 14, figs, i and 2 ; 19, fig. i ; 29; 31,

fig. I ) .^ Or again, the lightwood may be absent over a much greater

portion of the circuit, as in TTP 23-i-a (see pis. 17, fig. i ; 25)

where the densewood of 1941 lies back against that of 1940. For a

short distance the densewoods of both 1940 and 1941 are flush against

that of 1939, the microscope showing that only the lightwoods are ab-

sent. The sections of TTP 24-14-a (pi. 19, figs. 2 and 3) show a more

extreme case in which the densewoods of two growth layers are in-

distinguishably in contact except for a distance of 10° to 15° where

lightwood and an injury are inserted (contrast "added on" lens of pi.

24, fig. 2). Theoretically, the final step should exist wherein light-

wood is totally absent around the circuit of a cross section. A method

of internal tagging or serial sections would be required to distinguish

between two diameter flushes totally lacking in lightwood or to trace

them longitudinally into a region where lightwood is inserted. How-
ever, longitudinally detached cross sections which show a progressive

decrease and final disappearance of lightwood indicate to us that the

theoretical condition actually exists.

3 Clock, 1937, pi. 2A, shows an identical instance of merging growth layers.
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Poorly developed Hghtwood detracts from contact sharpness to an

extent nearly equal to its absence. Under high power, 1939 in TTP
2i-8-a is a complete ^ growth layer consisting of two to three rows of

wide cells and one to four rows of narrow cells. These sizes not

only approach each other here and there around the circuit but also

approach the sizes of the cells immediately contiguous to them in

adjacent growth layers, a transitional feature making it difficult to

recognize 1939 at those places except under high power. The next

outward growth layer, 1940, is of very irregular thickness and almost

wholly thinner than 1939. Under low power this irregularity is seen

as a series of short lenses, but under high power it resolves itself into

a continuous band of cells around the circuit. The growth layer may

narrow to one or two cells in thickness, these being radially narrow and

seemingly a part of the densewood of 1939. In places, the inner mar-

gin of 1940 is indistinguishable. It is to be noted that the use of high

power eliminates the necessity of assuming that the cambium failed

to divide throughout an entire season and of concluding that an an-

nual increment is totally absent.

In XSC i-2-b the outer part of 1935 consists of two entire growth

layers. Both outer contacts are sharp except on the short radius where

the inner growth layer (under low power) looks less sharp than the

outer because the Hghtwood of the outer is reduced to a thickness of

one cell which is not as thick everywhere as the Hghtwood cells at the

start of 1936. The point is worth emphasis : the definiteness of a

growth layer may depend more upon the characteristics of the suc-

ceeding Hghtwood than it does upon its own characteristics, even

though these are definite and sharp. Close study under high power

is necessary to reveal true character and definition. Many examples

of this have been noted and how many more of the growth layers

classed as lenses in our collection actually are entire and complete, only

prolonged detailed analysis would reveal.

One more example, TTP 23-4-c (pi. 17, fig. 2), will be sufficient to

illustrate the role played by atypical Hghtwood in marginal definition.

The growth layer for 1940 extends four-fifths of the way around the

circuit and is made up of Hghtwood and densewood. Over the rest of

the circuit, under low power, the growth layer does not exist—hence

1940 would be interpreted as a lens. High power reveals, however,

that over this portion of the circuit 1940 is represented by at least one

row of densewood cells. Furthermore, there is variation between

* The term complete refers to the radial development of a growth layer and is

distinct from the term entire which refers to its areal development around the

circuit.
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adjacent radial columns ; for instance, at one place 1940 is made up

of one row of wide plus one row of narrow cells, at another place

three rows of narrow cells constitute the densewood of 1939 plus all

of 1940. The growth layer for 1940 has other weaknesses too; these

are below normal lignification and wall thickening. When we move

outward and consider 1941, we find its lightwood to be large celled

and thin walled, thus making a decided contrast with all of 1940 as

well as the densewood of 1939. If these growth layers were not dated

by absolute methods, many workers would hesitate to call 1940 an an-

nual increment. Moreover, a lack of close study, not only of this

specimen but also of the many others we have had, would merit a con-

clusion that the cambium had experienced a period of dormancy ex-

ceeding a year, whereas close study indicates that the cambium was

sluggish, probably very sluggish, but not dormant. It is worthy of

note that on tree TTP 23 the cambium in some limbs was highly

active, in others like TTP 23-4 it was rather sluggish. This applies

with equal emphasis to different areas longitudinally and tangentially

in the same branch.

Marginal definition is impaired, finally, by the presence of a transi-

tion from densewood outward into lightwood. In nearly all instances,

the indefinite contact is due either to subnormal or to abnormal de-

velopment of the initial lightwood laid down. This type of feature as

a cause of diffuseness is more elusive, more confusing, and more con-

ducive to errors of identification, probably, than any of those already

discussed. The true features of densewood and lightwood are suf-

ficiently masked to give the student a feeling of uncertainty, and yet

they are present with a definiteness to challenge his eyes and his in-

terpretative ability. Back of it all stands the problem of physiological

processes as recorded by cambial activity.

Among the angiosperms, growth-layer contacts are at best far from

being as clear cut as they are in gymnosperms. Even so, there are

varying degrees of diffuseness. The Siberian elm gives a good ex-

ample. In four different branches of SE i the contacts are very in-

definite and difficult to locate with precision. They can be located with

the use of high power over most of the circuit, but over an arc of more

than 90° they are completely indistinguishable. One would be tempted

to interpret the growth layers as "false," that is, diffuse intra-annuals,

were it not for a late frost injury which occurred in 1938. The con-

tact immediately inward from the frost, annual of necessity, possesses

a diffuseness rivaling that of the others. Another point : a hand lens

revealed two complete, entire growth layers whereas the microscope

showed five. Thus a hand lens can give rise to gross errors.
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The Arizona cypress, TTC 30, gives an interesting situation because

it grew in a watered flower bed whose soil moisture undoubtedly did

not drop below the wilting coefficient. In the densewood of 1939 in

TTC 30-1 (cut November 4, 1939), the outer cells narrow somewhat

(pi. II, fig. 3) but are followed outward by wider, thinner-walled,

green-stained cells. The transition is so gradual that the complete

growth layer is highly diffuse. The outer cells, postseasonal growth

assuredly, suggest that growth had occurred right up to the time of

cutting and that perhaps a second growth layer was being deposited

by reason of a warm autumn and constant irrigation. As a matter of

fact, 1939 in TTC 30-2 (cut December 15, 1939) does show two

growth layers but also an amount of postseasonal growth equal to

that of TTC 30-1. The inner growth layer has a sharp outer contact.

The densewood of the outer growth layer grades outward into the

postseasonal growth which is like that of TTC 30-1 and thus has a

diffuse margin. Growth was incomplete in the sense that the cambium

had just divided and that the outermost cells did not mature; the

growth layer is incomplete in the sense that densewood was not norm-

ally developed and that the contact under the cambium was not sharp.

Since the outer margins of 1937 and 1938 are also indefinite, it may

well be that the situation in 1939 explains the margins of the former

years. These specimens, as well as many others, indicate that differ-

entiation and maturation do not necessarily have to be completed dur-

ing the season when the cells were set off.

The loblolly pine, Con T 2 (pi. 2, figs, i and 2), is of particular in-

terest, first, because it was moved from the Texas Agricultural Ex-

periment Substation east of Lubbock to the Conservatory of Texas

Technological College on November 16, 1939, and back outdoors to

the grounds of a private residence on April 24, 1940, and second, be-

cause the sections came from the trunk. These sections were taken at

20 different levels from near the soil up along the trunk for a span of

240 cm. to the growing tip of the leader. In the lowest sections the

outer contact of the growth layer for 1940 was diffuse, and within the

span of the next 90 cm. the outer contacts of both 1939 and 1940

varied from diffuse to definite longitudinally as well as around the

circuit. The margin of 1940 was wholly sharp around the circuit of

sections taken 161 cm. up from the basal sections or 78.3 cm. down

from the growing tip of May 18, 1944. This brought the sharp mar-

gin within the length of tip growth formed during 1940. Xylem

whose appearance would classify it as showing a reverse sequence

gives a diffuse margin to 1939 in the sections cut 10 cm. above the

basal series where the trunk had been frozen artificially. The first
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several rows of cells in the xylem between the outer margin of 1939
and the frost injury of 1940 are larger, thicker walled, and more
deeply lignified than the cells of the 1939 densewood. Farther out-

ward, immediately inward from the frost injury, these xylem cells

become still larger but are thinner walled and less heavily lignified.

It may well be that growth in the Conservatory location caused the

diffuse margin of 1939 because we do know that some xylem was

formed while the tree was kept in the Conservatory. The lateness of

the season is to be noted, and this is an item in support of the thesis

that trees grow whenever conditions are favorable and that their

growth is not necessarily confined to one interval per year. Further,

it is to be noted that the Conservatory habitat does not directly explain

the diffuseness and variability of the 1940 margin.

Another feature having to do with the transition from densewood

outward to lightwood is the alternation radially of sharp and diffuse

portions of contiguous growth layers. In TTC 5-7 all the contacts for

six years have diffuse margins over short arcs of circuit. The outer

margin of 1938 in TTC 5-7-b, for instance, is diffuse for more than

one-half its circuit ; it is diffuse on that part of its circuit where,

radially, neighboring contacts are sharp. In TTC 5-8-b and 33-9-a,

the increments for 1939 possess three growth layers each. The two

intra-annuals in each case can be described as partly sharp, but other-

wise complete, entire growth layers. Where one intra-annual is dif-

fuse, its neighbor radially adjacent to it is sharp. If one were re-

stricted to two radii either 90° or 180° apart on these sections, he

would have difficulty not only in correlating the sequences but also in

making sound interpretations based on growth-layer thicknessess.

The matter of annual contacts showing diffuseness bears so directly

upon all growth-layer problems that at least two clear-cut examples

must be cited. In TTC 12-io-a, the outer margin of 1939 varies from

sharp through indefinite to diffuse. Were it not for methods of ab-

solute dating, one would judge 1939 to be intra-annual if he were

committed to the criterion of sharpness as belonging to annual in-

crements alone. The case is more decided even in XSC 11-2-a (pi. 30,

fig. 2) where the outer borders of 1937 and 1939 are weak contacts

—

they are indefinite. Hence, there are fewer sharp growth layers than

there are years; the 5-year interval, 1937 to 1941, contained three

sharp growth layers. The import of this dearth of sharp growth

layers is quite obvious. Our notes for XSC 12-i-a (pi. 32) record

eight completely sharp growth layers for 5 years and then continue:

"This is the first specimen in more than a dozen that has a surplus of
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sharp growth layers rather than an equahty or dearth for the number

of years involved."

The special features that impart sharpness to a contact are consid-

ered, perhaps unconsciously, to reside in the densewood alone. Not
infrequently the worker is brought up short by contacts showing ap-

parently a transition from densewood out into lightwood only to real-

ize by close study that the lack of contrast is due solely to atypical

lightwood. The preceding densewood is as it should be ; the succeed-

ing lightwood fails to give the expected contrast. If the cells do not

enlarge, if the walls thicken somewhat, or if lignification is excessive,

the sharply distinctive contrast with the densewood fails and, espe-

cially under lower powers of magnification, the one growth layer

seems to merge into the other. This is illustrated by the outer contact

of 1939 in TTP 21-3-b where the margin lacks contrast because in the

lightwood of 1940 the cells did not become large. The growth layers

of TRSp i-i-a appear to be indefinite over portions of their circuits

because the lightwood fails to contrast with the preceding densewood.

The lack of contrast in lightwood can become somewhat com-

plicated, as in 1939 of TTP 21-2-a. Over three-fourths of the circuit

an exterior lens is immersed in what one would call normal densewood

under low power, A radial sequence passing outward through the lens

is as follows: (i) about seven cells of decreasing widths; (2) from

one to three cells exactly like the previous densewood except that their

radial widths are somewhat greater; and (3) from one to four nar-

row cells forming the outer part of the densewood of 1939. The in-

definiteness at the inner margin of the lens is not so much a matter of

the outer margin of number ( i ) above—this outer margin is actually

quite definite—as it is rather a lack of contrast between the narrow

cells of (i) and the only slightly wider cells of number (2) above.

So-called "curtains" give an appearance of diffuseness to the growth-

layer margin outside of which they lie (pi. 9, figs, i and 2). In XSC
2-3-b, the outer contact of 1938 is highly indefinite; it does not bear

those decisive characteristics to be expected in an annual increment.

The growth layer for 1939 (see also pi. 19, fig. i) is in general more

heavily lignified than that of 1938 and, in fact, over a great share of

its extent it seems to be merely a curtain added on to 1938. Therefore,

in XSC 2-3-b we have an example of an annual increment subsiding

from the rigid characteristics considered normal for such an incre-

ment in contrast with intra-annuals which rise to, and maintain the

level of, annual increment characteristics.

Perhaps it is pertinent at this point to mention how transitional

margins can vary in their intensity and thus throw doubt on the best
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of growth-layer contacts. The sections for TTC 35-7 were cut July

31, 1944. Sections a were taken 23.4 cm. inward from tip, sections b

17.2 cm., and sections c 12.2 cm. In sections a, the increment for 1944
contained three sharp, complete, entire growth layers. In sections b,

the contacts of the three growth layers had deteriorated considerably

—they classified as indefinite. Out in sections c the three growth

layers could be identified chiefly because they had been previously

identified in slide a. No actual densewood cells were present ; larger,

thinner-walled cells simply follow radially on thicker-walled cells with

little change in cell size. Sharply defined growth layers disappear out-

ward on the branch.

The amount of magnification determines to such a decided extent

the interpretation placed upon the results of cambial activity that one

wonders whether he dare trust either the unaided eye or very low

powers. Perhaps the eye or very low power reveals only the grosser

steps in the life record of a tree and misses those more intimate de-

tails which actually constitute the life history of a tree or community

in success or failure and which we so greatly desire to know. In any

event, it happens that the lower the power used, the greater the num-
ber of contacts interpreted as sharp. Features of the densewood

which detract from sharpness fade under lower powers. The lower

the power, the more the eye depends upon contrasts of color and con-

trasts of light reflection. If, on the contrary, normal densewood is

followed by atypical lightwood and the contact appears diffuse to low

power, high magnification alone reveals the actual sharpness of con-

tact, especially so on stained sections. In the case of Con T i-io-a, the

wide-field binocular shows three normal growth layers whereas the

microscope reveals that one of the growth layers is diffuse over most

of its extent.

VARIABLE CONTACTS

Contacts have been described as either sharp, definite, indefinite, or

diffuse, which for the sake of simplicity could be grouped as sharp or

diffuse, and attempts have been made at definitions. In descriptions

of actual specimens, however, it becomes apparent that a single con-

tact as seen on a cross section can and does vary from sharp to diffuse.

Variation also occurs in the longitudinal direction. In other words,

types of contacts can occur singly or in combination. The general

problems arising from variations and combinations are probably best

illustrated by specific examples.

The increment for 1940 in TTP 24-14-a (pi. 19, fig. 2) contains

three growth layers, the inner one diffuse, complete, and entire, the
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middle one partly sharp, complete, and entire, and the outer one sharp,

complete, and entire. Over an arc of 15° the outer contact of the

middle grov/th layer becomes very sharp, whereas over the rest of the

circuit it is diffuse. And, what is striking, radially outward from that

sharp contact is the only place on the sections where the outer growth

layer of 1940 has lightwood. The lightwood in itself constitutes a lens.

Twelve centimeters outward on the branch, in sections b, the inner

growth layers are completely diffuse and the outer growth layer has no

lightwood. This situation is duplicated 13.5 cm. farther outward in

sections c save for marked fading of the two inner growth layers. The

conditions set forth in TTP 24-14 emphasize the hazards of interpre-

tations based on one radius (note that a certain radius through 1940

on sections a would give one diffuse, two sharp growth layers), based

on a single section or for that matter on several sections.

The sections of TTC 33-20-a give another pertinent example. As is

generally true in TTC 33, 1944 has rather weak contacts in compari-

son with 1943. The increment for 1944 contains two fairly sharp,

complete, entire growth layers plus one fairly sharp, nearly complete,

entire growth layer. If we did not know the exact time of cutting

(July 31, 1944), if we did not have periodic measurements of tip

growth for 1943 and 1944, and if we did not have other specimens

also dated exactly for comparative purposes, it vv^ould indeed be dif-

ficult to determine which growth layers are annual, if any, and which

are intra-annual.

Variation of marginal contacts in a longitudinal direction is shown

in plates 26, 2y, and 28, figure i, where more of the circuit of a growth

layer in the 1940 increment becomes diffuse outward on the branch.

We have found numerous sharp intra-annuals and diffuse annuals.

These latter are rare to be sure, we think, but how can one be certain

of his interpretations? How is the worker to know whether a bound-

ary, sharp around the circuit on several sections, maintains equal

sharpness everywhere? If it should be diffuse over a local area, must

it be interpreted as intra-annual ? We are confident such a forced in-

terpretation no longer is legitimate. Suppose for a moment, however,

that a touch of diffuseness did prove intra-annual character in all

cases, not just in a majority, then the boundary of every growth layer

would have to be examined over its entire area on stem and branch

and root. That would be a herculean task calculated to prohibit all

interpretative work with growth layers except that of a more re-

stricted botanical nature.
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DENSEWOOD STRINGERS

It is not at all uncommon to find the densewood of growth layers,

either annual or intra-annual, consisting of as little as a single row,

or stringer, of cells. In fact, Arizona cypress is prone to have the

densewood of any one growth layer varying from a band many cells

thick on one radius to a thin band of one-cell thickness on another, or

the opposite radius. The lightwood may likewise vary in thickness

from many cells to one cell. Hence, a complete growth layer may
consist of one lightwood cell plus one densewood cell, or one dense-

wood cell only, which, in the nature of the case, lies immediately on

the outer margin of the densewood of the growth layer next interior.

(Many examples of very thin densewoods are to be seen on the plates.

See especially pis. 20, 21, 29, 30, and 35, fig. 2.)

Instances are at hand where several such stringers are separated

radially from one another by one to three or more cells, one stringer at

least being the outer densewood of an annual growth layer. Stringers

of the type described pose several problems: recognition, dating,

cambial activity, and factors responsible. Only the first two are of

concern now. In order to "see" the stringers and recognize them as

such, the higher powers of magnification are necessary. Under low

powers some of them tend to merge radially into a hazy band whereas

others remain nearly, if not quite, invisible. Dating or the differentia-

tion of one annual increment from the other, is a problem of difficulty

equal to that of recognition. Some workers unconsciously consider a

growth layer to be annual if it has a robust development of lightwood

and densewood and they become perhaps unduly suspicious of an

atypical growth layer, at times so much so that they refuse to use the

sequence bearing it. Thus, a discarded specimen may carry ecologic

information of far greater importance than so-called typical speci-

mens.

Many examples could be cited, in addition to the plates already

mentioned. The growth layer for 1938 in TTC 36-7-a has an irreg-

ular border and, in addition, its densewood varies from a thick to a

very thin band. In TRP 2-1-a, 23 cm. back from the tip, all dense-

woods are mere stringers of narrow cells which are difficult to resolve

under any power. Ten cm. outward, in TRP 2-1 -b, the densewood

zones are thicker and hence the contacts sharper. In XSC 6-3-a, 1939

is described in our notes as a sharp to diffuse, complete, entire growth

layer. Much of its densewood is an irregular stringer, a single cell

thick, which lies one to two cells out from the 1938 densewood. In

fact, the multiple densewood of 1938 plus the indefiniteness of 1939
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gives the sequence 1938 to 1940 an uncertainty which would make

dating impossible were it not for the 1938 frost injury, a knowledge of

the cutting date, and crossdating with previous specimens. The an-

nual increments do not have sharp borders and are otherwise atypical

but do not have to be discarded.

COMPLETENESS

A growth layer may be considered complete if densewood has been

formed. Ideally, the only complete growth layer should be the sharply

bounded one, the one which supposedly records complete cessation of

cambial activity. However, the presence of sharply bounded dense-

wood cannot be the only criterion of completeness because then the

difficulties of description and understandable nomenclature would be

almost hopelessly great. It is the margins which are not sharp that

give the complexities inherent in the problem of completeness. (For

incomplete growth layers, see especially pis. 31, fig. 2, and 35, fag. i.)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION ON CONTACTS

The unaided eye and low magnifications encounter a minimum of

trouble with growth-layer contacts. Perhaps this is a boon for certain

types of work. Even if work based on low magnification were ul-

timately proved fairly accurate, it would still touch only the high

spots, not necessarily the critical, in the life history of a tree.

High powers reveal many features not otherwise visible, as well as

the great amount of variation along growth-layer contacts—the one

carrying a more complete history, the other a more accurate history of

cambial activity than that obtainable otherwise. Complexity, not

simplicity, characterizes many growth-layer margins. Hence, it fol-

lows that cambial activity is at least equally complex and, indeed, more

so if the significance to the classification of growth layers is used as

a criterion.

Contacts may be sharp, definite, indefinite, or diffuse, and may

possess graduations between any two. On any one cross section the

outer margin may be entirely sharp, or entirely diffuse, or the one cir-

cuit may contain all types of contacts. Similar unity or variation ex-

tends in the longitudinal direction. As a matter of fact nearly any

growth layer, no matter how sharp appearing under low power, yields

its sharpness under high power to a greater or lesser extent some-

where on the circuit by reason of one or more of the features dis-

cussed under causes of diffuseness. In contrast there are examples,
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not too plentiful, where high power alone reveals the true sharpness of

a contact.

Our work amply shows that weakness of contact does not avoid an-

nual boundaries. Assuredly it would lend simplicity to the matter if

sharpness were restricted to the outer borders of annual increments

and diffuseness to intra-annuals. Extensive work may ultimately

prove that an intra-annual will break down from rigid sharpness

somewhere in its total area. One could perhaps be excused for the

hope that this will be proved true. Nevertheless, any such startling

simplicity seems at present to be ruled out—a percentage of annual

contacts shows weaknesses, and a percentage of intra-annuals shows

strength. The conclusion is verified by absolute dating.

CLASSES AND TYPES OF GROWTH LAYERS

Classification is here considered as a display of the various ana-

tomical forms presented to us by growth layers in the xylem. Such a

more or less orderly arrangement is considered merely a first step, an

adjunct, in the complex problem of cambial activity. Only when we
learn something of the intricate nature of cambial activity, its time of

occurrence, rate and place of cell division, and interrelationships, can

we hope to inquire into the environmental factors which directly and

indirectly, separately and combined, influence that activity.

Growth layers are classified as either entire or partial.

ENTIRE GROWTH LAYERS

Definition.—The term entire as applied to a growth layer signifies

that the growth layer is continuous around the circuit of the tree sec-

tions under study, that nowhere on the circuit does the lightwood of

the growth layer succeeding it make contact with the densewood of

the growth layer preceding it. The term is, of course, equally appli-

cable to the presence of the growth layer over the whole body of a

tree. However, in this report it is used in connection with the branch

or portion thereof under study at the time. Examples are shown in

plates I, figure i ; 8; lo, figure i ; and 14, figure 2.

Types of entire growth layers.—The annual, in which one entire

growth layer constitutes the annual increment, is probably the most

common type of growth layer in certain geographic regions. In plate

I, figure I, the growth layer for 1938 is very close to being a single,

entire, annual growth layer (see also pi. 2, fig. 3).

The intra-annual type is less common than the annual except in

some trees of certain regions and in some years, where the intra-
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annuals actually outnumber the annuals. The increments for 1938,

1939, and 1940 on plate 32 contain examples of this type. As was

pointed out heretofore, the outer margin of any growth layer can vary

around the circuit from sharp through all gradations to highly diffuse.

Entire intra-annuals exhibit all these gradations as do true annuals,

though the latter do so far less frequently. Workers have applied

the terms "false" or "double rings" (Antevs, 1925, pp. 123-124;

Douglass, 1928, pp. 31-32; Glock, 1937, p. 10; Hawley, 1941, pp.

31-33) to growth layers obviously intra-annual because of their dif-

fuse margins. A diffuse "double" is easily detected but this is far

from true with sharp doubles. In fact, the whole of our work em-

phasizes the impossibility of distinguishing a sharp intra-annual from

an equally sharp annual. We can go a step farther. What we have

called a thin outer growth layer (pi. 30, fig. 2), terminating the annual

increment, commonly possesses densewood so weak in its total de-

velopment as to appear indefinite, whereas the inner growth layer—
the actual intra-annual—possesses a strongly developed densewood

whose outer margin is sharp. The status and significance of this outer

thin growth layer will be discussed more at length in the chapter on

multiplicity.

Structurally, an intra-annual consists of an entire circle of dense-

wood immersed in the lightwood zone of an annual increment. It may

comprise, on the one hand, a densewood zone equal to or more ac-

centuated than that of the annual increment itself ; on the other hand,

it may be merely a touch of added lignification, slight wall thickening,

slight narrowing of the lumens, or a combination of these phenomena.

It may be part of an independent, sharply margined growth layer in

every sense of the word ; it may be strongly developed on one radius

and more or less weakly developed on the opposite ; in either lateral

or longitudinal dimension it may run the gamut from strength and

sharpness through increasing weakness and dififuseness to total re-

placement by the normal lightwood of the annual increment.

In the study of growth layers a knowledge of the complexities of

classification is an absolute necessity, even for a preliminary under-

standing of cambial activity. Physiologically, all the types of intra-

annual growth layers furnish us a picture of the intricate variations in

cambial activity and in the processes of cell maturation.

Entire growth layers may be separated into two types on their rela-

tive completeness. An incomplete growth layer does not have a fin-

ished sequence of lightwood and densewood radially. In like manner,

then, a complete growth layer does have a finished sequence. These

two types may perhaps be translated into physiological functions by
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recognizing that cambial activity has not slowed down perceptibly in

the one t3^e and has ceased completely for an interval of time in the

other.

In general practice, the two types, incomplete and complete, are ap-

plied specifically to the outermost growth layer of the cross section.

Sections cut at different times in the growing season show varying de-

grees of completeness in relation to the formation of lightwood and

densewood (pis. 4, fig. i; 24; 25; 29; 30, fig. i
; 31 ; 35, fig. i).

This is to be expected. Sections cut after the end of the so-called

growing season and exhibiting a certain degree of incompleteness on

the margin of the outermost growth layer bear directly on the prob-

lems of postseasonal growth, of growth layers with indefinite mar-

gins, and of growth during what is considered the normal rest period

(pis. 10, fig. 2; II, fig. 3; 12, fig. i; 16, fig. 2; 17, fig. i; 19, fig.

3). These problems of the outermost growth layer must be

recognized in order to understand the reasons for the many types of

margins on growth layers when they come to be overlaid by later

xylem. Although completeness appears of paramount importance to

the most recently formed growth layers, we nevertheless kept accurate

record of all growth layers.

If we turn from the anatomical aspects to the physiological, the sub-

ject of completeness becomes highly complex. The cambium neither

becomes active as a unit nor rests as a unit, and this holds true no

matter what the time of year. Initiation and cessation of activity are

not radial exclusively ; they may be tangential, producing lines of de-

marcation at an angle between the radial and tangential directions. In

this connection, note is made of the densewood of a thick lens. On one

radius the cambium may have been at rest, while on another, several

radial columns of cells away, it seems to have been dividing actively.

A so-called half-lens is the result (pis. 6, fig. 2 ; 22, fig. i ; text

fig-9)-

Completeness, in summary, is a radial affair whereas entirety is

tangential. The two together aid in giving at least a partial picture of

cambial activity in time and in space—in time, at any time during the

growing season or during the rest period, and in space, anywhere in

the plant body. The two together give us growth layers of great

variety, a variety which the present attempt at classification hopes in

part to clarify.

PARTIAL GROWTH LAYERS

Definition.—The term partial as applied to a growth layer signifies

that the growth layer is not continuous around the circuit, that some-
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where on that circuit the lightwood of the growth layer succeeding

the partial one makes contact with the densewood of the growth layer

preceding it. In a general sense, the term is applicable to the growth

layer anywhere over the tree body ; in a restricted sense, it is applied

to a cross section but with full knowledge that the characteristics

shown on the cross section may, and commonly do, persist in a longi-

tudinal direction.

Simplicity in connection with partial growth layers from a lower

forest-border locality is a desideratum not apt to be granted. From an

ideal standpoint, a partial growth layer possesses lightwood and dense-

wood, both of which fall short of completing the circuit. There are,

however, growth layers whose lightwood is partial and whose dense-

wood is entire. How should these be classified? Are there partial

growth layers which have no lightwood at all ? If so, and if the dense-

wood cells of the partial growth layer lie flush against the densewood

of the growth layer next interior, then identification would be nearly,

or quite, impossible. Could a partial growth layer composed of dense-

wood only be located elsewhere, say within the body of a complete,

entire growth layer ? The matter depends upon time, rate, and site of

cambial activity; upon the interrelationships of one part of the cam-

bium to other portions of the cambial sheath ; and upon the rhythm

of the growth processes.

Partial growth layers may be either closed or open. In a closed par-

tial, the lightwood covers a shorter arc (or smaller area) than the

densewood so that the latter overlaps and extends tangentially (and

longitudinally) beyond the lightwood. In an open partial, on the con-

trary, the lightwood extends beyond the termination of the dense-

wood.

Types of partial grozvth layers.—Partial growth layers have been

subdivided into lenses, half-lenses, temporary lenses, arcs, divided

densewood, divided lightwood, interrupted densewood, interrupted

lightwood, curtains, and postseasonal growth.

Lenses are closed partial growth layers ; the lightwood covers less

area on the tree body (shorter tangentially on a cross section) than

the densewood which always makes contact with the densewood of

the growth layer next inside. Stated somewhat differently, a lens con-

tains the xylem produced by localized cambial activity. The ideal lens

is a patch of xylem of rather complicated geometrical design which

has, in general, the complex features of a truncated, partially de-

veloped cylinder and cone. In cross section a lens appears concavo-

convex, whereas in longitudinal section it is nearly plano-convex.

Lenses cover anywhere from zero to lOO percent of the plant body.
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At 100 percent, of course, a lens becomes a complete, entire sheath.

On cross sections, lenses vary in length from o° (pi. 8) up to 360°

(pi. 14, fig. 2) around the circuit. Many lenses occur on the long radii

of branches and constitute the reason for the longer radius, but they

are not necessarily confined to that radius. If the long radius is due

to local thickening of the entire growth layers, lenses may be the

means of reestablishing concentricity of the woody cylinder.

Fig. I.—Various types of lenses. In order from top to bottom: Simple lens,

compound lens with outer one the longer, compound lens with inner one
the longer, concurrent lens, overlapping lens.

The term "lens" as here used refers to the same feature previously

designated as locally absent (Douglass, 1935, p. 68) or locally present

(Clock, 1937, pp. 8-9). These last two have been abandoned because

they are not sufficiently descriptive, not sufficiently flexible, and can-

not be applied to transitional forms.

True lenses occur in several varieties. The simple lens (text figs, i,

2; pi. 8) is single and corresponds in cross section to the ideal

concavo-convex form previously described. It may be either interior

or exterior in its relationships with the complete, entire growth layer

to which it seems most closely related. If we think of the cambium as
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having major intervals of activity, whether one or several annually,

then local activity immediately preceding the major interval produces

an interior lens, and local activity immediately succeeding the major

interval produces an exterior lens. Examples of interior lenses are

shown in text figures 3 and 4 and in plate 20; examples of exterior

lenses are shown in figure 4 and in plates 8 and 13.

Fig. 2.

—

XSC 8-4-a. Multiplicity and partial gls * by symbol and cell struc-

ture. 1938: Effects of natural frost; 2 s arcs becoming diffuse and disappearing

into lightwood ; see ; sL ; 1939 : see ; 2 sL, outer dw of inner sL is heavy,

outer sL made up of 2 rows of cells, i of Iw and i of dw; 1940: i s arc

becoming diffuse and disappearing; d 2L disappearing; 2 see.

* Abbreviations explained on p. loi.

A compound lens consists of two or more lenses in contact with

each other and in sequence radially (text figs, i, 2, 4 ;
pis. 8, 13) ; they

represent two or more successive intervals of cambial activity. In

some cases the inner lens possesses the greater area, in others the

outer, dependent upon a decrease or an increase in area of cambial

activity. The rate of cambial activity may vary at one locality on the

circumference, thus giving a series of lenses which represent an alter-

nation of rapid cell division and little or none, during the general

growing season. This is well illustrated by a highly eccentric growth

layer whose bulge consists of a radial series of lenses (pis. 8; 13;

22, fig. i; 29).
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l()liO

Fig. 3.

—

XSC 1-4-a. Increments for 1938, 1939, part of 1940. Complex
nature of cambial activity, shifting localized activity ; interior lens ; double over-

lapping lenses.

Fig. 4.—XSC 3-1-a. The increment for I939- Multiplicity and partial gls.

Sequence as follows: compound dL; msce, the chief gl; msL; sL overlapping

the msL.
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A concurrent lens consists of a system of two or more lenses around

the circuit, not in contact radially (text figs, i, 5, 6, 7; pi. 36, fig. 2).

Commonly they lie between two complete, entire growth layers, and

represent localized cambial activity completely or partially simul-

FiG. s.

—

TTC 33-6-a. Increments for 1942-1944. Variable number of gls on
different radii. 1942: see; 1943: msce; see; 1944: longs arc (probable varia-

tion in cambial activity producing no visible effect between points of arc) ;

msce; concurrent lenses. Sequence of sharp or diffuse contacts along numbered
radii

:

Other radii give different sequences.

taneous but always occurring between the major episodes of cambial

activity. Although composed of two or more discrete lenses on a

particular cross section, the combination is considered a unit for pur-

poses of description in the chapter on multiplicity.
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Fig. 6.

—

XSC 1-3-c. Increment for 1937. Complex lensing; two series of

concurrent lenses. Different sequences on different radii.

Fig. 7.

—

YCt 2-5-a. Increment for 1940 (probably). Multiplicity; rather

complex situation of compound and concurrent lenses.
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An overlapping lens ^ occuj)ies in some respects an intermediate po-

sition between the two foregoing varieties. If the lens is compound
but the two units are not centered on the same radius, an overlapping

results as shown in text figures i, 4, and 8, and plate 22, figure i.

Such lenses are not too common in cross section. However, if the

whole plant body is considered, it may be doubtful that a true com-

pound lens ever exists ; somewhere over its area it will no doubt be

overlapping.

Fig. 8.

—

XSC 1-2-a. Increment for 1938. Outside the frost circle there
appears: psce; long sL (nearly see) ; thick sL, compound with former sL, and
containing overlapping ^L's and compound ^L's.

The last variety of lens to be discussed here is called, for want of a

better name, a low-power lens. Under low power, and especially under

a wide-field binocular or a hand lens, only a single lens or a concur-

rent lens is visible. Under high power, on the contrary, it is seen that

only the lightwood terminates at the cusps, the densewood continuing

around the circuit as a layer one to several cells thick flush against the

densewood of the growth layer next interior to, and indistinguishable

from, it (pi. 7, fig. 2). In TTP 21-6-a the increments for 1939 and

5 At first this was called transgressive because a band of densewood appeared to

transgress the lightwood separating two major bands of densewood.
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1940 are invisible in their entirety except under high power (pi. 19,

fig. I, is suggestive). The increment for 1939 on the cross sections

consists at places of one wide and up to two narrow cells radially;

elsewhere it consists merely of one row of densewood cells difficult

to distinguish from the previous densewood zone except by continuous

tracing around the circuit from the place where the lightwood ends.

Under low power the increment for 1940 appears to be a long lens,

whereas, actually, the lightwood only is lenticular, the densewood

being entire. Some radial rows in the portions composed of dense-

wood exclusively fail to narrow down, a feature that adds a touch of

indefiniteness to the combined bands of densewood.

In TTP 24-3-a, 1939 is easily visible under low power as a concur-

rent lens of two units, whereas under high power it is seen that only

lightwood is lenticular and that the densewood is continuous around

the entire circuit as a layer two cells thick. No visible boundary

separates 1938 from 1939 where their densewoods are in contact.

Because of the nature of 1939, the outer margin of 1938 appears to be

indefinite except under high power. The outer margin of 1939 like-

wise varies from sharp to indefinite, but on the whole it is sharper

than that of 1938. The increment for 1939 is, in general, a very thin

growth layer; in detail it is, of course, variable in thickness.

Marked differences in interpretation appear when a growth layer

like 1938 above is analyzed under high power. First, reference is

made to cambial activity. Low-power analysis would indicate cambial

activity completely localized throughout the span of an entire growing

season. If the lenticularity is due to a lack of water, as some have

supposed, then available soil moisture must indeed have been of

nearly negligible amount. Furthermore, such an analysis requires

portions of the cambium to forego cell division from the end of one

growing season until at least the beginning of the growing season sec-

ond removed from the first. There may be a question in some minds

that portions of normal cambium can remain in respiratory and met-

abolic balance over such long intervals in the presence of photosyn-

thesis and without a break in the hydrostatic system. Analysis under

high power reveals an increment entire around the circuit and a cam-

bium active throughout the same extent. It was active, to be sure, yet

so sluggish that it deposited very little lightwood and this was lenticu-

lar in distribution. Can the sluggishness be ascribed to any one en-

vironmental factor? Other branches of the same tree do not all agree

in this lack of high activity.

The increment for 1939 in TTP 24-3-b (pi. 19, fig. i), 6.5 cm. out-

ward from 24-3-a, is somewhat more definite and hence more easily
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distinguished than in sections a. However, in TTP 24-3-c, 5.5 cm.

outward from 24-3-b, our analyses of 1939 say: "An excellent ex-

ample of the annual type of divided densewood.*^ The densewood of

1939 lies immediately against the densewood of 1938 over most of the

circuit; where it does not, the insertion of incipient (only partially

developed) lightwood cells makes 1939 visible under low power for

half this latter extent, the other half of this small part of the circuit

being visible under high power only." The increment for 1939 pos-

sesses characteristics which make its identification quite impossible

except on stained sections under high power. All this would be in the

nature of assumption were it not for methods of absolute dating and a

coordinated series of slides. For instance, the visible "lenses" of 1939
bear injury by late spring frosts near their interiors. In TTP 24-3-d,

10 cm. outward from 24-3-c, 1939 has been reduced to such an extent

that only faint hints of its presence remain : "A slight touch of frost

in some sections and the merest hint of divided densewood."

Second, reference is made to the transition toward which growth

layers of such reduced radial dimension appear to be pointing. It

seems obvious that complete transition exists from an entire growth

layer normal radially, to an entire growth layer with lenticular light-

wood, and to an entire growth layer whose lightwood has been so

much farther reduced that the only visual evidence of the growth

layer is what we call divided densewood. Perhaps the last vestige of

lightwood disappears, the combined densewoods appear as a unified

band, and the record of a distinct interval of cambial activity becomes

invisible. In the case of TTP 24-3-a, our notes of November 1946

state : "The intimate contacts of the densewoods of 1939 and 1938,

and of the interior concurrent lenses of 1941 with the densewood of

1940, resemble closely what we have been calling divided densewood

in the descriptions of previous sections. Heretofore, divided dense-

wood has been thought to be of little consequence. Now we find, how-

ever, that divided densewood and even undivided densewood may
represent two distinct intervals of growth or, further, two separate

seasons. Divided densewood where seen prior to this time is certainly

one form of multiplicity." Note especially plates 31, figure i ; 10,

figure i; 5, figure 2; 23, figure 2; 25; 13; and 19, figure 2, for

gradations in divided densewood.

Half-lenses may be thought of structurally as open lenses; that is,

at one edge on a cross section the growth layer closes in a cusp with

lightwood and densewood wedging out against the densewood either

of the preceding or succeeding growth layer, whereas at the other edge

6 Divided densewood is considered in some detail later in this section.
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the densewood feathers out into, and the lightwood merges into, the

lightwood of the general growth layer. This appearance on cross sec-

tion applies equally well to that in area over the whole tree ; that is,

part of the densewood termination lifts away from contact with other

densewood and "floats" free in lightwood.

Half-lenses are simple or compound depending upon the presence

of one, or more than one, in a single system at one locality. Text

figure 9 shows three simple and one compound half-lenses. On a dif-

FiG. 9.—Various types of half-lenses. In order from top down: interior half-

lens, exterior half-lens, thick interior half-lens, compound exterior half-lens.

ferent basis, half-lenses are either interior or exterior. In the interior

variety, the cusp terminates against the densewood of the preceding

growth layer (text fig. 9) ; in the exterior, the cusp terminates

against the densewood of the succeeding growth layer. Text figure

10 shows not only an exterior half-lens but also an exterior lens.

Two phases of the subject merit somewhat more extended dis-

cussion. They are the identity of the half-lens and the nature of cam-

bial activity. In the structural picture the half-lens on cross section
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appears to be simply a lens whose one cusp has come free from the

neighboring densewood. Structural character has been altered at

once. The half-lens becomes a feature of the main growth layer (text

fig. 10) whereas the lens is a patch of xylem added onto the main
growth layer—a great difference. If the cusp drops inward, then the

half-lens is an exterior one ; it is a feature of the inner main growth
layer and is the result of an irregularity in the main episode of cambial

activity and growth processes producing the inner main growth layer.

If the cusp rises outward, then the half-lens is an interior one; it is

a feature of the outer main growth layer and is the result of an ir-

FiG. 10.

—

XSC i-2-a. Part of increment for 1939. Lensing : ^L, ; see ; sL.

regularity in the main episode of cambial activity producing the outer

main growth layer. This linking of the half-lens to a lens leads to

some confusion as to the exact identity of the half-lens.

The problem can perhaps be clarified by reference to text figure ii.

Initial attempts at classification, it now appears, considered merely the

band of densewood, h (text fig. ii). But densewood alone is only

part of a radially normal growth layer. If densewood, h, at some place

longitudinally moves out to join d at both tangential extremities, then

c would constitute a proper lens. Is c-d in the figure the half-lens ? Or
is it a-h ? The lightwood c is visibly continuous with lightwood E and

yet the cambial activity which resulted in the segment a-h-c-d has had

a different history than that at E or F. From the standpoint of cam-

bial activity solely, a-h is the half-lens, set off as a feature by localized

cessation of that activity. The history of the cambium has not been

uniform as regards rate and place of activity or change of rate and

change of place. If a-h be taken as the half-lens, cambial activity

slows or ceases locally for a half-lens and, in contrast, remains active
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or resumes activity locally for a lens. It must not be forgotten that

somewhere on the area of a half-lens the free edge of the densewood

no doubt "migrates" so as to join a contiguous band of densewood.

The sketches in text figure 12 suggest a different mode of origin

for half-lenses. Although five stages are given, all manner of transi-

tions have been observed. Our cross sections show many examples of

stages 2 and 3 (see pis. 3, fig. i ; 6, fig. 2 ; 8; 22, fig. i ; 24, fig. i ; 29,

and others).

Fig. II.—The problem of the half-lens diagrammatically expressed. Dense-
wood, b, taken by itself is not the half-lens. Sequence a-b-c-d should be in-

terpreted in terms of cambial activity and maturation processes.

The identity of the half-lens is not easy to visuaHze in three dimen-

sions. Structurally, classification need only be descriptive; but

physiologically, classification should be as nearly genetic as possible,

serving as a guide to the course of cambial activity and variation of

growth processes.

The matter of cambial activity becomes complex indeed. Text fig-

ure 13 shows the complex part of the annual increment for 1939.

Over more than half the circuit 1939 is a growth layer of fairly uni-

form width. A circle of dark parenchyma cells extends entirely

around the circuit at a uniform distance from the start of the growth

layer, thus indicating that the rate of cambial activity was uniform

throughout most of the growth. Later, a portion of the cambium be-

came intermittently active, the activity punctuated by intervals of

slow and of no growth. As a result, 1939 bulges outward in a series

of lenses and half-lenses. The temptation is strong to call B and E
(text fig. 14) the half-lenses rather than A and D. To say that B and

E are the half-lenses is nearly tantamount to saying that a growth
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layer can begin with densewood and end with hghtwood. The dense-

wood of Ai is equivalent tangentially to Hghtwood in the region Ag.

Conditions at one place gave densewood, at another lightwood. Was
the pause in cambial activity at the densewood of Ai brief or was the

formation of lightwood at A2 a very slow process ?

Fig. 12.—Suggested transitions from lens to half-lens, and disappearance of

the latter. A study in variation of cambial activity and maturation processes.

The whole system of lenses in 1939 is a mixture of compound, over-

lapping, and, in a certain sense, transgressive lenses and half-lenses.

Lenses C and D (text fig. 14) are not quite centered on the same axis.

They are compound in a certain sense, notwithstanding the fact that

D overlaps C slightly. The densewood bands at the inner and outer

margin of lens C unite to the left with an outer band of densewood at

Y and Yi ; to the right they unite at X and Xi with an inner band of

densewood, that of the half-lens, Ai. If we consider the bands of

densewood alone, the bands Y-X and Yi-Xi transgress outward across

the lightwood, B-C-D, from the densewood of the half-lens to the

densewood at D which constitutes the outermost part of the annual

increment. Sections XSC i-i-a, 13 cm. inward, show the same lens

system save that margins are somewhat less definite.



Fig. 13.

—

XSC i-i-b. Increments for 1938-1940. Lansing. Interpretation shown in figxu

14. 1938 : Effects of natural frost ; dee ; see ; 1939 : iL ; msce ; sL ;
^L ; sL overlappir

previous sL; 1940: effects of natural frost; see.

XSCI-l-b

Fig. 14.—An interpretation of figure 13. Localized and periodic activity of grow
processes. Contacts sharp, diffuse, or invisible. Dw at first sharp, then diffuse, then no

existent as an "invisible" contact (long blank space) ; hence, half-lenses become actual lens<

Letters ^ to £ give successive episodes of cambial activity. Dw of A becomes diffuse

Ax and disappears to the left where the blank space represents an invisible contact, i.e., no d

developed. C overlaps B, D overlaps C, and E and D are a compound lens. Dw of D fai

at D\ and an invisible contact is pictured as continuing the dw (half-lens) in order to produ

a relatively simple lens. Such interpretation simplifies the picture of cambial activity, cambi

inactivity, and maturation, or lack thereof, of dw cells.
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Suppose we draw radial lines across 1939 of XSC i-i-b (text fig.

14), one passing through the left-hand letter C, another through the

right-hand letter, C, and a third through the letter Di. Then let us

translate the structural features appearing along these lines into cam-

bial activity. It is at once clear that the time of activity, the intervals

of activity, and the rate of activity do not coincide either on the three

radials taken together or on any two of them. After tracing the ac-

tivity along various radials, we can more readily obtain a picture of

general activity for 1939 over an area rather than on a cross section.

Specimens such as XSC i-i-b exhibit convincing evidence that cam-

bial activity is not a simple process which begins necessarily with a

burst of cell division in the spring, runs a regular course, declines,

and finally ceases, not to be disturbed again until the following spring.

The section XSC i-i-b (text figs. 15, 16) shows the increment for

1940 to be a system of compound and overlapping lenses, a half-lens,

and two complete, entire growth layers. Actually two systems may be

identified : that including growth layers i to 5 and that including

growth layer 6 (text fig. 16). Growth layers i, ii, and 2 entail all the

problems already discussed in reference to half-lenses. Otherwise,

lens 4 overlaps lens 3. Lenses 4 and 5 are a true compound lens

wherein the outer, 5, covers the shorter arc (text fig. i). It is in-

teresting to note that, after the cambium indulged in activity of

highly variable rate and location, i to 5, activity began everywhere on

the cross section at about the same time, ran a uniform course ap-

parently, and ceased everywhere at about the same time.

In connection with all the problems of variable cambial activity, the

information from the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Sub-

station is to be recalled : the trees used in our work were not irrigated

regularly after about 1936.

One more example is given from section XSC 1-2-b (text figs. 17,

18), showing increments for 1938 and a portion of 1939. The frosts

for each year are shown at the start of each annual increment. Growth
layer i (text fig. 18) is complete and entire. In contrast, growth

layers 2 and 3 comprise a compound lens with the smaller lens on the

outside (text fig. i). At the midregion of the arc covered by growth

layer 2, its outer margin is slightly indefinite. Here cambial activity

had slowed down but not wholly ceased. In spite of this small region

of indefiniteness, the fact that lens 3 covers less area than lens 2 in-

dicates that lens 3 was made by a period of cambial activity distinct

in a very real sense from that which made lens 2. The portion of the

increment for 1939 shown in the drawing includes growth layers num-
bered 4-41-42, 5-51, and 6. Growth layer 6 is a simple lens. It is the
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Fig. 17.—XSC i-2-b. Increments for 1938-1939. Partial gls ; variable long radius. Interpre-

tion shown in figure 18. 1938: Effects of natural frost; see; msL; sL; 1939: effects of

itural frost; s -jL; see; sL.

{-2-h

Fig. 18.—An interpretation of figure 17. Localized and periodic activity of growth processes,

f contacts between gls are classified as sharp, diffuse, or "invisible," gl patterns are simplified

nd periods of activity (or flushes) are clarified. Gls are numbered i to 6 to correspond to

eriods of growth activity. If the contact between 4 and 5 is interpreted as partly invisible

blank space, 42-51), then 4 becomes an entire gl and 5 an ordinary lens.

Interpretation of a contact as invisible suggests that growth activities can cease without wall

hickening, heavy lignification, and failure to enlarge among the last formed cells. Lightwood

5 continuous across an invisible contact. By recognizing such a contact, half-lenses and arcs

lecome understandable both physiologically and anatomically.
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system 4 and 5 that brings up discussion. Previously, the portion 41

had been judged to be the half-lens. Now, the separate symbols for

4 and 5 suggest a system wherein 4-41-42 is a complete, entire growth

layer with an outer margin mostly sharp, partly diffuse, and partly

invisible, and wherein 5-51 is a partial growth layer, or lens, additive

onto growth layer 4. Growth layer 5, in spite of the lack of dense-

wood between 42 and 51, represents an episode of cambial activity

which tended to be distinct from the previous one but failed in struc-

tural evidence over a portion of the "contact." This adds a new in-

terpretation to a half-lens and the cambial activity creating it (see

also text figs. 14, 16, 18). How an understanding of cambial activity

helps to clarify the classification of growth layers is well shown,

Fig. 19.—The simple and compound arc.

therefore, by comparing the figures just discussed with those which

follow.

Temporary lenses by their nature cannot be static forms—they are

transitional. Perhaps it is not too much to say that all lenses are

temporary for a time. In any event, the term "temporary lens" may
well be restricted to a locally stimulated area of the cambium such as

out from the base of a twig or branch. All the work being reported

upon here emphasizes the fact that cambial division begins locally,

thence spreading outward tangentially and longitudinally. The rate,

time, and universality of cambial division go far in determining the

type of growth layer which results.

Arcs may be thought of structurally as lenses open at both ends

(pis. 3, fig. I ; 16, fig. I
; 33). In reality, the growth layer is recog-

nized on a cross section as a band of densewood with both ends

"floating" free in lightwood. Text figure 19 shows a simple arc above

and a compound arc below. The latter could, of course, be considered
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a half-lens attached to a simple arc. Over total range, arcs vary from

those with heavy densewood of sharp outer contact, to those of dif-

fuse contact, and finally to those with densewood so feeble as to be

almost invisible.

The arc as described is a feature seen in cross section. What occurs

in longitudinal section? Two things are possible: first, the arc, as

outlined by its densewood, actually "floats" free with no part of its

densewood joining any other band of densewood; and second, the

arc longitudinally changes into other growth-layer forms, partial and

then perhaps entire.

An abundance of evidence supports the transition of arcs into half-

lenses, lenses, and entire growth layers. Examples are plentiful but

a few will be cited. In the 1940 increment of TTC 33-11, a sharp

arc on sections a becomes a sharp, complete, entire growth layer on

sections h, 12 cm, outward on the branch. In the 1937 increment of

TTC 5-7, a sharp arc on sections a becomes a sharp lens on sections

h, 33 cm. outward. In the 1936 increment of SA 6-1, a partly sharp,

complete, entire growth layer on sections a becomes a sharp arc on

sections h, 26.5 cm. outward. In the 1942 increment of Con T 2-7, a

diffuse arc on sections a becomes a sharp, complete, entire growth

layer on sections h, y.y cm. outward, and a diffuse, complete, entire

growth layer on sections c, 1.4 cm. farther outward. In the 1940 in-

crement of TTC 34-2, a diffuse arc on sections a becomes a sharp

half-lens on sections b, lo cm. outward, and back to a diffuse arc on

sections c, 10 cm. farther outward. In the 1944 increment of TTP
20-40, a diffuse lens on sections a becomes a diffuse, complete, entire

growth layer on sections h, 2 cm. outward, and a diffuse arc on sec-

tions c, 6 cm. farther outward ; on sections d, 12.5 cm. outward from

c, the arc has disappeared. Such examples could be multiplied, ex-

amples of arcs changing outward on the branch to half-lenses, lenses,

or entire growth layers, or any of these changing outward to arcs.

Any treatment, any description of arcs seems so intimately bound

up with the areal extent of the growth layer and with cambial activity

that neither one can be discussed alone. Text figure 20 is a drawing

of a cross section of a rather simple-appearing shrubalthea stem (see

also pi. 3, fig, I ) , As soon as we begin to visualize the stem in terms

of cambial activity, text figure 21 seems to give the only logical result.

With this interpretation, difficulties of identity disappear—the whole

problem becomes a matter of cambial activity and the development of

densewood. Thus, growth layer i (text fig. 21) assumes an identity

as a "complete," entire growth layer whose densewood exists only

over a portion of its circuit—in the vicinity of the branches and at the
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arc. The contact elsewhere between growth layers i and 2 is invisible

because densewood is absent. If it were not for the arc, we would

have no means of knowing that the cambium experienced two episodes

of activity during 1933 as represented on the cross section of SA
I -a. The methods used in the present work give us no clue to this in-

terruption in cambial activity at the so-called invisible contact. In the

future it is possible that either microchemical tests or examination

under high power of cell walls on specially prepared sections will yield

evidence for otherwise unknown interruptions in cambial activity.

Growth layer 2, in continuation, becomes an exterior lens; growth

layer 3 becomes a "complete," entire growth layer whose outer con-

tact is partly sharp, partly diffuse, and partly invisible
;
growth layer

4 becomes a lens as indicated by the two facing half-lenses
;
growth

layer 5 is a lens which partially overlaps growth layer 4 ; and growth

layer 6 is a lens and, together with 4 and 5, makes a compound lens.

In naming the features on text figure 20 (see also pi. 3, fig. i), one

becomes involved in what could perhaps be called the complexities of

oversimplicity. For instance, exactly what constitutes the arc, the

half-lens? These difficulties, although not made elementary by any

means, largely disappear when the cross section is viewed as a product

of cambial activity as set out in text figure 21.

Text figure 22 shows parts of the annual increments for 1938 and

1939, the frost spot at the left indicating the start of 1939. The fig-

ure, as well as the section itself, appears complicated at first sight, al-

most hopelessly so, especially on the actual specimen. However, if we
set the above figure to a pattern, text figure 23, the complexities seem

to fade to a great extent. The whole section includes for the most part

entire growth layers and lenses, some simple and some compound,

some sharp bordered and some diffuse. Growth layer i is a sharp

lens, short and thick; growth layer 2 is complete and entire, partly

sharp, partly diffuse; growth layer 3 is a long, sharp lens; growth

layer 4 is a short, thin lens, partly sharp, partly diffuse; growth

layer 5, a husky sharp-bordered lens, completely overlaps growth layer

4, and with growth layers 3 and 4 forms a compound overlapping and

doubly overlapping lens system
;
growth layer 6 is a complete, entire

growth layer, so far as the figure extends, whose presence is revealed

solely by the arc of densewood
;
growth layer 7 is a sharp, complete,

entire growth layer
;
growth layers 8 and 9 are a system of compound

lenses. It is of interest to note here in passing that the visible dense-

wood of growth layer 6 lies in the same circuit as the frost injury and

undoubtedly is genetically related to low temperature.

Text figure 24, and text figures 25 and 27 with their accompanying
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Fig. 22.

—

XSC 1-3-b. Increments for 1938-1939. Lensing; multiplicity in cambial
and growth activities, and in gls. Interpretation shown in figure 23. 1938: sL; d ^L;
see

;
psL and sL, compound ; 1939 : spot of natural frost connected with an arc ; see

;

compound sL.

XSC l-3-b
Fig. 23.—An interpretation of figure 22. Localized and periodic activity of growth

processes. Contacts sharp, diffuse, or invisible. Gls are numbered i to 9 to correspond

to periods of growth activity. If the contact between 6 and 7 is interpreted as invisible

at both extremities (blank spaces), then both 6 and 7 become entire gls.
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interpretations (text figs. 26 and 28), show increasing amounts of

complexity all due to intermittent cambial activity.

A study of arcs, and particularly an attempt to delimit and classify

them, focuses attention on the intermittency in time and space of

cambial activity, and underlines the importance of a thorough study

of growth fundamentals. Arcs whose densewood is entirely free

floating in lightwood are theoretically possible, but complete proof

would depend upon serial sections. We think that "free" arcs do exist,

Fig. 24.

—

XSC 10-3-a. Increment for 1939. Complexity in one annual in-

crement. Sequence: arc; msce; compound psL; msce; sL.

their densewoods in the shape of an open collar. Arcs whose dense-

wood is not entirely free floating apparently are longitudinal projec-

tions from a cyhnder of densewood, part of which is closed. From

the evidence at hand, arcs may change into half-lenses, lenses, and

entire growth layers.

A point to be emphasized is the wholly fallacious record given by

one radius, and only one, taken anywhere on one of these sections

which came from a tree grown under extreme lower forest-border

conditions. Not only would the various radii disagree among them-

selves but also none would represent the section as a whole.
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The term divided densewood is applied to that form of partial

growth layer wherein the densewood, in its normal transition outward,

is separated into two parts by the insertion of one or more tangential

rows of lightwood cells. Text figure 29a gives an idealized but none-

theless accurate drawing. In a way, divided densewood has greater

interest than the more clean-cut growth layers because it actually

holds a transitional position in the array of partial growth layers (pis.

5, fig. 2 ; 10, fig. I ; 13 ; 19, fig. 2 ; 23, fig. 2 ; 25 ; 31, fig. i).

Perhaps a description of one of our early encounters with the type

will show how our attention was first attracted. In TTP 21-2-a, the

increment for 1939 contains an exterior lens immersed for over three-

quarters of its circuit in what would be called densewood under low

magnification. Passing outward the sequence is as follows: About

seven cells of decreasing width ; one to three cells whose radial widths

are greater than those immediately inward and outward; and last,

one to four narrow cells completing the proper densewood transition

and forming the outer part of the increment. Under low power the

so-called lens appears to have an indefinite inner margin. This in-

definiteness is not so much a matter of the feebleness of the outer

margin of the inner band of narrow cells whose outer margin is

actually very definite, as it is a lack of contrast between the narrow

cells of the inner band of densewood and the slightly wider cells of

the following lighter wood. This would bring physiological emphasis

upon the impact of growth factors initiating or accelerating cambial

activity, or maturation, after an interval of arrested or inhibited ac-

tivity. In the case of TTP 21-2-a, the separation of the densewood

into two parts may mean that growth-stimulating factors were actually

feeble although still fluctuating in amplitude, or that growth factors

were still operating on the tree but that the tree could not respond to

the degree that it had earlier in the season.

Divided densewood undergoes various changes and transitions not

only from branch to branch but also along a single branch. In tree

TTC 33, and in other trees growing under much the same conditions,

the bands of densewood have a tendency to separate into two or more

bands, at some places the separation being barely apparent, at other

places becoming a discrete lens or entire intra-annual growth layer.

The changes along a single branch are many and various. Com-
plexity within an annual increment increases either inward or out-

ward ; divided densewood expands inward or outward into lenses or

entire growth layers. Because of the nature of the xylem, our in-

formation is restricted to the gymnosperms. The following are a few

of the examples of appearance and expansion inward : In the 1937
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Fig. 29a.—Divided densewood (ddw) formed by the insertion of lightwood cells in

the band of densewood.

Fig. 29b.—Divided lightwood (dlw) formed by the insertion of extra thick cells in

the lightwood zone.
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increment of TTC 34-5, divided densewood is present in sections a

and b (50.5 cm. and 42.5 cm. from the tip) but not in sections c and

d (35.5 cm. and 27.5 cm. from the tip). In the 1939 increment of the

same branch a complete, entire growth layer in sections a becomes a

lens in b and c and divided densewood in d. In the 1941 increment

of TTJ 2-12, sections a (46 cm.) contain a complete, entire growth

layer, a lens, and concurrent divided densewood, whereas b, c, and d

(35 cm., 33 cm., 22 cm.) contain only a complete, entire growth layer.

In the 1939 increment of TTP 24-3, the complete, entire growth

layer of a, b, and c (42, 35.5, 30 cm.) becomes divided densewood in

d (20 cm.). In the 1940 increment of XSC 9-6, a complete, entire

growth layer of a (52 cm.) becomes divided densewood in b (46 cm.)

and remains so at least to within 29 cm. of the tip. In the 1938 in-

crement of XSJf i-i, divided densewood is present in a and b (65

and 50 cm.) but absent in c (36 cm.). In the 1938 increment of XSP
i-i, a lens of a (49 cm.) becomes divided densewood in b (33 cm.)

and has disappeared outward by the time c (19 cm.) is reached.

Equally vivid and numerous are the examples where complete, entire

growth layers, or lenses, dwindle inward on the branch and ultimately

disappear.

Interesting situations exist in some branches because the increment

for one year has increasing complexity inward, whereas that of

another year has increasing simplicity inward as if the years in any

one branch were complementary to each other.

Divided densewood, if it is detected, can give a clue to the presence

of a very weakly developed growth layer which otherwise would be

considered to be nonexistent. In TTP 24-3-a the intimate contact of

the densewoods of 1938 and 1939 and of the interior concurrent lenses

of 194 1 with the densewood of 1940 resemble closely what has been

called divided densewood. At first, such densewood was thought to be

of little importance. Later, it was found that divided densewood, and

even undivided densewood, could represent two distinct growing sea-

sons. The so-called invisible continuation of a lens around the circuit

is revealed at places by a slight separation of the densewood where a

row of wider tracheids breaks the normal outward sequence of pro-

gressively narrower cells. In certain instances, as TTP 24-3-a, the de-

tection of an annual increment depends upon such slight evidence

that it easily escapes notice. It is there, nonetheless.

The outer densewood of 1940, in TTC 33-ii-a (text fig. 30 ;
pi. 12,

fig. 2), is multiple by the insertion of one or more rows of lightwood

cells between the bands of densewood. In other words, the densewood

of 1940 is made up of three bands over half the circuit and two over
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the remainder. The divided densewood, or multiple densewood in this

case, does not have contacts sufficiently sharp to warrant classification

as lenses or intra-annual growth layers. It is rather a transition be-

tween multiple growth layers and a unified band of densewood.

\--ji^-^"-''
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Fig. 30.

—

TTC 33-ii-a. Doubly divided densewood (upper figure) in 1940
shown by symbol and cell structure, and fading of intra-annuals in the lightwood.
Below, on opposite radius, singly divided densewood.

Such terms as "indistinguishable growth layer" and "low-power"

lens may be misleading to be sure, but they serve a useful purpose in

emphasizing the complexities, both structural and physiological. To
all appearances, the increment for 1940 in TTP 23-4-a is absent

around the circuit except in two places where it reveals itself under

high power as part of divided densewood of 1939 and as composed of

one or two wider cells and one or two narrower cells. This instance

comes closest of any in our collection to being a totally absent growth
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layer (on one cross section, of course). As indicated, however, the

detection of 1940 is not too difficult and, in all probability, it is rep-

resented around the entire circuit, being reduced at its minimum to one

row of densewood cells. The eye can follow this continuity. Con-

stant encounters with growth layers, such as the one for 1940 above,

makes one doubt that normal cambium can successfully refrain from

cell division throughout an entire growing season. In the other

branches of tree TTP 23, the increment for 1940 is highly variable in

width, and present either as an entire growth layer or as a lens whose

densewood forms part of a band continuous around the circuit. There-

fore, in TTP 23-4-a, 1940 is simply reduced to a minimum—reduced

to such an extent that its presence could easily pass undetected. The
outer portions of the branch (TTP 23-4-b and c) show 1940 much
more completely developed, and thus its presence as described in TTP
23-4-a is substantiated. The highly variable thickness of the 1940

increment, not only among different branches of TTP 23 but also

along the extent of a single branch, would make a calculation of 1940

volume increment decidedly uncertain and could vitiate or destroy the

value of any correlations between rainfall and 1940 tree growth.

Even the average thickness on one entire cross section, not to mention

a single radius, is apt to give a highly erroneous measure of thickness

for the 1940 increment as a sheath over the entire plant body.

The inner group of the 1933 increment in XSC 1-2-b consists of a

thick, entire growth layer, a long exterior lens, and divided dense-

wood. Near one cusp of the lens, the densewood of the main growth

layer is divided into three narrow bands whose resolution depends

upon the use of high power. The outermost band of narrow cells in

the multiple divided densewood grades laterally into wider and wider

cells which become part of the lightwood at the start of the outer

group of growth layers in 1933. Therefore, it is a half-lens which be-

gins as divided dehsewood of an inner growth layer and becomes a

half-lens in the early part of the next outer growth layer. That the

site of a lens is a place where high local stimulation affects the cam-

bium is illustrated not only by full compound lenses but also by

the less accentuated compounding in which apparently the outer of the

lenses is developed merely to the extent of divided densewood of the

inner lens, as in the increment for 1934 of XSC i-i-b.

Amount of magnification is an important factor in the detection of

growth layers, in their classification, and in their interpretation as re-

gards cambial activity. So-called "low-power" lenses, divided dense-

wood, and entire growth layers lacking lightwood over much of the

circuit are so closely related they seem to be part of the same feature.
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This is amply illustrated by the increments for 1939 and 1940 in TTP
21-6-3., for 1939 and 1940 in TTP 21-8-a, for 1940 in TTP 21-8-b,

and for 1940 in TTP 23-3-a, Under low power, 1939 and 1940 ap-

pear to be very weakly developed lenses (actually divided densewood)

of one or several concurrent members. High power shows that it is

only the lightwood which is lenticular, the densewood being continu-

ous around the circuit. The entire band of densewood may be re-

duced at places to a thickness of one cell only. In fact, continuous

tracing under high power indicates that the combined bands of dense-

wood for 1939 and 1940 at one spot in TTP 23-3-a are reduced to a

thickness of two narrow cells. More than this, in TTP 23-i-a, the

densewoods of 1941 and 1940 lie against that of 1939 (see pi. 19, fig.

I ) . No evidence has come to light throughout the complete range of

the work to suggest that the cambium failed to divide during a single

season.

The above examples do not show the most extreme cases of in-

cipient cambial activity. A study of the rather wide densewoods, as

well as the compression zones, of XSC 1-5-b, reveals many detailed

alternations of narrow and wide cells. Do these show high sensitivity

to slight fluctuations of physiological activity or repressed indications

of the impact of rather intense fluctuations ? The very beginnings of

divided densewood are shown in the broad band of 1937 densewood

of TTP 20-6-a which is made up of successive alternations of radially

narrow and wide cells. Here again sensitivity appears to have been

high, giving a rapid alternation of conditions so slightly recorded in

the xylem.

Some evidence exists for the presence of what could be called di-

vided lightwood (text fig. 29b). Halfway out in the 1941 increment

of Con T 2-9-a, a zone of wide cells encircles the section and may
record accelerated growth at the start of the second 1941 tip flush (see

1933 in pi. 2, fig. 2). On the long radius and confined to the compres-

sion wood, the increment for 1942 in Con T 2-6-a gives evidence of

three diameter flushes : one-third and two-thirds of the way out there

are rows of wider cells. These seem to be a rather delicate test for the

presence of factors periodically causing accelerated diameter growth,

more delicate at least than tip growth of which there were two flushes

in 1942.

Divided densewood and divided lightwood, as transitional forms

and as indications of cambial activity, are perhaps not only the most

interesting but also the most suggestive forms of partial growth layers.

The term interrupted densezvood is applied to that form of partial

growth layer wherein the densewood, in its normally progressive
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transition outward, is separated into two parts by the insertion of one

or more tangential rows of densewood cells narrower than those im-

mediately to the interior and exterior (pis. i6, fig. 2; 18, fig. i). In

other words, the normal outward transition from typical lightwood to

the growth-layer boundary is interrupted by the narrower cells as

shown in text figure 31a and plate 19, figure 3.

What interrupted densewood means physiologically is not clear.

Cell enlargement stops suddenly and maturation appears to have a

concentrated effect. In any event, the factors permitting growth were

given a sudden but temporary check.

Inward some 12 cells from the outside of the 1940 growth layer in

TTP 24-17-a, there is an arc of narrow cells coming as an interrup-

tion to the normal succession of densewood cells. The arc has become

an entire circle in sections h. In the 1940 increment of TTP 24-16-a,

47 cm. from the tip of the branch, several arcs of narrow cells exist

;

in sections h, 35 cm. from tip, and in sections c, 26.5 cm. from tip,

the arc of narrow cells has lengthened into a band extending com-

pletely around the circuit as interrupted densewood. These examples

could, of course, be multiplied.

The densewood of angiosperms appears to be marked by intermit-

tency; that is to say, the densewood exists as patches, the gaps being

filled with tracheids typical of lightwood. Whether the densewood be-

longs to an annual or to an intra-annual makes no difference. Silver

maple and Siberian elm, among the angiosperms used in our work,

show these gaps as a common feature.

This sudden insertion of cells which failed to enlarge but are "over-

matured" relative to their immediate surroundings may, as a matter of

fact, occur anywhere throughout a growth layer and, if within the

compass of the lightwood, they are termed interrupted lightwood (text

fig. 31b; pis. 2, fig. 3; 3, fig. 2; 10; II, fig. 2). These cells may be

disposed as circles, arcs, patches, and isolated cases of abnormally

narrow, thick-w^alled cells in one or two rows. Certain angiosperms are

especially prone to such. Cross sections of the Siberian elm habitually

possess arcs, stringers, bands, and patches of narrow cells. All growth

layers of TTE i-i-a, for instance, have stringers of narrow rectangu-

lar cells which contrast strikingly with the irregular polygonal tra-

cheids elsewhere in the growth layers. These cells cannot be distin-

guished from ordinary narrow cells of densewood. The sections of

TTE i-2-a give many hints of lenses that cannot be sharply delimited.

High magnifications obscure general relationships, and very low

magnifications mask cell contrasts.
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Fig. 31a.—Interrupted densewood (idw) formed by the insertion of extremely thin

densewood cells in the band of densewood thus interrupting the normal transition

outward.

Fig. 31b.—Interrupted lightwood (ilw) formed by insertion of extra thin cells in the

lightwood zone.
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Many of the same features made up of densewood cells exist in

gymnosperms, in normal lightwood, and in compression wood. Their

common presence in compression wood seems to give a highly sensi-

tive indication of fluctuating growth conditions. Furthermore, rhyth-

mical alternations by a multiple succession of arcs and complete cir-

cles of narrow cells appear to characterize the xylem in certain trees.

Hence, all degrees of growth slowdown or even of cessation appear to

exist on one radius, on several radii, or even entirely around the cir-

cuit. The 1938 increment of TTC 30-i-a contains arcs and lenses of

densewood and compression wood plus several zones of narrow cells,

so that the growth layer appears to have had rhythmic growth through-

out the season. Also, the growth layer contains an alternation of

compression wood and lightwood which is not necessarily coincident

with the bands of narrow cells.

The term curtain, or densewood curtain, refers to a zone of dense-

wood, or of highly lignified cells, at the start of a growth layer which,

therefore, does not have the simple, normal sequence of lightwood and

densewood (text figs. 32, 33; pis. i, fig. 2; 9). The lightwood of the

growth layer follows the curtain outward radially. In constitution,

the curtain may be either a band of uniform densewood cells within

the range of uniformity applied to densewood, or it may have varia-

tions in thickness of wall and in width of lumen. These variations may
be radial or tangential in the same curtain. Followed tangentially, the

typical definite outer margin of a curtain may become either a sharp or

diffuse band of densewood or the curtain may either disappear or

change into a genuine growth layer with a threadlike densewood. A
curtain may disappear by changing laterally into normal lightwood.

Again, it may disappear by its outer portion becoming typical dense-

wood with a sharp margin and its inner portion becoming lightwood

;

thus the curtain changes laterally into a sharp-margined intra-annual

growth layer. On the same circuit and within the same annual incre-

ment, a curtain may show all phases. Growth-layer interpretations,

based upon individual radii from several places on a section, would be

hard pressed indeed for an explanation of the variation among the

radii in absence of the complete section.

The curtains we have encountered occur almost exclusively in the

Arizona cypresses from the grounds of the Texas Agricultural Ex-

periment Substation. In XSC 3-1-b the increment for 1935 contains

five complete, entire growth layers, the fourth of which has, at the

start, a curtain of cells considerably narrower and more heavily lig-

nified than those immediately to the exterior (text fig. 32). The

complete growth layer, in fact, appears to possess a two-way radial
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Fig. 32.—Z6"C J-7-&. The increment for 1935 in symbol and cell structure.

Multiplicity and a midincrement curtain. Sequence shows : see followed by dw
curtain; 2 see.

Fig. 33.—TTC 12-g-h. Increment for 1937. Multiplicity; arc; curtain.

Sequence : Spots of natural frost
;
psce ; s arc ; msce ; see and msce curtain ; see.
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sequence, the lightwood being in the center and densewood lying both

interior and exterior to it. No curtain recognizable as such exists in

sections a, i"] cm. inward, or in section c, 15 cm. outward from h.

Either it is entirely absent from these sections or it is represented by

some other type of growth layer. Perhaps the most interesting situa-

tion exists in the increments for 1934-1935 of XSC 6-2. The sections

for XSC 6-2-a, 117 cm. from the tip of the branch, show two curtains,

one of which could actually, and perhaps more logically, be interpreted

as two thin, sharp, complete, entire growth layers, and the other of

which changes laterally into a sharp lens (as does the curtain at start

of 1939 (pi. I, fig. 2). These curtain effects are even more conspicuous

in sections &, 100 cm. from the tip, and are excellently developed in c,

85 cm. from the tip. In fact, XSC 6-2 is remarkable not alone for its

curtains but also for its multiplicity ; for its concurrent lenses ; for a

narrow, weak, "outer" growth layer which constitutes the outermost

growth layer of a multiple annual increment; for thin densewood

bands one cell in thickness; and for multiple divided densewoods.

The increment for 1935 in XSC 6-3-a contains two curtain growth

layers. One of these changes laterally into a growth layer with mul-

tiple densewood which, in turn, becomes a sharp lens.

The conditions present when a curtain is formed must resemble

those present when densewood is formed—inhibited cell enlargement,

accentuated cell maturation, and increased deposition of tannins, res-

ins, and lignin. During the formation of a curtain, then, these condi-

tions are present at the start of growth-layer formation as well as at

the close. One wonders if the rate of cambial activity is less than for

normal lightwood. In XSC 2-2-c, the curtain in 1938 is definitely

related to late-spring frost injury which indicates restricted cambial

activity. Not the frost effects, particularly, but the restricted cambial

activity may be highly suggestive as to the reason for the existence of

curtains.

The presence of curtains, of course, detracts from the sharpness of

the growth-layer boundary against which it lies. This is increasingly

true, the lower the power of magnification used.

In some instances, curtains could be more accurately classed as com-

plete growth layers than as partial growth layers.

Postseasonal growth as a term is applied to any growth which pro-

duces an incomplete growth layer, however restricted, after the major

growth flush (or flushes) has been completed. The formation of post-

seasonal growth may occur, theoretically and practically, at any time

during the calendar year except for that part of the growing season

which is the chief period when diameter growth occurs. Of course, it
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is impossible to foretell if added growth found during the summer

would have gone on to completion. Evidence does exist for the addi-

tion of added xylem after the main flush is completed and before the

arrival of winter. Therefore, descriptions are based chiefly upon sec-

tions cut during the winter.

Postseasonal growth may be divided into three types : ( i ) Tra-

cheids or vessels added outside the normal and sharply bounded outer

growth layer—that is, isolated cells or groups of cells (pis. lo; ii,

figs. I and 2; 17, fig. I ; 19, fig. i
; 30, fig. 2; 32) ; (2) incomplete

maturation of the densewood of the outer growth layer (pis. 16, fig.

2; ly, fig. I ; 19, fig. I
; 33); and (3) transition outward of the

outer densewood into cells approaching the character of lightwood

(pis. II, fig. 3; 12, fig. i).

The first type may exist as isolated individual cells, as patches or

crude lenses, or as distinct but incomplete lenses and entire growth

layers. In the juniper, TTJ i-i, cut January 11, 1940, sections a, 80

cm. from the tip, carry scattered single immature cells under the cam-

bium. Sections h, at 61 cm., and c, at 44.5 cm., duplicate the situation

in a. At 24 cm. from the tip, sections d show the merest hint of added

xylem with one or two very immature cells. Specimen TTJ 2-1

practically repeats TTJ i-i.

During 1940 a series of branches was cut from the Arizona cypress,

TTC 5, at approximately 2-week intervals. No extra xylem had been

formed by July 17 when specimen TTC 5-4 was taken. In sections h

of TTC 5-5, cut August I, one or two cells had appeared. In TTC
5-6-a, cut August 17, postseasonal growth consists of a 100° incom-

plete lens one to two cells thick. Sections h show the long lens of a

broken down into a series of short, thin, incomplete lenses. In TTC
5-7-a, cut September 10, a cell or two gives the merest hint of post-

seasonal growth. Sections h, 33 cm. closer to the tip, show two small

lenses, one cell thick, of immature cells. In TTC 5-8-a, cut September

28, ^2 cm. from the tip, extra xylem exists as scattered cells and one

or two short lenses of immature cells. Sections h, 14 cm. from the tip,

show a cell or two of added xylem. TTC 5-9, cut November 9 and

showing added xylem, indicates that the postseasonal growth which

began to be formed soon after July 17 actually was put down as, and

remained, postseasonal growth.

Many examples exist of added xylem present in midsummer, but

without sections taken at stated time intervals, no information exists

as to whether or not the added growth would have remained such or

gone to completion. Practically all our evidence indicates that diam-

eter growth is essentially completed by mid-July ; anything present on
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the exterior of the completed growth layers remains as postseasonal

growth. For instance, TTC 12-12 was sectioned on July 31, 1944.

Sections a, 23 cm. from the tip, possess for 1944 two sharp, complete,

entire growth layers and a hint of added xylem on the long radius.

Sections h (pi. 10, fig. i), 14 cm. from the tip, possess for 1944 two

sharp, complete, entire growth layers, a sharp lens, and a diffuse lens

in addition to several lenses of immature xylem one cell thick. Sec-

tions c, 2.5 cm. from the tip, have for 1944 two sharp, complete, en-

tire growth layers plus single cells scattered around the circuit. Such

added growth is a phenomenon not at all uncommon on branches sec-

tioned in midsummer, either on gymnosperms or angiosperms.

Much additional information has been obtained from sections taken

along a branch. A series of branches, TTP 24-13 to 24-15 and 24-23

to 24-25, was cut January i, 1943. Two representative specimens will

illustrate the series. In TTP 24-13-a, 53 cm. from the tip, the incre-

ment for 1942 contains one sharp, complete, entire growth layer, di-

vided densewood, and added xylem of thin concurrent lenses com-

posed of one to two rows of immature cells. Sections b, 41.5 cm. from

the tip, contain one sharp, complete, entire growth layer, a diffuse lens,

and many narrow lenses of immature cells extending in a series almost

continuous around the circuit. Sections c, 30 cm. from the tip, contain

the same sequence for 1942 as b except for the lack of postseasonal

growth. In TTP 24-24-a, 15 cm. from the tip, the increment for 1942

contains one sharp, complete, entire growth layer. Sections b, 9.5 cm.

from the tip, and c, 6.3 cm. from tip, contain, in addition to one sharp,

complete, entire growth layer, postseasonal growth of several concur-

rent lenses composed of one or two rows of immature cells. Sections

d, 0.3 cm. from the tip, show merely slight evidence of added growth.

There remain, in the discussion of the present type of postseasonal

growth, three examples of special interest. The so-called Conserva-

tory trees were moved indoors November 16, 1939, from the grounds

of the Experiment Substation. Tip growth appeared to be in progress

to a slight extent on November 29. As regards the sections cut on that

date, there was no doubt that the trees were laying down cells of post-

seasonal growth. Specimens of the different trees, Arizona cypress

(Con C), ponderosa pine (Con P), and loblolly pine (Con T), agree

in showing added xylem of isolated cells, incomplete concurrent lenses,

or an incomplete, entire growth layer. After a short time we came to

look for the "Conservatory growth layer" because it was so character-

istic of all specimens, no matter whether they were cut in late 1939

or any time up to 1945. The evidence indicated that the trees were

stimulated into growth by removal to the Conservatory and that there
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they grew various amounts of xylem which we called the Conserva-

tory growth layer.

The second example included a group of seven branches cut off

February 21, 1942. The three weeks prior to the week of cutting had

been unseasonably warm and had had one slight rain. In all sections

taken from the branches, the cambium was in excellent condition.

TTC 33-8 shows no growth which could be associated with the warm
spell. In TTCw 1-4 the cambium had just begun activity and con-

stituted a zone, three to four cells thick, rich in protoplasmic con-

tents. In TTE 2-4 an active cambium had just set off immature

vessels and tracheids. The cambium in TTL 3-5 may possibly have

been active; that of TTM 1-5 was likewise questionable. TTP 20-17,

a, h, and c, shows scattered cells of postseasonal growth in addition to

an excellent cambial zone made up of large cells, three to four rows

thick radially. Only a much-expanded bud revealed the effect of warm
weather on TTP 24-9.

The third example concerns specimens from citrus trees grown on

the Experimental Farm at Yuma, Ariz. In all branches, growth was

actively in progress on November 26, 1940. The presence of vessels

and tracheids in some branches suggests rather rapid growth. The
climatic regime at Yuma is, of course, different from that at Lub-

bock, Tex., and apparently growth occurs during the winter. Ac-

cording to the Superintendent of the Farm, tip growth occurs after

each irrigation.

The second type of postseasonal growth—incomplete maturation of

the densewood of the outer growth layer—does not occur so com-

monly as the first type. Also, it is less easily detected. Some question

may be raised as to the propriety of referring to immature densewood

as postseasonal growth. If wall thickening and lignification occur

after the normal season of growth, even during the following season,

then we seem justified in calling the processes and the resulting ma-

terials postseasonal growth. The specimen TTC 30-2 was cut De-

cember 15, 1939. In sections a, Gy cm. from tip, the increment for

1939 contains one mostly sharp, complete, entire growth layer and one

incomplete, entire growth layer. The outer growth layer of 1939 does

not have a sharp outer contact, and the outer cells of the densewood

are partially immature in that the walls are thin and unlignified. At
the time of cutting, growth was not complete as shown by the im-

mature cells ; the growth layer itself was not complete as shown by its

indefinite outer contact. It may be worthwhile to point out that the

margins of 1937 and 1938 bear an indefiniteness quite similar to that

of 1939. Perhaps the circumstances surrounding the formation of the
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postseasonal growth of 1939 throw hght on the conditions during the

formation of 1937 and 1938 growth layers. In sections & of TTC
30-2, 46,5 cm. from the tip, the evidence for postseasonal growth is

less accentuated. In sections c, 32.5 cm. from the tip, and sections d,

18.5 cm. from the tip, the 1939 increment is composed of xylem ma-

ture outward to its sharp margin.

The third type of postseasonal growth does not show a failure to

complete a growth layer in the season to which it rightly belongs, but

rather a transition outward from the outer densewood into cells which

can only be classed as lightwood. These cells are, in the main, larger,

thinner walled, and less heavily lignified than the cells immediately to

their interior. If this thin zone of transition were examined some

years later, rather than when examined originally, the examiner

would be in a quandary not only as to the actual identity of the annual

increment but also as to the exact boundary between 1939 and 1940.

Con T 1-18 (sections a, 4.6 cm. from tip, and sections h, 0.2 cm.

from tip) was sectioned January 16, 1943. For a short distance along

the outer margin of 1942, the outer three or four rows of cells become

larger and thinner walled, perhaps correlating in part with a second

tip flush.

TTC 5-9-a, cut November 9, 1940, 69 cm. from the tip, bears a

slight hint of added immature cells ; sections h, 34 cm. from the tip,

have no added xylem. On February i, 1941, a neighboring branch,

TTC 5-10, was cut and sectioned. It shows no postseasonal growth.

Other branches, cut at 6-week intervals, did not permit identification

of the prior postseasonal growth. If once present, it had been in-

corporated into the next year's growth. TTP 20-1 reverses the se-

quence of TTC 5-9 as regards change along the branch. Sections a

of TTP 20-1, cut November 26, 1939, 37 cm. from the tip, have one

sharp, complete, entire growth layer for 1939, whereas sections h, 5

cm. from the tip, have one sharp, complete, entire growth layer plus

one diffuse lens and postseasonal growth whose cells were larger than

the normal densewood to the interior.

Many specimens of XSC show excellent postseasonal growth but

they are not cited as examples because all of them were subjected to

artificial freezing and hence may have had their normal course of

growth interrupted.

The increment for 1939, in TTC 30-1 (pi. 11, fig. 3), cut November

4, 1939, consists of one incomplete growth layer. Apparently growth

was in progress on the date of cutting. In the zone of compression

wood, no narrowing of cells is detectable ; away from the compression

wood, some cells have become narrower but they are followed outward
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by larger, thinner-walled, green cells. TTC 30-1 combines two types

of postseasonal growth.

In summary, the evidence from a study of postseasonal growth

makes it quite clear that a growth layer, even though it be a circle on

a cross section, is not necessarily a simple affair ; that tree growth is

not restricted to a single pulsation during any one season, or year;

and that all the xylem of a growth layer when studied later may not

have been formed at the same time as the chief portion of the growth

layer. Actual xylem may have been placed at a later date or the

growth processess may have gone to completion later than supposed.

Computation of the precise amount of xylem formed in the year suc-

ceeding the formation of the postseasonal growth would be in error

by the amount of that growth, and the thickness of the xylem would

yield exaggerated results if compared directly to growth factors op-

erating in the year or portion thereof following the formation of the

postseasonal growth.

Some evidence exists to suggest that on occasion the laying down

of postseasonal growth is accompanied by terminal bud expansion or

even bud elongation. Of the specimens heretofore mentioned, Con T
1-18 and those cut off Feburary 21, 1942, bear out the probable corre-

lation of the attempted simultaneous growth in diameter and in length.

SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION AND TYPES

LONGITUDINAL VARIATIONS

A classification of growth layers such as here outlined actually rep-

resents a synoptic viev/ taken at one locality in a branch at one partic-

ular time. Without doubt, growth layers pass from one type to

another longitudinally along the branches. A lens may become an en-

tire growth layer ; divided densewood may become a lens and then an

entire growth layer ; an arc may become a half-lens, then a lens, and

finally an entire growth layer ; or vice versa. Lenses may be partially

cylindrical "patches," as it were, or an entire growth layer may pro-

ject longitudinally as several "fingers," a cross section of which would

show the "fingers" as a concurrent lens system. Arcs can be repre-

sented by densewood as "floating" in lightwood, or along part of its

edge the densewood may join an adjacent band of densewood giving,

in cross section, a half-lens. The free edge of a half-lens may drift

over to unite completely with adjacent densewood, thus giving a lens

in cross section. Text figures 34 and 35 show how the position of the

section determines the nature of the growth-layer sequence and how
growth layers change from one type to another longitudinally.
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These are a few of the types of growth layers as they actually

exist in the branches. Synoptic classification is a means to an end;

it is an aid to visualizing growth layers in three dimensions. In the

matter of marginal definition, transitions occur in all directions. Ap-

parently no difference exists outward or inward on a branch as re-

gards the incidence—the beginning or ending—of partial growth

layers. The same may be said for the trunk as a whole insofar as our

work has gone.

A few examples of longitudinal transitions have been cited pre-

viously. Nevertheless, specific examples (tables 5 to 44) are here

charted to indicate the nature of growth layers grown under extreme

lower forest-border conditions. Only a few out of hundreds are given.

In all the tables that follow, the figures in centimeters measure the

distance of the cross sections from the respective growing tips, the

farthest inward being sections a; the vertical succession of growth

layers under any one year of a particular section has no relation to the

sequence of growth layers in the annual increment ; the sharpest and

the best-developed growth layers (i.e., see's) are placed first; and, to

the best of our knowledge, a horizontal direction represents continuity

or equivalence of the same growth layer outward on the branch. It

is to be remarked that the dates given for annual increments have been

established with certainty, and no material is included which could

have been made uncertain by artificial freezing. If the branches were

cut ofif the trees during the growing season, cutting dates are noted at

the end of the tables.

Nearly all tables of this report would be extremely unwieldy with-

out the use of abbreviations. These are here listed not only for use

with the text but also for use with the plates and figures.

Abbreviations descriptive of growth layers

abs absence.

ce complete, entire growth layer ; contact obscure.

ct curtain.

d arc diffuse arc.

dee diffuse, complete, entire growth layer.

ddw divided densewood.

dL diffuse lens.

dlw divided lightwood.

d iL diffuse half-lens.

dw densewood.

gl growth layer.

idw interrupted densewood.

ilw interrupted lightwood.

inc incomplete, entire growth layer.

Iw lightwood.
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msce mostly sharp, complete, entire growth layer.

msL mostly sharp lens.

(p) probably.

pr X primary xylem.

psce partly sharp, complete, entire growth layer.

psg postseasonal growth.

psL partly sharp lens.

s arc sharp arc.

see sharp, complete, entire growth layer.

sL sharp lens.

s iL sharp half-lens.

str stringer.

tf tip flush.

Table 5.

—

Con T 2-3

38 cm. 23 cm. JO cm.

1939 I see I see i see

I d arc I d arc 2 d arcs

I d ^L

Table 6.

—

Con T 2-6

20 cm. 10 cm. 6 cm. 5.4 cm.

1942 I see I see i see (ist 1942)

2 idw 2 idw (faint) i see (2nd 1942) i see (2nd 1942)

Table 7.

—

SA 5-1

73 cm. 60 cm. 46 cm. 28 cm. 2 cm.

1936 2 see I see i see

I sL

1937 I see I see i see

1938 I see I see i see i see

2 s arcs

I s iL

1939 I see I see i see i see i see

I sL I sL

Table S.—TTAp 2-3

45 cm. 38 cm. 15 cm. 8 cm.

1938 I see I see

1 psce I d 2L

1939 I see I see i see i see

(ist) I psce I d arc i dee i dee

2 dL I dL
I d iL I dih

1939 I sL I sL I see I see

(2nd)
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Table 9.

—

TTC 2-3 Table 10.

—

TTC 5-4

67 cm.

1937 3 see

I sL

I d iL

1938

1939

I see

1 sL

2 see

2 sL

40 cm.

2 see

I see

I sL

3 see

I sL

inc L's1940 inc L's

Braneh cut off March 25, 1940.

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

8y cm.

1 see

2 see

I see

I sL

1 see

2 sL

I see

I sL

I see

I dL

I see

47 cm.

I msce

I msce

I msce

I see

I dL

I see

1 sL
2 s arcs

I see

I sL

I ce

Branch cut off July 17, 1940.

In TTC 5-4 (table 10), two points should be noted: First, com-

plexity decreases outward in some years and inward in other years

;

and second, the annual contacts for three years in sections at 47 cm.

are partially diffuse.

Table 11.—TTC 5-5

56 cm.

1939 I see

I sL

16 cm.

1 see

1940

Braneh cut off August i, 1940

1 see

2 sL

I see

I dL

1938

1939

Table 12.—TTC 5-6

8g cm.

I see

I psce

I sL

I see

I s arc

45 cm.

I see

I dL

1 see

2 psce

In 1938 of TTC 5-6 (table 12), the i see becomes more diffuse out-

ward in the branch; the lens is concurrent at 89 cm. In 1939 the

growth layers are thicker and more numerous outward.

Table 13.—TTC 5'7

1937

1938

1939

74 cm.

2 see

I s are

I see

I see

I ddw

41 cm.

1 see

2 psce

I sL

I see

I sL

I see

Table 14.

—

TTC 5-(5

1939

1940

72 cm.
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Table is.—TTC 5-9

69 cm. 34 cm.

1936

1937 I see 3 see

I msec

1938 I see I see

I sL

1939 I see I see

1940 I see

I s cone. L. 2 sL

psg psg-slight hint of

immature cells.

Branch cut off November 9, 1940.

Among the six branches, TTC 5-4 to 5-9 (tables 10 to 15), varia-

tions are numerous both among different years of the same branch and

among different branches for the same year.

Table 16.—TTC 5-10 Table 17.—TTC 5-12

53 cm. 36 cm. 56 cm. 37 cm.

1936 I see 1937 (2d) I see

1937 I see 1938 2 see i see

I sL

1939 2 see 2 see

1938 I see I see-more i sL

1940 I see I see

I sL I sL

1941 inc ine

1939 I see I see Branch cut off May 24, 1941.

1940

I psL 3 sL
I dl

The upper portion of the trunk of TTC 12 contained five sharply

bordered growth layers in 1935.

In tree TTC 33 a majority of the intra-annuals become sharper

margined inward on the branches.

The display of growth layers in 1941 of TTC 34-2 (table 22) was

very probably formed by May 18, 1941, because on that date the

branch was killed by artificial freezing.

I see
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Table 18.—TTC 12-g

Inner

Table 19.

—

TTC 12-10

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

2 see

I dee

1 see

2 psee

2 see

2 psce

I sL

1 d arc

2 see

I sL

I see

1 sL

2 see

2 psce

1 dee

2 see

I dee

Outer

1 see

1 psee

2 see

2 psee

3 see

2 see

1 arc

2 see

2 msec

I psce

1 see

2 psee

I see

66 cm.

1937

1938

. . I see

I msec

3 dee

. . 2 see

I psce

I dee

1939 I psee

1940 inc L's

Branch cut off April 21, 1940

S4 cm.

I see

(last of

1937)

I see

I psce

I ddw
I psce

inc

1941

1942

Table 20.—TTC 32-12

48 cm. 37 cm.

I see

1 dL

2 see

ddw

I see

I dL

I see

I psce

ddw (?)

26 cm.

I see

I psL

I see

I dee

ddw (?)

Table 21.—TTC 33-13

48 cm.

1940 I see

I sL

1941 I see

ddw (faint)

1942 I see

4 sL

38 cm.

I see

I psee

I psL

I s arc

ddw

I see

I see

3 psce

psg

27 cm.

2 see

I see

ddw

I see

I psce

psg
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Table 22.

—

TTC 34-2

50 cm. 40 cm. JO cm.

1938 2 see 2 see i see

I msee i psce 2 msee

I sL 2 sL 2 sL

I dL I dL

1939 I see I see i see

I sL I dL

1940 I see I see i see

I psce

I sL I sL I dL
I d are i s ^L id are

1941 3 see I see 2 see

I dL 2 sL 2 sL

psg psg ine L

Table 23.—TTC 34-3

56 cm.

1938 I see

I sL

1939 I see

I sL

1940 I see

I sL

Table 24.—TTC 34-8

44 cm. 30 cm. 20 cm.

1941 I see I see i see

I dL I psL ddw

Table 25.

—

TTC 35-1

8 cm. 6 cm. 4 cm. i cm.

1942 I see I see i see i L
I s arc

psg

Table 26.—TTC 35-3

ig cm. 15 cm. 10 cm.

1944 2 see 2 see i dee

inc ine inc

Branch cut off July 31, 1944.

30 cm.
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Table 27.--TTC 35-7

23 cm. 17 cm. 12 cm.

1944 3 see 3 see 3 dee

inc inc inc

TTC 35-7 (table 27) was cut off July 31, 1944. Growth-layer bor-

ders increase in sharpness inward on the branch; the growth layers

at 17 cm. are much less sharp than they are at 23 cm.

Table 28.—TTC 36-1

60 cm. 47 cm. 35 cm.

1940 2 see I see i see

I psce ?

1941 I see I see i see

ddw

1942 I see I see i see

I sL I sL 2 sL

I s iL I s iL I s iL
I d iL

At 35 cm. in 1942 of TTC 36-1 (table 28), all lenses were less

sharp than inward on the branch.

Table 29.—TTC 36-5

T2 cm.

1940 2 see

I nisce

1941 I see

I psce

I dee

1942 I see

I psce

Table 30.—TTC jd-/

55 cm. 44 cm. 34 cm.

1940 I see 2 see i see

I sL

1941 I see

I sL

1942 I see

I psce

I psL

I diL

S2 cm.
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Table 31.

—

TTJ 2-4

57 cm.

1939 I see

2 dee

I dL

1940 2 see

1941 I see

I s arc

5 COLLECTIO
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In the 1940 increment of TTJ 2-1 1 (table 33), the lens as seen in

cross section is a concurrent series of two at 50 cm. ; a very long

single at 2^"] cm. ; and a shorter single at 26 cm. The lens of 1942 be-

comes progressively less sharp outward.

Table 34.—TTP 20-2 Table 35.—TTP 20-4

44 cm. 24 cm. 12 cm. 34 cm. 19 cm.

1938 ... I see 2 dee dw 1937 i msec i dee

I dee (ist) ddw

1939 ... I see I see i see 1937 i msee i see

I dL I psce I dee (?) (2d) 2 msL i dee

1938 I msee i msee

2 sL

Table 36.—TTP 20-16

18 cm. 14 cm. 9 cm. 3 cm.

1943 I see I see i see

I sL I dL I dL

1944 I see I see i see i see

I sL I psL I dL
I dL

Nine cm. from the tip of the branch in the specimen TTP 20-16

(table 36), the diffuse lens of 1943 has all but disappeared.

Table 27.~TTP 20-26

3.1 cm. 0.7 cm.

1944 2 see I see

In TTP 20-26 (table 37), the one growth layer undoubtedly disap-

pears because it ends outward, which is to say that two diameter

flushes represent one tip flush.

Table 38.—TTP 20-33 Table 39.—TTP 21-9

II cm. 6.5 cm. 2.7 cm. 35 cm. 23 cm.

1943 ... I see I see 1938 i see i msee

I dee I d arc

see I see

ddw ddw I d arc ddw ddw

1940 I msee i see

1944 ... I see I see i see i psce i psce

It is not uncommon to find annual contacts diffusing outward. In

1940 of TTP 21-9 (table 39), as in many other branches, the annual

contacts become diffuse inward on the branch.
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Table 40.—TTP 24-8

1945

5/ cm.

I see

I sL

40 cm.

I see

I sL

34 cm.

I see

In TTP 24-8 (table 40), the lens extends out along the branch to

40 cm, but does not exist on the branch as far out as 2.6 cm. from

the tip.

Table 41.

—

TTP 24-14

55 cm. 43 cm. 32 cm.

1940 I see I see i see

I psce 2 dee 2 dee

I dee

1941 I see I see 1 see

I sL

1942 I see I see i see

I sL
ddw ddw ddw
psg psg

In the 1940 increment of TTP 24-14 (table 41), the psce growth

layer appears as a lens under very low power because its lightwood

disappears over a portion of the circuit.

Table 42.—XSC i-i

81 cm. 68 cm.

1932 2 see I see

I psee

1933 I see 2 see

I sL I psL

1934 I see 2 see

I psL

1935 4 see 2 see

I dee (outer)

I psL

I s iL

1936 I msce

3 dee

1 psce

1937 2 see 2 dee

I psee (outer)

2 ih
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Table 42.

—

Continued

81 cm. 68 cm.

1938 I see I see

I psL I sL (inner)

I sL (overlapping)

I dL

1939 I see I see

I sL (part eompound) i sL

I msL

3 PsL
I dL (part eompound)

I s iL
I d iL

1940 I see I see

3 sL

I s iL
ddw
inc inc

Branch eut off May 10, 1940.

Table 43.

—

XSC 10-2

51 cm. 44 cm. 38 cm. 28 cm.

1939 I see I see i see i see

I psee I dee i dee

I psL I psL I psL I dee

1940 I see I see i see i see

I dee I psee i psee i msL
I sL I sL I sL

I psL I psL I psL

Table 44.

—

YCt 1-3

14 cm. 6 cm.

1940 4 see 3 see

I sL

Tables 5 to 44 give some idea of longitudinal transitions in growth

layers. Practically all branch or stem analyses illustrate such transi-

tions. However, attention should also be directed to the following

tables: 74 (1944) ; 81 (1944) ; §4 (i944) ;85 (1938-40) ; 94 (i940-

42) ; 96 (1940) ; 105 (1938) ; 108 (1936-37) ; I09 (1936-38) ; 115

(1939) ; 122 (1939) ; 126 (1938) ; and 129 (1938).

An examination of the tables brings out rather clearly that transi-

tion from one type of growth layer to another is not a rare phenome-

non. Simplicity of growth-layer pattern within the annual increment

may increase either outward or inward on the branch, and the same,

of course, holds for an increase of complexity. Or again, simplicity
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(or complexity) may increase in both directions from a focal point.

The evidence also indicates that different species act very much alike

and that different branches of the same tree possess different se-

quences for the same year.

Thus there can be little doubt that growth layers pass from one type

to another longitudinally; that the results of one episode of cambial

activity may be traced along a branch with more or less difficulty ; and

that text figures 34 and 35 give a first hint of the variations to be ex-

pected among partial growth layers and the reasons therefore.

SUMMARY OF TYPES

In the synoptic view, growth layers group themselves into a rela-

tively small number of distinct types. The simplest classification,

whether justified or not, depends upon densewood alone. For instance,

a half-lens is a band of densewood dangling at one end. Such is no

doubt all right if mere identification is the ultimate aim. It goes with-

out saying, however, that of far greater import is the physiological

activity of the cambium which gives rise to the various types of growth

layers, types that under a too simple classification would be entirely

overlooked. Physiological activity is, in a manner of speaking, a func-

tional bridge between variations in the complex of habitat factors and

the type, continuity, and definition of resultant xylem. As an example,

the invisible radial termination of a growth layer which extends be-

tween the two "open" ends of half-lenses facing each other is quite

understandable in relation to physiological activity but is meaningless

under a simple classification.

Nevertheless, a descriptive classification in two dimensions is a

method of approach to the understanding of growth layers in three

dimensions, and their transitions from one to the other. The two-

dimensional picture, therefore, takes our attention at the moment.

A condensed outline of growth-layer types follows:

II.

Entire
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II. Partial

—

Continued II. Partial

—

Continued

6. Divided lightwood 10. Postseasonal growth

7. Interrupted densewood Scattered cells

8. Interrupted lightwood Lens

9. Curtains Concurrent lenses

Entire Incomplete, entire growth

Partial layer

Factors adding complexities to the above outline will be considered

next.

TYPE RELATIONSHIPS

Two points should be mentioned relative to the extension of the

simple classification portrayed above. One has to do with so-called in-

visible margins and the other with the form of growth layers in three

dimensions.

The first point considers half-lenses and arcs as actually forming

the visible part of closed systems. In the case of apposed half-

lenses, the densewood, midway between the cusps, fails, lightwood ap-

pears to be continuous radially, and the densewoods of the half-lenses

appear to "dangle" or "float" free in the lightwood. In the case of a

single half-lens, densewood exists at one cusp only, whereas none is

visible either at the median portion of the growth layer or at the ap-

posed cusp. Half-lenses, therefore, represent lenses whose densewood

is present only at one or both of the cusps. Hypothetically, densewood

may fail at both cusps as well as in the median region. From this we
can tentatively conclude that cambial activity and growth processes are

cyclic and intermittent whether or not the evidence is anatomically

visible; this corroborates similar conclusions by plant physiologists.

Further evidence in the same matter is yielded by divided dense-

wood of certain types, interrupted densewood, and interrupted light-

wood.

Arcs may be thought of as belonging to one of three types : (i) A
portion of a lens, (2) a portion of an entire growth layer, or (3)

possibly an entity whose densewood "floats" free around the entire

margin, (i) Here the arc simply is the median portion of a lens or

of two apposed half-lenses. This, then, constitutes the complement of

the half-lens, that is, the visible median portion compared with the

visible cuspate portions. (2) In the second type, the arc is the only

portion of the densewood present—at least visibly so—around the

entire circuit. Thus the arc reveals an episode of cambial activity

otherwise unsuspected. The longer the arc is, the more plausible the

revelation becomes. (3) In cross section, arcs certainly are entities.

But can they retain their characteristics in three dimensions? This

leads directly to our next topic.
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Point two of the introductory paragraph has to do with the form of

growth layers in three dimensions. Entire growth layers may become

partial, and vice versa. All various forms of partial growth layers

merge the one into the other. Lenses may be discrete bodies, like a

"patch" on the cylinder of a branch or stem. Or, again, a lens may be

the longitudinal extension of a growth layer (text figs. 34, 35). A
cross section at one place shows the growth layer to be entire; at

another, it appears as a concurrent lens; at a third place, it appears

as a single lens ; and last, if the section be taken at exactly the correct

place, it appears as divided densewood. From a three-dimensional

standpoint, lenses testify to cambial activity local in time and space.

Half-lenses represent the visible portions of lenses and as such par-

take of all variations characteristic of them. Theoretically perhaps, a

half-lens could exist independent of a lens, its densewood, sharp for

a distance, weakening, diffusing, and giving way tangentially to light-

wood. The concept of an independent half-lens is difficult to visualize

through physiological activity. In three dimensions, local failure of

densewood to form in connection with a lens may produce a half-lens.

Arcs physiologically involve the failure of densewood to form on

opposite edges of a lens or lens "finger," or the failure locally of the

densewood of an entire growth layer which in cross section gives a

long arc. Whether or not an arc can exist independently merits the

same remarks as those given in connection with half-lenses.

No matter how we employ cross sections to illustrate growth layers,

the three-dimensional aspect cannot be neglected. To do so, is to miss

the significance of cambial activity, the important link between growth

factors and the anatomy of the xylem.

ECOLOGIC SIGNIFICANCE

The importance of cambial activity has been constantly emphasized

both directly and indirectly. Description, classification, and attempted

interpretation of growth layers are tasks superficial and misleading

without a proper understanding of the physiology of growth. To such

a restricted approach, a strictly two-dimensional habit of thought

only adds confusion. Growth layers mirror cambial activity and

growth processes, and without a knowledge of such activities no solid

basis exists for the study of growth layers as a record of the nature

and variations of growth factors.

All the work, of which the present paper is a partial report, demon-

strates clearly that cambial activity and growth processes within the

body of a tree grown under decided lower forest-border conditions

are intermittent in time and space both locally and regionally. If
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growth factors have any influence at all on the physiological processes,

then those processes must respond in nature and, to a certain degree,

to the fluctuations of the factors as they exist in the lower forest bor-

der. To expect otherwise, is to assume that no factor becomes limiting

after growth has begun in the spring until growth stops finally at the

end of the growing season.

Classification in its simplest form permits the descriptive designa-

tion of growth layers in two dimensions, on cross section or on

longitudinal section. In its less simple form, classification emphasizes

in three dimensions the rather complex nature of differential cambial

activity. Three situations will be summarized.

(i) All types and classes of growth layers appear to merge into

each other in three dimensions. This elementary circumstance cannot

be too strongly emphasized. Longitudinally, either inward or outward

on a branch, divided densewood may become a lens and the lens may

become an entire growth layer. An arc may become an entire growth

layer. A half-lens may become a lens. A lens may be a "patch" of

xylem; or a concurrent lens on a certain cross section may be the

"fingers" of an entire growth layer on a different cross section (text

figs. 34, 35). Such transitions take place within rather short distances.

Therefore, on the basis of one or several cross sections it is unwise

to state that a growth layer exists as a lens covering but a tiny per-

centage of the possible area of the plant body. Growth layers, also,

possess all manner of transition between lightwood and densewood,

both tangentially and longitudinally. The outer margin of a diameter

flush, whether entire growth layer, lens, half-lens, or arc, may grade

from sharp through definite, indefinite, to diffuse, and this last may

become so diffuse as to be indistinguishable from lightwood. In truth,

these gradations apply to all manner of growth layers, entire, par-

tial, annual, or intra-annual.

(2) The above transitions may be thought of as applying to the

grosser forms of growth layers—to the more obvious results of inter-

mittent cambial activity. Beyond these, but of course joined to them

by transitional forms, there are the indications of slight, more or less

incipient, changes in cambial activity and growth processes. Here be-

long interrupted densewood, interrupted lightwood, and even some

cases of divided densewood. A single tangential row of narrow cells

(at places so dense as to merit the term "stringer") may be immersed

in lightwood, or immersed in other but less decided densewood. On
occasion these rows are repeated rhythmically. The conclusion seems

warranted that cambial activity and growth processes under lower

forest-border conditions do not remain constant in rate over long in-
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tervals during any one growing season. Those activities appear to

possess not only fluctuations of high amplitude and long wavelength,

giving the ordinary growth layers, but also fluctuations of slight

amplitude and short wavelength, giving what may be called crypto-

growth layers. The short-wave cycle is no doubt superimposed upon
the long-wave cycle.

(3) The third situation has to do especially with transitions in a

radial direction. Typically, a growth layer is thought of as being

complete if the ratio of lightwood to densewood is rather high in favor

of the lightwood. A decrease in width of one commonly accompanies

a decrease in the other so that if the lightwood consists of few cells

radially, say three or four, the densewood may be reduced to one cell

only. Nevertheless, the typical situation has striking exceptions, the

one radial, the other tangential, insofar as the lightwood is concerned.

It may be reduced in amount radially until the densewood comprises a

very high percentage of the total growth layer. Or, the lightwood may
be reduced tangentially until it disappears entirely and the densewood

of that growth layer then lies sheer against the densewood of the next

inner growth layer. This results in a lens of lightwood which under

low magnification appears to be a complete and bona fide lens. Such

an error in recognition would lead to an entirely erroneous interpre-

tation of the regional extent of cambial activity and of the amount of

xylem formed during the particular growth flush.

Certain particulars of the subject in hand should be mentioned in

more detail. The amounts and proportions of lightwood and dense-

wood, for instance, vary radially and longitudinally in absolute and

relative fashion. Apparently the densewood varies to a much greater

extent than does the lightwood. In the loblolly pine. Con T 2-o-base a,

the densewood of 1943 varies in thickness, whereas the lightwood re-

mains constant around the circuit. Arizona cypress is prone to great

variations. In TTC 36-7-a, for instance, the densewood of 1938

ranges from a thick band constituting a high percentage of the com-

plete growth layer to a very thin, weak band constituting a slight per-

centage of it. These variations may exist in one growth layer on one

section, or they may be on different branches. On a single section, the

densewood may be but one cell thick on one radius and may increase

in thickness tangentially to many cells far exceeding the lightwood. A
growth layer toward the extreme may contain only one lightwood and

one densewood cell, or the lightwood cell may fail, leaving a growth

layer represented by one row of densewood cells.

The maple, TTM i, gives a very slight hint that there may be a

relationship between amount of tip growth and amount of lignification,
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at least as far back as 32 cm. from the tip. In TTM i-i and 1-2,

where tip growth was extensive, only slight lignification took place in

the xylem either in densewood or lightwood. In TTM 1-3, in contrast,

where tip growth was rather slight, lignification of the xylem was

much more pronounced, especially in the densewood.

The 1941 increment in TTC 34-2-c (table 22) contained 2 see plus

2 sL plus I inc L. All these were formed prior to May 18 because on

that date the cambium was killed by artificial freezing. In relation to

their total thicknesses the growth layers possessed heavy bands of

densewood. As a matter of fact, these bands on some radii were even

heavier than the densewood of the 1940 increment which was a growth

layer six times as wide as any of the 1941 intra-annuals. The case of

TTC 34-2-c thus presents the problem as to the possible cause of

densewood variation, whether due to variation of climate, food supply,

or the part of the season when deposited.

The entire subject of partial growth layers is intimately connected

with the place where cambial activity is initiated. Longitudinally there

is evidence that diameter growth begins at some point back of the tip

and spreads both outward and inward on the branch. It is clear, at

least, that growth does not necessarily begin at the tips of the branches

and spread uniformly inward and downward. In all likelihood there

are multiple foci of growth initiation, something to be expected in the

light of growth-layer types and of waves of cambial activity.

Transversely, evidence shows that the cambium becomes active at

one or more foci from which the activity spreads. Two variations

stand out when sections are cut or killed so as to interrupt growth at

successive stages. At the start, new xylem appears as a few isolated

single cells around the circuit or as one or more tiny clusters of cells.

The isolated cells eventually are joined by others and thus become

lenses. All the evidence of the present study strongly suggests that

all growth layers begin as lenses. Therefore, partial growth layers

are entire growth layers whose development was arrested or prevented

before the entire cambium became active.

In the sections of TTC 12-io-a, cut April 21, 1940, growth for

1940 consists radially of one to eight cells and tangentially of one long

and one very short lens (table 19). The inner half of the long lens

is strongly lignified. In branches which are eccentric, new growth

commonly, but not always, appears first on the long radius or on what

will be the long radius for that growth flush.

Growth for 1940 in TTC i-io-a, cut April 21, 1940, covers the en-

tire circuit, 8 to 16 cells thick radially. On the long radius, and covering

most of the circuit, the inner three-quarters of the growth layer has

matured, whereas on the short radius all cells are immature.
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An interesting case of differential growth exists in TTC 5-4-a.

Within the densewood of 1933, a circle of parenchyma cells extends

around the circuit at a uniform distance from the inner margin of the

growth layer. The circle lies just next to the outer contact of the

growth layer on the short radius, whereas on the long radius it lies 12

to 15 cells inward from the contact but still within the densewood.

Either cambial activity proceeded at a more rapid rate on the long

radius after the formation of densewood began or, what may be more

likely, activity continued for a greater length of time on the long

radius.

High amplitude waves of cambial activity appear to develop rapidly

after the start of the growing season, reach a maximum, and subside

either intermittently or continuously. Such activity merely reflects the

impact of physiological processes. Examples of time and time rate

of activity have been cited heretofore. Growth initiation in the spring

in the Lubbock area may occur any time from the first part of March

to the first part of April. Within a very short period, growth attains

a maximum and then gradually subsides, the whole flush occupying

roughly anywhere from about 4 to 12 weeks. Apparently no simple

relation exists between elapsed time and number of cells laid down.

In one case, several growth layers may be deposited, while in a second,

a single growth layer is formed. These variations of time rate apply

not only among dift'erent trees but also among different branches of

the same tree.

The following examples may be recalled. The increment for 1941

of TTC 34-2-c whose cambium was killed May 18, 1941, contains 2

see plus 2 sL plus i inc L. The 1940 increment of TTC 12-io-a, cut

April 21, 1940, consists of one to eight cells radially, in one long and

one very short lens. In TTC i-io-a (pi. 4, fig. 2), cut April 21, 1940,

the same increment consists of 8 to 16 rows of cells around the entire

circuit. The same increment in TTC 5-4-a, but cut July 17, 1940,

contains 8 to 20 cell rows as an entire growth layer. To say that

growth begins on a certain date does not mean that the entire cam-

bium becomes active at the same time. The position of natural frost

injury, or a circle of parenchyma cells, is an excellent example (pis. 8 ;

14, fig. i). The injury may be out in the xylem 7 to 10 or more cells

from the start of the growth layer ; it may be out a large number of

cells on the long radius but lie flush against the densewood of the pre-

vious growth layer on the short radius ; or it may be out in the xylem

on the long radius, pull inward on both sides of that radius, meet the

densewood of the previous growth layer, and cease (pi. 22, fig. i).

Thus in the last case a decided lens had been formed before the cam-
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bium on the short radius became active. The extreme variation of

cambial activity in a decided lower forest-border situation not only

among different trees but among branches of the same tree also comes

into relief by contrasting the thick growth layers of 30 or more cells

with the situation noted in TTP 24-3-a and kindred sections (pis. 17,

fig. i; 19, fig. i). There a growth layer, represented elsewhere in

radial thickness by many cells, is made up of one densewood cell over

a portion of the circuit and by very few more over the remainder.

Cambial activity may be related to the absolute vitality of the cam-

bial initials. This may be illustrated by several branches of TTP 20,

a tree probably of less than average vigor.

Table 45-—TTP 20-1

37 cm. 5 cm.

1939 I see I see

I dL
psg

Branch was cut oflf November 26, 1939.

At 37 cm. in TTP 20-1 (table 45), the condition of the cambium

was variable ; some cells were alive, some plasmolyzed, the rest dead.

At 5 cm. most of the cambium was alive.

Table 46.—TTP 20-2

44 cm. 24 cm. 12 cm. Bud

1939 I see I see i see i inc

I dL I psee i ee (narrow cells

(faint) in patches)

Branch was cut oflf December 14, 1939.

The outer cells of the xylem in TTP 20-2 (table 46) were imma-

ture. At 44 cm. cambial cells were in part nucleated, in part plas-

molyzed ; at 24 cm. the cambium was in good condition ; at 12 cm.

and at the bud it was excellent.

Table 47.—TTP 20-3

18 cm. II cm. Bud

1939 I concurrent L i cone. L i psce

(part immature)

Branch was cut oflf December 15, 1939.

At 18 cm. in TTP 20-3 (table 47), the cambium was mostly alive,

some cells plasmolyzed ; at 1 1 cm. and at the bud the cambium was in

cfood condition.
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Table 48.

—

TTP 20-4

34 cm.
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tion that a growth layer is a sheath of xylem laid down under the bark

over the entire plant body (except in stem tips and root tips) refers

to one type of growth layer only. Or, the definition that a growth

layer (or tree ring) is a circle of wood made up of springwood and

summerwood refers only to appearances on a cross section.

It seems reasonable to ask for a definition based not only upon de-

scription or structural features but also upon those physiological proc-

esses which create the growth layer. Thus a certain type of physiolog-

ical activity may be called a growth flush if it produces a growth layer.

A growth flush is an interval of physiological activity which gives

elongation at the apical meristem and increase in diameter at the cam-

bium. This does not mean to deny the possibility of a period of

accelerated physiological activity without the production of wood or

the possibility of including the processes of maturation as part or all

of a growth flush. On the whole, a growth flush may be slight in

intensity and short in duration, or severe and prolonged.

A growth flush commonly produces a growth layer. More specifi-

cally, a growth layer includes the xylem laid down by the cambium

during a single period of activity regardless of entirety around the

circuit, of completeness radially, of location within the plant body, or

of the particular time of the activity.

VI. MULTIPLICITY OF GROWTH LAYERS
INCIDENCE OF THE SINGLE ANNUAL

Previous discussion contains many references to multiplicity

—

multiplicity within annual increments from trees grown at the lower

forest border. By means of absolute dating the existence of such

multiplicity is established. Also the use of absolute dating permits the

collection of statistical data on the ratio of single to multiple annual

increments.

Table 49 contains information on dated growth layers. Con T may

be used as an illustration. Within 41 branches (from 3 trees) there

are 49 years with a single growth layer per annual increment in all

sections of the particular branches for the particular years ; there are

7 years with both single and multiple growth layers along the same

branch ; and 44 years with multiple growth layers per annual incre-

ment in all sections of the particular branches for the particular years.

The chief concern here is the relative incidence of single and mul-

tiple growth layers in the total picture. With 336 years bearing single

growth layers and 583 bearing multiples, the respective percentages

are 37 single and 63 multiple. The value of 63 percent is a minimum

because in 158 years some of the annual increments have multiple
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Table 49.

—

Incidence of single and multiple grozvth layers in annual increments

Number of Single
Number of Number of blocks and All

trees branches sectioned All single multiple multiple

CCCb I I I — — 5

CMJ I I 2 — — 4

Con A I I 2 — — 2

Con P I 2 4 I — 3

Con T 3 41 148 49 7 44

MP I 2 7 — I 2

SA 2 6 16 IS 3 14

TTAp 2 7 27 — 4 ID

TTC 10 86 225 47 54 143

TTCw I 7 14 7 2 2

TTJ 5 21 59 30 12 28

TTL 5 IS 27 2S — 2

TTM 2 12 35 9 s 7

TTP 5 97 260 112 43 97

TTS I I I I — 4
TTTh I I I I — 3
TTV I I I — — 3

WAp I 2 7 I — 2

WCh 2 6 14 — 6 2

WPe I 6 19 2 2 3

WPI I 2 s 2 — —
XSC II 40 118 19 15 157

XSJf 2 3 7 6 - 7

XSP 2 5 ID 9 3 II

YCt 4 14 26 — I 28

Total 67 380 1036 336 158 583

growth layers whereas others have single growth layers. Therefore,

the actual percentage of years with multiple growth layers is some-

what greater than 63. It must be remembered, of course, that some

of the years with singles may actually have been multiple at places on

the branches not represented by sections.

Among the trees from which many sections were cut, species does

not seem to be the controlling factor in multiplicity. The following

show more than 50 percent of the years with multiple growth layers

:

loblolly pine (Con T), shrubalthea (SA), apple (TTAp), Arizona

cypress (TTC), juniper (TTJ), cut-leaf or soft maple (TTM),
yellow pines (TTP), cherry (WCh), peach (WPe), Arizona cypress

(XSC), ponderosa pine (XSP), and citrus (YCt). In contrast, the

Cottonwood (TTCw), the honeylocust (TTL), and the Jeffrey pine

(XSJf) show less than 50 percent of the years with multiple growth

layers.
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It should be emphasized that two to four cross sections only are

taken roughly equal distances apart out of a 50-cm. length of branch.

Perhaps this number could be considered too few to serve as random

samples, yet partial growth layers do have a longitudinal dimension

thus permitting each cross section to represent more of the branch

length than just its own thickness. This probability of two to four

sections revealing all cases of multiple growth layers apphes naturally

to those cases where multiplicity is caused by partial growth layers

only.

In view of the mass of evidence accumulated in our cross sections

and in view of the nature of growth conditions in the lower forest-

border regions, it may well be that few, very few, annual increments

throughout their extent over roots, trunks, and branches possess only

one growth layer. Growth factors first, and species second, seem to be

of importance in determining the incidence of multiple growth layers

in annual increments.

It is of interest to note that 1,036 out of a total of 1,245 sectioned

blocks taken from branches and trunks were dated accurately. The

remainder were obtained almost wholly from New Mexico on field

trips so brief that the growth layers could not be dated by our

methods.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Here we are dealing with normal growth layers in normal trees;

that is to say, those not subjected to the sudden, or prolonged, impact

of such accidental factors as fire, wind, disease, defoliation, or insect

attacks.

Discussion has cropped up intermittently through the years on the

unity or multiplicity of growth layers in annual increments. In many

cases, certainly, both aspects of the problem are correct, the response

of the trees being dependent upon the particular set of growth factors

present. That a tree forms one and only one sharply bounded growth

layer a year, or that a tree can form more than one a year—either of

these is an assumption unless supported by adequate evidence.

Certain implications follow from the idea of rigid unity. First, it

implies that growth begins in the spring and goes to completion, a

completion signalized by a sharply defined outer surface everywhere

throughout the extent of the growth layer. Second, it implies that

growth, especially cambial activity, cannot be reinitiated during the

same general growing season after growth has once completely

ceased. This must be true no matter how brief or how prolonged the

original growth flush might be at the beginning of the season. Third,
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it implies a special set of growth-initiating factors that impinge suc-

cessfully on the physiological system of the plant only at the start of

the season and, once having been counteracted, cannot stimulate that

system into growth again until the opening of the next season. Fourth,

it implies that growth can slow down to any degree short of a condi-

tion producing a sharp outer surface. If a sharp surface is produced

it at once becomes the outer surface of an annual increment. Fifth,

it implies that, as a result of the fourth impHcation, all so-called

doubles are diffuse, never sharp. Sixth, the maximum number of

sharply bounded growth layers in a tree reveals the true number of

years involved. Finding the age of a tree, or dating specific events,

rests, therefore, upon the exact determination of the maximum num-
ber of sharply bounded growth layers within the entire plant body,

roots, trunk, and branches. The entire plant body is included of neces-

sity because in and near the lower forest-border partial growth layers

are characteristic and enclose variable areas on the plant body.

Implications inherent in the idea of multiplicity contrast vividly

with those embodied in unity. First, it implies that growth not only

can slow down and cease completely within a single season but also

can begin anew. Second, the combination of growth factors present

at growth initiation in the spring can also be present later during the

general growing season. Third, it implies that growth having ceased

so completely as to form a sharply bordered growth layer can begin

again during the same season. Fourth, it implies that fluctuations in

cambial activity and growth processes accompany fluctuations in

growth factors. Such activity can be slowed down to various degrees

or cease altogether and even though it cease completely, can be reini-

tiated the same season. Fifth, it implies that multiplicity and unity are

characteristics dependent to a great extent upon environmental condi-

tions. Sixth, it implies that the maximum number of sharply bordered

growth layers does not represent the true number of years involved

—

it exaggerates that number. Counting the sharply bordered growth

layers, therefore, does not determine the age of a tree and does not

date specific events unless the tree grew under conditions where

growth factors do not fluctuate in critical amount except once per year

and where, therefore, unity is the rule.

Unity and multiplicity reflect cambial activity, activity which re-

sponds to conditions favoring or inhibiting growth.

If multiplicity exists and if it depends upon environmental condi-

tions, it must occur to different degrees. To state the matter from the

standpoint of the trees themselves : the ratio of multiple annual incre-

ments to single annual increments must vary from region to region
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as environment differs. This ratio, or the incidence of multipHcity per

century, can be determined for different regions.

Multiplicity, as exemplified by partial growth layers, may or may
not characterize different parts of the plant body. If partial growth

layers should, for instance, characterize branches but avoid the trunk,

then we can only conclude that branches give more sensitive records

of environmental variations than trunks do. This matter of longi-

tudinal continuity has been, and is being, investigated. As far as our

work has progressed (chapter VII), the anatomy of growth layers

and their multiplicity are very similar in branch and in trunk.

TYPES OF GROWTH LAYERS INVOLVED

Multiplicity involves all types of growth layers as well as all types

of contacts. The section on classification describes growth layers

Fig. 36.

—

XSC 2-2-a. Annual increment for 1936 in symbol and cell structure.

Multiplicity by sharp and diffuse gls ; reversed sequence. Sequence shows : Frost
effects ; dee with transition outward giving lightest wood in center ; 2 see

;

psce; see.

which range from divided densewood and "stringers," through arcs,

half-lenses, and lenses, to entire growth layers, and from incomplete

and subnormally developed to complete, normal growth layers. In the

matter of contacts the range is equally great, from sharp through

definite and indefinite to diffuse (text fig. 36). Each type of contact

may apply to a whole growth layer, or all types may exist on the same

growth layer.
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Thus the growth layers found in branches may be said to arrange

themselves in a series from completely diffuse and local to completely

sharp and regional within the tree. All types of growth layers and all

types of contacts exist among growth layers, whether annual or intra-

annual.

ABSOLUTE DATING AND THE DETECTION OF MULTIPLICITY

The whole range of growth-layer types is highly suggestive of mul-

tiplicity. Indeed, a close study of the gradual and complete transition

from interrupted lightwood, interrupted densewood, divided dense-

wood, and divided lightwood through the whole gamut of partial

growth layers to complete, entire growth layers convinces the student

that he is dealing with intra-annuals as well as with annuals. To think

that a tiny lens, one or two cells in thickness and a fraction of one

percent of the stem in area, can represent the total growth of a normal

tree for a period of one year becomes increasingly impossible as a

person studies cambial activity. The same feeling based on intimate

acquaintance with trees comes in regard to partial growth layers or

even entire growth layers if they contrast strikingly in volume with

the average growth layer of the tree. Perhaps that is why Antevs

(1938) was a bit skeptical of the annual character of a thin ring

whose volume contrasted sharply with that of neighboring rings.

It may not be amiss to mention another facet of the subject based

upon general impressions and observations. Scarcely a region exists

which does not, for that region, experience temporary droughts dur-

ing the growing seasons. Vegetation responds not only to such tempo-

rary droughts but also to warm, wet intervals. It responds visibly;

for instance, beech trees shedding their leaves in central Ohio during

a midsummer drought ; the madroiia dropping its leaves habitually

during the summer along the coastal region of California; the wither-

ing of crops; the curling, drying, or dropping of leaves from fruit

and nut trees in Maryland; the ocotillo putting forth a new set of

leaves after each summer rainy period ; the blossoming of fruit trees

late in the summer in Maryland and Washington, D.C. ; the setting

of fruit and substantial tip growth in late summer in West Virginia

;

the blossoming of fruit trees and spring flowers in early September

in Minnesota; the swelling of buds and tip growth in Texas, not

only in the autumn but also during the winter ; the addition of com-

plete tip flushes on pines high in the Sierra of California in late sum-

mer; and the addition of complete tip flushes after each irrigation of

citrus in Arizona. These observations give a vivid impression of

growth flushes dependent upon the fluctuation of growth factors
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within the general growing season, flushes imposed upon the annual

cycle. Adding together the fact of postseasonal growth and the addi-

tion of an entire growth layer by irrigation of an apple tree in Texas,

one becomes firmly convinced that anatomical results are certain to

follow if growth factors become sufficiently limiting for a short in-

terval during the "growing season."

Nevertheless, general observations must be substantiated by actual

evidence and proof that trees do grow multiple growth layers in a

year. Absolute dating is a necessity. For such purpose, these criteria

of multiplicity have been employed : natural frost, artificial frost,

measured tip growth, certain structural features, and the relation of

diameter flushes to tip flushes.

Examples of dated multiplicity are shown on most of the plates.

See especially plates 2, fig. 3 ; 4, fig. i ; 6, fig. i ; 8 ; 10, fig. i ; 14,

fig. I ; 15, fig. 2 ; 19, fig. I ; 20; 21 ; 22, fig. 2 ; 23, fig. 2 ; 24, fig. i
;

28, fig. 2; 29; 32; 35, fig. I
; 36, fig. I.

DETAILS OF MULTIPLICITY

The step immediately subsequent to the recognition of the galaxy

of partial growth layers follows logically. It is the great and expected

diversity among growth-layer sequences, on different radii of the same

cross section, at different levels in the same branch, in different

branches of the same tree, in different trees of the same species,

among different species, and under different environments.

Clearly, a knowledge of the exact, and not the assumed, date of

each growth layer is of the highest importance to a problem of this

kind. Assumptions about one, or more than one, sharply bounded

growth layer per year must be eliminated. The idea of a rigidly an-

nual unity of growth layers universal in occurrence would be destroyed

as such, once multiplicity is established. That done, the fact of unity

or multiplicity must be determined for different environments and,

where multiple, the incidence or factor of such multiplicity must also

be determined.

How can interpretations based on unity be valid if not unity but

multiplicity is present in a region ? There can be no doubt that chron-

ologic, climatic, and cycle studies are meaningless until fundamental

work on growth layers has been done and the effects of different en-

vironments clarified.

VARIATIONS OF SEQUENCES ALONG DIFFERENT RADII OF A SECTION

The existence of partial growth layers constitutes a prime reason

for the variation of sequences on different radii of the same cross
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section. But partial growth layers are not the only variables—the na-

ture of the outer surface of a growth layer varies from sharp to in-

definite, to diffuse, and even to a faintness that makes the surface

scarcely identifiable.

The incidence of partial growth layers is directly proportional to the

number of intervals of localized canibial activity and maturation, and

these intervals depend upon the fluctuations of growth factors or of

their stimulating qualities. If soil moisture is of great importance to

tree growth, then partial growth layers should no doubt characterize

the lower forest border. Further, the more extreme the forest-border

conditions are, i.e., the more rapid and more intense the fluctuations

of soil moisture, the greater the incidence of partial growth layers. A
greater incidence of partial growth layers carries with it more rapid

variations among different radii of the same cross section.

Therefore, as rainfall decreases, as amplitude of rainfall varia-

tions increases, and as lower forest-border conditions become more

extreme on the side of aridity (i.e., plant growth is more and more

dependent upon the individual local rain), different radii vary with

each other within shorter distances and to a greater degree.

Nearly every example used in this work illustrates some form or

characteristic of multiplicity. Even so, a few pertinent cases will be

cited to illustrate variation among radii on the single cross section. A
comparison of figure 2, plate 5, and figure i, plate 6, and figure 2, plate

6, and figure i, plate 7, illustrates the differences which can exist on

opposite radii.

Specimen TTC 33-io-a contains dated growth for 1938 to 1942,

five years. An over-all analysis of the section gives:

Table 50.

—

TTC 33-io-a

1938—I see

1939—2 sce-l-i psce+i sL

1940—I sce-f-i psce

1941—I sce-|-i psce

1942—2 sce+i sL

Three points should be mentioned. First, with seven sharp, complete,

entire growth layers and two sharp lenses and three partly sharp,

complete, entire growth layers, different radii must show variable

numbers of sharp contacts. Second, four radii, 90 degrees apart, con-

tain 9, 10, 7, and 9 sharply bounded growth layers. How could these

be correlated with each other if just the four radii, and not the entire

section, were available? Third, if we momentarily adopt the assump-
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tion that each sharply bordered growth layer must necessarily be an

annual increment, we have the interesting but impossible situation of

nine annual increments for five years.

Much the same information is yielded by TTC 36-7-b (text figs.

25, 26) which includes four years, 1939-194^. A general analysis

gives

:

Table si.—TTC 36-7-h

1939—I sce+ddw
1940—2 see

1941—I sce+i sL+i d iL
1942— I sce+i psce+2 s arcs+i d arc

Here, four years include six sharp growth layers. Some radii show

seven sharp contacts and one radius gives the maximum of eight

sharp contacts under low-low power.

Four radii have been selected on TTC 33-6-a (text fig, 5). The
differences between radii 2 and 3, and i and 3, are especially note-

worthy. In fact, the sequence of sharp contacts is different on each

radius and one can readily see the difficulties inherent in correlating

from one radius to another if the surface of the section between two

radii is unavailable. As a matter of passing interest, tip growth of

branch TTC 33-6 was measured February 21, 1942, January 9, 1943,

January 22, 1944, and July 31, 1944, when the branch was cut off.

Sections a were cut from the 1942 tip growth. Because this branch

was growing when cut, at least one more growth layer would have

been formed before the general close of the growing season.

The growth of one year is equally effective as an illustration of

radial variation. Text figure 30 of TTC 33-1 i-a, shows the growth

increment of 1940 on two opposite radii. Without the rest of the sec-

tion, correlation would be neither simple nor certain. The interior of

the increment actually contains two simple arcs and one compound

arc. It is the central arc which is compound and diffuse at one ex-

tremity and sharp bordered at the other. Over more than half the

circuit the outer densewood zone is divided into three bands, else-

where into two, the entire zone being referred to as multiple dense-

wood.

Text figure 37, TTC 33-13-a, shows the increment for 1942

wherein a radius can be so chosen as to contain i, 2, 3, 4, or 5 sharp

contacts.

Although text figure 13, XSC i-i-b, does not contain the entire

cross section, enough of 1939 appears to show that the 1939 annual
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increment can be made to yield i, 2, 3, or 4 sharp contacts depending

upon the radius selected.

Text figure 15, XSC i-i-b, has the increment for 1940 only. If

different radii are drawn on the figure, it becomes apparent at once

not only that great variation exists but also that correlation among the

different radial sequences, were they alone available, would be ex-

tremely difficult, if not wholly impossible.

Fig. 2)7

•

—TTC 33-13-a. Complete increment for 1942 and a radius extending
to the center. 1938: see (as shown) ; 1939: 2 see; 1940: see; 1941 : see; 1942:
see with 2 IL's and 4 sL. Multiplicity ; compound and overlapping lenses

illustrating variable cambial and growth activities.

Other examples of different radial sequences on the same cross sec-

tion are: text figures 38 (TTAp 2-3-b), 39 (XSC 2-1-b), 40 (XSC
2-2-c), 2 (XSC 8-4-a), 3 (XSC 1-4-a), 10 (XSC i-2-a), and 22

(XSCi-3-b).

The section XSC 13-2-a is somewhat of a special case because in

the increment for 1938, containing i sce+i msce+i s arc, the sharp

portion of the arc lies radially outward from the diffuse part of the

msce and overlaps its sharp ends (pi. 33). Thus, by reason of the
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Fig. 38.—TTAp 2-3-b. Increments for 1938-1940. Different number of

contacts along different radii; variation of cambial activity in time and place.

Fig. zg.—XSC 2-1-b. The increment for 1939. Multiplicity; partial gls with

compound overlapping lenses. Sequence as follows :
_
see ; short sL ; long msL,

compound with previous sL ; short sL, compound with previous 2 lenses ; long

sL, overlapping previous short sL and long msL. Note that the two outer lenses

whose cusps nearly meet are not the product of the same episode of cambial

activity.
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overlap, there are six sharply bounded growth layers for four years

on the entire section, no matter which radius is selected. But they are

not all the same growth layers.

Fig. 40.

—

XSC 2-2-c. Increments for 1936- 1939, and portion of 1940. Part

of a section with simple multiplicity. 1936: Spots of natural frost; see; sL;

1937: see; compound sL; 1938: see; 1939: see; 1940: inc.

Text figure 41, TTC 5-1 i-a, furnishes an apt summary of radial

variation. To be sure, the section seems to be exaggerated because of

decided eccentricity. Nevertheless, the numerous intra-annuals, which

are but partially responsible for the eccentricity, record the number

of times the cambium was stimulated into activity and also the num-

ber of times it became inactive. Another point in summary, this sec-

tion along with many others proves that annual increments can be

made up of multiple growth layers whose outer faces are sharply

defined.

It is clear, therefore, that a single radius or an increment core from

one tree grown under certain environmental conditions would give a

rather inadequate record of the total growth of that tree ; even several

cores taken at one level or a substantial portion of a section would not

necessarily represent the remainder of the trunk.
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VARIATION OF SEQUENCES ON DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF THE
SAME BRANCH

Variations among sequences along the length of a branch exist for

the same reasons that they do among different radii of one cross sec-

tion. However, they are neither so numerous nor so striking because

whole sections are compared rather than single radii. If various radii

Fig. 41.

—

TTC 5-11-a. Increments for 1936-1940. Multiplicity and complex
lensing. 1936: 2 see; 1937: jL's ; rnsce; 2 see; sL; 1938: natural frost effects

;

long arc; msce; compound sL; 1939: frost spots; see; compound sL; 1940:

d 2L; see; compound sL.

on one section were compared to various radii on the other sections,

the differences would be equally numerous and equally striking. This

is to be expected because partial growth layers are not only local

around the circuit but also local along the length of a branch. In

addition, a partial growth layer may be multiple in its existence longi-

tudinally. A lens, for instance, may be concurrent along the branch

as well as around the circuit of a cross section.

Examples will be given for the double purpose of illustrating longi-

tudinal variations and the building of a well-rounded picture of

growth layers in all their manifold classes. Under the section on

longitudinal variations, in the chapter on classification, examples have
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already been detailed to some extent. This display may now be ex-

tended and amplified. The abbreviations given on page loi are per-

tinent to the present detail. Here, also, the figures in centimeters

measure the distance of the cross sections from the respective grow-

ing tips and, it is to be noted, the dates given have been established

with certainty.

In the tables which follow (tables 52-141), the vertical succession

of growth layers under any one year of a particular section has no

relation to the sequence of growth layers in the annual increment. The
sharpest and the best-developed growth layers (i.e., see's) are in-

variably placed first. Each individual growth layer, however, is fol-

lowed outward on the branch by the horizontal direction in the tables.

Cutting dates are mentioned where they are of direct importance to

the development of the last annual increment.

Table 52.

—

TTAp j-4

60 cm. 54 cm. 25 cm. 5 cm. TF
1938 I see I see 2

2 dee

1939 I see I see i see i see i

I s arc I s arc

1940 inc inc inc inc I

Sections were cut from branch TTAp 1-4 (table 52) April 21,

1940. The growth for 1940 thickens outward on the branch. Two
points should be made: First, four tip flushes (TF) at a minimum
represent three growing seasons, one of which is incomplete; and

second, certain radii at 60 and 54 cm. possess three sharp contacts for

two years whereas other radii have but two contacts for two years.

In the remainder of the illustrations, similar and additional facts can

be ascertained among radial variations, sectional variations, and the

relation between tip flushes and diameter flushes.

Table 53.

—

TTAp 2-4

47 cm. 42 cm. 20.5 cm. 5.4 cm. TF
1938 I see I see 2

I msec

1939 I see I see 2 see 2 see i

I sL I sL

I L ddw ddw

The increment for 1938, TTAp 2-4 (table 53), insofar as it is

present at 47 cm., has one growth layer sharp around the entire circuit
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and a second, sharp over more than half the circuit. On some radii,

therefore, both contacts are sharp, whereas on others, one is sharp

and one is diffuse, the latter of course being an obvious "double,"

The two growth layers correspond to two tip flushes. In contrast, the

increment for 1939, with two sharp contacts throughout, has one tip

flush.

The sections of TTC i-ii (table 54) were cut November 24, 1945 ;

this gives nine years of record. In sections at 244 cm., the nine incre-

ments contain 19 sharp contacts, or, counting simply the sharp, com-

plete, entire growth layers and the wholly sharp lenses, they contain

16 sharp, complete growth layers and these represent nine years. The
maximum number of growth layers sharply bordered in whole or in

part is 29 in sections at 244 cm. Five additional are completely dif-

fuse and, under the microscope, would readily reveal their intra-

annual character.

It is also worthy of note that the complexity of the growth-layer

display in general decreases outward on the branch, from 244 cm. to

30 cm. from the tip.

Correlation of growth layers from section to section, as between

244 cm. and 212 cm., is especially difficult. Consider 1940. Which
intra-annual at 244 cm. corresponds to the half-lens at 212 cm.? At

132 cm., in 1940, all intra-annuals have disappeared, not because they

have been cut out longitudinally by the pith (1939 surrounds pith at

132 cm.) but because they actually have been terminated, leaving the

annual increment as one sharp, complete, entire growth layer.

The increment for 1945 at 30 cm. contains an overlapping lens.

Variations along a branch, such as TTC i-ii, are well shown by

comparing figure i of plate 5 with figure 2 of plate 5 and figure i of

plate 6, and these with figure 2 of plate 6 and figure i of plate 7.

The sections of TTC 33-9 (table 55) were cut from the tree Janu-

ary I, 1943. In 1942, at 49.5 cm., the outermost lens of the three

sharp lenses is concurrent. Note that the sections at 49.5 cm. have

seven sharply bordered growth layers for three years, growth layers

which carry no distinguishing intra-annual character except that some

of them are partial. The increment for 1942 does not change its

complexity outward on the branch, but it does change its nature to a

considerable extent.

The long lens of 1939 in TTC 34-1 (table 56) becomes an entire

growth layer outward on the branch, but it does not follow of course

that the lens disappears inward, or if it does, that it does not reappear

even farther down the branch. In 1940 the lens becomes longer out-

ward. Artificial freezing on May 18, 1941, killed the cambium out-
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Table 54.—TTC i-ii

244 cm. 212 cm. 132 cm. 78 cm. 30 cm.

1937 I see I see

1 sL

1938 I see I see

2 s arcs I dee

1 sL

1939 I see I see i see

I sL

4 PsL
I d iL

2 psce

1940 I see I see i see

2 psL

I s ih
I dL
I s arc

1 d arc

1941 I see I see i see i see

2 dee

2 sL I sL
I psL

ddw
I dL

1942 I see I see i see i see

1 msee 2 psce

2 psL I psL I msL

1943 I see I see i see i see i msce
I sL I psL

2 s ^L 2 d iL 2 s JL
I dL

I d are

1944 I see I see i see i see i see

2 psL

I sL I sL 2 sL 1 sL

I s iL I s iL
2 d ares

1945 I see I see i see i see i see

I sL 3 sL 2 psL 3 psL 2 psL

I psL I dL
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right from 43.5 cm. outward. At 48.5 cm., 5 cm. inward from the

freezing apparatus, the cambium suffered some injury; nevertheless,

weak densewood was formed. Substantial growth had been made

over the whole branch by May 18 and, from 43.5 cm. outward, the

Table 5S-—TTC 33-9

49.3 cm. 34.5 cm. 24 cm.

1940 I see I see

I sL I msce

I dL

1941 I see I see i see

1942 I see

3 sL

Table 56.—TTC 34-^

48.5 cm. 43.5 cm.

1939 I see I see

I sL I sL

1940 I see I see

I sL I sL

1941 I see inc inc inc

Table S7'—TTC 34-4

62 cm. 57 cm. 50 cm. 38.5 cm.

1937 I msee i msee i see

I sL I sL

1938 I see I see i see i see

I psee I psee

I sL I sL

1939 I see I see i see i see

I sL I sL I sL

1940 I see I see i see i see

I sL I sL I sL I sL

I dL I dL

1941 I see inc inc inc

psg (?)

one-quarter of the growth-layer thickness which was immature at the

time of freezing remained so until the branch was cut off Novem-

ber 29, 1941.

Again, in TTC 34-4 (table 57), the formation of xylem was nearly

I see
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complete when the branch was frozen artificially on May i8, 1941.

This is judged by the thickness of the xylem for 1941.

Multiplicity decreases outward on the branch.

Table 58.—TTC 34-5

50.5 cm. 42.5 cm. 35.5 cm. 27.5 cm.

1937 I see I msce i see

ddw ddw

1938 I see I see i see i see

2 psce 2 psce

1939 I see I see i see i see

I msce I nisL i msec or ddw
long psL

I dL I dL

1940 I see I see i see i see

I sL I sL I sL I sL

1941 I see inc inc inc

TTC 34-5 (table 58) was frozen artificially May 18, 1941, and

was cut from the tree November 29, 1941. Multiplicity decreases

outward in general. In 1939, the mostly sharp, complete, entire

growth layer at 50.5 cm. changes to a mostly sharp lens at 42.5 cm.

;

to a mostly sharp, complete, entire growth layer or a long lens at 35.5

cm. ; and to divided densewood at 27.5 cm. The situation of 1939 at

Table 59.—TTC 34-10

4S cm. 34 cm. 26 cm.

1940 2 see 2 see i see

1941 I see I see i see

I psL ddw

1942 I ee I ce i ce

Table 60.

—

TTC 34-11

43.5 cm 30.5 cm. 21.5 cm.

1940 2 see I see

1941 I see I see i see

1942 I see I msec inc

psg psg

35.5 cm. is of interest because some of the sections show a mostly

sharp, complete, entire growth layer, whereas others show a long,

mostly sharp lens. In the 1940 increment, at 35.5 cm., the lens is

concurrent.

Many more branches than those analyzed in tables 59 and 60 could
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be described from tree TTC 34. The 1940 increment commonly

contains two sharp, complete, entire growth layers. Because of the

cutting date, July 28, 1942, and the impact of artificial freezing, 1942

may be incomplete. In the 1942 increment of TTC 34-11 (table 60),

the postseasonal growth at 43.5 cm. consists of a few cells scattered

around the circuit outside the completed growth layer and beneath

the cambium. At 30.5 cm. the postseasonal growth consists of one

long, incomplete lens made up of one to five rows of large, immature,

lightwood cells. The entire growth layer, which at 43.5 cm. is com-

plete and sharply bordered, has a portion of its band of densewood

composed of large cells that lack a sharp border on the outside. Here

we see the formation of what later would be called a partly sharp,

partly diffuse growth layer or a mostly sharp, complete, entire growth

layer. Outward on the branch at 21.5 cm. no densewood had been

formed by July 28. Growth which was divided into two diameter

flushes inward on the branch was combined into one flush outward.

Table 61.—TTC 34-26

54.5 cm 42.5 cm. 34 cm.

1940 I see

1941 I see I see i see

1942 2 psce 2 psce 3 dee

inc inc inc

Branch TTC 34-26 (table 61) was cut from the tree July 28, 1942.

At 54.5 cm. the number of sharp contacts varies on different radii

from two to four. Among the intra-annuals of 1942, at 42.5 cm., the

sharp portion of one parallels the diffuse portion of the other. The

total increment of 1942 becomes thicker outward on the branch. Arti-

ficial frost was applied to the branch on May 29 at the time the

incomplete growth layer was being formed.

1944

Table 62.-
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Tree TTC 36 (tables 65, 66), insofar as the sample branches are

concerned, does not show quite the consistency of the previously de-

scribed trees. Multiplicity and sharpness of boundary tend to increase

slightly, inward on the branches.
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mittently around the circuit and constitute the only evidence of the

place where the intra-annual growth layer exists at 44.5 cm.

The juniper branch TTJ 2-1 (table 68) was cut off the tree Febru-

ary 29, 1940. Multiplicity is a bit more prevalent inward on the

branch. In the 1936 increment the lens is concurrent. Compression

wood just outside the contacts of the mostly sharp, complete, entire

growth layers obscures the contacts for a short arc on the inner sec-

tion but not on the outer. In the 1938 increment, on the inner section,

Table 67.—TTJ i-i

80 cm. 61 cm. 44.5 cm. 24 cm.

1937 I see I see i see

I dee I psce

I s arc

1938 I msce I see i see i see

I dee

1939 I see I see 2 see i see

2 sL

I dL id arc

psg psg psg psg

Table 68.—TTJ 2-1

Inner Outer

1936 I see I see

1 psL

1937 I msee i see

2 psee I psee

I d arc

1938 I msee i see

ddw

1939 I see I see

I psce

I dee

psg psg

the densewood shows a distinct tendency for lensing. It gives rise

to an interesting situation on the outer section. The densewood, for

an arc of 5°, contains a row of cells whose lumens are slightly larger

than those of contiguous cells—such is the appearance under high

power. Under low power, the row of cells is so nearly invisible that

it would in all probability be disregarded by the average student. In

contrast, under low-low power it appears to be a genuine lens, diffi-

cult to see clearly, it is true, but amply justifying such an interpreta-

tion.
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TTJ 2-7 (table 69) was cut off the tree January i, 1943. Here,

again, the intra-annuals become more diffuse and weaker outward on

the branch.

1940 2

1941 I

I

1942 I see

I sL

Table 69.-
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The series of branches TTP 20-22 to 40 (tables 72-84) was cut

off the tree November 11, 1944, and the amount of tip growth for

1944 was measured November 14, 1944. On all branches, tip growth

had been measured January 30, 1943, February 5, 1944, and Novem-

ber 14, 1944. Sections were cut, in all cases, from the measured tip

flushes.

In table 72 the entire growth layer and the lens are represented by

one tip flush only.

Table 72.—TTP 20-22

5.3 on. 1.8 cm. TF

1944 I see I see i

I sL

Table 73.—TTP 20-23

2.6 cm. 0.8 cm. TF

1943 I see I

1944 2 see 2 see i

ine

A wide-field binocular revealed two, possibly three, growth layers

on unstained sections of TTP 20-23. Sections at 2.6 cm. (table 73)

were cut from the middle of the 1943 tip growth and those at 0.8

from the middle of 1944. In 1943, one diameter flush corresponds to

one tip flush, whereas in 1944 two diameter flushes plus (at 2.6 cm.)

an incomplete growth layer correspond to a single tip flush. The

densewood of the outer sharp, complete, entire growth layer is fol-

lowed by two to three rows of large-lumened, rather heavily lignified

cells which make the outer margin of the xylem indefinite under the

cambium and indicate that another growth layer was in process of

formation, and was not complete, when growth ceased for the year.

Without doubt this "added," or postseasonal, growth would be con-

sidered a part of the 1945 increment had the branch been cut off a

year or more later. The significance of such mistaken dating of xylem

formation is immediately apparent when, for any interpretative pur-

pose whatsoever, the amount of xylem formed in a certain year is

measured with a high degree of accuracy. Whether the postseasonal

growth increases or decreases inward on this branch is unknown ; the

significance of the fact is that incomplete growth layers (i.e., lacking

densewood) can be formed as the final growth of a season.

Because of the significance to studies of tree growth, three points

will be summarized here, points which are illustrated by a great many

of our specimens.
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(i) TTP 20-23, among many others, gives absolute proof of two

sharp, complete, entire growth layers for one year, 1944, by exact

measurement of tip growth both before and after the growth oc-

curred. In TTP 20-22, one of the 1944 growth layers is a sharp lens.

If one used sharpness of margin as a criterion of annual character,

or if one "counted" growth layers for one reason or another, he would

have three "annual" growth layers formed in two years.

(2) TTP 20-23 demonstrates that a growth layer does not neces-

sarily have to stop its growth at a certain time and mark that cessa-

tion by cells with a certain standard set of features such as narrow,

thick-walled, and heavily lignified. Had this branch been cut off the

tree two years later than it actually was, would the outer margin of

1944 increment have been identifiable?

(3) So-called "postseasonal growth" varies in amount all the way

from an isolated cell here and there to an entire but incomplete growth

layer and even to an entire, complete growth layer. Any one of the

variations leads to confusion and actual uncertainty as to the exact

position of the outer margin of the annual increment. In TTC 12-14-a,

at 178 cm., the outer border of 1945 (branch cut off November 17,

1945) is irregular because some of the radial rows of cells protrude

outward farther into the cambial region than the row or rows immedi-

ately adjacent. Such irregularity is common. The outer border of

1945 in sections b (pis. 10, fig. 2; 11, fig. i), at 147 cm., is highly

irregular, partly sharp and partly diffuse by locally added large-

lumened, thick-walled cells. In sections /, at 27.5 cm., the outer mar-

gin is made strikingly indefinite by added large-lumened, thin-walled,

immature cells. At 16 cm., in sections g, the outer border is once

again only slightly irregular, as it is 178 cm. from the tip of the

branch. These different types and amounts of "postseasonal growth"

would have been identified as having been formed the following year

if the branch had been cut off a year or so later, or would have

masked the true position of the annual contact. Another point is

brought out by the immature postseasonal growth of TTC 12-14-f.

If the branch had not been cut off when it was, the immature cells

either would have been lignified the next season or would have re-

mained immature and thus resembled many observed cases of zones

of immature cells extending partially or completely around the circuit.

Hidden annual contacts and misdated xylem add a factor of un-

certainty to any studies based upon exact measurement of xylem sup-

posedly formed in any one year.
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Although TTP 20-24 (table 74) was cut off November 11, 1944,

the densewood at 3.7 cm. was weakly developed. This branch gives an

example of a lens appearing outward on the branch.

Table 74.—TTP 20-24

3.7 cm. o.g cm. TF
1944 I see I see i

I dL

Table 75.—TTP 20-25

3.8 cm. 1.8 cm. 0.5 cm. TF

1943 I see I

1944 2 see 2 see i see 2

In TTP 20-25 (table 75), in contrast with TTP 20-22 and 23, each

diameter flush of 1944 is represented by one tip flush. Thus at 3.8 cm.,

the branch has three tip flushes for three diameter flushes for two

years. No doubt can exist as to the time the diameter and tip flushes

were formed.

The densewood of 1943 is thin and weak. For 1944, at 3.8 cm.,

the densewood of the outer growth layer is weak, whereas that of the

inner growth layer is very strongly developed; at 1.8 cm., the two

bands of densewood are equally developed ; at 0.5 cm., the densewood

of the outer growth layer (the only one present because the section

was taken from the second or outer tip flush) is thin, weak, and

poorly developed.

Multiple growth layers in an annual increment and the unequal de-

velopment of densewood, strong on intra-annuals and weak on annu-

als, constitute phenomena which would have made dating wholly

uncertain had not tip growth been measured.

The densewoods terminating the annual increments in TTP 20-26

are weak on all sections, whereas that of the intra-annual of 1944 is

strong. With the one sharp, complete, entire growth layer of 1943,

TTP 20-26 can be analyzed as three diameter flushes for two tip

flushes for two years. This contrasts with the analysis of TTP 20-25

which comes out as three diameter flushes for three tip flushes for

two years.

Sections at 2.y cm. in TTP 20-27 (table 76) came from the second

tip flush of 1943. The diffuse growth layer of 1943 at 4.9 cm. is

extremely faint ; in fact, it is suggestive only of the first tip flush of

1943 which is set off from the second flush by a constriction of the

branch. It is indeed so faint that one would pass it by had he not
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been put on the alert by the two tip flushes. Two years before the

stained sections were analyzed under the microscope, an inspection of

the unstained sections under a wide-field binocular showed "probably

three growth layers." Should it be said that 1943 has two growth

layers? Two diameter flushes? Growth was quasi-cyclic in that it

slowed down sufficiently to leave some evidence of itself in dense-

wood but not enough to produce a sharply bordered growth layer

—

it is, of course, a transitional form, a single step in a long series be-

ginning with a scarcely identifiable tendency to form densewood and

Table 76.—TTP 20-27

4.g cm. 2.7 cm. 0.8 cm. TF

1943 I see I see 2

I dee

1944 I see I see i see i

ending with a sharp, complete, entire growth layer whose intra-annual

nature cannot be distinguished from annual except by methods of

absolute dating.

The increment for 1944 contains one diameter flush and one tip

flush, which is unusual for 1944 in TTP 20. Therefore, analysis gives

three diameter flushes for three tip flushes for two years. The years

are identical with previous branches, but the flushes are differently

located. Or, if we neglect the diffuse growth layer, there are two

diameter flushes for three tip flushes for two years, an analysis which,

in its way, testifies to multiplicity of tip flushes in a year in exactly

the same way that two diameter flushes to a single tip flush testify to

multiplicity of diameter flushes in one year.

Table 77.—TTP 20-2S

11.8 cm. 2.8 cm. TF

1943 I see I

1944 I see I see I

I psL

The dating of the growth layers in TTP 20-28 (table 77) is certain

because tip growth was measured and because the sections were cut

from the measured tip flushes.

Although 1943 growth is described as sharply bordered, it is slightly

indefinite over a large portion of the circuit for the reason that the

outer four or five densewood cells are weaker and less well lignified

than the cells immediately to their interior.
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The outer margin of 1944 at 11.8 cm. is rather weak and poorly

developed locally; at 2.8 cm. the entire outer margin is weak and

irregular.

Since the lens is exterior, it ceases at some point between 11.8

and 2.8 cm. Analysis gives three diameter flushes for two tip flushes

for two years. Some radii, of course, show three sharp contacts for

two years.

TTP 20-30 has two diameter flushes for two tip flushes for two

years and is very nearly the ultimate in simplicity. However, the

1943 increment has several thin arcs of slightly narrower cells buried

in compression wood in the lightwood zone. This is taken to represent

one of the earliest evidences of growth rhythm as mentioned under

TTP 20-27 above.

Table 7S.—TTP 20-31

{Right branch')

6.5 cm. 2.7 cm. 0.8 cm. TF

1943-1944 I see I see i see 3

(Left branch)

7.7 cm. 1.8 cm. TF

1943 I see I

1944 I see I see i

The sections of TTP 20-31 (table 78) contain a rather curious

situation in the two branchlets which arose from the outer end of

1942 tip growth. From the right branch, sections were taken at 6.5

cm. from the middle of the first tip flush of 1943 ; at 2.7 cm. from the

middle of the second tip flush of 1943; and at 0.8 cm. from the

middle of 1944 tip growth. No section contains more than one

growth layer except for sections at 2.7 cm. which show short arcs of

interrupted densewood four to six cells in from the cambium. From

the left branch, sections were taken at 7.1 cm. from the middle of the

single flush of 1943, and at 1.8 cm. from the middle of 1944 tip

growth. Each diameter flush accompanied one tip flush. Such dis-

crepancy between two branchlets which arose from almost exactly

the same point, one a terminal and the other a large lateral bud, is

difficult to explain, (i) It is possible, but not probable, that the

original blocks from which sections were cut became mixed. The

slides were compared with the blocks and agreed satisfactorily. (2)

The right branch is abnormal in the sense that elongation occurred

without corresponding diameter increase. However, the diameter of
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the branchlet decreased in each successive tip flush. (3) Or, it might

be that the three tip flushes were accompanied by diameter flushes

whose outer margins, save that of 1944, cannot be identified. In any

event, here in two adjacent branchlets there is a situation not easily

explained by the influence of external growth factors, unless it be

that the rigorous and variable conditions of the extreme lower forest

border promote variable anatomical response throughout the plant

body.

Table 79.—TTP 20-32

i2.g cm. 4.1 cm. TF

1943 I see I

1944 I see I see i

I dee

In TTP 20-32 (table 79), the diffuse growth layer does not have

a tip flush counterpart. The growth layer becomes so diffuse and so

weak out at 4.1 cm. that it would be wholly ignored had it not been

seen at 12.9 cm. In this case, as in so many others, the intra-annual

becomes more definite down the branch.

TTP 20-33 (table 38) was set out previously on page 109. Two tip

flushes were formed in 1943, and the sections at 11 cm. came from

the first flush, whereas those at 6.5 cm. came from the second. The

diffuse growth layer is really an arc whose cusps very nearly unite.

Because the arc at 6.5 cm. is very probably the same one present at

II cm., it cannot represent the first tip flush of 1943. The increment

for 1944 in TTP 20-33 is represented by one tip flush. The divided

densewood at 11 cm. extends farther around the circuit at 6.5 cm.,

but whether it becomes the arc at 2.7 cm. is unknown.

Table

1943

TTP 20
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evidences of the intra-annuals of 1944 are so faint that they would

be completely disregarded unless one knew them to be present on

the inner sections.

Table 81.—TTP 20-36

15 cm. 8.5 cm. 4 cm. TF

1943 I see I see 2

I dee

1944 I see I see i see i

I psce I dee i dee

Sections at 15 cm. in TTP 20-36 (table 81) came from the middle

of the first 1943 tip flush ; those at 8.5 cm. came from the middle of the

second 1943 tip flush ; and those at 4 cm. came from the middle of the

1944 tip flush : In the 1943 increment the inner tip flush corresponds

to the one diffuse, complete, entire growth layer, and the outer to the

one sharp, complete, entire growth layer. In the 1944 increment one

tip flush corresponds to two growth layers. The relations among tip

flushes, diameter flushes, and years are apparent.

Table 82.—TTP 20-38

g.4 cm. 3.1 cm TF

1943 I see I

I d arc

1944 I see I see i

dL's dL's

Table 83.—TTP 20-39

8.7 cm. 3.2 cm. TF

1943 I see I

I dee

1944 I see I see I

TTP 20-38 and 39 (tables 82-83) should be contrasted with pre-

ceding branches, especially TTP 20-36 (table 81).

Sections at 26 cm. in TTP 20-40 (table 84) were cut from outer

Table 84.—TTP 20-40

26 cm. 24.3 cm. 17 cm. 5.2 cm. TF

1st 1943 I see I see i

2nd 1943 I see i see i

1944 I see I see i see i see i

dL I dee i d are
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end of 1942 tip growth; those at 24.3 cm. from middle of first 1943

tip growth which was 1.4 cm. long; those at 17 cm. from middle of

second 1943 tip growth which was 13.3 cm. long ; and those at 5.2 cm.

from middle of 1944 tip growth. At 24.3 cm. each tip flush of 1943

has a corresponding diameter flush. The diffuse growth layers of

1944 have their densewood buried in compression wood; that is to

say, the diffuse lenses at 26 cm. are actually composed of compression

wood some of whose cells are sufficiently narrow and continuously

oriented to give densewood. At 17 cm., a complete circuit of compres-

sion wood contains an arc of narrow cells—hence the designation of

one diffuse arc. At 5.2 cm., lenses and arcs of compression wood are

present but contain no narrow cells, no hint of intra-annual dense-

wood. Sections at 26 cm. show that simplification occurs inward on

the branch.

Table S5.—TTP 21-7

41 cm. 24 cm. TF

1938 I msce I psce i

1939 I see I psce i

I dee I dee (faint)

1940 2 see I see I

I dee

The branch, TTP 21-7 (table 85), was cut from the tree Novem-
ber 9, 1940. In 1938, the outer margin of the increment becomes

somewhat more indefinite outward on the branch.

At 41 cm. in 1939, the outer growth layer is much thinner than

the inner growth layer ; in fact, on the short radius, the densewood of

the inner growth layer makes contact with the densewood of the

outer growth layer. This local absence of lightwood forces the outer

growth layer to assume the appearance of a lens which, of course, it

is not. The lightwood is lenticular, to be sure, but not so the dense-

wood. A magnification of low amount would be powerless to resolve

the 1939 growth layer. At 24 cm., the one diffuse, complete, entire

growth layer of 1939 has disappeared except for very slight traces.

The outer growth layer of 1940 at 41 cm. possesses lenticular light-

wood, but entire densewood, in much the same fashion as 1939 does.

Over a short arc the densewood is made up of one to two cells

radially. At 24 cm., the inner growth layer of 1940 has lost its definite-

ness—it has faded and diffused.

The branch, TTP 21-8 (table 86), was cut from the tree Febru-

ary I, 1941. At 48 cm. the relation of compression wood to dense-
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wood creates a rather unusual phenomenon. Narrowing of cells on

the long radius begins far back in the compression wood which itself

ceases outward before attaining the outer margin of the growth layer.

This outer zone has a translucent appearance and rests halolike on

the growth layer.

The increments for 1936 and 1937 have one tip flush each, for a

minimum of two distinct diameter flushes. Such a relationship is

taken to be one of the criteria of multiplicity.

Table S6.—TTP 21-8

48 cm. 22 cm. TF
1st 1936 I see 1

2nd 1936 I see i see > i

I dee
J

1st 1937 I see I see
1

I d arc
[

2nd 1937 I see i see
|

ddwj

1938 I msec 1 see 1

1939 I psee I see i

I psee

1940 I see I ce i

At 22 cm., second 1936 appears to be entirely divided densewood

under moderate to high powers of magnification, but under lower

power, such as 20X, the appearance is more that of two distinct

growth layers. The diffuse arc in first 1937 is simply a tangential row

of narrower cells buried in compression wood and better described,

perhaps, as interrupted densewood. At 22 cm. the divided dense-

wood listed is part of second 1937. The mostly sharp, complete, en-

tire growth layer of 1938 at 48 cm. appears diffuse for a short dis-

tance, under low power, because the amount of lignification on both

sides of the contact is the same. High power resolves the nature of

the contact. The increment of 1939 at 48 cm. consists commonly of

two to three large cells and one to four narrow. Here and there

around the circuit, however, these sizes not only approach each other

but approach the sizes of those in contiguous growth layers, a grada-

tional feature making recognition of 1939 difficult at those places

except under high power.

The increment for 1939 at 22 cm. contains two entire growth

layers, the inner one of which is sharply bordered around the entire

circuit. The outer growth layer has an indefinite to diffuse margin
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because of its relations to the increment for 1940. Perhaps it is

worthwhile to emphasize at this point that under low powers and

with an absence of absolute dating, the outer border of the first growth

layer of 1939 would be considered an annual border and the true

annual margin of 1939 would be identified as an obvious "double" of

the next outer growth layer. Under low power the 1940 increment,

both at 48 and 22 cm., appears to be a series of concurrent lenses.

Under high power it appears to be continuous around the circuit,

dwindling, however, to a thickness of one or two rows of narrow cells

which lie against the densewood of 1939 and are indistinguishable ex-

cept by continuous tracing under high power. Lightwood is lenticular

in truth, but densewood, and therefore the growth layer, is continu-

ous around the circuit ; at no point did the cambium fail to divide.

Table S7.—TTP 22-1

5.8 cm. 3.8 cm. TF
1940 I see I see I

1941 I see I see I

I dee I dee

TTP 22-1 (table 87) was cut from the tree January 17, 1942. Dat-

ing is certain because of tip-growth measurements. Sections at 5.8 cm.

came from the 1940 tip flush, whereas those at 3.8 cm. came from the

1941 tip flush.

Apparently there is an anomolous situation as set out in the above

chart—a 1940 increment out in the tip growth of 1941. Because of

tip measurements and because of the striking similarity between the

sections from 5.8 and 3.8 cm., the dating of the growth layers is con-

sidered to be accurate. Sections at 3.8 cm. were cut from the meas-

ured tip flush of 1941, it is true, but from within the longitudinal

reach of the measured length of the terminal bud (3.2 cm.) as it

existed prior to the start of 1941 growth. In other words, if we are

correct, a substantial amount of "1941" growth actually was formed

in 1940. A growth layer of a previous year is thus found within the

reach of the succeeding year's tip growth.

What age should be assigned to the "1940" growth layer included

in the 1941 tip flush? Was "1940" actually present in the terminal

bud before 1941 growth began? If so, was xylem of "1940" mature

before 1941 ? What are the ecologic implications?

This phenomenon is considered later, on pages 199 and following.



.-TTP 23-4
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Other specimens. And such supposed omission of growth layers

would merit the conclusion that the cambium had lain dormant for

more than a calendar year. Our studies indicate, however, that the

cambium w'as sluggish, very sluggish, but not dormant for such a

long interval. As a matter of fact, the cambium varies in its activity

among different branches of TTP 23 ; in some it was very active, in

others it was sluggish. The variable activity applies longitudinally on

any one branch, as on TTP 23-4, and also around the circuit of any

one section.

The branches TTP 23-5 to 23-20, measured for two years and cut

November 11, 1944, are rather simple compared with TTP 20, for

instance, and resemble each other to a remarkable degree. With one

exception, 1943 contains one growth layer whereas 1944 is almost

universally multiple. The intra-annuals of 1944 invariably fade and

weaken outward on the branch. In all instances, each year contains

one tip flush, except in TTP 23-9.

Table Sg.—TTP 23-9

1943

1944

7 cm.
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margin, thus giving us a comparatively rare case of both interior and

exterior lenses in the same annual increment. At 33 cm. the concur-

rent lenses are narrower and reduced in number from the sections at

43 cm.

The branch was frozen artificially at 33 cm. on May 25, 1941, at

which time the increment was as wide as, or wider than, that for

1940. Apparently no growth occurred after May 25, at 33 or 23 cm.,

that is outward on the branch from the portion frozen. At 43 and

33 cm. the cambium was almost wholly dead save for a cell here and

there containing protoplasm or a nucleus. In contrast, the cambium

at 23 cm. contained protoplasm nearly around the circuit. Although

not active, the cambium certainly was not dead. The growth layer

at 43 cm. either began to form earlier than it did farther outward, or

formed more rapidly, or went on to completion after freezing occurred

outward on the branch. The densewood at 43 cm. of 1941 was only

feebly lignified.

Table 91.

—

TTP 24-2

47.5 cm. 42 cm.

1937 I see I see

I dee

1938 I see I see

1939 I see I see

1940 I see I see

I msec I psce

1941 I dee

inc inc inc inc

It is probable that the increment labeled 1937 in TTP 24-2 (table

91) represents but the second half of 1937, the inner sharp, complete,

entire growth layer, not listed, being the first half. In 1940 the intra-

annuals become fainter outward. The branch was frozen artificially

on May 25, 1941.

Although 1935 in TTP 24-3 (table 92) is designated "sharp,

complete, entire" at 35.5 cm., its growth layer was not as definite

as at 42 cm. The sections at 30 cm. came from the middle portion

of the branch length which was subjected to artificial freezing May
25, 1941. Sections at 35.5 cm. were cut in sequence outward from

that portion of the branch which lay within the rubber gaskets of

the freezing apparatus, the two columns of the table representing the

inner and the outer sections. The growth layer "diffuse, complete,

entire" of first 1936 at 30 cm. possesses as definite a contact as the

39 cm.
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one "sharp, complete, entire" although it appears to be indefinite

because of the feeble development of the lightwood immediately to

the outside. On unstained sections under very low magnifications

the outer boundary of 1937 appears to be diffuse. Examination of

stained sections under the microscope shows that the densewood of

1937 is definite and the boundary sharp but obscured by severe frost

injury almost at the start of 1938.

42 cm.

193s I see

1st 1936 I see

2nd 1936 I see

I dee

1st 1937 I see

2nd 1937 I see

1938 I dee

1939 I msce

1940 I msec

1941 I msec

I pcL

The outer contact of 1938 is made obscure by the subnormal devel-

opment of 1939. At first sight, at 42 cm., and under very low powers,

1939 is a concurrent lens of two members. Under higher powers, the

lightwood only of 1939 is lenticular, the densewood, two cells thick,

lying flush against the densewood of 1938 and continuing between

the cusps of the "lenses." Lightwood is lenticular, densewood entire.

At 30 cm. the resolution of 1939 requires high power on stained sec-

tions, but even so, one would remain in doubt if he did not have

other branches from the same tree available for study. The incre-

ment at 20 cm. is an excellent example of divided densewood con-

stituting total annual growth. The densewood of 1939 lies immedi-

ately against that of 1938 over most of the circuit ; where it does not

do so, the insertion of partially developed lightwood cells makes 1939
visible under low power for half the extent of those cells. It is an

interesting point to note that one of the "lenses" of 1939 carries a

natural frost injury.

The apparent, as against the actual, occurrence of 1939 brings out

a possible contrast in interpretations. Under very low power the

Table 92.-
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growth layer for 1939 apparently consists of restricted lenses and, if

soil moisture is considered to be the dominant growth factor in the

extreme lower forest border, such a growth layer would indicate a

very dry growing season. With high magnification, however, the

growth layer for 1939 is seen to be entire and would indicate re-

stricted moisture. The cambium had limited activity but was not dor-

mant over much of the circumference of the section throughout an

entire growing season. Other branches of the same tree show normal

development for 1939. Such variations in one annual increment may,

and do, occur from tree to tree in the same general area, as was men-
tioned in connection with tree TTP 23. Care must be exercised, ap-

parently, before general ecologic or climatic conclusions are drawn.

The increment of 1940 in TTP 24-3 has a sharp outer contact

except where followed by an interior lens of 1941. Over a very short

arc at 42 cm., 1940 is reduced to two or three rows of densewood

cells lying against the densewood of 1939 which, in turn, lies against

the densewood of 1938.

The increment of 1941 is atypical because of artificial freezing. It

consists of interior and exterior concurrent lenses. Natural frost

injury in the interior lenses apparently dates them. Here again, it is

the lightwood that is lenticular—the growth layer is entire. The outer

growth layer consists of lenticular lightwood whose completion was
prevented by artificial freezing. Outward on the branch the incom-

plete lens becomes thin and faint.

Table 93.

—

TTP 24-4

4Q cm. 47 cm. 41.5 cm. 2g cm.

1937 I see

1938 I see I see i see i see

1939 I see I see i see i see

47
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sion wood with which shghtly narrower cells are associated. The

lightwood of 1939, at 29 cm., contains arcs of narrower cells; com-

pression wood is associated with one of the arcs. In general, the

annuals of 1940 become sharper outward on the branch whereas the

intra-annuals become more diffuse. The sharp lens of 1941, at 49 cm.,

is exterior. Apparently the increment went on to completion in

spite of the artificial frost applied outward on the branch May 25,

1941, Frost injury is, of course, responsible for the state of 1941 at

47 cm. and outward.

The increment for 1941 gives proof of multiplicity and strongly

suggests that the sharp lens was formed after May 25 and before the

branch was cut November 29, 1941.

Table 94.

—

TTP 24-10

36 cm.
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In 1937 of TTP 24-12 (table 95), the densewoods of the intra-

annuals are buried in compression wood. The extra growth layer

of 1942 at 40 cm. varies from merged densewood, to divided dense-

wood, to a lens. Where the densewoods are merged, the inner margin

is extraordinarily sharp, and where they divide, the inner margin of

the inner band of densewood is sharper than its outer margin. The tip

flush for 1942 contains two zones without needles and two zones with

needles ; that is to say, two sets of bare-needle zones.

Table 95.—TTP 24-12

53.5 cm. 40 cm. 30.5 cm. TF

1937 I see I

2 dee

1938 I see I see

1939 I see I see i see

I psce

1940 I see I see i see

I psee I dee i dee

1941 I see I see i see

1942 I see I see i see

I psce or I dee

ddw

Table g6.—TTP 24-13

53 cm.

1938 I see

1939 I see

1940 I see

I psce

1941 I see

1942 I see

ddw
psg

Intra-annuals of TTP 24-13 (table 96) become fainter outward

on the branch. Two sets of bare-needle zones are present in the tip

growth of 1942. In 1942, the divided densewood becomes a single

lens at 41 cm. and concurrent lenses at 30 cm. The postseasonal

growth occurs as very narrow, short, incomplete lenses.

41 cm.
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In the increment of 1939 for TTP 24-15 (table 97) at ^-j cm.,

narrow cells accompany arcs of compression wood, a combination

which occurs so often as to suggest a relationship. The divided

densewood of 1942 at 52 cm. covers but a very short arc, whereas at

37 cm. it covers fully 180° of circuit. Tip growth of 1942 contains

two sets of bare-needle zones.

Table gy.—TTP 24-15

52 cm. 37 cm. 25 cm. TF

1938 I see I see i

1939 I see I see i

1940 I see I see i see i

I psce I dee idw

1941 I see I see i see i

1942 I see I see i see i

2 dee

ddw ddw
psg psg

Table 98.—TTF 24-16

47 cm. 35 cm. 26.5 cm.

1939 I see I see

1940 I see I see i see

I dee I dee

idw idw

1941 I see I see i see

1942 I see

I L
inc

Table 99.

—

WCh 2-6

45.8 cm. 28.7 cm. TF
1944 I see I see 2

2 dee

1945 I see I see i

I dee

The branch TTP 24-16 (table 98) was killed by artificial freezing

May 16, 1942. Isolated arcs of narrow cells typify 1940 and sug-

gest a rhythmic pattern. Compression wood commonly shows the

same rhythm. In 1942 at 35 cm., the lens was formed after artificial

freezing by a regenerated portion of the cambium.
Branch WCh 2-6 (table 99) was cut from the tree June 17, 1945.
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Sections at 45.8 cm. came from the first tip flush of 1944 which was

approximately 20 cm. long ; sections at 28.7 cm. came from the second

tip flush of 1944 which was 2.8 cm. long. About one-third of the

way out in the 1944 increment at 45.8 cm. there occurs one of the

diffuse growth layers, whereas seven-eighths of the way out there is

a second one, undoubtedly corresponding to the second tip flush. The
inner growth layer records a variation of cambial and physiological

activity unrecorded in the tip growth. Since a wide-field binocular

revealed only three growth layers rather than the four actually pres-

ent, unstained sections under low power cannot yield an ecologic pic-

ture as complete as do stained sections under a microscope. The dif-

fuse, complete, entire growth layer in 1945 was made by a late spring

frost.

Table 100.

—

WCh 3-1

36 cm. p cm. TF

1944 I see I see i

I d are i gl

WCh 3-1 (table 100) was cut from the tree January 21, 1945. The
extra growth layer at 9 cm. has an indefinite outer margin. Insofar

as relative position is concerned, the growth layer corresponds to the

arc at 36 cm.

Table ioi.—XSC i-i

81 cm. 68 cm.

1932 2 see I see

I psee

1940 I see I see

3 sL
I s iL

ddw
inc

One of the sharp lenses is overlapping at 68 cm. in XSC i-i (table

ioi). The branch was frozen artificially April 8, 1940, and was

cut off May 10, 1940. The 1940 increment at 68 cm. is illustrated

in text figure 15, which shows a compound lens, an overlapping lens,

and a half-lens between the inner complete, entire growth layer and

the outer incomplete, entire growth layer. For the most part, the

incomplete growth layer in 1940 consists of frost-injured and re-

covery xylem. It is of moment to note the amount of xylem formed

not only before May 10 but also probably before April 8.
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Branch XSC 1-2 (table 102) was frozen artificially at 107 cm. on

April 8, 1940, and was cut from the tree May 10, 1940. The varia-

tions along the branch are only too apparent—although they are ex-

Table 102.—X^C 1-2

107 cm. 89 cm.

1932 2 see 2 see

I psce

I sL

I msL

1933 2 see 2 see

I psL

1 s iL I s iL
3 ddw

1934 I see 2 see

dL's

I d arc

1935 2 see 3 see

2 sL I psL

1936 I sec 4 see

2 msec

1937

1938

1939

1940

I sL 5 sL

2 see
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complete, entire growth layer free of compression wood. The mostly-

sharp lens covers an arc of 270°. At its widest part, the densewood of

the lens is divided into two sharply bordered bands which actually are

transitional between divided densewood and a short, sharp lens.

ip3S, at 107 cm.—The inner sharp, complete, entire growth layer

makes up most of the increment. Traced around the circuit the two

sharp, complete, entire growth layers vary in relative thicknesses. At

89 cm.—The inner sharp, complete, entire growth layer contains an

exterior lens of 200° whose densewood, near one cusp of the lens,

divides into three bands making doubly divided densewood. These

are resolved only under high power. However, the cells of the outer

band of densewood grade tangentially into wider and wider cells

until there is a complete transition from divided densewood of the

inner growth layer to a sharp half-lens within the interior of the

outer growth layer. The outer growth layer itself also contains di-

vided densewood.

ipj4, at 107 cm.—Increments for 1934 and 1935 are separated with

difficulty. Actually there are five to eight growth layers in the two

years. On the short radius, 1934 is single. The long radius contains

a decided bulge made up of several diffuse lenses. Thus cambial ac-

tivity, locally rapid, is decidedly rhythmic. Many bulges among our

specimen branches are built up by series of half-lenses facing each

other. Careful search with high power shows that the densewood of

the half-lenses in many cases can be traced tangentially across the

bulge to their counterparts on the other side. The narrowness and

sharpness of the lenses at and near their cusps suggest not so much

differential cambial activity within the active area as the completeness

and duration of cambial inactivity and maturation processes which

become progressively less when traced from cusp point inward tan-

gentially to mid-lens.

ip3j, at 107 cm.—Each of the sharp, complete, entire growth lay-

ers contains a long, sharp, exterior lens. In contrast with 1932, as

well as with numerous examples in other branches and trees, the

outer sharp, complete, entire growth layer makes up the main bulk

of the 1935 increment. At 89 cm.—The increment for 1935 is set

off from that of 1934 chiefly on a color basis—the separation is

necessarily uncertain because 1935 can have no frost and because of

multiple sharp, complete, entire growth layers in both years. It is set

off from 1936 by typical frost injury at the start of 1936. On the

long radius, the inner sharp, complete, entire growth layer has a sud-

den bulge, part of which is due to a 120° exterior lens. Just outside

this lens the middle sharp, complete, entire growth layer contains an
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interior lens made up entirely of compression wood whose outer cells

are narrow for half the extent of the lens. On the short radius, the

lightwood of the outer, sharp, complete, entire growth layer is reduced

to a width of one cell which is narrow itself when compared with the

lightwood cells at the start of 1936. These features combined with

weakness of the densewood make it difficult to resolve the growth

layers except under high power. Under low powers, especially, the

definition of a growth layer may depend more upon the characteristics

of the growth layer succeeding it than it does upon its own charac-

teristics.

ipsd, at 107 cm.—The two growth layers designated mostly sharp,

complete, and entire are thin and lie at the start of the annual incre-

ment. At the outside of the chief growth layer there is a 200° sharp,

thick, heavily lignified lens. At 89 cm.—On the long radius the inner

sharp, complete, entire growth layer has a compound lens of two mem-
bers ; the next outer sharp, complete, entire growth layer likewise has

a compound lens ; and the third sharp, complete, entire growth layer

has a long interior lens. All together, the increment of 1936 at 89

cm. has five lenses arranged radially. Close examination shows that

the interior lens actually possesses densewood which is entire around

the circuit. The fifth lens lies on the long radius at the outside of the

increment.

ip3/, at 107 cm.—Considerable detail will be given to illustrate the

complexity of an annual increment. The 1937 increment consists es-

sentially of two entire growth layers of highly variable relative thick-

nesses. The inner growth layer has a huge bulge on one radius

whereas the outer has one on a different radius. In the bulge of the

inner growth layer, there are two sharp exterior half-lenses which

face each other and whose densewoods are continuous as a diffuse

band. At the bulge of the outer entire growth layer, the great thick-

ness is made up of a sharp lens which contains within it a sharp half-

lens, divided densewood, and a sharp overlapping lens in addition to

various bands of densewood. The 1937 increment at 89 cm. possesses

complexity equal to that at 107 cm. Here the transgressive, or over-

lapping, lens is in the inner group of growth layers.

At 92 cm. in XSC 1-5 (table 103) five of the lenses are compound,

that is, radially placed, and two are concurrent. Both 1938 and 1940

increments at 92 cm. appear to be represented by lenses. However, it

is highly probable that only the lightwoods are lenticular. Longi-

tudinal variations in the constitution of the annual increments are only

too apparent in XSC 1-5.
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A preliminary study of lightwood, densewood bands, and compres-

sion-wood zones reveals many detailed alternations of rows of narrow

and wide cells. It appears highly reasonable that these inconspicious

alternations, together with the more gross forms of growth layers,

record a marked sensitivity to fluctuating physiological conditions.

This refers not to random irregularity but to an alignment of cells in

a tangential direction.

Table 103.

—

XSC 1-5 Table 104.

—

XSC 2-1

g2 cm. 53 cm. 66 cm. 51 cm.

1936 I see 2 see I934-I93S •••• 7 see 7 see

I msce 2 sL 2 sL
I dee 2 ddw 2 ddw

^
1936 I see I see

1937 I see I see 7 sL 7 sL
I sL

2 ddw
1937 3 see 3 see

2 sL 2 sL

^938 ^
^^'^^

1938 I see I see
2 sL.

I msL 1939 I see i see

I s iL 2 sL 2 sL

I msL
1939 I msce I see

I sL 1940 inc inc

ddw

1940 I see

4 sL

I psL

I dL

The branch XSC 2-1 (table 104) was frozen artificially on

April 8, 1940, and cut from the tree May 10, 1940. At 66 cm. the

two lenses of 1939 are so thin that they might be called widely divided

densewood. They expand outward, at 51 cm., into a distinct lens sys-

tem, which means the lenses thin inward but lose no definition. The

mostly sharp lens at 51 cm. is overlapping.

XSC 2-1 gives us a case where the growth layers are equally sharp

along the branch and, except for 1939, show striking vertical uni-

formity.

Branch XSC 2-2 (table 105) was frozen artificially at 79 cm. on

April II, 1940, and was cut from the tree May 26, 1940. The dense-

wood of the outer lens of 1934 at 67 cm. extends completely around

the circuit. In 1936 at 67 cm., the outer margins of the sharp, com-

plete, entire growth layers are not as sharp as they are inward on the
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branch. In 1938, the sharp lenses at 96 cm. are compound

;

at 79 cm.,

the sharp lens is concurrent ; and at 67 cm., the lens has become one

long growth layer which is almost entire. The sharp lens of 1940 is

concurrent.

Table 105.—XSC 2-2

g6 cm. 79 cm. 67 cm.

1934 I see I see i see

I dL I msL 2 sL
/

1935 6 see 6 see 7 see

I sL I sL

1936 5 see 5 see 5 see

3 sL 3 sL 4 sL

I msL I msL

1937 2 see 2 see 2 see

1 dee I dee i dee

1938 I see I see i see

2 sL I sL I sL

I dL
arcs

1939 I see I see i see

I sL I sL I sL

I msL

1940 2 see 2 see 2 see

I sL

inc inc

Table 106.—X5'C 2-3

74 cm. 57 cm. 38 cm.

1934-193S 6 msee 6 msec 6 msee

1 psL I psL I psL

1936-1937 6 msee 6 msee 6 msee

2 sL 2 sL 2 sL

1938 I see I see i see

I sL I sL I sL

ddw ddw ddw

1939 I see I see i see

I sL I sL I sL

ddw ddw ddw

1940 I see 2 see 2 see

I sL

Branch XSC 2-3 (table 106) was cut from the tree April 11, 1940,

but had not been frozen artificially. Because of the absence of natural

frost effects in 1935 and 1937, the annual increments for 1934-1935

and 1936-1937 could not be differentiated. The lenses of 1938 and
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1939 are exterior, and the densewoods interior to the lenses are di-

vided, showing that, locally, the cambium and the maturation proc-

esses experience multiple rhythmic activity within single growing

seasons. Although the number of growth layers in 1940 appears

rather excessive in view of the cutting date, a relatively few cells rep-

resent each growth layer radially. All our observations and ex-

periments indicate the rapid formation of xylem early in the season.

Nevertheless, it would be quite worthwhile to repeat the experiments

and observations in order to verify the amount of xylem formed by a

date which appears to be rather early in the season.

Table 107.—XSC 3-1

Sj cm. 68 cm. S3 cm.

1936-1937 7 msce 4 msce 8 msce

I msL
2 sL 2 sL

ddw ddw

1938 I see I see i see

I msec

2 sL 2 psL I sL

1939 I see I see i see

I msL 2 msL i sL

I psL
I d arc

1940 2 see 2 see 2 see

2 sL I msL
4 dL I dL

ddw ddw

inc L inc inc

XSC 3-1 (table 107) was frozen artificially at 68 cm. on April 11,

1940, and was cut off May 26, 1940. Dating was based on natural

frosts. Even if a frost were sufficiently atypical to confuse dating,

multiplicity and abundant growth would be characteristic if 1935 is

kept barren of frost effects, as it must be. In 1938 at 85 cm., the sharp

lenses are compound ; in 1939 at 85 and 68 cm., one set of lenses is

compound and the other set overlapping.

Freezing and cutting dates for XSC 3-2 (table 108) coincide with

those of XSC 3-1. The lenses of 1936 at 112 and 95 cm. are com-

pound; those of 1937 at 80 cm. are concurrent, some sharp, the rest

diffuse. In 1938 the lenses are compound. In 1939-1940 the mostly

sharp lens is concurrent.

XSC 6-1 (table 109) was frozen artificially April 8, 1940, at 1 18 cm.
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Table loS.—XSC 3-2

112 cm.

1936 I see

I sL

I dL
ddw

1937 I see

I sL

1 d arc

1938 T see

2 sL

1939-1940 ^ see

I sL

I msL
inc

1939

1940

P.
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and was cut off May lo, 1940. In the 1938 increment, complexity and

sharpness increase inward on the branch.

XSC 8-1 (table no) was frozen artificially at 41 cm. on May 9,

1941, and was cut off immediately. The so-named "growth layer" of

1938 at 52 cm. was caused by the natural frost of April. It seems prob-

able that one of the lenses of 1940 at 52 cm. became an entire growth

layer at 41 cm. In this connection, attention should be called again to

longitudinal variations; for instance, the uniformity of 1938 in XSC
3-2 and of 1939 in XSC 8-1, and the variation outward, especially of

1939 in XSC 6-1 and of 1940 in XSC 8-1.

Table hi.—XSC 8-3

1938

1939

1940

61 cm.
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XSC 9-3 (table 114) was frozen artificially May 9, 1941, at 47 cm.,

and was cut ofif June 6, 1941. At 60 cm. the lens of 1939 is concurrent

with four members, half of them sharp, half diffuse; outward on the

branch the lens apparently becomes an entire growth layer. The in-

complete lenses of 1941 have the appearance of what has commonly
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outer growth layer making the lightwood of the outer lenticular. In

Other words, the outer growth layer of 1939, which constitutes the

annual boundary, becomes thicker inward on the branch as well as

less decisive in its differentiation from enclosing growth layers. The

incomplete, entire growth layers of 1941 at 46 and 34 cm. are just as

Table 114.

—

XSC 9-3

60 cm. 53 cm.

1938 2 see 2 dee

1939 I see I see

1 dee I dee

I L I psce

(eonc. s+d)

1940 2 see I see

I msce

I msL (long) I psL

I see I sL

1941 I see I see

inc L's inc L's

4/ cm.

I see

I dee

I see

I dee

I psce

I see

I psce

I dL (faint)

I dL

I see

inc L's

57 cm.

I see

I see

I dee

I dee

1 see

2 psce

I d arc

ddw

I dee

inc

Table 115.—X5"C 9-4

57 cm. 46 cm.

1938 I see I see

I dee I dee

I L I sL

1939 2 see I see

ddw I insce

1940 3 see I see

2 msce

1941

I msL

I see

ine L

I gl

ddw

34 cm.

I see (faint)

I see

1 dee

I see

I psce

I dee

ddw

thick as at 57 cm., but the outer three to four rows of cells on each

are immature. There is no indication of densewood.

XSC 9-5 (table 116) was frozen artificially at 42.5 cm. on May 9,

1941, and was cut off June 20, 1941. In the 1937 increment, the dif-

fuse, complete, entire growth layer at 48.5 cm. is fading rapidly. In

1938 a new diffuse, complete, entire growth layer appears at 42.5 cm.,

but all of them at 33.5 cm. are faint or entirely gone. The outer sharp.
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complete, entire growth layer of 1939 is somewhat obscure because it

is thin and because its densewood is a very thin thread. The growth

layers of 1939, other than the two sharp, complete, entire growth

layers, are becoming highly diffuse and disappearing at 33.5 cm. At

48.5 cm. a diffuse lens barely begins, a lens quite plainly visible out

at 42.5 cm. but entirely gone at 33.5 cm.

Table 116.—XSC 9-5

52.5 cm. 48.5 cm. 42.5 cm. 33.5 cm.

1937 I see I see i see

I psce I dee

1938 I see I see i see i see

I psee

I dee 2 dee 3 dee 3 dee

I sL I sL I sL I dee

1939 2 see 2 see 2 see 2 see

I msL I msL i msL
1 dL

1940 2 see 2 see 2 see 2 see

I sL I sL
2 sL I sL

ddw

1941 I see I pee inc ine

psg

Under low power one of the sharp, complete, entire growth layers

of 1940 is actually divided densewood which broadens outward on the

branch. At 48.5 cm. the short, sharp lens of 52.5 cm. has narrowed

down until it is merely divided densewood ; at 42.5 cm. a new lens

system appears, a compound lens of two members, one of which nar-

rows at 33.5 cm. to divided densewood.

XSC 9-6 (table 117) was frozen artificially May 9, 1941, and was

cut off June 27, 1941. In the 1938 increment, the mostly sharp, com-

plete, entire growth layer and the diffuse, complete, entire growth layer

become more diffuse outward from 46 cm., so much so that they have

practically disappeared at 29 cm. In 1939 the diffuse lens weakens out-

ward to faintness at 40 and 29 cm. In 1940 one of the sharp, com-

plete, entire growth layers at 52 cm. is sufficiently narrow to be classed

perhaps as divided densewood. At 46, 40, and 29 cm, it is the diffuse

portion of the mostly sharp, complete, entire growth layer which has

the divided densewood. The two sharp lenses are equivalent to one

compound lens whose borders become slightly less definite outward.

XSC lo-i (table 118) was frozen artificially at 34.5 cm. on May 9,
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1941, and was cut off July 4, 1941. In the 1939 increment, the intra-

annuals fade outward. In 1940 the arc was made by natural spring

frost. In 1941 the lenses are concurrent.

XSC 10-3 (table 119) was frozen artificially at 36 cm. on May 9,

1941, and was cut off July 22, 1941. In the 1939 increment, complex-

ity decreases outward.
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Table 118.

—

XSC lo-i

40.5 cm.
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wood, thin zones of slightly narrower cells form a rhythmic pattern.

In 1939 of XSC 1 1-3, in contrast with XSC lo, the outer growth

layer is thicker and cannot he called an "outer thin" growth layer. The

densewood of this outer growth layer becomes threadlike outward at

44 cm. The densewood band of the partly sharp, complete, entire

growth layer at 38 cm. is replaced outward at 29 cm. by three bands
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they are inward on the branch ; at 42 cm. two of them are so dim as

to be unrecorded in analysis ; at 52 cm. the lightwood of the outer

growth layer disappears on one radius. The densewood (dw) at 52

cm. is connected with natural frost injury. Tree XSC 12 shows the

"outer thin" growth layer of 1939 in striking fashion. The divided

densewood becomes a sharp lens outward. In the 1940 increment,

all intra-annuals become progressively weaker and more diffuse out-

ward on the branch.

1938

1939

1940

Table
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contains only one narrow densewood cell radially. Multiplicity in

1938 decreases outward, whereas in 1940 it increases outward.

The impact of artificial freezing on the formation of xylem em-

phasizes the variations brought about by different conditions in dif-

ferent years, on different sections, and even on different branches. Ex-

Table 124.

—

XSC 13-1

50.5 cm. 38 cm. 27 cm.

1938 3 msce 2 see i see

I psce

I sL

ddw

1939 3 see 3 see 3 see

I dee I dee

I msL I msL
ddw

1940 I see I see i see

I msL I msL
I dL I dL

ddw ddw

1941 inc inc ine

Table 125.

—

XSC 13-2

46.5 cm. 40 cm. 40— cm. 34 cm. 27 cm.

1938 I see I see i see i see i see

I msec I msce i psce i dee i dee

I dL I dL I dL I dL
I s arc I s arc i s arc i d are i d arc

1939 2 see 2 see 2 see 2 see 2 see

I sL I sL 2 sL 2 sL 2 sL

I dL 2 dL I dL I dL i dL

1940 I see I see i see i see i see

I s iL I s iL I s ^L I s iL I s iL

I d ^L I d ^L I d iL I d iL i d iL

1941 I pee I ce i pee i pee i pee

psg psg psg psg psg

tensive application of artificial freezing would no doubt yield much

information on the exact time of xylem deposition under various

conditions.

XSC 13-2 (table 125) was frozen artificially at 34 cm. on June 14,

1941, and was cut of June 27, 1941. In the 1938 increment, all intra-

annuals become weaker and progressively more diffuse outward on the

branch. The sharp portions of the mostly sharp, complete, entire
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growth layer and arc at 46.5 cm. overlap, so that where one is sharp

the other is diffuse radially from it. Because this is not true outward,

the sharp margin of one or the other must spiral outward. In 1939

the "outer thin" growth layer at 40 cm. expands on the long radius

into a thickness two and one-half times that of the inner growth layer

and acquires a diffuse lens which, within a relatively few microns (at

40- cm.), becomes sharp bordered. Branch XSC 13-2 possesses much

more uniformity throughout its length than does branch XSC 13-1.

44 cm.

1937 I see

I dee

1938 I see

I sL

I ms]

1939 I see

I sL

1940 I sL

1941 I see

psg

Table 127.—XSJJ i-i

65 cm. 50 cm.

1937 I see I see

1938 I see I see

I dee I dee

ddw ddw

1939 I see I see

I sL I dL

1940 inc inc inc

XSC 13-3 (table 126) was frozen artificially at 33 cm. on June 14,

1941, and was cut off July 11, 1941. In the 1938 increment, the sharp

lenses at 44, 33, and 28 cm. and the sharp, complete, entire growth

layer at 42 cm. are connected with, and very probably induced by, the

1938 natural frost. In the 1939 increment at 33 cm., the two sharp

lenses are one compound lens. In the 1940 increment, the table seems

to indicate that here we have a case where a lens—a partial growth

layer—represents all the growth for an entire growing season. How-
ever, it is highly probable that the densewood encircles the sections.

XSJf i-i (table 127) was frozen artificially at 50 cm. on May 10,

Table n
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1940, and cut off June 12, 1940. In the 1938 increment, the diffuse

growth layer fades outward. In the 1939 increment, the sharp lens

of 65 cm. becomes diffuse at 50 cm. but sharpens on several radii at

36 cm. The densewood of the annual border at 50 cm. weakens so

much that it appears to be diffuse when viewed under low power.

Table 128—XSJf 2-1

61 an. 50 cm. 36 cm.

1937 I see I see i see

arcs arcs ares

1938 I see 1 see i see

I dee I dee i dee

1939 I see I see i see

I dee I dee i dee

1940 I see I see i see

ddw ddw ddw
inc ine L's inc

XSJf 2-1 (table 128) was frozen artificially at 50 cm. on May 10,

1940, and was cut off June 12, 1940. The compression wood of 1937

carries numerous arcs of narrow cells. In the 1938 and 1939 incre-

ments, the diffuse intra-annuals become more diffuse and fainter out-

ward on the branch. The sharpness of the divided densewood at 61

cm. of 1940 fades outward.

Table 129.

—

XSP i-i

49 cm.

1937 I see

1938 I see

I sL

1939 I see

1940 I sL

ine L

XSP I-I (table 129) was frozen artificially at 33 cm. on May 10,

1940, and was cut off June 12, 1940. In the 1938 increment, the sharp

lens at 49 cm. is reduced to divided densewood at 33 cm. and has dis-

appeared before reaching 19 cm. The sharp, complete, entire growth

layer of 1940 at 33 cm. actually possesses lenticular lightwood.

33 cm.
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came from the outer, tip flush. Growth was taking place when the

branch was cut from the tree.

Branch YCt i-6 (table 134) possessed two tip flushes for 1940.

Sections at 16.5 cm. came from the inner, and those at 13.5 cm. came

from the outer, tip flush.
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first tip flush of 1939, and those at 4 cm. were taken from the fifth

or outer tip flush.

Table 138.—YCt j-i Table 139.—FO 3-2

9.5 cm. 6 cm.

1938-1940 11-13 see 1938-1940 11+ see

L's L's

psg psg

The sections of YCt 3-1 (table 138) were taken 9.5 cm. inward

from the outer end of 1938 tip flush.

The sections of YCt 3-2 (table 139) were taken 6 cm. inward from

the outer end of 1938 tip flush. Some of the lenses are compound.

Branches YCt 3-1 and 3-2 possess remarkable multiplicity, a multi-

plicity which is not too surprising in the environment of the Experi-

ment Station at Yuma, Ariz.

Table 140.—YCt 4-1

12 cm.

1937-1940 16 see

L's

psg

The sections of YCt 4-1 (table 140) were cut 12 cm. inward from

the outer end of 1937 tip flush. Diameter growth was proceeding rap-

idly when the branch was cut off November 26, 1940.

Table 141.

—

YCt 4-2

8 cm.

1937 3 see

1-2 L

1938 2 see

1939 2 see

2-4 L

1940 5 see

L's

psg

Annual increments in YCt 4-2 (table 141) were tentatively dis-

tinguished on a color basis ; there is no assurance of accuracy.

Growth over a period of four years included 12 sharp, complete, en-

tire growth layers and an additional number of lenses.
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Longitudinal variations, present in branches, are amply illustrated

by the foregoing tables and discussions. On the whole, the variations

are neither so numerous nor so striking as they are among different

radii of the same section. At least a person is left with such an im-

pression, probably because the composite picture of one section is

compared with the composite of another.

A study of sections as individuals and as parts of branches illus-

trates clearly the transition of one growth-layer type into another,

the need for a classification of growth layers, and the basis of a classi-

fication as a descriptive localization in time and in space.

Both circuit and longitudinal variation are high among the branches

of trees grown under lower forest-border conditions. With increase

in altitude, that is, with increase in rainfall and with decrease in am-

plitude or rainfall fluctuations, variations of growth layers around and

along branches decrease. Simplicity of classification increases.

No general rule of longitudinal variation emerges from a study of

many branches from many trees. The amount of variation, or mul-

tiplicity, along a branch may remain the same, or it may increase in-

ward or outward on the branch. On a single branch one annual incre-

ment may increase in multiplicity outward, whereas another annual

increment may increase in the opposite direction. A rough census of

the behavior of the annual increments in the different branches showed

nearly double the number of cases where multiplicity decreased out-

ward over the number which remained the same or increased.

RELATION OF DIAMETER FLUSHES TO TIP FLUSHES

The relationship between diameter flushes and tip flushes is closely

connected to the longitudinal habit of growth layers in a single branch.

Ordinarily, of course, one tip flush is thought to represent one grow-

ing season. Actually, tip flushes may be dual, or even multiple, and

their relations to diameter flushes rather complex.

No question arises as to the identity of a second tip flush if tip

growth has been measured accurately or closely observed day by day.

In such case, the presence of terminal bud scale scars between the two

flushes of the same season corroborates the evidence of the measure-

ments. The second tip flush is commonly much shorter than the first,

but this fact cannot be used alone as evidence of two flushes. Indeed,

on occasion, the first flush is the shorter, e.g., 1942 of Con T 2-6, 0.8

cm. and 2.8 cm. ; of Con T 2-7, 0.9 cm. and 3.3 cm. ; and of Con T
2-8, 0.3 cm. and 1.6 cm. In the same set of branches. Con T 2-5

showed 2.8 cm. and Con T 2-4 showed 2.0 cm. in a single flush for
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1942. In contrast, two tip flushes may be of unequal length as in Con

T 2 where they were 11.5 cm. and 2.3 cm., or they may be of ap-

proximately the same length as seen in Con T i-ii to 1-14. One

branch of a peach tree (WPe 1-4), at the border of the District of

Columbia in Maryland, set three successive terminal buds before it

ceased growth for the season of 1944. The three tip flushes were, in

an outward direction, 12.5, 14.0, and 11. 5 cm. long.

The matter goes farther. Terminal bud scale scars represent a

final step in the transition from growth slowdown to cessation of tip

elongation. Before the final stage, there are all degress of slowdown

from continuous growth to complete cessation one or more times dur-

ing a single season. With angiosperms, the evidence rests not only

upon periodic measurement and close observation but also upon the

lessened distance between leaf scars. With gymnosperms, especially

the pines, the evidence rests not upon leaf scars but upon a succession

of bare-needle zones. Details will be given later in this section.

Correspondence of diameter flushes zvith tip flushes.—No mention

would be necessary if this were a one-to-one relationship. The fol-

lowing is a list of possible correspondence with a minimum of com-

plexity :

1. One diameter flush to one tip flush.

2. One diameter flush to two tip flushes.

3. Two diameter flushes to one tip flush.

4. Two diameter flushes to two tip flushes.

5. Multiple diameter flushes to muhiple tip flushes.

A few examples of each type are given below.

1. Of this type, illustrations have been detailed previously. It is, no

doubt, the most prevalent.

2. In consideration of the apparently high incidence of multiple tip

flushes under certain cUmates, one is surprised to learn, from all the

materials at hand, that single diameter flushes for multiple tip flushes

occur more rarely than multiple diameter flushes for single tip flushes.

Con T i-i
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It is unknown whether or not, under MP 1-2 above, the arcs cor-

respond to the inner of the two tip flushes. The two entries under

TTP 24-8 above apply to two different side branches.

3. Two diameter flushes correspond to one tip flush.

Con P 2-2-b
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TTP 20-33
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The inner portion of a bare-needle zone bears no needles whereas

the outer portion does. One ordinarily assumes that a bare-needle

zone constitutes a tip flush, set off inward and outward by terminal

bud scale scars. This, however, does not always follow because two

sets of bare-needle zones between terminal bud scale scars are rather

common.

TTP 20-15 was observed almost daily and was measured weekly

from October ii, 1941, to December 31, 1942. By April 4, 1942, the

terminal bud had increased in length to 4.0 cm. ; by April 1 1 the new
growth had lengthened to 4.3 cm. ; and by April 19 to 6.3 cm., which,

excluding the terminal bud, comprised the season's tip growth. Little

growth was noted between April 4 and 11 whereas a 50-percent in-

crease in length occurred between April 11 and 19. This great increase

formed the second set of bare-needle zones for the season. The dia-

gram, text figure 42, shows the relationship when the branch was cut

L6

T B^ N^ /b"- n"- IB

2.lc/n 1. 7cm 0.9cm K5 Cm.

Fig. 42.—Tip growth for 1942 on TTP 20-15. T, terminal bud scale scars at

end of 1941. Bi and B^, bare spaces; N^ and N^, spaces bearing needles. TB,
terminal bud ; and LB, lateral bud.

off December 31, 1942. No terminal bud scale scars separate N^ and

B- ; however, B^ had a slightly constricted appearance, especially at the

start, and could easily be mistaken for the beginning of a year's

growth. In spite of appearances, the growth for 1942 contains but

one tip flush.

Cross sections in TTP 20-15 were taken from 1941 growth, from

zone B^ (text fig. 42), from zone N^, and from N-. The two sec-

tions from 1941 and those from B^ and N^ showed i see for 1942.

Scattered narrow cells within the body of the 1942 increment could

in no sense be interpreted as continuous. It is not surprising to find a

lack of distinction in the xylem between a bare zone and its following

needle zone, but it is somewhat surprising that the two sets of bare-

needle zones are not distinct in the xylem. This could mean, of course,

that tip growth did cease for a very brief time, so brief, in fact, that

densewood failed to form in the xylem.

In contrast with the preceding, TTP 20-20 was cut from the tree on

April 25, 1942, by which time two sets of bare-needle zones had been

formed, the first (y."] cm. long and the second 3.3 cm. No terminal bud

scale scars separated the two sets. Sections a from the inner bare zone
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contain one incomplete, entire growth layer plus a zone of narrow

cells in the form of a broken circle—the merest hint of an intra-annual.

In sections h, from the inner needle zone, the diffuse broken growth

layer is a trifle more definite. Sections c and d, from the outer

bare and outer needle zones respectively, contain only incomplete

lenses for 1942. There is here, then, some evidence of a fluctuation in

the rate of diameter growth to correspond with a like variation in the

rate of tip growth. The broken thin band of narrow cells in sections a

occurs about five to seven cells inward from the cambium in the as yet

immature xylem. Of course, it might well be that a definite entire

band of narrow cells is not in existence because of immaturity and

that such a zone might have been present had the 1942 growth been

permitted to go to maturity.

The sections from TTP 20-21 were cut off the tree May 7, 1942.

At the time of cutting, 1942 tip growth contained two sets of bare-

needle zones not separated from each other by terminal bud scale

scars. The inner set measured 9 cm. and the outer set measured 3 cm.

The terminal bud was 0.8 cm. long. Three pistillate cones arose from

the base of the outer bare zone. Sections a from the inner bare zone

contain i see and one incomplete, entire growth layer. The i see

makes up three-fourths of the total xylem, thus comparing favorably

with the proportions between the two sets of bare-needle zones in the

tip growth. Sections h from halfway out in the inner needle zone

contain one incomplete, entire growth layer. Farther out the branch,

the sections from the second set of bare-needle zones contain an incom-

plete lens each. Insofar as sections a are concerned, TTP 20-21 gives

a clear-cut example of two growth layers for two sets of bare-needle

zones, and there would be no hesitation in correlating the two. Sec-

tions b, however, do not show the extra growth layer, and its absence

can only mean that a growth layer to match a tip flush is present in-

ward on the branch but absent outward. It may well be that a tree

makes a special effort to keep vital processes continuous near the

growing tips,

TTP 20-21 with two growth layers suggests that TTP 20-20 with

a hint of an extra growth layer is a transition between TTP 20-15

with I see and TTP 20-21 with 2 see. Apparently the presence of a

lateral bud between the two sets of bare-needle zones of TTP 20-15,

the three pistillate cones of TTP 20-21, and neither in TTP 20-20

gives evidence that they have no significance as markers, either of a

second tip flush or of a second diameter flush.

The 1941 tip growth of TTP 24-9 contained two sets of bare-needle
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zones, the inner of 8.8 cm. and the outer of 3.5 cm. No terminal bud

scale scars and no lateral buds marked the separation between the two

sets. A section taken from the inner needle zone contains i see only.

TTP 24-12 comprised the inner part and TTP 24-23 the outer part

of a single branch cut off January i, 1943. In the tip growth for

1941, the inner set of bare-needle zones measured 5.4 cm. and the

outer 3 cm. In the tip growth for 1942, the inner set measured 6.3

cm. and the outer 3 cm. Terminal bud scale scars separated the two

annual flushes whereas a small branch emerged from the base of the

outer bare zone of 1941, and pistillate cones emerged from the like

place of 1942. In 1942, total tip growth had been essentially completed

by May 16.

Sections a, TTP 24-12, 53.5 cm. from tip of terminal bud, in 1937

tip flush, show I see each for 1941 and 1942.

Sections b, 40 cm. from tip, in 1938 tip flush, show i see for 1941

and I see plus i psce for 19^42. In fact, the psce actually grades into

ddw on one arc.

Sections c, 30.5 cm. from tip, in 1939 tip flush, show i see for 1941

and I see plus i dee for 1942.

Therefore, 1941 contains one growth layer for two sets of bare-

needle zones whereas 1942 contains two growth layers for two sets.

Sections a of TTP 24-23, 15.2 cm. from base of terminal bud, in

inner needle zone of 1941, contain i see for 1941 and i see for 1942.

Sections b, 10.8 cm. from base of terminal bud, in outer needle zone

of 1941, contain i see for 1941 and i see plus psg for 1942.

Sections c, 4.4 cm. from base of terminal bud, in inner needle zone

of 1942, contain i see plus psg.

Sections d, 1.5 cm. from base of terminal bud, in outer needle zone

of 1942, contain i see plus concurrent, exterior, sharp half-lenses.

Here, in contrast with TTP 20-21, multiple diameter flushes for

multiple sets of bare-needle zones are present inward on a branch and

absent outward near the tip.

TTP 24-13 comprised the inner part and TTP 24-24 the outer part

of a single branch cut off January i, 1943. The inner set of bare-

needle zones of 1941 tip growth measured 6.1 cm. and the outer 1.7

cm. For 1942 tip growth, the respective measurements were 6.8 cm.

and 2.3 cm. with a terminal bud of 1.7 cm. Terminal bud scale scars

separated the two annual flushes, whereas two branches came out from

the base of the outer bare zone of 1941, two came out from the outer

end of 1941, and two buds were present at the base of the outer bare

zone of 1942. In 1942, tip growth had been essentially completed by

May 16, only 0.4 cm. having occurred after that date.
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Sections a, TTP 24-13, 52.9 cm. from base of terminal bud, in 1937

tip growth, contain i see for 1941 and i see plus ddw for 1942. Sec-

tions b, 41.4 cm. from base of terminal bud, in 1938 tip growth, con-

tain I see for 1941 and i see plus a diffuse lens for 1942. Sections c,

29.9 cm. from base of terminal bud, in 1939 tip flush, contain i see

for 1 94 1 and i see plus concurrent lenses for 1942. In sections a and b,

postseasonal growth exists rather plentifully whereas in c there is

none.

As in TTP 24-12, 1941 of TTP 24-13 shows one growth layer for

two sets of bare-needle zones, and 1942 shows two growth layers for

two sets.

Sections a of TTP 24-24, 14.9 cm. from base of terminal bud, in

inner needle zone of 1941, contain i see each for 1941 and 1942. Al-

though 1942 tip growth was to that of 1941 as 9.1 is to 7.8, the growth

layer for 1942 is much thinner than that for 1941, an inverse relation.

Sections b, 9.5 em. from base of terminal bud, in outer needle zone of

1941 ; sections c, 6.3 em. from base of terminal bud, in inner needle

zone of 1942 ; and sections d, 0.3 cm, from base of terminal bud, in

outer needle zone of 1942—each shows i see per year. Two sets of

bare-needle zones in tip growth are recorded as single flushes in diam-

eter growth, Postseasonal growth which is absent 29.9 em. from base

of terminal bud (sections c of TTP 24-13) and apparently still absent

at 14.9 em. from base of terminal bud (sections a of TTP 24-24) is

present outward on the branch from 9.5 em. to the base of the ter-

minal bud (sections b and c of TTP 24-24),

TTP 24-15 comprised the inner and TTP 24-25 the outer part of

a single branch cut January i, 1943. The inner set of bare-needle

zones of 1941 measured 6.5 cm., and the outer measured 3 cm. For

1942 tip growth the measurements were respectively y.y cm. and 2.8

cm., with a i.8-cm. terminal bud. Terminal bud scale sears separated

the annual flushes ; two branches came out at the base of 1941, one at

the base of the outer bare zone of 1941 and one between 1941 and

1942 ; and one bud grew at the base of the outer bare zone of 1942.

In 1942, only 0.5 cm. of tip growth occurred after May 16.

Sections a, TTP 24-15, 52 em. from base of terminal bud, in the

1937 tip flush, contain i see for 1941 and i see plus slight ddw for

1942; sections b, 2,7 em, from base of terminal bud and in the 1938

tip flush, contain i see for 1941 and i see plus extensive ddw plus psg

for 1942; and sections c, 25 em, from base of terminal bud and in

the 1940 tip flush, contain i see for 1941 and i see plus 2 dee plus

psg for 1942,

In TTP 24-25, most sections contain more than i see per year for
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1941 and 1942. Sections a, from the inner needle zone of 1941, 18

cm. from base of terminal bud, contain i see for 1941 and i see plus

patches of psg for 1942; sections h, from the outer needle zone of

1941, 1 1.5 cm. from base of terminal bud, contain i see plus one sharp

arc for 1941 and i see plus psg for 1942; sections c, from the inner

needle zone of 1942, 7.5 cm. from base of terminal bud, contain i see

plus psg ; and sections d, from the outer needle zone of 1942, 0.8 cm.

from base of terminal bud, contain i see. Multiple diameter flushes to

match multiple tip flushes, as marked by sets of bare-needle zones,

exist for 1942 inward from 18 cm. on the branch. Outward from 18

cm. the evidence for multiple diameter growth, although more limited

than inward, is present in 1942 and also in 1941.

TTP 24-10 comprised the inner and TTP 24-22 the outer part of a

branch cut January i, 1943. The inner set of bare-needle zones of

1942 tip growth measured 5 cm. and the outer set 1.6 cm. with a ter-

minal bud of 1.5 cm. On May 16, 1942, when artificial freezing was

applied, only the inner set of bare-needle zones was present. It is

possible that recovery from the impact of frost stimulated a second

tip flush. Terminal bud scale scars were absent between the two sets

of bare-needle zones. The sections show i see for the two sets of

bare-needle zones except for an extra growth layer in the immediate

vicinity of 40 cm. inward from base of terminal bud.

The presence of multiple sets of bare-needle zones does not neces-

sarily determine multiplicity in diameter growth. Among the series

from which the above illustrations have been taken, there are a few

branches bearing only one set of bare-needle zones. TTP 24-14, cut

January i, 1943, did not possess dual sets of bare-needle zones. Sec-

tions a, 55 cm. from tip of terminal bud, in 1937 tip flush, contain i

see plus one sharp lens for 1941 and i see plus ddw for 1942. Sec-

tions h, 43 cm. from tip, in 1938 tip flush, contain i see for 1941 and

I see plus one sharp lens plus ddw plus psg for 1942. Sections c, 32

cm. from tip, in 1939 tip flush, contain i see for 1941 and i see plus

ddw for 1942. Thus, in TTP 24-14, single sets of bare-needle zones

(and one tip flush) accompany multiplicity in diameter growth.

TTP 24-16 and 24-17 possessed single sets of bare-needle zones and

single growth layers for each year of 1941 and 1942.

In summary of the bare-needle zone problem it may be said: (i)

In the outer part of a branch (say 18 to 20 cm. from base of terminal

bud), multiple sets of bare-needle zones seldom are recorded in visible

diameter multiplicity. This rather closely parallels the situation

where the multiple tip flushes are separated by terminal bud scale

sears. (2) Inward on branches, however, there is a much greater
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likelihood that tip multiplicity is recorded in the xylem. (3) The

presence of a lateral bud, lateral branches, or pistillate cones at the

base of an outer bare zone does not signify multiplicity in diameter

growth. In later years, therefore, branches do not necessarily arise

from intra-annual nodes. With one exception, however, branches with

multiple diameter flushes possessed branches, buds, or cones at the

bases of the outer bare zones of the particular year.

The relations between tip and diameter flushes in angiosperms re-

semble those in gymnosperms except that the transitional forms in tip

flushes are revealed by leaf scars among angiosperms. Examples

come from daily observations and weekly measurements in Maryland

at the northwest border of the District of Columbia.

On WCh I, leaves were out 1.5 cm. by March 25, 1944; by April

2.(i, tip growth averaged 5 to 8 cm. on the tree as a whole; and by

May 21, it varied from less than 8 cm. up to 47 cm. Tip growth had

attained 60 cm. as a maximum by June 4, but by then about half the

branches showed two tip flushes in 1944 growth. The second tip flush,

which represented from 40 to 70 percent of the total growth for the

season, had developed within the two weeks previous to June 4. Soon

after June 4, a storm felled the tree with a clean break below ground

level. The stem was constricted at the break to half its diameter at the

surface, a handicap no doubt seriously interfering with the passage of

food and water and perhaps responsible for the cessation of growth in

certain branches.

Tree WCh 2 began growth and followed a course in most ways sim-

ilar to WCh I. By June 4, 1944, tip growth on the tree in general

varied from 66 to 71 cm. From June 24, which had a few showers,

there were high temperatures and no rain until over an inch of rain

fell the night of July 13. Another heavy rain fell the night of July

19. By July 23, certain branches had started a second tip flush. Other

branches had had continuous growth whereas still others had set small

terminal buds. On one branch the leader was growing while its side

twigs were in various stages of bursting their terminal buds. Second

flushes reached a length of 4 cm. by August 6. They appeared to be

active for another month but did not gain perceptibly in length. The

leader mentioned for July 23 continued to grow, whereas the side

twigs showed no growth beyond initial stages of bud opening. By
October i, tip growth had been completed. By October 22, very few

leaves had fallen. Most of them were brown and crisp with reddish

veins and had completely fallen from the tree by October 29. In

marked contrast to these older leaves, those on the second flushes were
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bright green, pliable, and "alive." They remained on the tree through-

out most of November but had fallen off completely by the 26th.

The variety of tip behavior on a single tree is illustrated by the

observations of September 24 concerning WCh 2. Different branches

showed three different types of tip growth

:

1. Continuous growth all season.

2. Early flush of growth, then setting of terminal bud; no further extension.

3. Two tip flushes separated by terminal bud scale scars.

There appears to have been no systematic distribution of the stages,

all three being noted on one large branch. However, the more primary

the branch, the more apt it was to have continuous growth throughout

Fig. 43.—Plotted tip growth of Washington trees for 1944.

the season (i, above), and the more secondary or remote the twigs,

the more apt they were to grow for a short time before setting a ter-

minal bud (2, above). Most instructive of all, no doubt, were the ter-

minal buds which broke out of their scales when the second flush be-

gan and then made no further growth.

Branch WCh 2-2 is an example of continuous tip growth which be-

gan in mid-April and ceased between September 3 and 10. Weekly

measurements had been made from April 26 to November 26 ; near-

daily observations were made from the time of initial bud opening

until midwinter. Another branch, WCh 2-1, is also an example of

continuous growth, and its plotted measurements along with those of

WCh 2-2 are given on text figure 43. Even though WCh 2-1 had con-

tinuous tip growth during the 1944 season, two plateaus of decreased

growth rate are visible, one from about May 28 to June 25 and the

second from July 23 to August 13. The graph of WCh 2-2 shows
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that the branch responded only a very sHght degree to the forces

causing a growth slowdown ; nonetheless, the tendency is there.

Cross sections made through 1944 tip growth of WCh 2-1 contain

I see. In sections a, one-third of the way out in the flush, short arcs

are present but it can only be assumed that they might correspond to

tip growth slowdown.

The second type of tip growth—early setting of terminal bud

—

was not measured on tree WCh 2. However, an example, WCh 3-1,

is well shown on text figure 43. Here tip growth began immediately

after April 26, attained 6 cm. by April 30, began to slow down May
28, and ceased by June 14 (June 3 for WCh 3-2). The growth slow-

down of branches which were to set early terminal buds occurred at

exactly the same time as it did on those branches which were to grow

continuously until September. By July 23 the whole tree, WCh 3, was

resting, all terminal buds set.

It is of interest to note that sections a of WCh 3-1, 12 cm. out from

base of 1944 tip flush and 36 cm. from tip of branch, contain i see

plus one long diffuse arc whereas the wide-field binocular shows two

growth layers on unstained sections. Sections b, 9 cm. from tip, con-

tain I see plus one fairly indefinite growth layer which shows as one

growth layer under a wide-field binocular.

Tip-growth type consisting of two flushes separated by terminal bud

scale scars cannot be shown graphically because weekly measurements

did not include such a branch. Those trees and branches not measured

were observed constantly, sometimes daily. In general, it is true that

times of rapid tip growth coincided on different branches and on dif-

ferent trees and with discrete flushes on branches which set intra-

seasonal terminal buds, and that plateaus of growth slowdown (WCh
2-1) coincided with intervals of no growth on branches with multiple

tip flushes in one season. Such correspondence holds true, even to the

extent that when the third interval of rapid tip growth began on WCh
2-1 a few terminal buds on other branches and other trees expanded

sufficiently to separate the bud scales, but grew no farther.

The growth for 1944 in WAp 1-3 comprised two tip flushes of 36.5

cm. and 4 cm. Sections a, 3.5 cm. in from the outer end of 1943 tip

growth, contain i see for 1943 and i dee plus i see for 1944. Sec-

tions b, 18.2 cm. out from the base of 1944, contain i dee and i see, the

dee interpreted as belonging to the first tip flush and the see to the

second. Sections c, 9 cm. inward from the outer end of first flush, con-

tain 2 dee and i see. The outer dee, two-thirds and more out in the

diameter growth of 1944, no doubt corresponds to the first flush of

1944. Sections d, 0.5 cm. outward in second 1944, contain a narrow
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see which, in thickness, corresponds to the growth layer outward from

the dee in the other sections. WAp 1-3 gives a case of two diameter

flushes (or growth layers) for two tip flushes in one year.

During 1944, WCh 2-3 formed two tip flushes, the first of 66 cm.

and the second of 4 cm. Growth in WCh 2-3 ceased between Septem-

ber 3 and 10. In contrast, many second flushes on other branches of

the same tree had ceased growth on or shortly before August 6. This

early date corresponds to the second plateau of WCh 2-1, text figure

43, whereas the later date corresponds to the summit plateau. Sec-

tions a of WCh 2-3, taken 12 cm. out from the base of the first 1944

flush, contain i see. Sections b, 7.5 cm. inward from the outer end of

first 1944, contain i msec plus i see. The msce is almost wholly

sharp around the circuit. Why did not the intra-annual msce of sec-

tions b appear in sections a, 46.5 cm. inward on the branch? Did the

added diameter growth corresponding to the second tip flush cease

inward between b and a, or did the growth slowdown (or cessation)

become less inward until, at a, diameter growth was, insofar as visi-

bility is concerned, continuous? Evidence exists for the occurrence

of both cases of longitudinal variation in other branches and other

trees. Sections c, i cm. outward from the base of second 1944, con-

tain I see.

Branch WCh 2-6 was observed in regular course during 1944 and

especially so in 1945. Tip growth for 1944 contained two flushes, the

first "very long" and the second 2.8 cm. ; for 1945 tip growth was 26

cm. in one flush. Sections a, ly cm. inward from the outer end of first

1944, contain 2 dee plus i see for 1944 and i see for 1945. One dee

is one-third of the way out in 1944 diameter growth whereas the

other, which probably corresponds to the second tip flush, is seven-

eighths of the way out. Sections b, taken just outward from the base

of second 1944, contain i see for 1944 and i dee (frost induced) plus

I see for 1945. In sections a, the unstained materials under a wide-

field binocular appear to have three growth layers; in sections b,

probably one growth layer. Both of these wide-field binocular ap-

pearances are erroneous. A summary of sections a gives 2 see plus 2

dee for 3 tfs in 2 years; sections b, 2 see plus i dee for 2 tfs in i><

years.

The above examples will perhaps suffice to illustrate the three dis-

tinct types of tip growth found among the angiosperms observed, as

well as the variations in the relationships of tip growth to diameter

growth in any one type. There is, however, a transitional form de-

serving of mention, the decreased distance between what seemed to be

undeveloped leaves. Many of the branches in the top of WCh 2
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showed three well-defined zones for 1944 tip growth although they

were not separated by terminal bud scale scars. The inner zone, the

longest of the three, bore leaves which were set 5 or more cm. apart.

The middle zone, up to 19 cm. long, was bare and the "undeveloped

leaves" set close together, i to 2.5 cm. apart. On the outer zone, 7.5

to 10 cm, in length, the leaves were set 5 or more cm. apart. Thus,

based on observations and measurements, the inner and outer zones

represented intervals of rapid tip growth whereas the central zones of

slow growth were equivalent to the level of terminal bud scale scars

on other branches which had two distinct tip flushes, such as WCh 2-4,

Branch WCh 2-5 is a specific example of a transitional growth type

between continuous growth and intermittent growth with definite ter-

minal bud scale scars. In the 1944 tip growth, the inner zone of 22

cm., bore leaves and twigs far apart; the middle zone of 19 cm. bore

only "undeveloped leaves" which were close together; and the outer

zone of 10 cm. bore leaves and twigs far apart except near the tip,

where the distances decreased. No terminal bud scale scars appeared

within the 1944 tip. Sections a from the inner zone of 1944 contain

I see plus arcs of diffuse densewood for 1944 and the same for 1945.

Sections b from the middle zone of 1944 contain i see for 1944 and i

see for 1945. Under the wide-field binocular, unstained sections show

probably three growth layers. Sections c from 1945 tip growth con-

tain I see plus I dee, all of which under the wide-field binocular shows

as two growth layers. It is quite possible that the arcs of 1944 sections

a correspond to the growth slowdown represented by the 19-cm.

middle zone. On the contrary, 1945 sections a also contain arcs, but

their definition could not compare with that of the arcs in 1944. WCh
2-5 illustrates the uncertainty of interpretation using unstained sec-

tions and low magnification ; it also illustrates a transitional growth

type.

The peach tree, WPe i, possessed two types of elongation for sec-

ond tip flushes in one year, an "offset flush," or the substitution flush

of Ratzeburg (1866), and an "in-line flush," In the first case, the

original growing tip died and withered because of sun scald or insects,

and a new tip emerged from the first axillary bud back of the withered

tip. These are second flushes in a certain sense, but do they have an

accompanying effect in the xylem? In the second case, later flushes

of the same season continued growth outward from the original tips

and were separated therefrom by terminal bud scale scars,

WPe I -I, cut off January 21, 1945, had two offset twigs which arose

from the first two axillary buds back of the withered tip of the first

flush. Sections were taken from the first flush and from each of the
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offset twigs. Each shows i see. On unstained sections, under the

wide-field binocular, sections a show i see plus a 45° lens.

WPe 1-2, cut off January 21, 1945, had one twig as an offset second

flush. Sections a from the first flush contain i see plus i dee ; in con-

trast, the wide-field binocular shows only one growth layer. Sections

b and c from the offset flush contain i see only.

Although no sections were taken from WPe 1-3, it is of interest

because it recorded the effects of a cold spell. An offset flush began

May 27, 1945, after the tip of the first flush had died. By June 3, the

first offset twig had died and the second had begun to grow, a situa-

tion which had become rather general on the tree by June 10. Those

branches with continuous growth, as well as those which had set ter-

minal buds by June 10, possessed a zone halfway out on 1945 tip

growth where the leaves were closely bunched. One of these even

showed terminal bud scale sears. This slowdown of tip growth oc-

curred between April 29 and May 6, a cold interval with heavy frost.

Our records say "little or no tip growth" for the 7-day interval.

WPe 1-4, cut off January 21, 1945, contained two sets of terminal

bud scale scars in its 1944 tip growth and hence three in-line tip

flushes. The first was 12.5 cm. long, the second 14 em., and the third

1 1.5 cm. Sections a, immediately inward from the end of 1943, eon-

tain I see for 1943 and i see plus i psee for 1944—all these for four

tip flushes for two years. Sections b, part way out in first 1944, show

I see plus I psee for three tip flushes for one year. Sections c, from

second 1944, contain i see plus i psee for two tip flushes for part of

one year. Sections d, from third 1944, contain i see for i tip flush

for part of a year. Hence, the first two tip flushes of 1944 correspond

to one diameter flush, and the third tip flush corresponds to the second

diameter flush.

WPe 1-5 came out as a secondary branch from one whose outer part

constituted WPe i-i. WPe 1-5, cut off June 17, 1945, contained a

first flush of 1944, II cm. long, a second offset flush of 20 em., and

1945 as an in-line continuation of second 1944, 6.5 cm. long and dead

at the tip. Sections a, from first 1944, show i see plus i psee for

1944, and I inc for 1945, corresponding to three ( ?) tip flushes for

more than one year. Sections b, from the second, or offset, flush of

1944, show I see for 1944 and i inc for 1945, corresponding to two

( ?) tip flushes for parts of two years.

WPe 1-6, cut June 17, 1945, contained at least two in-line tip

flushes for 1943, two tip flushes (the second offset) for 1944, and one

uncompleted flush for 1945. The outer tip flush of 1943 measured i

em.; the first flush of 1944 measured 21 cm., the second 24.5 cm.;
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and 1945 measured 14.5 cm. Sections a, from 3 cm. inward in first

1943, show I see plus i psce for two tip flushes for 1943, i see plus i

psce for two ( ?) tip flushes for 1944, and i inc for 1945, giving five

growth layers for five tip flushes for two-plus years. The outer

growth layer of 1943 makes up from one-eighth to one-tenth of the

annual increment, thus corresponding to the short outer tip flush. In

contrast, the outer growth layer of 1944 makes up about one-half the

annual increment, a ratio similar to that of the two tip flushes. Sec-

tions b, from near the base of first 1944, show i see plus i psce for

two (?) tip flushes for 1944, and i inc for 1945, giving three growth

layers for three tip flushes for one-plus years. Sections c, from base

part of the second or offset flush of 1944, show i see for one tip flush

for second 1944, and i inc for 1945, giving two growth layers for two

tip flushes for one-half-plus year. Under the wide-field binocular,

sections a, h, and c give 4, 3, and 2 growth layers, respectively. The

sharpness of one growth layer differs very little from that of another,

whether annual or intra-annual. Vessel size and number vary some-

what, but on the whole this difference is only local.

WPe 1-7, cut off June 17, 1945, contained two (the second offset)

tip flushes for 1944 and one incomplete tip flush for 1945, which was

a prolongation of the offset flush of 1944. Sections a, from 4 cm. in-

ward from the outer end of 1943, show i see for one tip flush for

1943; I see for two tip flushes for 1944; and i inc for one tip flush

for part of 1945, giving three growth layers for four tip flushes for

two-plus years. The wide-field binocular, in comparison, gives three

growth layers, the middle one of which has two lenses. Sections h,

from 5 cm. out in first 1944, show i see for two tip flushes for 1944;

and I inc for one tip flush for part of 1945, giving two growth

layers for three tip flushes for one-plus years. The wide-field

binocular gives three growth layers, that of 1944 being double

and that of 1945 lacking large vessels. Sections c and d, from 2 cm.

out in second 1944 (one each from two offset branches), show

I see for one tip flush for part of 1944; and i inc for one tip flush for

part of 1945, giving two growth layers for two tip flushes for parts of

two years. Here the wide-field binocular gives two growth layers with

the addition, in c, of a lens of 1944. In sections h, the intra-annual of

1944 under the wide-field binocular is revealed under the microscope

as a circle of injury, seven-eighths of the way out in the annual incre-

ment, and made up of nearly circular local patches of deeply stained

tissue surrounded by two to four rows of densewood tracheids either

tangential to the section or tangential to the entire patch. Many of the

patches contain short cracks. The densewood, the position in the an-
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nual increment, and the evidence of injury strongly suggest that this

"intra-annual" was the result of the cessation of growth and the death

of the growing tip prior to the start of the offset second flush.

The whole matter of growth slowdown and dual tip flushes, both

as concerns gymnosperms and angiosperms, may be summarized in

outline form as follows

:

1. Two tip flushes for one diameter flush.

a. Tip flushes separated by terminal bud scale scars.

b. Tip flushes represented by sets of bare-needle zones.

2. One tip flush for two diameter flushes.

a. One tip flush for two sharp diameter flushes.

b. One tip flush for two diameter flushes, one of which is wholly or

partly diffuse, the other sharp.

3. Two tip flushes for two diameter flushes.

a. Both diameter flushes sharp.

b. One diameter flush diffuse, giving a type of transition between i

and 2.

It is apparent that growth slowdown or actual cessation in gymno-

sperms is recorded initially in tip growth by a second set of bare-

needle zones, and in angiosperms by closely set "undeveloped leaves."

Subsequently it is also recorded in diameter growth, if the cessation is

sufficiently prolonged or intense.

Secondary xyleni in terminal buds.—The existence of secondary

xylem in the bud deserves attention because of its characteristics and

because of the error it might introduce in the calculation of the annual

amount of xylem found for a particular year. Note of this phenome-

non as it affects analyses has been made on page 152.

Sections TTP 20-3-c came from the inner part of the terminal bud

and, because they were cut December 15, 1939, they can show only

the concluding growth of 1939. From pith outward the sections gave

the following succession : (
i
) Primary xylem, four to six cells thick

;

(2) secondary xylem, 16 to 25 cells thick; (3) cambium; (4)
phloem; and (5) outer bark. Under high power the outer four or

five cells of the xylem, as seen in cross section, show up as somewhat
narrower and more lignified than the inner cells. This is not true of

all radial rows. Were the zone of four or five cells within a complete,

entire growth layer (as it would have been a year later had the branch

not been cut off) it would appear as a faint, highly diffuse intra-an-

nual, if noticed at all. Thus, xylem formed in 1939 would be an in-

tegral, but indistinguishable, part of that formed in 1940. The outer-

most two cells, as well as those only partially differentiated at the time

of cutting, were filled with protoplasm at the time the wood samples

were placed in preserving fluid. The possible relationships of xylem
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to terminal bud in longitudinal sections are shown by the diagram,

text figure 44.

Since tip flushes are measured from terminal bud scale scars to ter-

minal bud scale scars located at the bases of the terminal buds, any

xylem within the bud, although formed in one year, will augment that

of the following year and in any measurements will be taken as part

of it.

BUD

Fig. 44.

—

TTP 20-3-c. Projection of mature xylem into the terminal bud.

At the left, both lightwood and densewood extend into the bud ; at the right,

only densewood extends into the bud.

Several branches of TTP 22 illustrate xylem within the bounds of

a terminal bud formed at least a year prior to the cutting date. TTP
22-1 was cut off on January 17, 1942. Its tip growth had been meas-

ured January 4, 1941, and also on the date of cutting. On January 4,

1941, the length of the terminal bud was 3.2 cm. On January 17,

1942, measurements gave 4.3 cm. for 1941 tip growth plus 2.5 cm. for

the new terminal bud. Sections a came from 1.5 cm. inward from the

outer end of 1940 tip flush and contain the following: i see for 1940

and I see plus i dee for 1941. The xylem for 1940 constitutes three-

fifths of that present in the sections. Sections b came from 0.5 cm.

outward in 1941 tip growth and therefore within the longitudinal
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range of the 3.2-cm. terminal bud. They contain the following: i see

pre-1941 and I see plus i dee for 1941. The xylem of pre-1941 con-

stitutes one-third of the total xylem present. It does not seem possible

that the pre-1941 growth layer could be considered the first growth

layer of a multiple 1941 increment nor could it be considered to come

within the range of what is normally held to be a bona fide tip flush

from terminal bud scale scar to terminal bud scale scar. The similarity

and identity of position of the dee in sections a and b positively date

it as 1941. Add to this the presence of pre-1941 in sections a and the

conclusion seems justified that it was xylem in the terminal bud of

1940 formed during the season of 1940, even though at cutting date it

fell within the range of 1941 tip growth as delimited by terminal bud

scale scars and as measured. This is, of course, projecting the lessons

of TTP 20-3-c backward a year in time.

Thus we have the experience of finding a previous year's growth

layer within the compass of the succeeding year's tip growth. It gives

multiplicity somewhat different from that heretofore illustrated.

The situation found in TTP 22-1 is repeated in branches 2, 3, 4, and

6. In two of them the outer margin of the "1940" or pre-1941 growth

layer was somewhat indefinite, as in TTP 20-3-c. The following cases

of xylem related to terminal buds have been encountered thus far in

our work:

1. Densewood reaches to the base of the terminal bud, and lightwood falls short

of it.

2. Densewood only extends into the terminal bud.

3. Both lightwood and densewood extend into the terminal bud.

Secondary xylem fails to reach base of terminal bud.—A marked

contrast to the phenomenon described above existed in TTJ 4-3 whose

tip growth was measured January 30, 1943, February 5, 1944, and

July 27, 1944. On the last date, sections were cut. Sections a were

taken 3 cm. out from the base of 1943 tip growth and contained i see

for 1943 and i inc for 1944. Although 1943 tip growth measured 13.4

cm., and 1944 measured 8.9 cm., the growth layer, measured at a cross

section 3 cm. out from the base of 1943, showed 1943 to possess a

width only one-sixth as great as that for 1944. The longer tip growth

of 1943 had less diameter growth than the shorter tip growth of 1944.

Sections b, taken 3 cm. inward from the outer end of 1943 and there-

fore necessarily sectioning growth of 1943 and 1944, actually con-

tained primary xylem only for 1943 and i inc for 1944. In cross sec-

tion, the primary xylem appeared as detailed patches. Based on the

small amount of secondary xylem for 1943 in sections a near the base
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of 1943 tip growth and its absence in sections h, it would seem that a

large share of 1943 tip growth consisted of primary xylem and bark

only. If a section could be taken some years later at the position oi b

sections, it would be lacking one annual increment. A longitudinal

section showing the geometrical design of annual additions of tip

growth is commonly oversimplified in view of the two contrasting

types of terminal xylem described above.

A stage somewhat intermediate between TTP 20-3-c and TTP
22-1, and TTJ 4-3, is given in TTJ 4-4 which was cut off on July 27,

1944, after having been measured on the same dates as TTJ 4-3. In

1943, TTJ 4-4 put on 12.7 cm. tip growth and in 1944, 8.8 cm. The

ratio of these figures is in marked contrast to that of diameter growth.

Sections a, taken 3 cm. above the base of 1943 tip growth, showed i

msce for 1943 and i see plus i inc for 1944. The growth layer for

1943 averaged one-fourth the thickness of 1944 growth in spite of the

fact that 1943 tip growth was nearly 50 percent greater. In sections h,

taken 3 cm. inward from the outer end of 1943, the i msce for 1943

was still half as wide as in a. A gradual conical tapering apparently

does not characterize the branch ; the outer termination of the xylem

must be rather abrupt. In sections b, farther out, the outer border of

the see of sections a has become indefinite.

TTJ 4-5 duplicates TTJ 4-3 by possessing primary xylem only in

the outer part of 1943 tip growth.

Measurements of tip growth were made on TTJ 5-3, on March 14,

1942, January 9, 1943, February 5, 1944, and July 28, 1944, and gave

13.8 cm. for 1942, 15.9 cm. for 1943, and 13.6 cm. for 1944 up to

July 28, 1944, when the sections were cut. Sections a, taken 4 cm. in-

ward from the outer end of 1941 tip growth, show strands of primary

xylem for 1941, i see for 1942, i msce for 1943, and i dee plus i inc

for 1944. Sections b, taken 3 cm. outward from the inner end of 1942,

contain a thin growth layer for 1942, i msce for 1943, and i dee plus

inc for 1944. Sections c, taken 2 cm. inward from the outer end of

1942, contain strands of primary xylem for 1942, i msce for 1943, and

I dee plus I inc for 1944. Sections d, taken 3 cm. outward from the

base of 1943, contain for 1943 and 1944 the same as did sections c.

Sections e came from 1944 tip growth and contain i inc.

Thus, secondary xylem may fall markedly short of the outer end of

the tip flush, or it may reach out into the terminal bud.

Lateral buds and dual tip flushes.—This pertains to the relation be-

tween lateral buds and dual tip flushes in those cases where the lateral

buds arise from, and are a portion of, the terminal bud. Those buds
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which are coordinate with, and those which arise at the base of, the

terminal bud are not here included.

It had become quite clear by 1942 that the number of tip flushes on

the pines was not consistently the same for all branches for any one

year; some branches grew one tip flush whereas others grew two.

Late in 1942 it was noted that branches with two tip flushes for a cer-

tain year had had a lateral bud attached to the terminal bud above its

base at the close of the previous season. Doak (1935) had recorded

such a possible relationship in 1935 ; Stone and Stone (1943) were to

note it in 1943. If it should prove to be true that the presence of a

lateral bud above the base of the terminal bud predetermines two tip

flushes the following season, then such tip flushes are controlled by

circumstances in existence during the season prior to the one in which

the actual multiple growth occurs.

Our evidence is neither exhaustive nor conclusive. Different cases

may be summarized

:

1. Lateral buds on terminal—2 tip flushes next season.

2. No lateral buds on terminal—2 tip flushes next season.

3. Lateral buds on terminal— i tip flush next season.

4. No lateral buds on terminal— i tip flush next season.

On January 30, 1943, TTP 20-33 had a lateral bud 2.3 cm. above the

base of the 2.5-cm. terminal bud. On February 5, 1944, the branch

showed tip growth in two flushes, the inner of 6.8 cm. and the outer

2.2 cm. The branch TTP 20-34 bore two lateral buds 1.3 cm. above the

base of the 2.4-cm. terminal bud in January 1943. Tip growth for 1943

included two flushes, one of 3.0 and the other of 1.6 cm. TTP 20-40

also illustrates case ( i ) but with this difference : the first tip flush

measured 1.4 cm. and the second 13.3 cm. At the start of the season,

the 2.8-cm. terminal bud bore a lateral bud 2.3 cm. above its base. If

this lateral bud did have genetic significance for future tip flushes,

then its position longitudinally on the terminal bud had no significance

as regards the relative lengths of the two subsequent tip flushes. TTP
23-9 carried two lateral buds 1.3 cm. above the base of the 2.3-cm.

terminal bud prior to the 1943 season. At the end of that season, tip

growth showed an inner flush of 4.2 cm. and an outer flush of 1.2 cm.

The two lateral buds which were on the terminal bud had expanded

into two branches, thus apparently establishing a direct genetic con-

nection between the lateral buds and the subsequent dual tip flushes.

Yet this is just one example.

Examples under case (2) are as numerous as those under case (i)

among the branches devoted to special study. In TTP 20-16, tip

growth for 1942 comprised an inner flush of 7.3 cm. and an outer one
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of 2 cm. (growth for 1943 classified under case (4)). Growth for

1943 in TTP 20-27 included an inner flush of 2 cm. and an outer flush

of 2.3 cm. TTP 20-31 presented an interesting circumstance in its

growth for 1943. On January 30, 1943, a large lateral bud arose from

the base of the terminal bud. During 1943 the two buds developed into

two coordinate branches. One of these contained two tip flushes, the

inner 5.6 and the outer 2 cm. ; the other branch contained one tip flush

of 6.8 cm. Thus cases (2) and (4) are as intimately connected, it

seems, as any two branches could relate them. TTP 20-36 on January

30, 1943, carried two lateral buds at the base of the terminal bud and

two lateral buds 2 cm. beloiv the base. During 1943, the four lateral

buds grew into four branches of one tip flush each, whereas the origi-

nal branch grew two tip flushes, an inner of 11.6 cm. and an outer of

1.6 cm.

The series of branches under special study gave one example of case

(3). Branch TTP 20-38, on January 30, 1943, had two lateral buds

1.7 cm. above the base of the 2.3-cm. terminal bud. During 1943 the

branch lengthened by one tip flush only. One lateral bud left no trace

;

the other grew into a 5.1 -cm. lateral branch.

Examples of case (4) are by far the most numerous. They include

all branches of the series in which the examples of the other cases were

scattered.

From the rather slight evidence at hand we may conclude, first, that

the presence of lateral buds on the terminal bud may or may not be

followed by the formation of two tip flushes ; and, second, that the

absence of such lateral buds does not preclude the formation of two tip

flushes.

A consideration of buds in their relations to tip flushes necessitates

the mention of TTP 23-11. The original terminal bud of 1942, in Jan-

uary 1943, was dry and bent to the side. Taking its place, a lateral bud

at the base of the former had very nearly assumed a position proper

to a terminal bud. Very little evidence remained to show that the new

terminal had once been a lateral bud, and, in February 1944, the only

evidence was a slight bend in the branch at the start of 1943 growth.

Because this evidence of the conversion of a lateral bud into a leader

was virtually obliterated in one year, it raises the questions of how
often this may happen and also how often the tip growth of one or two

years may be lost when estimating the age of a branch by the number
of terminal bud scale scars. It would be rather difficult to explain the

discrepancy between age as determined by terminal bud scale scars and

age as determined by number of growth layers.
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RELATIONS AMONG BRANCHES OF THE SAME TREE

A lack of consistency in the unity or multiplicity in growth layers of

corresponding years in different branches has been mentioned when

pertinent heretofore. Such lack is to be expected and may be charac-

teristic of trees grown in the extreme lower forest-border region. Sev-

eral questions arise from a study of branch materials: (i) Do the

branches within a single tree correspond with each other; and if so,

to what extent? (2) Does the amount of correspondence vary from

tree to tree under the same general environment? (3) Is there a

similarity among branches according to the year? (4) What is the in-

fluence of the environment?

Before details are given, several points should be reemphasized

:

(i) "Serial" sections were taken at unequal intervals along the

branches; (2) sections were taken on different dates, from 1939 to

19455 (3) sections contained different series of growth layers; and

(4) the trees grew at the extreme lower forest border.

The first question mentioned above was, "Do the branches within a

single tree correspond with each other; and if so, to what extent?"

Much detail could be given because, in fact, each section of every

branch was examined, dated, and all growth layers identified and de-

scribed. All these results exist in charted form. From them the fol-

lowing typical examples are abstracted.

In addition, the tables here given show the nature and amount of

multiplicity and the variation longitudinally on the different branches.

Some details of certain branches may not seem to agree with those

given heretofore; this disagreement is due to the uniting of certain

growth-layer types or to selecting certain types for emphasis.

G^nsider the year 1940, for Con T i (table 142) : four branches

have multiplicity; the year 1941 : three branches have unity and five

have multiplicity; the year 1942; six branches have unity and two

have multiplicity. If we multiply the number of branches by the num-

ber of years in those branches, we obtain the number of branch-years.

This gives 20 branch-years, of which 9 have unity and 11 have mul-

tiplicity. Thus, 90 percent of the branch-years (i.e., 9 unity plus 9
multiplicity, making 18 out of the total 20 branch-years) offset each

other in respect to unity and multiplicity—they cancel. The remaining

2 out of 20 branch-years, or 10 percent, represents the amount of

agreement.

The year 1938 for TTAp 2 (table 143) has all four branches mul-

tiple; 1939, all four branches multiple. Agreement is 100 percent,

that is, all branches have multiple growth layers for all years.
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The year 1937 for TTC 34 (table 144), one branch has unity

whereas the other two have multipHcity ; 1938, one branch has unity

whereas three have multipHcity; 1939, four with multiplicity; and

1940, four with multiplicity. Of branch-years there are 15, of which

2 have unity and 13 have multiplicity. For these four branches with

the years represented, there is an agreement of y^ percent.

1940

1941 a. I see

b. I see

1942 a. I see -f I dee

b. I see + I dee

e. I see + I dee

d. I dee

Table 142.

—

Con T i

1-6 1-7

a. I see

+ d ares

b. I see

2 see

2 see

2 see

I see

see

see

see

see

see

see

a. 2 see + d ares

b. 2d 1941 : I see

a. I see -f- d ares -\- psg

b. I see + d are

c. I psee + 3-5 + d ares

d. I psce + 3-5 + d arcs

1-8

a.
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The year 1936 for TTP 24 (table 146) has one with unity and

one with multiplicity; 1937, one with unity and three with multi-

plicity; 1938, all five with unity; 1939, four with unity and one

with multiplicity; and 1940, one with unity and four with multiplic-

ity. Branch-years number 21, of which 12 have unity and 9 have mul-

tiplicity. Among these branches, agreement is 14 percent.

The year 1944 for WAp i (table 147) has one with unity and one

with multiplicity. This gives 100 percent disagreement.

The year 1944 of VVPe i (table 148) has two branches with unity,

four with multiplicity. Agreement is 33 percent.

The year 1932 of XSC i (table 149) has two branches with mul-

tiplicity; 1933, three branches multiple ; 1934, three multiple ; 1935,

three multiple; 1936, four multiple; 1937, four multiple; 1938, four

multiple; and 1939, four multiple. There is 100 percent agreement.

The year 1936 of XSC 2 (table 150) has all three branches mul-

tiple; 1937, all three multiple; 1938, one with unity and two with

multiplicity; and 1939, all three multiple. There are 12 branch-years,

of which I has unity and ii multiplicity, giving an agreement of 83

percent.

The year 1937 for XSC 8 (table 151) has all six branches with

unity; 1938, all six multiple; 1939, one with unity, five with mul-

tiplicity; and 1940, all six multiple. Of the 24 branch-years, 7 have

unity and 17 have multiplicity. This gives an agreement of 42 percent.

The year 1937 of XSC 12 (table 152) has two branches with unity

and one with multiplicity; 1938, all three multiple; 1939, one with

unity and two with multiplicity ; and 1940, all three multiple. Of the

12 branch-years, 3 show unity and 9 multiplicity. This comes out as

an agreement of 50 percent. XSC 12 (table 152) illustrates well what

has been pointed out heretofore concerning longitudinal variation : an

increase inward in numbers or area of sharply bordered growth layers

within a single year (12-1, 1938; 12-2, 1938), an increase outward

(12-1, 1939; 12-3, 1937), no change within the compass of the sec-

tions (12-2, 1939, 1940), or a change in both directions (12-1, 1940).

The year 1937 of XSC 13 (table 153) has two branches with unity

and one with multiplicity; 1938, all three multiple; 1939, all three

multiple ; 1940, one with unity and two with multiplicity ; and 1941

has two branches with multiplicity. Of the 14 branch-years, 3 have

unity and 1 1 have multiplicity. This gives an agreement of 57 percent.

The year 1941 of XSC 13 (table 153) differs from previous years in

that all three branches were frozen artificially June 14, 1941, at about

the same temperature and for approximately the same length of time.

Branch XSC 13-1 was permitted six days of recovery before being cut
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from the tree; branch XSC 13-2 was cut 13 days after freezing; and

13-3, 27 days after. Thus, the amount of growth as well as the com-

pleteness of the growth layers depended upon the length of the period

of recovery.

The year 1937 for XSP i (table 154) has two branches with unity;

1938, two multiple; 1939, two with unity; and 1940, two multiple.

There are eight branch-years of which four are single and four mul-

tiple. Agreement is zero.

Table 150.

—

XSC 2

2-1 2-2 2-3

1936 a. I see + 7 sL a. 5 see 4- 3 sL
-|- I msL

b. I see -4- 7 sL b. 5 see + 3 sL

+ ^ ""^^
a. 2 sL -f 6 msce

e. 5 sce + 4 sL
^ 2 sL -[- 6 msce

1937 a. 3 see -f- 2 sL a. 2 see -f i dee c. 2 sL -}- 6 msce

b. 3 see + 2 sL b. 2 see + i dee

c. 2 see + I dee

1938 a. I see a. i see + 2 sL a. i see -|- i sL

+ ares -|- ddw
b. I see b. i see + i sL b. i see + i sL

-f I dL + ddw
c. I see + I sL e. i see + i sL

-|- ddw

1939 a. I see + 2 sL a. i see + i sL a. i see + i sL

+ ddw
b. I see + 2 sL b. i see + i sL b. i see 4- 1 sL

+ I msL -|- ddw
e. I see + i sL c. i see + i sL

+ I msL -}- ddw

The year 1936 for XSP 2 (table 155) has one branch with unity

and two with multiplicity ; 1937, two with unity and one with mul-

tiplicity; 1938, all three multiple; and 1939, one with unity and two

with multiplicity. There are 12 branch-years of which 4 have unity

and 8 have multiplicity, giving an agreement of 33 percent.

In the above detailed examples, agreement among the branches of

each tree varies from zero to 100 percent. A tabular summary of the

trees and branches used in the foregoing examples is given in table

156.

Rather than extend table 156 to include all trees and all branches,

table 157 has been prepared to include the entire mass of data as a

percentage summary.
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5

The second column (a) of table 157 carries the total number of

branches taken from a tree. The third column (b) carries the sum of

all years in all branches. The fourth and fifth columns (c and d) give

the percentage of branch-years with single diameter flushes and those

Table 152.

—

XSC 12

12-

I

12-2 12-3

1937 a. I see a. I see a. i see + i sL

+ I d arc

b. I see b. I see b. i see + i sL

-{-id arc

c. I see c. I see c. 2 see -f- i d are

-{- ddw
d. I see

1938 a. 3 see -f I dL -f- dw a. i see -|- i msec a. i see 4- i dee

-|- I psce -1- 2 sL -f I sL

b. 3 see -f- I dL b. i see -\- 1 msec b. i see -|- i dee

-1- I psce -f 2 sL -f I sL

c. I see c. I see -f i msec c. i see -{- i dee

-\- 1 psce -f 2 sL -f I msce

d. I see + 2 dee

-f I msL -f- ddw

1939 a. 2 see -[- I dL a. 2 see -|- i dL a. i psce

-f ddw -|- ddw -f- arcs

b. 2 see -}- I dL b. 2 see -f- i dL b. i psce

-(- ddw -|- ddw -f- arcs

c. 2 see -}- I sL c. 2 see -|- i dL c. i psce

-|- I dL -f ddw -|- ares

d. 2 see -f-

1

sL d. 2 see + i dL

-f- I dL -f- arcs

1940 a. I see -)- I sL a. 2 see -|- i sL a. i psce

-f I msce -|- I d -tL -1- ddw
b. I see + I sL b. 2 see -|- i sL b. i psce -f i dL

-|- I msce -f- I d 4L -f ddw
c. I see -[- I msL c. 2 see -f i sL c. i psce

-|- I d iL -f I psce -|- ddw
d. I see -{- I dee d. 2 see -f- i sL

-f- I psL -i- I d ^L -f ddw

with multiple flushes. The sixth column (e) gives the percentage of

branches agreeing with each other in each tree and is obtained by

taking the difference between the values of (c) and (d). Here, too,

the range of agreement attains a maximum, zero to 100 percent. In

those cases where agreement among the branches of a tree is extreme,

either zero or 100 percent, the number of branches from any one tree
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is 5 or less, and in 6 out of the 14 cases only 2 branches were taken.

The reverse is not true ; that is to say, a tree from which only a few

branches were taken did not necessarily have an extreme of agreement

Table 153.

—

XSC 13

13-1 13-2 13-3

1937 a. I see a. i see a. i see + i dee

b. I see b(i). i see b. i see + i dee

b(2). I see

c. I see c. I see

d. I see d. I see

1938 a. 3 msce + i psce a. i see + i msce a. i see + i sL

+ ddw + I s arc + i msL
b. 2 see b ( I ) . I see + i msee b. 2 see + i msce

+ 1 dL + I s arc

b(2). I see + I psce

+ 1 dL + I 8 arc

c. I see c. I see + i dee e. i see + i sL

+ 1 dL + I s are + i msL
d. I see + I dee d. i see + i sL

4- I dL + I s are + i msL

1939 a. 3 see + I dee a. 2 see + i sL + i dL a. I see + i sL
b. 3 see + I msL b ( i ) . 2 sec + i sL b. i see + i sL

+ 1 dee + ddw + 2 dL
b(2). 2 see + 2 sL

+ I dL
c. 3 see + I msL c. 2 see + 2 sL + i dL c. i see + 2 sL

d. 2 see + 2 sL + I dL d. i see + i sL

1940 a. I see + ddw a. i see + i s ^L a. i sL

b. I see + I msL + i d ^L
-|- I dL -f ddw b ( I ) . I see + I s iL b. i sL

+ I d -|L

b(2). I see + I s iL
+ I d iL

c. I see + I msL e. i see + i s 2L c. i sL

+ I dL + I d iL
d. I see + I s iL d. i sL

+ I d iL

1941 a. inc a. I pee + psg a. i see + psg

b. inc b ( I ) . I ce + psg b. i sL + psg

b(2). I pee + psg

c. inc c. I pee + psg c. i spce + Psg

d. I pee -f psg d. I see + psg

or disagreement. Hence, the trees with few branches are felt to be of

significance because the branches were taken at random insofar as

unity and multiplicity were concerned.
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Table 154.—A\S"F /

i-i 1-2

1937 a. I see a. I see

b. I see

c. I see

1938 a. I see + I sL a. i see + ddw
b. I see -f ddw
e. I see

1939 a. I see a. i see

b. I see b. I see

c. I see

1940 a. I sL + inc L a. 2 see +1 sL + ee

b. I see + I sL + inc b. 2 see + i sL + ce

e. inc

Table isS.—XSP 2

2-1 2-2 2-3

1936 a. 2 see + I dL a. i see a. i see + ddw
b. I sec

1937 a. I see + ares a. i see a. i see

b. I see

c. I see

1938 a. 2 see + ddw a. i see + i sL a. 2 see

b. 2 see + 2 dL
e. 2 see

1939 a. I see + I dL a. i see a. 2 see

b. I see 4- I sL

c. 2 see

Table 156.—Summary of tables 142 to 155, shoiving the number of branches zvith

one diameter flush and the number zvith more than one, for given years

Number with
Number of Number with more than

Tree branches one diam. flush one diam. flush Date

Con Ti 4 o 4 194083s 1941862 1942

TTAp2 404 1938404 1939

TTC 34 3 I 2 1937

4 1 3 1938404 1939404 1940

Continued
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Table 156.

—

Concluded

Number of Number with

Tree branches one diam. flush

TTP 20 3 o

5 o

5 2

4 2

TTP 24 2 I

4 I

5 S

S 4

5 I

WAp 1 2 I

WPe 1 6 2

XSC 1 2 o

3 o

3 o

3 o

4 o

4 o

4

4 o

XSC 2 3 o

3 o

3 I

3 o

XSC 8 6 6

6 o

6 I

6 o

XSC 12 3 2

3 o

3 1

3 o

XSC 13 3 2

3 o

3 o

3 I

2 o

XSP 1 2 2

2 o

2 2

2 o

XSP 2 3 I

3 2

3 o

3 I

Number with
more than

one diam. flush

3
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Table 157.

—

Summary oj all branches, to show the percentage 0}

agreement in each tree

Number of
branches

Tree (a)

Con P2 2

CoiiT 1 19

Con T 2 15

MP 1 2

SA 1-5 5

TTAp 1 4

TTAp2 4

TTC 1 2

TTC 5 II

TTC 12 3

TTC 30 2

TTC 33 17

TTC 34 26

TTC 35 7

TTC 36 8

TTC 37 5

TTCw 1 6

TTJ 2 14

TTJ 4 4

TTL3 4

TTLs 4

TTM 1 9

TTM 3 3

TTP 20 39

TTP 21 ID

TTP 22 5

TTP 23 20

TTP 24 27

WAp 1 2

WCh 2 4

WCh 3 2

WPe 1 6

WPl 1 2

XSC 1 5

XSC 2 3

XSC 3 2

XSC 6 3

XSC 8 6

XSC 9 6

XSC ID S

XSC II 3

XSC 12 3

XSC 13 3

XSJf 1 2

XSP 1 2

XSP 2 3

Number of
branch-years

(b)

2

2>7

Z7

3

26

4

54
18

5

41

58

II

2i

5

io(?)

48

5

5

6

19

4

78

42

ID

37

97

3

6

2

7

2

22

17

8

22

26

23

20

15

15

14

9

9

15

Type of flush

%
Single
(c)

50

59

41

50

o

28

17

20

IS

28

27

12

100

60

31

80

80

o

32

SO

24

48

60

43

S8

33

o

o

29

100

o

6

o

S

27

4
25

20

20

21

(>7

44

33

Multiple
(d)

50

41

59

100

50

100

100

100

72

83

80

8S

72

73
88

o

40

69

20

20

100

68

SO

76

52

40

S7

42

67

TOO

100

71

o

100

94
100

95

73

96

75

80

80

79

33

S(>

67

branches in

Flush
agreement

%
(e)

o

18

18

100

o

100

100

100

44
66

60

70

44

46

76

100

20

38

60

60

100

o

52

4

20

14

16

34
100

100

42

100

100

88

100

90

46

92

50

60

60

58

34
12

34
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The answer to the first part of the first question (p. 205) is, then,

"No, the branches within a single tree do not necessarily correspond

with each other." To what extent there is a correspondence may be

observed from the sixth column in table 157.

Question (2) on page 205 reads: "Does the amount of correspond-

ence vary from tree to tree under the same general environment?"

This question can be investigated intraspecifically and interspecifically.

If one groups the various species (as from table 157), he sees at once

that the range of agreement is narrowed considerably. Examples of

Table 158.

—

Average agreement among the branches of trees in different species.

Derived from table IS7

Number
of

Species trees

Con P I

Con T 2

MP I

SA 2

TTAp 2

TTC 9

TTCw I

TTJ 2

TTL 2

TTM 2

TTP 5

WAp I

WCh, WPe, WPl.. 4

XSC 10

XSJf 2

XSP 2

Number
of
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The angiosperms may be grouped in order, low: SA, TTCw, and

TTM ; medium : WAp ; high : WCh, WPe, WPl, TTL, and TTAp.
In general, the pines have a low percentage of agreement among their

branches whereas the Arizona cypresses are inclined to a high per-

centage and yet they grow in essentially the same environment. The
hardwoods from the same general locality vary in agreement from 6

to 100 percent. Those trees from the vicinity of Washington, D.C.,

are intermediate between the above extremes.

Insofar as present material is concerned, the generalized differences

among species appear to outweigh the differences from tree to tree

within a species. There remain, however, many differences between

trees of the same species growing near each other which could well be

ascribed to microsite factors or to individual growth form. One is in-

clined to correlate the disagreement among branches with the extreme

forest-border conditions, and this may be legitimate. But the case of

the Washington trees makes investigation under other conditions

necessary.

Our third question (p. 205) reads: "Is there a similarity among
branches according to the year ?" In other words, is there a tendency

toward unity or multiplicity of the annual increments during certain

years? Because of the forest-border conditions, perhaps a better

phrasing of the question is : "Are there certain years with a tendency

away from the multiplicity now known to be typical of such an en-

vironment?"

Table 159 gives the ratio of single to multiple branches in actual

numbers as well as pure ratio. It also gives the number of each type

of branch for those species with branches sufficiently numerous to

have significance (small numbers in left-hand boxes= total number of

branches involved).

The most striking fact apparent at once is the great tendency toward

multiplicity in all years, a fact also emphasized by previous tables. Of
all years with a significant number of branches in the calculations,

1940 has the highest ratio of multiple branches— i single to 7.4 mul-

tiple. Other years with a high ratio of multiplicity are 1935, 1936, and

1944. The years 1938, 1939, and 1942 have moderate ratios whereas

1937, 194 1, 1943, and 1945 have low ratios, considering the over-all

tendency toward multiplicity. The lowest ratio of the series of years is

1945, with I single to 0.6 multiple. If these ratios are plotted, it will be

seen that there is a slight degree of repetition every 4 years and the

very slightest suggestion of a repetition at about 10 years. Because of

the great variations year to year (table 159), regardless of species, it

seems clear that they are due to variations in habitat factors.
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The lower part of table 159 sets forth the branch relations for those

species from which a large number of branches was taken. No species

has significant divergence from the average of all branches except

TTP. Here the highest ratio occurs not in 1940, but in 1937, which in

all other branches had a comparatively low ratio. If TTP were sub-

tracted from the general average of all branches, the ratio of the latter

would drop much lower. There is outright disagreement between

TTP and all other branches in four years. The lowest ratios in TTP
occur in 1938 and 1945. If values of TTP be eliminated from the

averages of all branches, the former high and medium values will be

enhanced and the low values decreased.

Insofar as the extent of the materials permits, table 159 shows

clearly that there is a marked difference among the years of record in

the incidence of multiplicity in branches. Further, certain years have

a high incidence of multiplicity whereas others have low incidence.

The fourth and last question, asked at the start of the present sec-

tion, "What is the influence of the environment ?" has been answered

to some extent in passing. In the extreme lower forest border, there

prevails a persistent tendency toward multiplicity of growth layers in

the branches, not only with respect to intra-annuals that are sharp,

complete, entire, but also with respect to numerous partial growth

layers such as lenses, half-lenses, and arcs. This generalized influence

of the environment is undoubtedly of primary importance. The influ-

ence of different species, variation of local site factors from tree to

tree, and possibly the individual growth habits of a tree constitute the

factors of secondary influence. Nonetheless, they are of great im-

portance to a study of growth layers, not only in connection with details

of classification and occurrence but also in connection with the gen-

eral relationship between growth layers and climate.

RELATIONS AMONG TREES OF THE SAME SPECIES

Table 157 (p. 219) gave the flush agreement for the various trees of

the several species and was discussed on pages 215-220. On the whole,

the relations among trees of the same species seem to be more intimate

than among individual trees of different species, although this does

not mean a lack of striking variation within a species.

From the above-mentioned table, it can be calculated that the aver-

age departure of the flush agreements within the trees of species TTC,
from the species average (table 158), is 18.2 percent, whereas for

TTP it is 15. These figures compare with the species averages of 58
and 25 percent, respectively. Hence, species TTC and TTP have
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greater differences between them than do the trees within a species

from the species average. The same appHes to XSC which has an

average departure of flush agreements within the separate trees of

19.6 percent in contrast with a species average of 75.

The general habitat relationships of the trees of TTC, TTP, and

XSC are so identical that the differences among branches and trees

must be ascribed to variations in local, or microsite, factors or, in the

case of species, to specific differences. All the trees grew on the flat

upland surface of the High Plains. Those of XSC were located 5

miles from TTC and TTP. The XSC trees were not over 200 yards

apart whereas TTC and TTP on the College campus were within 600

yards of each other. The dominant summer rainfall comes in large

part as intense local showers that vary greatly in amount within a frac-

tion of a mile. All the evidence favors multiplicity, such as described

in this report, as a dominant characteristic of a lower forest-border

region where intense dry spells alternate with heavy rains during the

warm season.

Steep slopes of other regions would tend to eliminate or mitigate

certain types of rainfall and thus perhaps reduce somewhat the in-

cidence of multiplicity. Differences in soil texture and differences in

rainfall regime other than to produce a constantly high soil-moisture

percentage would also modify the incidence of multiplicity either by

increase or decrease. As a matter of fact, the Lubbock area is not

alone in favoring multiplicity.

Fluctuations of soil moisture may stand high in the list of factors

responsible for multiplicity but perhaps we must seek further for the

reasons responsible for the distribution of partial growth layers. Nu-

trients, especially as triggered by water supply, may be insufficient to

produce a growth layer as an entire sheath during a single intra-annual

growth flush. They may be sufficient only for a flush producing a par-

tial growth layer in certain branches or producing patches here and

there on certain branches. Thus, perhaps, there is an element of

"chance" as to which branch, or where on a single branch, a flush

produces a partial growth layer.

The possible role of growth-promoting and growth-inhibiting sub-

stances must not be overlooked in regard to the localization of partial

growth layers within a branch and to the variation of multiplicity

among the branches of a tree.

Uncertainty will exist until we know exactly why a cambium is

active at one place and not at another, and at one time and not at

another.
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RELATIONS AMONG DIFFERENT SPECIES

Differences and agreements among species are given in table 158

and are discussed on pages 220-221. Table 159 also shows how species

differ from each other during certain years. Little need be added.

As table 158 shows, there are marked differences among species.

The extremes of zero and 100 percent agreement among branches

are not held exclusively by species represented by one tree only.

Otherwise, agreement varies from 6 to 82 percent for SA and TTL.
For species represented by more than two trees, agreements in percent

are: TTC, 58; TTP, 25; WCh, WPe, WPl, combined, 76; and

XSC, 75. The species designated TTP diverge from the other species

by the greatest amount. The three Washington tree species seem to

show the least divergence although they are from a decidedly dif-

ferent habitat. Lubbock trees hold a wealth of growth layers, many
sharply bordered, whereas the Washington trees are multiple by the

simple addition of a single highly diffuse intra-annual. This is not

universal by any means.

EXTREMES OF MULTIPLICITY

Table 159 (p. 222) gave an idea of the years with the greatest mul-

tiplicity. In descending order, they were 1940, 1936, 1935, 1944, 1939,

1938, and 1942. Photographs and drawings illustrate multiplicity

better perhaps than descriptions. Nevertheless, many examples have

been given in the chapter on classification.

Here, section analyses will be summarized, included years given,

and number of tip flushes added where possible, in order to give an

idea not only of the extremes but also the range of multiplicity at the

extreme lower forest border. Those sections used have had their

growth layers dated exactly. Abbreviations are given on page loi.

CCCb i-i-a (1937-1941)

13 gis 4- 2 L -}- L's—5 years.

CMJ i-i (1937-1940)

a. 4 see -}- 3 gls -f- I psce + sL's + d ^L's—4 years.

b. 4 see -|- 4 gls -f- I psce -|- sL's -f- d iL's—4 years.

The 4 see in CMJ i-i do not necessarily mark the outer borders of

the years— i see marks 1938 and 3 see are included in 1939-1940. The

year 1937 has three less definite growth layers; they are designated

simply as "gls." In 1938 the psce was made by natural frost.
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Con P 2-2 (1942- 1944)

a. 2 see + 3 msce—3 tfs—3 years

b. 2 see + ddw— I tf—1944 only.

Con T 1-4-a (1941-1942)

2 see + I sL—3 tfs—2 years.

Con T 1-5-a (1941-1942)

2 see + I dee—3 tfs—2 years.

The sharp lens of Con T 1-4 corresponds to the diffuse, complete,

entire growth layer of Con T 1-5. In each case it is the year 1942

which has two diameter flushes and two tip flushes.

Con T i-6-a {1940-1942)

4 see + arcs^—5 tfs—-3 years.

Here, the 1940 increment has i see plus several arcs for 2 tfs;

1941 has 2 see for 2 tfs; and 1942 has i see for i tf.

Con T i-ii-a (1940-1942)

4 see + L's + ares—4tfs—^3 years.

The increment for 1940 has 2 see plus diffuse arcs and lenses for

2 tfs.

Con T i-i8-a (1942)

1 gl + psg—2 tfs— I year.

Con T 2-3-a (1938-1939)

2 see + 2 d arcs—4 tfs—2 years.

ConT2-6-b (1941-1942)

3 see + 2 idw—4 tfs—2^ years.

Con T 2-9-a (1941-1943) !

4 see + I dee + 2 d ares + i idw—5 tfs—3 years.

The increment for 1941 has 2 tfs and 2 see.

SA 5-i-a (1934-1939)

7 see + I sL—6 years.

The increment for 1936 has 2 see.

SA 6-i-a (1934-1939)

6 see + I psee + i dee + 2 sL + 2 s iL + i s arc—6 years.
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By selecting the proper radius, one could count 12 sharp contacts

involving six years of growth.

TTAp i-4-a {1938-1939)

2 see + 2 dee + i s arc—3 tfs—2 years. (See table 52, p. 134.)

The increment for 1938 shows i see and 2 dee for 2 tfs, whereas

that for 1939 shows i see for i tf.

TTAp 2-i-a (193S-1939)

4 see—2 tfs—2 years.

In 1939 TTAp 2 grew an extra see, probably because of irrigation

in July.

TTAp 2-3-a (193S-1939)

2 see + 2 psee + i sL + 2 dL + i d ^L—4 tfs—2 years. (See table 8,

p. 102.)

TTC i-ii-a (1936-1945)

10 see + 1 dee + 10 sL + 10 psL + 3dL + id2L + 3s ares + i d arc

—

10 years. (See table 54, p. 136.)

Along different radii of TTC i-ii-a there are 30 sharp contacts,

contacts in no way distinguishable from each other. Large amounts of

branch material and many sections reveal in many cases those growth

layers whose contacts break down to diffuse. However, multiplicity

at the lower forest-border region, as represented at Lubbock, Tex.,

has a degree of incidence and variation as well as a variety of contacts,

annual and intra-annual, that makes the dating of growth layers im-

possible in the absence of absolute methods. No method of counting,

close inspection of contact, or "allowance" for supernumeraries could

provide a substitute.

In TTC i-ii, the increment for 1939 has seven growth layers of

which six are sharp or partially sharp; the increment for 1940 has

six growth layers of which four are sharp or partially so ; and the

increment for 1941 has five growth layers of which four are sharp or

partially so.

TTC 2-3-a (1935-1939)

8 see -|- 4 sL—5 years.

The increment for the year 1937 has 3 see and i sL which have been

reduced to 2 see, 27 cm. outzvard on the branch. The year 1939 has 2

see and 2 sL which become 3 see and i sL outward.
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TTC 5-2-a (1935-1939)

7 see 4- 2 sL + 2 psL + I dL + I s arc—5 years.

Here, there are nine wholly sharp contacts plus three partially

sharp.

TTC 5-3-a (i935-mo)

5 see + 6 msce + 3 sL + 2 msL + i dL + i s arc—5* years.^

The plus sign is added because the sections were cut June 2^, 1940,

by which date i sce+i sL4-i dL had been formed. At first sight it

seems that there might be i see for each year, but this is not true. The

increment for 1936 contains 3 msce+i sL+i msL and that for 1937,

3 msce+ 1 msL+i s arc, whereas 1938 has 2 see only. Thus in TTC
5-3 the best developed and most sharply defined growth layers con-

stitute neither the principal growth layers in all cases nor the outer

boundaries of the annuals.

TTC 5-4-a (1933-1940)

9 see 4- 4 sL 4- I dL

—

7* years. (See table 10, p. 103.)

The sections were cut July 17, 1940, by which time i see had been

formed.

TTC 5-6-a {1936-1940)

7 see 4- 1 msce 4- i psce 4- 1 sL 4- 2 psL 4- 2 s arcs 4- i inc L—4* years.

The sections were cut August 17, 1940, by which time i sce+i

psL4-inc L had been formed. The increment for 1937 contains 2 see

4-1 msce 4- 1 psL4-i s arc. On one part of the sections, over a dis-

tance of more than 90 degrees, 1937 has four sharply bordered growth

layers and, with the lens included, five sharp margins.

TTC 5-8-a (1936-1940)

7 see 4- I psce 4- 7 sL 4- i psL 4-1 s arc 4- psg—S years.

The sections were cut September 28, 1940, and by that time of year

I see 4- 2 sL4-psg had been formed. No doubt the psg is actual post-

seasonal growth. It decreases outward on the branch. With 2 see

4-3 sL, 1937 has five sharp growth layers on certain radii. With i

see 4- 1 psce 4- 1 psL4-i s arc, 1938 has three sharp growth layers on

certain radii. Even if all partially sharp growth layers be neglected as

s A plus sign (4-) after the number of years means that a branch was cut ofif

before the end of the growing season which therefore is not recorded as a full

year.
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well as the seven sharp lenses, 7 see remain to represent five years of

dated growth.

TTC 5-9 (table 15, p. 104) was sectioned November 9, 1940; TTC
5-10 (table 16, p. 104), February i, 1941 ; TTC 5-1 1 (table 160, be-

low), April 5, 1941 ; and TTC 5-12 (table 17, p. 104), May 24, 1941.

Table 160.—TTC 5-11

54 cm. 32 an.

1936 2 see

1937 3 see

I psL

1938 I see 2 see

1 psee I psee

2 sL I sL (the I sL is more like ddw)

1939 I see 2 see

2 sL I sL

1940 I see I see

1 sL I sL

2 sL 2 L (lenses fade outward)

1941 ine L inc L

Condensed summaries of the four branches are:

TTC 5-9-a (69 cm.)

5 see + I msec + 2 sL + psg—5 years.

TTC 5-io-a (53 cm.)

5 see 4- I msee + 2 sL + i msL + 2 psL + i dL + i s are—5 years.

TTC 5-ii-a (54 cm.)

8 see + I psee + 7 sL + i psL 4- ine—5* years.

TTC 5-i2-a {56 cm.)

6 see + 3 sL + inc

—

3^* years.

The high degree of multiplicity in the preceding tables and sum-

maries is too strikingly obvious to require further comment.

Momentarily, attention may be directed elsewhere. First, note

should be made of the longitudinal change in the content of the annual

increments. Some become more complex inward, some more complex

outward on the branches in the matter of sharp growth layers which

can in no way at present, even under the microscope, be distinguished

one from the other as to annual or intra-annual character. Multiplicity
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is apparently no more characteristic of one part of a branch than of

another.

Second, attention is directed to the complexity in the display of

growth layers—the mixture of entire and partial growth layers ; of

sharp, mostly sharp, partly sharp, and diffuse ; and the merging of one

type into another. If, occasionally, one encounters a situation such as

1938 in TTC 5-9-a (i sce+ 1 sL), he would have little or no reason to

suspect that the sharp lens does not represent an annual increment un-

less the growth layers are dated absolutely. The matter would be

viewed differently, no doubt, in regard to 1937 of the same branch (i

sce+ 1 msce). Suppose one were to study half the circuit and find two

fully developed, sharply bordered growth layers; he would have no

choice but to call them annual. Suppose now that the remainder of the

circuit should later become available and thus reveal on the margin of

of one of the growth layers a breakdown to diffuseness. Would that

indicate the growth layer to be intra-annual, or would it indicate that

the margin of an annual can be diffuse? The further discovery of sit-

uations such as 1937, TTC 5-10-a (isce+i msce+i sL), and 1939 (i

sce+i sL-fi psL), for instance, would convince the student that

many growth layers are not to be assumed to be annual unless ac-

curately dated.

All this series of complex growth layers is visible on stained sections

under the microscope. On unstained sections, under a hand lens, the

weak, highly diffuse growth layers no doubt become invisible, and the

strong but diffuse-margined intra-annuals identify themselves. But

what is to be done about sharp, complete, entire growth layers, and

about sharp lenses and other partial growth layers? One of two

courses is open: first, the application of methods of absolute dating

which are restricted in scope or, second, an intensive investigation of

tree growth over a number of years in a given locality and of the

growth factors which promote that growth in order to make an intelli-

gent estimate of the number of intra-annuals per century.

The complete story of a tree's response to its environment is re-

corded in the entire body of the tree and in all the growth layers

wherever they may be, whatever their extent, and whatever their

definition.

Branch TTC 12-9 (table 18, p. 105) was cut off February 29, 1940.

Its summary for sections a (inner) reads:

13 see -f- 6 psce + 3 dee + 3 sL + i d arc—8 years.

Some radii show many more sharply bordered growth layers than

there are annual increments.
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Branch TTC 12-10 (table 19, p. 105) was cut off April 21, 1940.

Its summary for sections a (66 cm.) reads:

3 see + I msce + 2 psce + 4 dee + inc L's

—

3* years.

As the table shows, there is not one see for each year. The growth for

1940 in sections a consists of one long and two short incomplete lenses,

whereas in b (34.5 cm.) it is entire but incomplete, around the circuit.

In most cases where branches have been cut off before the first growth

layer of the season has been completed, we have found that the cam-

bium apparently begins to divide initially at one or several points,

spreading so as to create lenses which finally unite to form an entire

growth layer. This appears to be true transversely as well as longi-

tudinally.

Branch TTC 12-11 (table 161) was cut off June 29, 1940.

Table 161.—TTC 12-11

63 cm.

1932 I see

1933 2 see

2 psce

2 dee

1934 2 see

I sL

I d arc

ddw

1935 3 see

I sL

1936 I see

I msce

1937 2 see

I sL

I dL

1938 2 see

I psL

I d iL

1939 I see

1940 I see

psg

The summary for branch TTC 12- 11 reads:

IS see + I msce + 2 psce 4- 2 dee 4-3 sL 4- 1 psL 4- i dL 4- 1 d iL 4-

I d arc 4- I ddw 4- psg—8* years.
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In the 1935 increment the densewood of the middle growth layer

breaks apart into a 120° lens whose margins are sharp, especially

under high power. Under low power the nature of the lens causes

two-thirds of its inner margin to appear somewhat indefinite. Further

in connection with 1935, relative thicknesses do not remain the same

around the circuit because the middle growth layer is thicker than the

inner growth layer on one radius but considerably thinner than the

inner one on the opposite radius.

The lightwood of outer 1936 disappears at two places around the

circuit so that for a distance of 70° two bands of densewood lie next

to each other.

The sharp lens of 1937 lies between the 2 see and extends away

from the short radius for more than half the circuit.

The outer see of 1938 is of considerable interest because over part

of the circuit its thickness is very slight and its densewood "thin" and

indefinite compared with the inner see. The densewood of the outer is

itself thin and all its characteristics are subdued. Elsewhere on the

circuit the contacts of the 2 see are of equal definiteness. If it were

not for the positions of the 1938 and 1939 natural frost injuries, the

outer margin of 1938 would not be placed at the outer edge of the

"thin" exterior growth layer—the "thin" growth layer would be in-

cluded within 1939.

Branch TTC 12-12 (table 162) was cut off July 31, 1944.

Table 162.

—

TTC 12-12

22.8 cm. 14.3 cm. 9 cm.

1942 I see

I dL

1943 2 see 3 see i see (outer 19437

I sL

1944 2 see 2 see 2 see

I sL

psg psg psg

A summary of sections a (22.8 cm.) reads

:

5 see + I dL + psg—3 years.

In sections a, the densewood of 1942 consists of two bands sepa-

rated for more than half the circuit by the insertion of one to two

rows of wider cells which yield the appearance of a rather indefinite

lens. Without certain dating, one would be unable to classify the lens

as a distinct growth layer or as an indefinite intra-annual.
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The inner see of 1943 has a margin as sharp as, or sharper than,

that of the outer see except on the short radius where, for 10° to 15°,

the outer contact of the inner see is shghtly less definite than that of

the outer see. Even then it is not sufficiently indefinite to estabhsh the

inner see as intraseasonal without other means of accurate dating.

In sections h (14.3 cm.), the outer margins of the 3 see are equally

sharp. However, the densewood of the middle see is so slightly de-

veloped that it appears "thin" and less definite than the densewoods of

the other 2 see.

In sections c (9 cm.), the outer contacts of 1943 and of the two

growth layers of 1944 are rather indefinite over an arc of about 90°.

The psg of sections a is a mere hint of added growth ; of sections h

it consists of several incomplete lenses one cell thick ; and of sections c

it consists merely of discrete cells scattered around the circuit.

Branch TTC 33-6 (table 163) was cut off July 31, 1944.

Table 163.—TTC 33-6

18 cm. 13.3 cm. 6.5 cm.

1942 I see I see

I dee

1943 I see I see I see

I psce I msec

1944 2 psce I msec i see

I psee I msce

I s arc

inc inc inc L

On the long radius, for an arc of 45°, the densewood of 1943 in

sections a (18 cm.) consists of a mere stringer made up of one or

two rows of narrow cells. Three different radii on sections at 18 cm,

give the following sequences with equivalent growth layers along the

horizontal directions (table 164).

Table 164.—TTC 33-6 (18 cm.)

Radius12 3

1942 I see I see i see

1943 I see I see i see

I see I dee i dee (faint)

1944 I psce I dee i see

I psce I see i dee

inc inc inc
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On each radius of TTC 33-6 (table 164) three growth layers, but

not the same three, are sharp. It is quite clear that in a lower forest-

border region at least an entire section is necessary to obtain an idea

of the variations among growth layers. The reading and interpreta-

tion of some sections may even present great difficulties because of the

constant contrasts among different radii.

Branch TTC 33-10 (table 165) was cut off January i, 1943.

Table 165.

—

TTC 33-10

50 cm. 37.5 cm. 24.5 cm.

1938 I see

1939 2 see I see

I psce

I sL

1940 I see 2 see

I psce

1941 I see I see i see

I psce I dL I psL

1942 2 see 3 see i see

I sL I dL I psce

I s iL

A summary of sections a, at 50 cm., reads

:

7 see + 3 psce + 2 sL—5 years.

Without absolute dating, one would not only be confused by the dif-

ferent sequences on different radii, but also he would be helpless to

date the growth layers because of the multiplicity involved. On four

radii, 90° apart, there are 9, 10, 7, and 9 sharp growth layers. Nine

sharp growth layers (7 see+ 2 sL) in five years indicate that a sharply

bounded growth layer does not necessarily mark the end of a growing

season.

In tree TTC 33 most intra-annuals become sharper inward on the

branches.

TTC 33-ii-a (1938-1942)

7 see + I s arc + 2 ddw—5 years.

Both 1939 and 1942 have 2 see.

TTC 33-12-a (1939-1942)

6 see + I psL -f- i dL + 3 ddw—4 years.



7.S cm.
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curred prior to the death of the cambium, the following display of

194 1 is given.

Table 168.—7TC 34-2

50 cm. 40 cm. 30 cm.

1941 3 see I see 2 see

I dL 2 sL 2 sL

psg psg psg (inc L)

In tree TTC 34, the increment for the year 1940 commonly has 2

see,

TTC 35-7-a (i943-i944)

4 see + I psee -\- inc— i* years.

For the year 1944, sections a of TTC 35-7 contained 3 see+ inc.

Nine cm, outward on the branch the 3 see become 3 dee. The branch

was cut off July 31, 1944.

TTC 36-i-a {1938-1942)

6 see + I sL + I s iL + I d 2L + 2 ddw—5 years. (See table 28, p. 107, for

part of TTC 36-1.)

Table 169.

—

TTC 36-3

5S.5 cm. 47.5 cm. 34.5 cm.

1938 I see

1939 I msce I see

1940 I see I see i see

I psce

1941 I msce I see 1 see

1 dL I sL

1942 I see 1 see i see

2 psee 2 dee (faint)

ddw
psg

Definition of growth layer decreases inward on the branch, TTC
36-3 (table 169), in four cases in contrast with one case of increase.

Also, complexity increases inward.

TTC 36-5-a {1938-1942)

6 see + 2 msce + 3 psce + i dee—5 years, (See table 29, p. 107, for part of

TTC 36-5.)
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TTC 36-6-a {1937-1942)

7 see 4- I psce + i sL + 2 psL + 2 dL -f- i d arc -|- 2 ddw—6 years.

TTC 36-7-a {1938-1942)

4 see + I msee + 2 psce + 2 sL + i psL + i d ^L + i ddw—5 years.

The increment for 1938 consists of i msce and i psce.

TTJ 2-4-a (1937-1942)

7 see + 2 dee + 2 dL + i s are—6 years.

TTJ 2-5-a (1938-1942)

6 see + I dL—5 years.

The increment for 1940 has 2 see which becomes less sharp outward

on the branch. In sections a at 48.5 cm. from the tip, the densewood

of the inner growth layer of 1940 is much heavier than the densewood

of the outer growth layer; at 36 cm., the inner densewood is less

sharp; and at 25 cm., it has nearly disappeared,

TTP 20-i-a {1935-1939)

5 see + I msce + i dee +1 sL + 2 psL + i d are—5 years.

In TTP 20- 1 -a the partly sharp lenses appear to be completely sharp

under very low powers.

TTP 20-2-a {1937-1939)

4 see + I dee + 3 dL—3 years.

The increment for 1937 possesses 2 see+ 2 dL.

TTP 20-4-a (1936-1939)

4 msee + i psee + 2 sL 4- 2 msL -f- i dL + i pcL—5 tfs—4 years.

The increments for 1936, 1937, and 1938 are terminated by growth

layers not completely sharp.

TTP 20-ii-a (1940-1941)

2 see + I msee + i dee—2 tfs—2 years.

TTP 20-13-a (1940-1941)

2 see -}- I psce + i dee—2 tfs—2 years.

TTP 20-i6-a {1942-1944)

3 see + I dee + 2 sL + i dL—4 tfs—3 years.
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Two tip flushes are not recorded by sharp growth layers in 1942

(i sce+i dee), but two annual tip flushes correspond to four sharp

diameter flushes in 1943 and 1944 (i sce+i sL and i sce+i sL+i
dL).

TTP 20-i8-a {1940-1942)

3 see + 2 dee—3 tfs—3 years.

TTP 20-23-a (1943-1944)

3 see + inc

—

2 tfs—2 years.

Tip growth of TTP 20-23 was measured January 30, 1943, Febru-

ary 5, 1944, and November 14, 1944. For each year included, 1943

and 1944, one tip flush was formed. In the 1943 increment, one

diameter flush was made and in 1944, two diameter flushes. This is

measured multiplicity, not only in sections a taken from the 1943 tip

growth, but also in sections b taken from 1944 tip growth. Two diam-

eter flushes correspond to one tip flush. In TTP 20-25, also with

measured tip flushes, two diameter flushes correspond to two tip

flushes.

TTP 20-25-a (1943-J944)

3 see—3 tfs—2 years. (See table 75, p. 145.)

TTP 20-27-a (1943-1944)

2 see -{- I dee—3 tfs—2 years. (See table 76, p. 146.)

TTP 20-33-a {1943-^944)

2 see -1" I dee -\- ddw—3 tfs—2 years.

TTP 20-34-a (1943-1944)

2 see -|- 1 dee -f- 1 dL -j- i d are—3 tfs—2 years.

TTP 20-36-a (1943-1944)

2 see -f- 1 psee -}- i dee-3 tfs—2 years. (See table 81, p. 149.)

The branches of TTP 20 illustrate the variety to be found among
growth layers, tip flushes, and diameter flushes.

TTP 2i-i-a (1936-1940)

5 see -}- I msec + i psee -f- 1 ine L—6 tfs—4* years.

The increments for the years 1936 and 1937 have 2 see each whereas

1939 has I msce and 1940 has i psee -I- inc L.

TTP 2i-2-a (1937-1940)

6 see -H I dgl -}- i dL -f ares—5 tfs—3* years.
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Branch TTP 21-2 was cut off July 17, 1940, by which time it had

grown I see+ 1 dgl. The diffuse growth layer, which is interior to the

see, shows scattered radial columns of cells whose outer members re-

main narrow as in typical densewood. In 1937, 3 see are present.

TTP 2i-s-a (1936-1940)

7 see + I sL—5 tfs—5 years.

The increments for 1936 and 1937 each contain 2 see.

TTP 2i-6-a {1935-1940)

7 see -|- I dee—6 tfs—6 years.

The dee represents 1938. Both 1936 and 1937 have 2 see each.

TTP 2i-8-a (1936-1940)

5 see + I msec + i psee + i d arc—5 tfs—5 years. (See table 86, p. 151.)

The I msce represents 1938, and the i psce represents 1939. Both

of these become sharp 26 em. outward on the branch. Again 1936 and

1937 are represented by 2 see each.

TTP 2i-io-a (1936-1940)

5 see + 2 dee—7 tfs—5 years.

The 2 dee represent 1939 and 1940. Both 1936 and 1937 have 2 see

each. Therefore seven diameter flushes correspond to seven tip flushes

put down in five years.

TTP 22-2-a (1940-1941)

2 see + I psee + i dee—2 tfs—2 years.

Here, the intra-annual growth layers, i psce and i dee, do not cor-

respond to tip flushes.

TTP 24-3-a (1935-1941)

5 see + 3 msce + 2 dee + i jkL—7 years. (See table 92, p. 156.)

The growth layers designated 3 msce represent 1939, 1940, and

1941 ; I dee represents 1938. In the 1941 increment, the lightwood of

the msce is lenticular, the densewood being continuous around the cir-

cuit. When high power was used on what had been interpreted as a

lens, it was revealed that the lightwood only, and not the densewood,

is lenticular. Thus the question again arises : "Does a lens ever rep-

resent an annual increment ?" This naturally creates the further ques-
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tion, "Can a large portion of the cambium of a tree remain inactive

(i.e., in that condition intermediate between death and active cambial

division) from the end of one growing season to the start of the sec-

ond one hence?"

TTP 24-14-a {1937-1942)

6 see + I psce + i dee + i sL + ddw + psg—6 tfs—6 years.

TTS i-i-a (1936-1939)

6 see + sL's + s ^L's + s arcs + arcs—4 tfs

—

4 years.

WAp i-i-a (1943-1944)

2 see + I sL—2 tfs—2 years.

IVAp i-3-a (1943-1944)

2 see + I dee—3 tfs—2 years.

Here 1944 is composed of i dce+ 1 see, each corresponding to a tf.

WCh 2-6-a (1944-1945)

2 see + 2 dee—3 tfs—i* years. (See table 99, p. 160.)

Branch WCh 2-6 was cut off June 17, 1945, by which time in 1945,

1 see had been formed 45.8 cm. in from tip, and i sce+ 1 dee had been

formed 28.7 cm. in from tip. These corresponded to i tf . In contrast,

1944, 45.8 cm. from tip, had i see+ 2 dee, the 3 dfs to correspond to

2 tfs.

WPe 1-4-a (1943- 1944)

2 see + I psee—4 tfs—2 years.

Branch WPe 1-4 was cut oft' January 21, 1945. Detailed analysis

is given in table 170.

7.5 C7n. TF

1943 I see I

1944 I see I see i see i see i

2

Sections at 38.5 cm. in WPe 1-4 (table 170) came from the latest

1943 tip growth and therefore could have only i see for i tf. Growth
for 1944 contained 3 tfs, the second and third a direct continuation of

the first. Sections at 33 cm. came from the first tf ; at 23.5 cm. from

Table
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the second tf ; and at 7.5 from the third tf . Hence, the i psce cor-

responds to the first two tfs and the i see to the third tf.

Table 171.

—

WPe 1-5

5.5 cm. 22.5 cm. TF

1944 I see I see i

I psce

1945 inc (p) ine (p) I

Branch WPe 1-5 (table 171) was cut off June 17, 1945. It had

grown a "first flush" of 11 cm. after which its original tip had died.

Sections at 8.5 cm. were taken 8.5 cm. inward from the dead tip. The
"second" tip flush was a branch coming off the first tip flush 3 cm.

back from the dead tip—it began growth after the original tip had

died. Tip growth for 1945 was a linear addition to second 1944. Sec-

tions at 22.5 cm. came from 4 cm. outward in second 1944—the lateral

branch. The i psce corresponds to the first tip flush, the one with the

dead tip ; the i see corresponds to the second tip flush, the lateral

branch. Hence, nonlinear tip flushes, as well as linear, can have diam-

eter flushes corresponding to them. The growth layer for 1945 was

nearly, if not quite, complete.

Table 172.—WPe 1-6

24 cm. 19 cm. 37 cm. TF

1943 I see

I psce

1944 I see I see i see

I psce I psee

194S inc inc inc

Branch WPe 1-6 (table 172) was cut off June 17, 1945, after a tip

growth of 14.5 cm. which was a linear continuation of the second 1944

tip flush. The second 1943 tip flush of 2 cm. was a direct linear con-

tinuation of the first 1943 tip flush ; sections at 24 cm. came from 3

cm. inward from the outer end of first 1943. The first 1944 tip flush

was a linear continuation of 1943, retaining a length of 19 cm. after

its tip had died ; sections at 19 cm. came from a very slight distance

out from the start of first 1944. Second 1944 tip growth came out as

a lateral (or nonlinear) branch back from the dead tip and attained a

length of 24.5 cm. ; sections at 37 cm. came from 2 cm. out from the

base of the second 1944 tip flush. Hence, 1943 with two "linear" tip

flushes contains a growth layer for each, and 1944 with two "non-
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linear" tip flushes also contains a growth layer for each. There is very

little difference among the outer boundaries of the increments for

1943, 1944, and 1945, whether annual or intra-annual. The chief dif-

ference lies in vessel size and number, and this difference is only of

local use.

Branch XSC i-i (table 42, p. no) was cut off May 10, 1940, after

having been frozen April 8, 1940, at 81 cm. A summary of sections

a at 81 cm. follows.

13 see + I msce + 2 psce + 2 sL + 5 psL + i dL -f i s iL + 2 iL + i ddw

+ inc—8* years.

XSC 1-2 (1932-1940)

a. 13 see + 2 msec 4- i Psce -J- 7 sL + 2 msL -f- 2 psL + dL's 4- 3 s ^L +
2 d iL -}- I d arc + I ddw + inc L—8* years. (See table 102, p. 162.)

b. 17 see + I psce + 10 sL + i msL + 3 psL + 2dL + 2siL-|-5d2L +
I d arc + I s ddw + 3 ddw + inc—8"^ years.

Branch XSC 1-2 was cut off May 10, 1940. Both XSC i-i and 1-2

were frozen artificially on April 8, 1940, the latter more than twice as

long. The effect of freezing in XSC 1-2 was much more severe, the

initiation of recovery apparently delayed, and the amount of recovery

much less in the time between freezing and cutting off the branch. At

the time of freezing of XSC 1-2, only scattered lenses of one or two

rows of cells had been formed, and by the time of cutting, one to six

rows of recovery cells had been added.

XSC 1-3-a (1936-1939)

8 see + 7 sL

—

4 years.

The cambium had not yet become active by April 9, 1940, when
branch XSC 1-3 was cut off. If we include the years 1930 to 1935,

which do not appear in the summary above, we obtain

:

18 see 4- 2 msce -\- 11 sL -f i dL—10 years.

The multiplicity in sections b is without doubt even greater. In fact,

on one radius, there are 27 sharp growth layers for nine years. Other

radii give other combinations, not duplicating the first radius.

XSC 1-4-a (1933-1940)

9 see + I msce + 10 sL + i msL + 3 dL + 2 ddw + inc—7* years.

If the 3 years prior to 1933 are included, we must add 7 see, i

psce, and i dee. Therefore, the years 1933-1939 include 19 sharp

growth layers, representing 7 years, and the interval 1930-1939 in-

cludes 26 sharp growth layers for 10 years.
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XSC i-5-a {1936-1940)

2 sce+i msce + 8 sL + 3 psL + i dL + i s ^L + ddw—S years. (See

table 103, p. 165.)

If we include 1930 to 1935, we must add 16 sce+ 3 sL+i dL+i
ddw.

Tree XSC i has a high degree of multiplicity, parts of which may

be exaggerated because of irrigation during 1936 and prior years.

Nonetheless, a rather high degree of multiphcity characterizes the

lower forest-border zone, accentuated downward or toward the drier

areas and diminished upward or toward the wetter areas. This fact

of multiple growth in an extreme lower forest-border situation, com-

bined with methods of absolute dating, make the Lubbock region

nearly ideal for learning what a tree can and will do in response to

highly variable growth factors.

Two additional comments are suggested. First, nearly all of our

specimens are from branches. The evidence we do have, added to

the tracing of growth layers inward on the branches, indicates that

the trunks participate in multiplicity. If, in some cases, the record

in the trunks is subdued, in comparison with that in the branches,

then the branches are giving a more complete and more detailed

ecologic story.

Second, without methods of absolute dating, the complexity of the

sections would make them useless for any information based on pre-

cise years. Wholly apart from this, however, the pattern formed by

the complex array of partial and entire growth layers testifies elo-

quently to the impact of highly variable growth factors. If fluctua-

tions of soil moisture are great and of paramount importance in a dry

climate, we receive an excellent idea of the rainfall regime which re-

charges the supply of soil moisture.

XSC 2-i-a {1934-1940)

13 see -f- 13 sL + 2 ddw 4- inc—6* years. (See table 104, p. 165.)

Branch XSC 2-1 was cut ofif May 10, 1940, after having been frozen

artificially April 8, 1940. Sections a contain 26 sharply bordered

growth layers for 6 years—it is again obvious that a sharply bordered

growth layer is not necessarily annual.

XSC 2-2 (1934-1940)

a. 18 see -f I dee + 7 sL -j- i msL -}- i dL + arcs—6* years. (See table

105, P- 166.)
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Branch XSC 2-2 was cut off May 26, 1940. Here, 25 sharp growth

layers represent 6-phis years. Various radii give different combina-

tions of sharp and diffuse growth layers.

Sections b, ly cm. outward from a, give:

18 see + I dee + 6 sL + 2 msL + i dL + inc—6* years.

The see are identical with those in a; i msL and the dL are dif-

ferent ; three of the sL are different ; and the dee are the same.

Sections c, 12 cm. outward from h, give

:

19 see + I dee -f 9 sL + i msL -f- inc—6* years.

The see and the i dee are most closely identical in a, b, and c; 3 sL

are new in c over 6 or 4 sL over a; and the i msL is totally different.

XSC 2-s-a {1934-1940)

3 see -}- 12 msce -|- 5 sL -f- i psL -}- 2 ddw—6* years. (See table 106, p.

166.)

Branch XSC 2-3 was cut off April 11, 1940. The years 1934 to

1937 are represented by 12 msce + 2 sL+ i psL. Even though parts of

the circuits are diffuse, the msce are, nevertheless, annual boundaries.

XSC 4-i-a {^932-1939)

14 see -f- I dee + 12 sL -f- i msL -f i dL -f 2 arcs + i ct -{- 2 ddw—8 years.

The branch XSC 4-1 has 26 sharp growth layers, and one mostly

sharp, for eight years.

XSC 6-i-a {.1933-1940)

12 see + 10 sL -}- I msL + 3 dL -)- 2 ddw + inc—7* years.

Branch XSC 6-1 was cut off Alay 10, 1940, and sections a were

taken 118 cm. from the tip. The complexity of 1935 in both sections a

and b is particularly confusing because the densewood of the outer

growth layer of the year is weak and "thin." It consists of one to two

cell-rows. But this annual margin is no better, in some cases worse,

than the outer margins of the intra-annuals of 1935 which we have

called "stringers." In addition, the increment contains a thick growth

layer with heavy densewood succeeded by a thin growth layer with

"thin," weak densewood. This situation of an "outer thin" growth

layer has, heretofore, commonly appeared as the outer border of an

annual increment. In 1935 of XSC 6-1, it is simply another intra-

annual.
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XSC 6-2-a (1933-1939)

8 see + I gl + 12 sL + 5 dL + I ct—7 years.

Sections XSC 6-2-a came from 117 cm. inward from the tip.

XSC 6-3-a (1933-1940)

7 see + 2 msce -|- i dee -|- 8 sL -j- i msL -f 4 s ^L + 5 ddw -}- 2 ct—8 years.

Both years, 1938 and 1939, are represented chiefly by i msce each.

In the 1939 increment, much of the densewood is an irregular

"stringer," a single cell thick, which lies one to two cells out from the

1938 densewood. The multiple densewood of 1938, added to the poor

definition and development of 1939, creates an uncertainty which

would be fatal were it not for the frosts which date the growth layer.

XSC 8-i-a (1936-1940)

6 see -}- 2 msce -1- i gl -1- 4 sL + i ddw—5 years.

Sections of XSC 8-1 -a show 10 sharp growth layers on certain radii

and 12 on others.

XSC 8-3-a (1937-1940)

4 see -1- I msce -|-isL-t-idL-f-2s arcs + 3 d arcs -|- i ddw—4 years.

Different radii on sections of branch XSC 8-3 show many different

sequences because of the many sharp or partly sharp growth layers.

XSC 8-4-a (1937-1940)

5 see -f 2 msce -\- i psce -f3sL-l-idL-]-i s arc—4 years. (See table 112,

p. 170.)

The variety of growth layers in XSC 8-4 gives many different ra-

dial counts. Sections a at 66.5 cm., sections h at 50 cm., and sections c

at 37 cm. possess identical sequences save for 1939 of c which has 2

see instead of i, as in a and b.

XSC 9-2-a (1938-1940)

3 see -|- I msce + 2 psee + 3 dee -f i sL + i msL—3 years.

XSC 9-3-a (193S-1941)

7 see 4- 1 dee -|- i sL -|- i msL -|- i dL -|- ine L's—3^ years. (See table 114,

p. 171.)

Branch XSC 9-3 was cut off June 6, 1941, after having been frozen

artificially on May 9, 1941. The increment for 1941 contains i see

-Fine L's.
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XSC 9-4-0' {1938-1941)

7 see + I dee + I sL + i msL +1 dL + i ddw + inc L—3* years. (See

table IIS, P- 171-)

Branch XSC 9-4 was cut off June 14, 1941, after having been

frozen artificially on May 9, 1941. One see plus an inc L constitutes

1941.

XSC io-2-a (1938-1940)

3 see 4- 2 psce 4- i dee +1 sL 4- 2 msL 4- 2 psL 4- dw—3 years.

XSC ii-2-a (1938-1940)

2 see 4- 1 msce 4- 2 psee + i dee 4- i sL 4- 2 dL 4- i d ^L + i ddw—3 years.

In XSC ii-2-a, the 1939 increment is terminated radially outward

by the i msce. Poor annual contacts are by no means a rare feature.

XSC i2-i-a (1938-1940)

6 see 4- I msce 4-isL + 2dL4-i d^L + i ddw + i dw—3 years. (See

table 122, p. 175.)

XSC J2-i-a (1938-1940)

4 see 4- 3 msee 4- 1 psce 4- i dee 4- i sL 4- 2 ddw—3 years. (See table 124,

p. 177.)

Branch XSC 13-1, as summarized above, appears to have one extra

see in the three years. This is not true : 1938 has 3 msce + 1 psce 4-

1

sL+i ddw, whereas 1939 has 3 sce4-i dee.

XSP 1-2 (1936-1940)

a. 6 see 4- 1 sL 4- I ee 4- 1 ddw— ? tf—s years.

The ce of XSP 1-2 makes up the outer growth layer of 1940. Its

densewood is feeble and intermittent because scattered radial columns

of cells do not become narrow radially.

Sections h (1939-1940), 29 cm. outward from a, can be summarized

as:

b. 3 see 4- 1 sL 4- I ee—3 tfs—2 years.

XSP 2-i-a (1936-1939)

6 see 4- 2 dL 4- ares 4- 1 ddw—4 years. (See table 131, p. 180.)

XSP 2-2-a (1935-1939)

5 see 4- I sL—5 years.
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In XSP 2-2, I see corresponds to each of the years involved. But,

in this otherwise simple sequence, one sharp lens intrudes to give a

single touch of multiplicity.

Table 173.—XSP 2-3

44 cm.

1936 I see

ddw

1937 I see

1938 2 see

1939 2 see

1940 I sL

inc

In a third branch of the same tree, XSP 2-3 (table 173), multi-

plicity again increases so that it summarizes as

:

6 see + I sL 4- ddw + inc—^4 -}- years.

The branch was cut off June 12, 1940, by which time concurrent lenses

and an almost complete, entire growth layer had been formed.

YCt 1-3 (1940)

a. 4 see— I tf— I year.

b. 3 see -f I sL— I tf— I year.

YCt i-6-a (1940)

3 see—2 tfs— I' year.

The branches designated YCt i came from the tip flush which grew

during 1940, but not necessarily from the same tree. Definite evidence

of growth cessation was absent although the sections were cut No-

vember 21, 1940. In fact, a majority of the sections were growing at

the time they were cut.

YCt 2-i-a (1939-1940)

IS to 20 gls—2 or 2* tfs—2 years.

YCt 2 includes all branches containing the growth of two years, not

necessarily from the same tree. The sections 2-1-a gave a bit of

trouble because of the rapid succession of zones of vessels and zones

of narrow, much lignified tracheids. Clearly evident were the growth

pulsations. Up to 20 entire growth layers and lenses are present in

sections a. In b, the growth layers are fewer in number and more
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definite. The cells just under the cambium give no indication that the

date of cutting was as late as November 21. This, combined with the

fact that the annual increments cannot be separated, suggests that

water fluctuations cause the growth pulsations as expressed in the

growth layers. In fact, the trees are known to grow after each irriga-

tion.^ Tip flushes are given as 2+ , 5 + , and the like, in YCt 2 because

the branch material available to us was cut so as to include only that

part of the branch length which had grown during 1939.

YCt 2-2-a {1939-1940)

3 see + 5 to 6 sL + psg—i or i'^ tfs—2 years.

Vessel and tracheid succession is much more definite in YCt 2-2.

Definite terminal bud scale scars did not exist between 1939 and 1940

growth. As before, the cutting date was November 21, 1940. Typical

vessels had been formed in contact with the cambium. In fact, many
of the vessels had differentiated so rapidly on the outer margin of the

xylem that the cambium protruded outward over the vessels. As a

manner of speaking, vessel formation in this ring-porous wood had no

regard for the time of year.

YCt 2-3-a (1939-1940)

8 to 10 see -(- 4 to 6 sL -{- psg—2 or 2* tfs—2 years.

Growth was not quite so active outward on the branch, YCt 2-3, at

the time of cutting, November 21, 1940.

YCt 2-4-a (1939-1940)

4 to 5 see -f- 2 to 3 L's + psg—2 or 2* tfs—2 years.

YCt 2-5-a (1939-1940)

6 see + 6 L's -{- psg—5 or 5* tfs

—

2 years.

Sections a to ^ were taken from YCt 2-5, so that a and h came from
the oldest tip flush of 1939, c from the second, d from the third, and e

from the fourth or youngest. Because we did not know how many tip

flushes grew in 1940 on this branch, one or one-plus is added to the

four for 1939. The important feature of YCt 2-5 is the increase in the

number of see outward, even an increase outward within the oldest

tip flush of 1939 by the sudden insertion of entire growth layers and
lenses. This high localization of, and rapid transition among, growth
layers in the Yuma area appears to be simply an exaggeration of the

9 Personal eommunieation from C. W. Van Horn, Superintendent, Yuma
Farms, University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station.
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same tendency in the Lubbock area. In sections e, on the long radius,

a thick lens of immature cells was being laid down at the time of

cutting, November 21, 1940.

Among the see of YCt 2-5, certain growth layers stand out as more

sharply set ofif and as containing a more nearly normal internal se-

quence. These correspond to the recorded tip flushes. On the whole,

growth flushes and growth fluctuations in the Yuma area appear to be

due not so much to temperature as to variations in water supply.

YCt 3-i-a (193S-1940)

11 to 13 see + L's + psg—3 years.

Unfinished concurrent lenses showed active growth to have been in

progress on November 21, 1940, in YCt 3-1 -a.

YCt 4-1-a {1937-1940)

16 see + many L's + psg—4 years.

YCt 4-2-a (1937-1940)

12 see + 5 to 8 L's + Psg—4 years.

The actual separation of the growth layers in YCt 4-2 has been

given in table 141, page 182. If we summarize the branches of YCt,

we find that, on the average, four or more growth layers were formed

per year.

A wholly complete graph of true cambial activity and growth flushes,

no matter how transitory the impulse and subdued the effects, or how

prolonged the impulse and magnified the effects, would give the only

genuine picture of the impact upon the body of the tree not only of

the complex of site factors but also of the complex of microsite fac-

tors within the larger framework. At present, we can only hope for

such a graph. At best, we have recorded such growth layers as see, sL,

s arc, s ^L, msce, msL, psce, psL, dee, dL, and the like. Diffuseness

in itself varies over a wide range of definiteness and visibility. Hun-

dreds of dee's, dL's, and d arcs have passed unmentioned and, no

doubt, many more passed unnoticed. Slight evidence of a change in

growth activity resides in the faintest of the diffuse growth layers.

Interrupted lightwood, interrupted densewood, divided densewood,

and divided lightwood also testify to a change of pace in growth

activity. Therefore, the growth flushes here recorded and discussed as

growth layers include those easily identified and strikingly visible. In

contrast to an ultimate graph of growth variations and cambial ac-

tivity, the material described herein is, in a manner of speaking, a

preliminary portrayal. Nonetheless, it gives a broad hint of the
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complexity of the processes involved and of the wealth of variations

and their rate in time, as well as an indication of the real multiplicity

of growth flushes.

A summary of growth flushes as such, is given in table 174. The

number for each branch or each section is an absolute minimum. All

types of growth layers are included. Insofar as a flush is concerned, a

diffuse, complete, entire growth layer, a diffuse lens, or diffuse arc

is just as important ecologically as a sharp, complete, entire growth

layer, a sharp lens, or sharp arc. In addition to multiplicity, the table

also illustrates some of the relationships between tip flushes and diam-

eter flushes, and between tip flushes and years.

Table 175 gives chiefly the average number of diameter flushes per

year per species. Entries for Con T, TTC, TTJ, TTP, and XSC are

closer to a general average because of the large number of branches

used. These figures came from branches which may be thought to

emphasize multiplicity; nevertheless they are representative and do

include branches of all types. The pines in general have a low "factor

Table 174.

—

Total number of growth flushes for the number of years indicated

DF = diameter flushes ; TF= tip flushes.
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DF
10

II

14

4

4

5

4

17

17

6

II

II

7

3

12

16

12

12

7

II

8

II

4

4

7

5

4

3

3

4

5

4

TF

7

4

II

II

14+

3

3

4

3

2

3

Table 174.-

5

4
5

1+
1+
1+
I

6

5

1+
5

5

4

3

S

6

5

6

5

5

3

4
2

2

-Concluded

2

2

2

4+
3+
5

6

5

5

2

7

6

4

2

2

1+
2

I

1+

WPe i-5-b .

WPe i-6-a .

WPe i-6-b .

XSC i-i-a .

XSC i-i-b .

XSC i-2-a .

XSC i-2-b .

XSC i-3-a .

XSC i-3-a .

XSC i-4-a .

XSC i-4-a .

XSC i-5-a .

XSC i-5-a .

XSC 2-i-a .

XSC 2-2-a .

XSC 2-2-b .

XSC 2-2-C .

XSC 2-3-a .

XSC 4-1-a .

XSC 6-i-a .

XSC 6-2-a .

XSC 6-3-a .

XSC 8-i-a .

XSC 8-3-a .

XSC8-4-a .

XSC 9-2-a .

XSC 9-3-a .

XSC 9-4-a .

XSC io-2-a

XSC ii-2-a

XSC i2-i-a

XSC 13-i-a

XSP i-2-a

XSP i-2-b

XSP 2-i-a

XSP 2-2-a

XSP 2-3-a

YCt i-2-a .

YCt 1-3-a .

YCt i-3-b .

YCt i-6-a .

YCt 2- 1 -a .

YCt 2-2-a .

YCt 2-3-a .

YCt 2-4-a .

YCt 2-5-a .

YCt 3-i-a .

YCt 4-i-a .

YCt 4-2-a .

DF
2

5

3

29

31

27 -\-

47

15

32

27

36

17

38

29

30+
29

31

23

34

29

27

30

14

13

12

II

II

12

12

II

13

12

8

5

11+
6

9

2

4

4

3

15 to 20

9 to 10

13 to 17

7 to 9

13

14 to 16

214-

18 to 21

TF
2

5

3

Years

i+
2+
1+
8

8

8+
8+
4
10

7+
lO-f-

S

II

6-f

6-f

6-f
6-1-

6-1-

8

7+
7

8

5

4

4

3

3+
3+
3

3

3

3

5

2

4

S

4+
I

I

I

I—

I

I

I

2

2or2-f 2

I or 14- 2

2or 2-f

2or 2-|-

Sors-f
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of multiplicity" whereas the Arizona cypresses have a high factor,

both in their way testifying to the conditions existing in the extreme

lower forest-border region.

Although the figures of table 175 could be made more precise, they

are significant, and they indicate the "factor of multiplicity" for the

region. Only extended measurement and observation can reveal the

"factor of multiplicity."

A summary of extremes of multiplicity may be brought together,

(i) Multiplicity exists. (2) All classes and types of growth layers are

Table 175.

—

Average number of diameter and tip flushes per year per species

DF TF
CCCb 3

CMJ 3-9

Con P 2 1

Con T 2.1 1.6

SA I.7S

TTAp 2.75 1.5

TTC 3.03

TTJ 1.7

TTP 1.8 1.0S

TTS 3.5 I

WAp 1.5 I.2S

WCh 3.2 2.4

WPe 2 2.4

W (summary) 2.1 1.9

XSC 3.96

XSP 1.95

YCt 4-3 to 5.2 0.7 (?)

involved. (3) The nature of the contact, sharp or diffuse, does not

determine the outer boundary of an annual increment. On occasion, a

portion of the outer border of an annual increment is diffuse. (4)
Different radii give different growth-layer counts. Hence, a whole

section is necessary to obtain the true number and true pattern of

growth layers at any one level. (5) A "factor of multiplicity" exists

for the lower forest border, and must also exist, even though zero, for

each tree and every region. (6) Chronological and ecological exact-

ness demand that we make extended measurement and observation in

order to obtain the "factor of multiplicity" for any region. (7) Actu-

ally, growth layers are the more or less easily visible expressions of

growth flushes whose complete record of complex variations is the

most highly prized of information but whose activity is difificult to

trace.
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INTERRELATIONSHIPS

CAUSES

The causes, whether physiologic, ecologic, or specific, underlying the

formation of the different types of growth layers and the intensity of

the "factor of multiplicity" are of consuming interest because a knowl-

edge of them will permit interpretations. Here will be mentioned only

such facts and suggestions as are immediately pertinent to the work.

Climatic.—Those topics which bear upon the climatic causes may be

discussed under growth slowdown, frost-induced growth layers, post-

seasonal growth, and general rainfall.

Growth slowdown here refers to a transitional stage between con-

tinuous cambial activity and its complete cessation within a single

growing season. The evidence for such slowdown and notes on

weather conditions have been somewhat fully discussed on pages i86-

199-

Among the Washington trees there was distinct evidence that low

temperature during the rapid growth of spring distinctly retarded

elongation. A further bit of evidence may be added. The tree WCh
2 has been described heretofore. Tree WCh 3 grew within 50 feet of

WCh 2. Branch WCh 3-2 was measured during the first half of 1945.

From April 25 to May 13, scarcely any tip growth occurred. The

weather was cool to cold with some heavy frost. During the cold spell

the plum trees grew least, the cherries the most, and the peach an

intermediate amount.

Interrupted lightwood and interrupted densewood give evidence of

growth slowdown which is in contrast with the acceleration in growth

processes indicated by divided lightwood and divided densewood.

During the course of fieldwork, it became apparent that low temper-

ature, drought intervals as reflected in low soil moisture, and insect at-

tacks might separately or in combination be responsible for decreased

cambial and other growth activities. The cherry tree, WCh 3, gave

evidence, as above described, of the repressive effect of abnormally

low temperature after growth had started in the spring. In many in-

stances, as in TTP 20, the reason for decreased growth is not di-

rectly known.

Growth slowdown, in summary, ranges all the way from an almost

undetectable decrease in activity to complete cessation, and the evi-

dence therefore is both external and internal on a branch.

Further influence of low temperature, as well as the effects of low

rainfall and of insect attacks, will be discussed later.

Frost-induced growth layers, by the intimate connection of dense-
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wood with the frost injury and recovery, give evidence of the cause

of such intra-annuals. Other evidences connected with frost, namely,

resin canals, compression wood, and parenchyma cells, give almost

equally good support to a temperature cause. In some cases the

densewood, or other features, alternates tangentially with spots of

frost injury and recovery which are scattered around the circuit. In

the remainder of the cases, a single unified arc of frost injury is con-

tinued around the circuit by densewood, by resin canals, or by paren-

chyma cells. These features thus either accompany the frost effects or

replace them.

Densewood cells, whether isolated, in patches, or in a continuous

zone, resemble ordinary densewood. Examples of densewood made

by low temperature are numerous. Perhaps the best photographs of

them are on plates i, figure 2; 30, figure i
; 32 ; and 34. In those

instances where frost effects and densewood cells are intermingled, no

doubt can arise as to the intra-annual character of the growth layer.

However, where the densewood is a continuous band completing the

circuit from end to end of an arc of frost injury, the outer margin is

commonly sharp, with a sharpness equal to that of an annual incre-

ment. The frost injury may disappear longitudinally along the branch

and leave an entire band of densewood as part of a bona fide growth

layer. Frost-induced growth layers, either partial or entire, have been

observed in junipers (CMJ i and 2, TTJ 2-4), in spruce (TRSp i

and 2), in apple (TTAp 2-3), in Arizona cypress (TTC 5-5, 34-2;

XSC 1-3, 2-1, 2-2, 3-1, 3-2, 6-1, 8-1, 8-2, 8-3, 9-2, 9-3, 9-5, 9-6, lo-i,

10-2, 1 1-2, 11-3, 13-1, 13-2), in yellow pines (TTP 21-2, 21-5, 21-6,

21-7, 21-9, 21-10, 23-1, 23-3, 24-10, 24-12, 24-14), and in Jeffrey pine

(XSJf i-i). Indeed, CMJ 2-1-b appears to have two 1938 frost in-

juries, the inner one accompanying and causing a sharply bordered

intra-annual. In all trees designated TTC, frost-connected arcs and

circles of densewood, either diffuse or sharp, are common features.

These features of densewood, combined with the many not frost-con-

nected, suggest strongly that the Arizona cypress is highly sensitive

to slight changes in habitat factors, one of which is certainly temper-

ature. The most pertinent evidence of the role of frost in producing

growth layers comes in the intimate association of densewood cells

with frost-effect pockets where densewood and frost injury alternate

around the circuit of a cross section.

Longitudinal transitions and interrelationships illustrate even more

clearly that growth layers can be formed by low temperature within

the regular growing season. Transitions occur either inward or out-

ward on a branch. A continuous circle of frost injury and recovery
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on one section changes within several centimeters to an arc of frost

injury, or a series of separated arcs, whose circuit is completed by

densewood. Farther along the branch, frost effects disappear entirely

and leave a continuous band of densewood. Such transitions have

been noted particularly in the apple, the Arizona cypress, and the pine.

One of the best examples was noted in XSC 9-5 where 9-5-a, 52.5

cm. from the tip, contains a complete circle of frost in 1938, with

which densewood cells are associated. In 9-S-b, at 48.5 cm. from the

tip, no change has occurred. In 9-5-c, at 42.5 cm. from the tip, the

frost effects are much subdued and the band of densewood is com-
plete and entire. In 9-5-d, at 33.5 cm. from the tip, direct frost injury

and recovery are absent but are represented by diffuse densewood.

Resin canals^ compression wood, and parenchyma cells are asso-

ciated with, or substituted for, frost injuries in the same manner as

the densewood cells. The first two occur rarely but the parenchyma

cells are as common, although not as continuous, as densewood. Com-
monly, an arc of frost injury is completed around the circuit both by

densewood and by parenchyma cells. Thus these last, like densewood,

appear to indicate an interruption in the normal course of growth not

long after the start of growth in the spring. Many annual increments

not only have parenchyma cells connected with frost injuries but also

have circles of such cells farther out in the xylem (at times associated

with densewood) which was formed much later in the season. Per-

haps it is reasonable to suppose that these circles of parenchyma cells

are also caused by some interruption in the normal course of growth.

They have been studied especially in the Arizona cypress, the cotton-

wood, the Siberian elm, and the juniper. In a longitudinal direction, a

circle of parenchyma cells may represent the frost injury existing else-

where on the branch. Within a space of 20 cm., on XSC ii-i (pi. 30,

fig. i), a complete circle of frost injury in 1938 becomes very much
subdued and is replaced by densewood and parenchyma cells. In

branch XSC 11-3, the frost injury is entirely absent leaving only the

densewood and the parenchyma cells (pi. 31, fig. 2), all within a dis-

tance of 3 cm. The use of parenchyma cells as a dating medium in

place of the frost injury they are supposed to represent must be car-

ried out with great care, if at all.

If frost strikes before the cambium becomes active around the en-

tire circuit of a branch, an interior lens may be formed. Frost-formed

interior lenses are fairly common and have been observed chiefly in

Arizona cypress (for instance, XSC 1-2, 1-5, 4-1, 13-3) and in pine

(TTP 21-3, 24-10, 24-14, XSP 2-2, 2-3). In XSC 1-2, a frost injury

is directly associated with the densewood of the lens. In XSC 1-5, the
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frost injury of the interior lens stops short of the full length of the

lens. The injury is continued by a fairly sharp densewood band. The

length of the lens depends, of course, upon the amount of cambium

which was active and which had set off xylem cells at the time of im-

pact of low temperature. TTP 21-3 is an interesting case. In sections

a, 26 cm. from the tip, a sharply bordered interior lens containing frost

injury and recovery extends for 90° around the circuit. In sections h,

5.5 cm. from the tip, an arc of densewood represents the lens and in-

jury of a. The increment for 1941 in TTP 24-io-a contains a con-

current interior lens system, each member of which contains a frost

injury so intimately connected with the densewood that no doubt can

arise as to the cause of the lenses. The 1941 increment of TTP 24-

14-a possesses an interior lens caused, very probably, by low temper-

ature (pi. 19, fig. 2), Frost-injured cells are accompanied by irreg-

ularly shaped cells with thick, heavily lignified walls and both narrow

and wide lumens. Under anything except high magnification of

stained sections, the interior lens appears to be an integral part of the

densewood of the previous growth layer.

The substance of the work on temperature shock shows rather

clearly that the effects are twofold : ( i ) anatomical, chiefly in the pro-

duction of frost injury and recovery, with the accompanying paren-

chyma cells, resin canals, and compression wood, features commonly,

but not universally, restricted to the branches; and (2) physiological,

chiefly in the formation of densewood and the deposition of gums,

resins, and tannin, effects probably not restricted to any one part of the

tree body above ground.

Postseasonal growth may properly be applied to any growth occur-

ring after the grand and unified period of growth which follows

winter dormancy. It may be present as a complete, entire growth

layer, as a lens or series of concurrent lenses complete or incomplete,

as isolated cells, or merely as an extension of the terminal bud. In any

case, postseasonal growth indicates that the cambium has been stimu-

lated to activity at least a second time within the same general growing

season or during the following autumn or winter.

On November 16, 1939, nine trees were moved from the Experi-

ment Substation to the Conservatory where light, water, and heat

were supplied. Growth, which had ceased previously for the 1939 sea-

son, was reinitiated, and the resultant "Conservatory growth layer"

was either lenticular or entire. Some of the sections were cut from

branches while growth was in progress. The response to warmth and

moisture simulating summer conditions, even in the presence of

shorter day-lengths, was decided. It indicates, along with the wealth
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of Other evidence, that the formation of xyleni and the nature of the

growth layers depend upon the variations of growth factors not only

during the so-called growing season but also throughout the year. In

some cases, the Conservatory growth layer is separated from the chief

1939 growth layer by a transition zone which makes identification and

dating simple; in other cases, the separation is much more definite.

Hence the nature of the growth layer, whether annual or intra-annual,

depends upon the variations in the impact of growth factors, varia-

tions which may or may not be annual, and which may or may not be

sufficiently intense to make either annual or intra-annual growth layers

indistinguishable, one from the other.

Tree TTP 20 had more constant observation over a longer interval

of time than any of the other trees. Late in the autumn of 1939 the

terminal buds expanded and elongated. The following is quoted from

notes written December 14, 1939, when sections were taken: "A
branch from the south-southwest side. Buds full and much elongated.

Taken after a warm autumn, with rain several weeks ago. (Has a lens

been made?)" The increment for 1939 in TTP 20-2-a, 44.5 cm. from

the tip, possesses a long exterior lens that appears sharp under low-low

power but indefinite under low. In TTP 20-2-b, 24. cm. from the tip,

the lens of a has become an entire growth layer whose inner margin

varies from sharp to dift'use under low-low power. The outer walls of

the outer cells of the added growth layer are incomplete and the outer

margin irregular. In TTP 20-2-c, 12 cm. from the tip, the densewood

underlying the "extra" growth layer of 1939 has become so diffuse

and weak that, although it has the position of the lens and "extra"

growth layer of the previous sections under low-low, under high power

it loses its identity as densewood. The outer walls of the outermost

cells of 1939, and in many cases the complete cells, are immature, and

the outer margin of the increment is highly irregular. In TTP 20-

2-d, 2.5 cm. from the tip, resin canals around the circuit seem to

occupy the radial position of the intra-annual densewood which exists

farther inward on the branch. The outermost margin in d has, in

places, typical densewood cells rather than the partially immature cells

and irregular margin farther inward.

Postseasonal growth appears to indicate a persistence or return of

conditions which stimulate growth after the grand growth period has

been completed earlier in the season. The presence of postseasonal

growth depends, apparently, not upon the time of cutting of sections

so much as upon the presence of growth-stimulating conditions.
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The following branches are examples of postseasonal growth for

the year 1940.

TTC 5-2 (cut March 25, 1940)

Sections a, 87 cm, from the tip: 180° lenses one cell thick represent 1940.

Sections b, 67 cm. from the tip, show the same growth.

TTC 5-3 (cut June 23, 1940)

Sections a, 91 cm. from the tip: i see and i s lens plus i d lens for 1940.

TTC 5-4 (cut July 17, 1940)

Sections a, 87 cm. from the tip : i wide see for 1940.

Sections b, 47 cm. from the tip: i narrow ce for 1940. Here the sharpness

of the outer margin subsides outward on the branch.

TTC 5-5 (cut August 1, 1940)

Sections a, 56 cm. from the tip: i see plus 2 s lenses for 1940.

Sections b, 16 cm. from the tip : l see only.

TTC 5-6 (cut August 17, 1940)

Sections a, 89 cm. from the tip : i see plus i psL plus a 100° incomplete lens,

one to two cells thick, for 1940. Here the immature growth may well be post-

seasonal.

Sections b, 45 cm. from the tip : i see plus i msce plus i ms lens plus a series

of short, imlignified, incomplete lenses of postseasonal growth for 1940.

More growth occurred in b than in a.

TTC 5-7 (cut September 10, 1940)

Sections a, 74 cm. from the tip : the annual increment for 1940 contains I see

plus a slight hint of postseasonal growth of a cell or two just under the cambium.

Sections b, 41 cm. from the tip: have, in contrast, i see plus I d lens plus

postseasonal growth of two immature, incomplete lenses one cell thick.

TTC 5-8 (cut September 28, 1940)

Sections o, 72 cm. from the tip : i see plus 2 s lenses plus psg for 1940. The

psg consists of scattered cells and two short lenses, all of immature cells.

Sections b, 14 cm. from the tip : i see plus i s lens plus psg. Only an immature

cell or two represents the psg this far out on the branch which has increasing

multiplicity inward.

TTC 5-9 (cut November 9, 1940)

Sections a, 69 cm. from the tip : one long concurrent s lens system plus a few

immature cells as postseasonal growth for 1940.

Sections b, 34 cm. from the tip : no postseasonal growth could be seen.

TTC 5-10 (cut February i, 1941)

Sections a, 53 cm. from the tip: no visible postseasonal growth.

Sections b, at 36 cm., show the same.
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What postseasonal growth may look like, in some cases, after

another season has passed is probably illustrated by TTC 34-4-a, cut

off November 29, 1941. The entire outer contact of 1937 is irregular

and ragged. Collapsed green cells are followed by one or two rows, in

most cases, of rather narrow, heavily lignified, thick-walled cells,

under the succeeding typical lightwood. It seems probable that some

growth was taking place after the regular growth of 1937 had been

finished and before low temperature affected the cambium. This type

of end to a season is not at all rare. In TTC 34-4-c, 12 cm. outward

from a and 50 cm. from the tip, the densewood of 1937 is separated

into two bands by one to two rows of wider cells which are immature

and crushed. Under low-low power this appears to be an extra growth

layer.

The end of January and the first part of February 1942 experienced

two weeks of exceptionally warm weather with effective rains, fol-

lowed by several days of freezing weather. Because of the high

temperatures seven branches were sectioned February 21, 1942, to

ascertain whether or not the cambium had been stimulated into ac-

tivity. TTC 33-8, sectioned 33 and 17 cm. from the tip, was definitely

not growing in the sense that new cells were being set off. However,

the cambium is two to three cells in thickness and full of cytoplasm

;

in sections h especially, the cambial initials are prominently nucleated.

Sections TTL 3-5-a were taken 5.5 cm. from the tip. The outer

margins of the xylem are wavy and irregular in part. The cambium,

six cells thick, seems to have been active at the time of cutting ; the

swollen cells are full of cytoplasm and prominently nucleated.

In TTM 1-5-a, taken 14 cm. from the tip, the above situation is re-

peated.

In TTP 20-17-a, 13.7 cm. from the tip, the outer margin of 1941,

irregular on the whole, contains many immature cell walls. The cam-

bium, three to four cells thick, was in excellent condition, its large cells

full of cytoplasm. At 2.5 cm. from the tip, in TTP 20-17-c, the situa-

tion is the same.

The cambium in TTCw 1-4-a, 10.5 cm. from the tip, appears to have

become active just before cutting. The band of cambial initials is

three to four cells thick, each cell rich in cytoplasmic contents.

On TTP 24-9 the terminal bud had just expanded and lengthened.

TTP 24-9-a, 8 cm. from the tip, shows no grov/th added to 1941.

Cambial cells are narrow, and conspicuously nucleated only locally. In

TTP 24-9-b, 1.5 cm. from the tip, over an arc of about 45°, translu-

cent, immature cells of moderate size had been added to the mature

xylem of 1941. Here the cambium was in better condition than in a.
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But the striking feature in both a and h is the condition of the rays

where they pass through the cambial region. The individual cells are

very much enlarged, full of cytoplasm and conspicuously nucleated.

In TTE 2-4-a, taken 13 cm. from the tip, the mature xylem of 1941

is surrounded by a broad cambial zone which consists of cambium plus

immature tracheids and vessels just set off. Here there was definite

growth during midwinter.

C. D. McGeehee, Superintendent of Lubbock City Parks, reported

in February 1942 that the pines, junipers, and other gymnosperms of

the Nineteenth Street Park had grown a tip flush during December

1941. On the pines this amounted to more than a half inch. Our own
observations confirm the report.

It seems clear, therefore, that cambial activity can be stimulated and

growth initiated at any time of year, even during midwinter, if condi-

tions become propitious. In regard to the particular period of a certain

intensity of growth-stimulating conditions during the winter of 1941-

1942, a definitely specific response occurred ; the Arizona cypress, the

honeylocust, and the maple responded least while the pine and the elm

responded most.

One point, having to do with postseasonal growth and temperature

effects, remains. It is of major importance because it appears to link

the closing phases of regular-season growth and postseasonal growth

during the winter. In TTC 30-2-a, 67 cm. from the tip, the outer

densewood of the 1937 increment shows the following sequence : (a)

A densewood zone sharp on its outer margin, (b) two rows of light-

wood cells crushed as if by frost, and (c) two to three rows of dense-

wood whose outer contact is slightly ruffled by offsets in alternate

radial columns. The increment for 1938 in its outer portion shows

the following: (a) The start of densewood, (b) a narrow zone of

flattened, unlignified cells, and (c) the remainder of the ordinary

densewood. Because of the sequences, as given in both 1937 and 1938,

the outer margins become increasingly indefinite when viewed under

decreasing magnification. The zones of immature and crushed cells

in both increments have the appearance of the effects of an autumn

frost which was preceded and succeeded by postseasonal growth. In

sections h, 46.5 cm. from the tip, the sequence of 1938 in a is repeated.

Sections of TTC 34-1 -a, h, and c differ from the above in lacking the

outermost densewood cells ; instead, the outer cells comprise the im-

mature zone of crushed and cupped cells with cells added here and

there after the crushing. Either the outermost cells of 1938 dense-

wood zone were left immature or else postseasonal growth was added
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late in the season just before frost crushed it. Low magnifications

give such contacts a very indefinite appearance.

The Hnkage and relations between the closing phases of regular-

season growth and postseasonal growth, where present, determine in

large measure the definition of the outer margin of the annual incre-

ment. There is, of course, the ideal margin whose appearance in cross

section is a smooth curve abruptly separating the narrow, thick-walled,

heavily lignified cells of densewood on one side from the large, thin-

walled, slightly lignified cells of lightwood on the other. The definite

cessation of growth was followed some time later by a decisive, pro-

longed, and even an explosive burst of cambial division and cell en-

largement. This is the ideal concept of a growth layer, or commonly

called "annual ring," and of a boundary between two of them. Un-

fortunately, all growth layers are not so well formed nor all contacts

so sharply defined. Where conditions fluctuate decisively for pro-

longed intervals between those promoting and those prohibiting

growth, the appearance and the margins of the growth layers approach

the ideal, but where the conditions fluctuate less decisively over rather

short intervals on both sides of the conditions separating growth from

nongrowth, the appearance of growth layers recedes from the ideal

concept and the margins become blurred for any one of several rea-

sons. Such indefinite contacts are due either to irregularity of margin

or to added growth, both of which are common features in the

branches of the trees under study at the extreme lower forest border.

Investigation of the outer margin of the xylem just under the cam-

bium has yielded a mass of information which can be used for an

understanding of the contacts between two growth layers in xylem

away from the cambium. Briefly, the outer margins of densewood are

irregular because ( i ) alternate radial columns of xylem protrude into

the cambium which loops over the columns, (2) alternate groups of

columns protrude, (3) outer cells in alternate columns or groups of

columns enlarge rather than remain narrow as in typical densewood,

(4) outer walls of the outer cells remain thin and nonlignified singly,

in groups, or collectively. To what extent these features are postsea-

sonal is problematical. Undoubted additional, or postseasonal growth

takes several forms : ( i ) Isolated large cells here and there under the

cambium
; (2) isolated groups of cells in the form of incomplete, im-

mature lenses; (3) a zone of postseasonal growth entire over the cir-

cuit ; or (4) a typical compact zone of densewood grading outward

into cells increasingly larger, thinner walled, and less lignified. Every

exterior lens and "outer thin" growth layer is postseasonal growth in

a very definite sense. It should be added that the four types of irreg-
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ular margins and the first three forms of postseasonal growth appar-

ently are somewhat more typical of interseasonal growth rather than

of intraseasonal.

The intensity, and perhaps the duration, of the impact of alternating

growth-promoting or growth-prohibiting factors determine when and

how often trees put down xylem. Insofar as visible results are con-

cerned, certain environments probably have one grand and no sec-

ondary growth periods a year whereas others have multiple periods in

a year. Such secondary periods are well known ; the resultant addi-

tional growth ranges from an expanded bud or a single tracheid to an

extra tip flush or a sharp, complete, entire growth layer so clean-cut

it would be "counted" as an "annual ring." Of course, the sharp, com-

plete, entire intra-annuals are not too common even at the lower forest

border. These added to the sharp lenses create an error as high as 15

percent or more in a straight count of "annual rings" in trees grown

under lower forest-border conditions. This is the factor of mul-

tiplicity.

The influence of rainfall, or more properly speaking, the control

exerted by fluctuations in soil moisture, is of prime importance to tree-

growth studies, and an extensive study of it goes far beyond the scope

of the present work. Water, of course, has a critical place in physio-

logical processes ; it is fundamental to the hydrostatic system of trees.

Some students emphasize the role of water. But if water is a con-

trolling factor in certain habitats, one must weigh carefully the fact

that decided alternations of wet and dry periods will alternately pro-

mote and inhibit growth, no matter in what part of the general grow-

ing season they occur. Other students stress the combined influence

of many growth factors. Unless an attempt be made to isolate one

factor in order to determine its influence on tree growth, much in-

formation, both on tree growth and on climate, may remain unknown.

At the present moment, only such notes on the influence of rainfall

will be given as are connected intimately with this study. The apple

tree, WAp i, was closely observed throughout 1944. Tip growth had

practically ceased by June 11, and a covered terminal bud was set by

June 14. This was also true for WCh 3. For the last week of May
and the first two of June, the temperatures were high and rainfall was

ineffective. Until April 29, the spring had been humid and cold,

growth had been severely retarded. Scattered showers of little or no

effectiveness marked June and July with the exception of a severe

storm and heavy rainfall of June 19, an inch or more of rain falling

the night of July 13-14, and a heavy rain the night of July 19-20.

Temperatures were high. In any case, a portion of the branches on
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trees WAp i and WCh 2 began a second tip flush during the week

prior to July 23. About five days prior to the initiation of tip growth,

the moderate crop of apples had been removed from WAp i. The
growth on WCh 2 indicates that this removal was not the inciting fac-

tor. The second tip flush on WAp i varied from i to 4 cm. in length

and had been completed between the 6th and 13th of August. At the

end of a period of high temperature, a rain of 6.2 inches fell on

August 2. The temperature remained low until August 11 when it

rose sharply to remain high until August 18. Between the 13th and the

20th, a few of the covered terminal buds on WAp i expanded and

burst open. Growth impulses had not yet ceased because on October

22, a 4-foot plum tree within 60 feet of WAp bore scattered blossoms

chiefly on branches from which the leaves had dropped. Late in No-

vember a newspaper carried a notice of the presence of cherry blos-

soms at the Tidal Basin in Washington.

The main points of WAp i and WCh 2 history are paralleled by

WPe I except that in WPe i the second flush began immediately after

July 2;^ rather than just prior to that date, and except that growth con-

tinued until August 27. On the peach tree, the tips commonly with-

ered and died. One-third of the branches on WPe i grew second

flushes.

Qualitative, with a slight admixture of quantitative, work is highly

suggestive as regards the effects of growth factors, but controlled ex-

perimental plots of trees would no doubt give us much more precise

information. Nonetheless, the observations of 1943 are perhaps

worthy of record. Trees and shrubs observed were apple, peach, red

cherry, black cherry, plum, oak, chestnut, dogwood, gooseberry, and

currant. Second flushes were present and common on all except the

one small cherry which was the last to leaf out in the spring.

Weather notes were taken as follows: Winter 1942-1943, dry;

spring 1943, normal rainfall ; last three weeks of June, no rain, hot

with temperatures over 90° F. ; first two and a half weeks of July,

normal with periodic, but not too effective, rain ; rest of July, rainless

;

August 17, "0.17 inches rain last night, first effective rain since June

5" ; up to August 23, high temperature and no rain ; at the end of

August and the first of September, several good growing rains. In

the midst of the June dry period, the Japanese beetle attacked all trees

except the oaks. The attack tapered off the first part of July. Ten to

15 percent of the leaves were attacked except for one plum on which

90 percent of the leaves were affected. Each affected leaf was left 10

to 100 percent dead and brown by the beetles. They left only the

veins in the affected parts. With the exception of the plum tree which
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was 90 percent afifected, the relatively small amount of beetle damage

did not seem adequate to cause a second flush. Furthermore, the same

branches were not affected, and the damaged leaves were not replaced

by new photosynthetic surfaces.

The record of second tip flushes and leaf drop was sketched during

the summer. By July 26, the length of the second flush on the various

trees varied from 2 to 15 cm. on first flushes of 5 to 30 cm. or more.

Two plum trees growing side by side showed, in the one case, distinct

terminal bud scale scars between the two flushes of 1943, whereas in

the second case, no terminal bud scale scars existed between the two

tip flushes. Growth continued at least until July 31. The second flush

on the branches of a 12-foot-high oak varied from 13 to 15 cm. to

which no further growth was added during the following nine days.

By August 8 native, as well as planted, trees had begun to shed their

leaves. A large mulberry, near the fruit trees, and gooseberry bushes

were losing their leaves. Currant bushes had lost from 50 to 100 per-

cent of their leaves. The second flush on a black cherry tree had

grown 15 to 20 cm. beyond the midseason terminal bud scale scars.

Several shoots on a gooseberry bush had grown a second flush of 9 cm.

whereas the remainder of the shoots on the bush appeared not to have

grown any during the season. In the 10 days subsequent to August 8,

leaves continued to drop. Now the leaves on dogwood and oak were

also dying. Some of the gooseberry and currant bushes had lost all

their leaves. They were falling from native large-leaved trees in the

woods. Spots of grass in lawns began to die, but this occurred defi-

nitely after trees had begun to lose their leaves.

It seems quite clear, not only from the present work but also from

that of other students, that the cambial activity wave is complex in

nature, has a variable amplitude, and may have a length far shorter

than a year. The abundance of intra-annual lenses and the less com-

mon intra-annual, sharp, complete, entire growth layers testify to sec-

ondary activity waves in the cambium, whereas minor growth layers

such as arcs, interrupted lightwood or densewood, and divided dense-

wood or lightwood indicate minor fluctuations superimposed on the

larger waves. One wishes that there were always one sharply de-

lineated major wave a year with superimposed waves always revealing

themselves somewhere within the crown or trunk of the tree. Without

complete dissection of the tree, some of the revealing spots will be un-

detected, and the magnitude of the factor of multiplicity will be un-

known.

Another matter impinges directly upon waves of cambial activity.

One or two students have held that drought can so reduce cambial ac-
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tivity in time and throughout the body of a tree that the resultant

xylem representing an entire year's growth covers but a fraction of i

percent of the body of a tree (Schulman and Baldwin, 1939). This

means, it would appear, that a major portion of the cambium neither

died nor set off xylem cells from mid- or late-season of one year until

the opening of growth the second year hence ; and in case of a com-

pound lens, the third year hence. Several examples could be cited to

help explain, at least in part, the problem of a long quiescent cambium,

but one will suffice. The increment for 1939 in TTP 24-3-a consists

of a series of concurrent lenses when viewed under low power. How-

ever, high power shows that the densewood is continuous around the

circuit—lightwood is lenticular, densewood entire. The cambium did

not fail to divide. At one small locality, the 1940 increment is reduced

to two or three rows of densewood cells. Hence, the densewoods of

1938, 1939, and 1940 are in contact and would be interpreted under

low power as an absence of 1939 and 1940 increments. Adjacent to

the locality of merged densewood, the band becomes divided dense-

wood as lightwood cells are inserted between the respective dense-

woods.

Nonclimatic causes.—Multiplicity allies itself so naturally with

variable factors such as soil moisture, temperature, or defoliation, that

it is rather difficult at times to think of genetic causes, the influence of

growth hormones, or microhabitat factors. Basically, the influence of

heredity and of hormones may be governed by present or past en-

vironmental conditions. All are somewhat outside the scope of the

present work.

Any genetic influence which causes multiplicity of growth layers,

must, it seems, have arisen at a time when the organism did fit the

environment and its growth habits were in some way fixed in the

genes. Ultimately, according to modern concepts, terrestrial and cos-

mic environment control life and life processes, from the phylum to

the species and from the general to the detailed. What we call genetic

may, perhaps in some way, be the transmitted control of past environ-

mental influences. The situation of the current season is compHcated

and the causal factors placed back in time by the formation of a

structure in last season's terminal bud which will grow into two tip

flushes the following season. Multiplicity of tip growth inherited

from terminal buds needs much more study .^° As yet, there is no

10 According to Hustich (1948, p. 32), Hesselman in 1904 pointed out "that the

winter bud consists of the same number of 'short shoots' as that which appears

on the 'long shoots' the following summer."
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known evidence of diameter flushes being predetermined as is possibly

the case with tip flushes. Then, too, there are cases of two diameter

flushes to one tip flush, and one diameter flush to two tip flushes.

The problem of growth-hormone effects resembles that of genetic

effects in that the hormones shift emphasis away from the more ob-

vious and immediate physiologic factors, as controlled by environment,

to those factors less obvious and more remote. If hormones alter-

nately promote and inhibit growth, we must search out factors con-

trolling hormone growth rather than factors directly controlling cam-

bial activity, differentiation, and maturation. Those ecologic factors

which students have been investigating may apply to either case.

Multiplicity, or the tendency toward, can be induced apparently by

factors local to a single tree ; for instance, excessive drainage toward

or away from the tree, competition, temperature pocket, or soil condi-

tions. In the case of the trees TTAp i and TTAp 2, the second was

irrigated July 25, 1939, and added a second growth layer as well as a

second tip flush, whereas TTAp i, not irrigated, did not add extra

flushes. MacDougal (1936) had performed the same type of experi-

ment at Carmel, Calif., with like results.

Trees from the Texas Agricultural Experiment Substation yielded

extreme multiplicity because of periodic irrigation. For instance, XSC
1-3-a, 70 cm. from tip of branch, contained 15 sharply bordered

growth layers for four years. Although the multiplicity may be an

exaggeration, it is just this exaggeration which teaches what a tree can

and will do under certain habitat conditions. Branches, of course,

could have effects exaggerated in contrast with the trunk, but available

evidence does not support such a view.

A more simple nonclimatic cause of growth variation is suggested

by a pear tree, 4 feet high, which grew within a few feet of the Wash-
ington series of trees. It had grown a second set of blossoms by May
13, 1945, the first set having been frozen subsequent to April 25. A
year prior to this. May 13, 1944, the pear tree was carrying six pears

and had tip growth of i cm. On the same date in 1945, it had no pears

but had tip growth of 45 cm. The production of fruit, identical with

a heavy seed year in other trees, may well retard growth.

MULTIPLICITY AND CHRONOLOGY

The effect of multiplicity upon all problems having to do with chro-

nology is a serious matter indeed. It seems clear from the evidence

available that multiplicity exists in the lower forest-border region and

also that the "factor of multiplicity" varies with the habitat.
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Some of the facets on the subject of muItipHcity as related to chro-

nology are here outlined.

Anatomical problems.—In the final analysis, certain intra-annuals

cannot be distinguished from annuals. Many of the intra-annuals,

within the limits of visible area, possess a border which is diffuse any-

where from a small arc to an entire circuit. Such localization of dif-

fuseness exists also in the longitudinal direction. Other intra-annuals,

within the limits of visible area, possess a border which is entirely

sharp and hence exactly resembles that of an annual growth layer. It

may be that somewhere within the body of a tree, no matter how small

the area may be, the margin of every intra-annual breaks down into

diffuseness. If this should turn out to be true, many cases would be

beyond our reach because of the impossibility of dissecting completely

the entire body of each tree under study.

Annual contacts, furthermore, are not always sharp. In any one out

of the following ii ways, the densewood of the annual may have sub-

sided from a definition of utmost sharpness.

(i) Localized areas of cells on the outermost part of a growth

layer, or more or less alternate columns or groups of columns in the

densewood region, resemble lightwood cells.

(2) The outer margin of the growth layer has been made irregular

because alternate columns of tracheids protrude into the zone of the

next outer growth layer.

(3) Scattered parenchyma cells may not only make a margin ir-

regular but also impair definition.

(4) Postseasonal growth commonly causes an irregular, indefinite

margin.

(5) Immaturity of outer cells of densewood produces a diffuseness

which is striking under low magnification and difficult or impossible

to resolve on unstained sections.

(6) Typical densewood fails to form. In TTC 35-7, for instance,

sections a taken 23.4 cm. from tip of branch, show 3 see for 1944;

sections b, at 17.2 cm. from tip, show 3 rather indefinite ce growth

layers; and sections c, at 12.2 cm. from tip, show 3 diffuse ce growth

layers. In sections c, no normal densewood cells were present

—

larger, thinner-walled cells simply follow thicker-walled cells radially

with little change in cell size. TTE i-io-a, taken 60 cm. from the tip,

gave an interesting situation in that the 1940 increment is dominated

by vessels and has no definite densewood of small polygonal tracheids,

whereas the 194 1 increment is dominated by tracheids and does have

a densewood of tiny irregular tracheids. If the growth layers had not

been dated, the 1940 and 1941 increments together would no doubt
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have been interpreted as one growth layer. The maples, TTM 2 and 3,

possess densewood zones so indefinite or so intermittent around the

circuit of cross sections that one would hesitate to call the growth

layers annual increments were it not for the fact that the branches

had been measured periodically.

(7) Growth is gradually resumed after densewood has formed.

This commonly occurs only over a part of the circuit. For instance,

six annual increments in TTC 5-7 have short arcs of indefiniteness

except in sections b where 1938 is indefinite for more than one-half its

circuit. The contact for 1938 is diffuse over those arcs radially op-

posite to the sharp portions of adjacent annual increments. This habit

of sharpness opposite diffuseness characterizes intra-annual, as well as

annual, growth layers—it is widespread throughout all materials

studied.

(8) The outer part of the densewood is complicated by immature

crushed or cupped cells mingled with, or followed by, fairly typical

densewood cells—as if an autumn freeze had caught postseasonal

growth during formation.

(9) The densewood of an annual increment may be a heavy band

many cells thick on one radius and a thin stringer one cell thick on the

opposite. The Arizona cypress has given many examples of such. In

fact, such variation characterizes not only the densewood but also the

lightwood. The complete growth layer may consist of one row of

Hghtwood cells and one of densewood cells ; or, as described hereto-

fore, it may consist merely of one row of densewood cells. In XSC
6-3-a, cut February 22, 1941, 55 cm. from tip of branch, the following

sequence was charted : 1938, multiple densewood ; 1939, one to two

rows of lightwood cells and one of densewood. This causes an in-

definiteness and uncertainty which would make dating impossible

were it not for the 1938 frost injury and the known cutting date. As

a feature defining the radial margin of a growth layer, a thin

"stringer" of densewood is particularly unconvincing as the outer

border of an annual increment. This is especially true when the

growth layer is viewed under low magnification. Thin "weak" dense-

wood is restricted neither to annuals nor to intra-annuals. If it were

not for the methods of absolute dating, most of our specimens would

have to be discarded.

(10) A sharply bordered densewood band may be followed out-

ward by lightwood cells which are atypical in size and wall thickness.

Illustrations exist among Arizona cypresses and ponderosa pines of

Lubbock and New Mexico.
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(11) The outermost two to four rows of cells in the annual dense-

wood band lack typical densewood characteristics. They may be nar-

row but at the same time thin-walled and slightly lignified in contrast

to the densewood cells immediately to the interior. As a matter of

fact, the entire growth layer may be atypical in contrast to neighboring

growth layers, as illustrated by 1939-1941 of TTP 23-4-c (pi. 17, fig.

2). If these growth layers are annuals, it is obvious that methods of

absolute dating are necessary for their identity. Thus it is clear that

the outer borders of annual increments are not all of the same degree

of sharpness; they may be less sharp and less well defined than the

border of an intra-annual within the same annual increment. An
intra-annual, furthermore, may have all gradations from the obviously

intra-annual, or "double," to one indistinguishable from an annual.

An "outer thin" growth layer is an expression which has been used

in reference to a growth layer extremely thin in contrast to the

relatively thick growth layer which lies to the inside and constitutes

the bulk of the annual increment. The densewood ^^ of the outer thin

is commonly weaker than the densewood of the growth layer to the

inside, although where the inner densewood becomes weaker, the outer

becomes stronger on the same radius, and vice versa. The outer dense-

wood may even become indefinite. Absolute dating proves that the

outer thin growth layer is intra-annual ; in fact, not one case has been

proved to be annual. Among the trees used, examples have been found

in TTAp, TTC, XSC, TTJ, TTP, and XSP, chiefly in the years 1939

and 1940. This is a typical notation from an analysis of TTP 20-25-a

:

"Densewood of inner growth layer is heavy and well-developed, thus

contrasting with the densewood of the outer growth layer which is

thin, weak, and poorly developed ; hence the densewood of the intra-

annual is typical of what is expected in an annual, whereas the dense-

wood of the actual annual is weak and atypical in the expected sense."

Examples of the outer thin are shown in plates 4, figure i ; 14, figures

^^ Douglass (1928, p. 32) referring only to densewood says : "In the process of

counting and dating rings in Arizona pines, two sharp red [i.e., densewood] rings

sometimes occur close together, giving the appearance of a double and leaving

one in doubt as to whether one year or two is involved. ... If the two red rings

[densewood] are unequal in size and the smaller one is inside, that is, nearer the

center, it is likely to be a real double formed by the spring drought. If the

smaller one is outside the larger, it is probably a separate year. If the two rings

are equal and either one shows a further doubling, the two rings in question are

separate years." According to this, a "large" (thick) densewood must terminate

an annual increment ; a "small" (thin) densewood may or may not terminate an

annual increment. Absolute dating would appear to weaken the accuracy of the

above statements.
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I and 2; 15, figure I ; 25; 28, figure 2; 29; 30, figures i and 2 ; 31,

figures I and 2; 33; 34; 35. figure i.

Distinctive configurations in a short sequence of growth layers have

been called "signatures" (Douglass, 1934, p. 3; 1937, p. 13) or

"fingerprints" (Douglass, 1931, p. 309; 1936, p. 10) and as such are

considered a means of identification. One such signature on display

Fig. 45.—Diagrammatic radial sequence adapted from the "signature" used as

a cover emblem of the Tree-Ring Bulletin. Each growth layer here shown has been

assigned an annual date. Compare with figure 46.

Fig. 46.
—

"Fingerprint" or "signature" embodied in the growth layers of XSC
i2-i-a. Proved dating shows each growth layer not necessarily an annual. Compare
with figure 45.

is the one reproduced in part in text figure 45, which served as an

emblem of the Tree-Ring Bulletin. The emblem, taken from "Early

Pueblo Dating," has been dated (Douglass, 1940, folded plate) as

A.D. 422 to 432. Figure 45 should be compared with text figure 46, a

specimen dated with absolute accuracy. In the work on TTC, TTP,
and XSC, characteristic configurations have repeated themselves mo-

notonously. XSC i2-2-a, cut December 6, 1941, gives the following
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alternation of thick and thin, sharply bordered growth layers (text

fig- 47) :

1. I average gl with frost injury dinner 1938

2. I very thin gl = "outer thin" gl of 1938

3. I average gl = inner 1939

4. I very thin gl = "outer thin" gl of 1939

5. I average gl = inner 1940

6. 2 very thin gls = outer 1940

7. I average gl = 1941

XSC 1 2- 1 -a, cut October 11, 1941, gives even a better signature (text

fig. 46 ;
pi. 32) :

1. I average gl

2. 2 thin gls

3. I very thin gl

4. I average gl

5. I thin gl

6. I average gl

7. 2 thin gls

8. I average gl

= inner 1938

= outer 1938

= outermost 1938

= inner 1939

= outer 1939, an "outer thin"

= inner 1940

= outer 1940

= 1941

Fig. 47.

—

XSC 12-2-a. Increments for 1938-1941. Variability of thickness and
multiplicity giving a pattern similar to what has been called a "fingerprint."

I average gl == ist 1938; i very thin gl = 2d 1938; i average gl=:ist 1939;
I very thin gl = 2d 1939 ; i average gl = ist 1940 ; 2 very thin gls = outer 1940

;

I average gl = 1941. Without criteria of absolute dating the pattern could be
ascribed to growth for 8 years.

All the "outer thin" growth layers have the same general ap-

pearance, no matter in which specimens they exist. But it must be

borne in mind that trees XSC and TTC were under observation and

were dated accurately.
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The last phase of anatomical problems has to do with what we have

called lenses. Such a growth layer has been called "locally absent"

(Douglass, 1939, p. 19), referring specifically to that part of the

growth layer which is not there. "Locally absent in places" (Douglass,

1939, p. 19) has been used in the same way. Elsewhere, Douglass

(1938, p. 8) has used "often absent," "sometimes absent," and "oc-

casionally absent" in reference to the total absence of the growth layer

from the core or cross section in hand. Of course, these may be syn-

onymous with "locally absent" insofar as the remainder of the tree is

concerned. In contrast, Clock (1937, pp. 8-10, 48-51) referred to a

lens as a "locally present" growth layer. His use of "missing" and

"absent" rings refers only to the specimens in hand.

A high percentage of the lenses examined in the present work

proved to be lenses only insofar as the lightwood is concerned, the

densewood being continuous around the circuit in immediate contact

with the densewood of the previous growth layer. The same thing had

been noted previously by Douglass (1928, p. 32) and by Clock (1937,

p. 73), no doubt under lower magnifications.

In the present work, out of some thousands of examples, all lenses

were proved to be intra-annual with the exception of less than half a

dozen. The lenses of the exceptions were in all cases the outermost

growth layers lying just under the cambium in the position which

would be occupied by temporary lenses. No case is known where

xylem lay outside the annual lenses. In at least some of the exceptions

the densewood was entire around the circuit.

Sampling problems.—The different sequences on different radii of

a single section as well as along the longitudinal extent of a branch, so

abundantly illustrated heretofore, make it quite clear that sampling

problems have a real existence. An increment core is essentially a

single radius, and a cross section is a group of radii emerging in the

same plane from a single point on the axis of branch or stem. In an-

atomical work having to do with growth layers such as arcs, half-

lenses, lenses, and complete, entire growth layers with variable mar-

ginal definition, all grown at the lower forest border, a single radius or

even an entire cross section gives an inadequate picture of what the in-

dividual growth layers do throughout the tree. A sequence of sharply

bordered growth layers on one radius may be duplicated in numbers

on a second radius but not by the same growth layers which were

sharply bordered on the first. Variability, its nature and amount, has

been amply illustrated previously. How misleading one radius can be

or how much in error the matching of two radii, growth layer to

growth layer, can be, is well shown by a comparison of different radii.
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from simple to complex, on TTAp 2-3-b (text fig. 38), TTC 33-6-a

(text fig. 5), TTC 12-9-b (text fig. 33), XSC 2-2-c (text fig. 40),

and TTC 36-7-b (text fig. 25). Clearly enough, the student should

be well aware of the disadvantages of a single radius or of a cross

section and should buttress his work by a thorough investigation of

the growth habits of the trees with which he works.

Visual problems.—Stained sections under a microscope have many

advantages over unstained sections under a hand lens or wide-field

binocular, especially for anatomical work. These advantages are well

known to botanists.

Although lumens are visible under a hand lens if the surface has

been well prepared, such visibility cannot, of course, be compared with

that under a compound microscope. The densewood, its resolution and

its outward termination, must be seen with all possible clarity. The

margin of any given growth layer appears to increase in sharpness as

power af magnification used decreases, unless the cells of the light-

wood immediately outside the margin are unduly lignified. In this

latter case the true sharpness only comes out under high powers. A
hand lens has two advantages: (i) it is easy to carry, and (2) in a

way, it summarizes anatomical features by omitting details. These

details, however, may carry highly important ecologic information.

Extremes of multiplicity.—Previous pages have carried information

on the multiplicity typical of the accentuated forest-border environ-

ment on the southern High Plains. Certain species and certain years

show extreme numbers of intra-annuals whereas others show only a

few. In some species, it is impossible to find a year lacking multiple

growth layers. The reason for such multiplicity has commonly been

held to be large and repeated fluctuations of soil moisture.

The practice called tree-ring analysis, or dendrochronology, has

presumed accurate dating to the year centuries in the past by the

method of matching thin growth layers in one tree with those in other

trees, whether they grew close together or tens of miles distant. If an

extremely thin, entire growth layer, or a lens, appears in a certain

place on the sequence in one or several trees and does not appear in

the other trees of a group, it is designated a "missing" ring and is

added to the sequences of the latter trees in order to fill out the sup-

posedly correct number of "years." This undoubtedly is what Doug-

lass (1936, p. 12) meant when he said, "At the very desert edge the

trees may become difficult from absence of rings." Perhaps it is not

the lack of rings in some of the trees so much as it is their super-

abundance in other trees that creates difficulty and often leads to in-

correct dating. Many trees at the edge of the desert possess so many
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partial growth layers and so many very thin growth layers in contrast

with certain of their neighboring trees that cross-dating is hopeless.

The chronology and interpretations arising from the matching or

cross-dating of growth-layer sequences have been accepted by some be-

cause they are based upon so-called "absolute dates" (Antevs, 1948,

p. 168) derived from trees which grew "on steep slopes underlain by

pervious rocks and near the lower or dry border of the forest." Thus

the conclusion cannot be evaded that one of two things must be true

:

either (i) the minimum number of years represented is equal to the

maximum number of sharply bordered growth layers in a group of

specimens, or (2) the reader of rings possesses the infallible ability to

determine the extent of the annual increment, no matter how multiple

it may be or how sharply bordered the intra-annuals.

"Absolute" dates based upon the matching (or cross-dating) of se-

quences from different trees, in the sense used above, scarcely ap-

proach the accuracy of dating in the work reported upon here. In our

work, something like 99 percent of extremely thin, entire growth

layers and lenses are intra-annual.

The effect upon chronology of counting these thin, entire growth

layers and lenses as true annual increments is quite obvious.

Insofar as a calendar year is concerned, every region has its factor

of multiplicity. It no doubt approaches a maximum in certain desert

and desert-border trees such as mesquite and oak, and in citrus at

Yuma, Ariz., which grows after each irrigation. It decreases some-

what at the extreme lower forest border and then continues to de-

crease toward the forest interior until it probably reaches zero. In and

near the lower forest border, the minimum value of the factor of mul-

tiplicity closely approximates the total number of extremely thin, en-

tire growth layers plus the number of lenses. The factor, in short,

depends upon habitat and species.

MULTIPLICITY AND THE FOREST BORDER

The character of growth-layer sequences, as well as the soil-mois-

ture regime, change from the desert border up into the forest interior.

At the extreme lower forest border, sequences are highly variable, that

is, they comprise a series of intermingled thick, thin, and partial

growth layers. The factor of multiplicity has a high value. Toward
the interior of the forest, variability decreases until the sequences be-

come uniform, that is, they include only growth layers closely ap-

proaching each other in thickness. At the same time the factor of mul-

tiplicity approaches, and may reach, zero. Soil moisture, as condi-
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tioned by rainfall, undergoes large and frequent fluctuations from the

wilting coefficient to field capacity at the extreme lower forest border.

Toward the forest interior these fluctuations subside until, finally, soil

moisture remains sufficiently constant to produce uniform sequences

and to tend toward unity of the annual increment.

Although the present work has dealt specifically with tree growth

of the extreme lower forest border on the High Plains of Texas, sec-

tions were also obtained from trees growing under plentiful moisture

and short seasons (pi. 3, fig. 2) and from trees growing under very

low moisture and long seasons (pi. 36, figs, i and 2). Thus the sec-

tions at hand illustrate a range of conditions from high elevations in

New Mexico to the desert (and irrigation) at Yuma, Ariz.

Those workers (Douglass, 1931, pp. 306-307; 1936, pp. 11-14;

1937, pp. 14-19; Antevs, 1948, pp. 168-169) who use growth layers

to date prehistoric events believe that cross-dating, which exists in its

most beautiful form in the lower forest-border trees of the Southwest,

proves the annual nature of the individual, sharply bordered growth

layer and also proves rain to be the controlling growth factor. Grow-

ing conditions may be such during a season that the following se-

quence occurs in some trees : formation of a sharp, complete, entire

growth layer; dormancy of cambium; reinitiation of cambial activ-

ity ; formation of a very thin, entire growth layer or a lens ; and ces-

sation of growth. In other trees the second diameter flush does not

occur. If the above sequence occurs, it seems reasonable that the thin,

entire growth layers or lenses would cross-date among those trees con-

taining them. They would be designated as "missing" from the re-

mainder of the trees. The fact that the thin, entire growth layers or

lenses match from one tree to another does not prove their annual

character.

Uniform sequences of the forest interior do not lend themselves

qualitatively to visual cross-dating. Here, rainfall must be close to the

optimum amount insofar as visual differences in growth-layer thick-

nesses are concerned. Where rainfall drops below the optimum peri-

odically, variability of growth-layer sequences increases, and cross-

dating becomes possible. The farther and the oftener it drops below

the optimum, within limits, the more obvious and the more perfect

the cross-dating. But below the optimum is precisely where multiplic-

ity can, and does, occur. Excellent cross-dating and multiplicity, thus,

go hand-in-hand, at least in the lower forest border.

The thought stemming from the evidence at hand may be put

another way. The more extreme the forest-border conditions are,

along with thin soil and steep, rocky slopes (Antevs, 1948, p. 168),
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the greater the separation of individual rains

(text fig. 48), the greater the soil-moisture

fluctuations, the greater the variability of

the growth-layer record, the greater the

number of partial groMrth layers, and the

greater the factor of multiplicity. Trees on

steep, rocky slopes with little soil depend

rather directly upon rainfall, to be sure.

However, individual rains, widely spaced

in time as they are in the lower forest

border, can bring about variations whereby

conditions suitable for tree growth, from

the standpoint of soil moisture, are termi-

nated and reinitiated one or more times

during a general growing season.

If the upper limits of the ponderosa pine

zone in the Southwest represent the forest

interior with near optimum soil moisture,

then we may observe the increase of vari-

ability and all it implies downward through

the ponderosa pine zone, the piiion, juniper,

and oak, to the desert mesquite. Increase of

multiplicity does not necessarily accompany

increase of variability but, if the work on

the southern High Plains is a criterion, the

two do increase together in the Southwest.

Arizona with its two rainy seasons—winter

and summer—would be expected to break

into multiplicity very soon with decreasing

rainfall, especially because of the intense

drought of late spring-early summer, which

separates the end of the winter rainy season

from the summer rainy season.

The loblolly pine (Con T), introduced to

the Lubbock area from a wetter climate,

grew multiple growth layers in both trunk

and branches even when watered periodi-

cally throughout the summer.

All the present investigations emphasize

the intimate relationship between excellent

cross-dating and amount of multiplicity

—

both, along with other features, being highly

characteristic of the lower forest border in

the Southwest.
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MULTIPLICITY AND RAINFALL INTERPRETATIONS

It has been seen that sharp boundaries on growth layers do not mean

the end of the annual growing season and that multiplicity character-

izes the extreme lower forest border. The errors inherent in tree

growth-rainfall comparisons are quite obvious if each growth layer, ir-

respective of its annual or intra-annual character, is compared either

with annual rainfall or with the rainfall of some period within the

year.

The grave error arising from the use of multiple growth layers as

annual increments needs no further comment.

Without doubt, growth-layer thicknesses should be compared with

amount of soil moisture, if such data were available, because amount

of soil moisture available to plants depends upon factors other than

simple rainfall quantities. This is even more true perhaps in the case

of intra-annuals. Here a knowledge of the time of occurrence of the

widely spaced rains of the extreme lower forest border (text fig. 48),

or the fluctuations of soil moisture incident thereto, is of no help un-

less the exact time of formation of intra-annuals within the general

growing season is known. Soil-moisture fluctuations point out the in-

tervals when growth can occur, other factors being favorable, and,

conversely, a knowledge of the exact intervals when growth occurs can

point out when, other factors being favorable, the amount of soil mois-

ture conducive to growth in a given locality is present. The compari-

son of intra-annuals with soil-moisture fluctuations within a season is

of great significance and awaits close investigation.

Insofar as the transpirational stream is concerned, a tree depends

upon the soil moisture immediately present in the ground when growth

occurs. Rain that has fallen before growth started and has run off,

evaporated, transpired, or percolated out of reach can have no influ-

ence on subsequent tree growth; rain that falls after growth has

ceased for the year can have no influence on the preceding growth.

This sounds elementary, and yet numerous cases exist wherein tree

growth has been correlated either with annual or less than annual rain-

fall, and the student making interpretations thereform will speak of

wet and dry "years." One month or a succession of several months in

a year with high rainfall does not mean that other months will have

high rainfall or even rainfall above average. Indeed, Henry (1931)

says that in the year 1930 in Arkansas, January had 223 percent. May

200 percent, June 22 percent, and July 19 percent of normal ; the en-

tire year averaged 96 percent. Much tree growth in a season does not
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mean a wet year and, where it does correlate closely with seasonal

rainfall, such correlation does not necessarily encompass the entire

year. It is, however, during the period when growth occurs that a

combination of factors closer to the over-all optimum than to the

average, creates good growing conditions and therefore much tree

growth.

Postseasonal growth, no matter when it occurs, whether soon after

the main growing season or during the following winter, poses a dif-

ficult problem for the student who correlates tree growth with rainfall

at the lower forest border.

MULTIPLICITY AND CYCLE INTERPRETATIONS

Even if cycles were not intriguing, it would be proper and it would

be a duty to hunt them out wherever possible because any repeating

pattern in an environmental factor can have high significance for the

life forms involved. The search for cycles should, nonetheless, be

grounded upon reasonable theory, sound principles, and sharp ob-

servation. Superfluous as the words may be to some, it still seems

necessary to say that a cycle—its reality, its validity, its length, its

amplitude, and its continuity—is no better than the data which ap-

parently yield the cycle. This subject of cycles concerns the present

work in several ways.

If a plotted graph of growth-layer thicknesses shows cyclic varia-

tions, the natural assumption that they are caused by rainfall fluctua-

tions follows. A reasonable question may then be asked : If cycles in

growth-layer thicknesses are held to mirror cycles in rainfall, then

should not the rainfall itself show the same cycles in simpler, purer

form? Also, certain compHcations intervene between rainfall and its

entrance into the ground, between its entrance and its conversion into

soil moisture, between soil moisture and the hydrostatic system of the

plant, and between the hydrostatic system and the physiologic proc-

esses which ultimately result in the production of xylem and phloem.

Unless growth-layer thicknesses are actually influenced by the rain-

fall of the entire year, they cannot be expected to reveal the cycles in

annual rainfall.

Tree growth commonly has been found to compare more or less

roughly with the rainfall of a period less than a year in length (Glock,

1941, pp. 687-689). Therefore, cycles in tree growth could only re-

flect cycles in period rainfall. Is it theoretically possible to have cycles

in, say, spring rainfall? A study of this possibility would seem pre-

requisite to a study of cycles in tree growth.
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All the above applies to growth-layer sequences marked by unity

of the annual increment. If some of the annual increments in a se-

quence contain multiple growth layers, then surely comparisons be-

tween thicknesses of individual growth layers and either annual or pe-

riod rainfall chosen at random are wholly invalid.

The same is true when cycle analysis is performed upon sequences

containing multiple growth layers. Perhaps the insertion of multiple

growth layers in certain annual increments on a sequence may bear

upon discontinuities and phase changes said by some to be character-

istic of cycles in tree growth.

It is quite clear that the factor of multiplicity has an important place

in the study of growth cycles in trees, and only where this factor is

zero or where allowance is made for its effect, can we hope for fruitful

results in the important subject of cycles.

VII. EXTENSION OF MULTIPLICITY
INTO THE TRUNK

The characteristics of growth layers in branches, especially as con-

cern classification and multiplicity, have been described to the extent

that present materials permit. The presence of multiplicity has been

established by the methods of absolute dating based upon standards of

measured exactness. There remains the task of tracing the character-

istics found in branches down into the trunk. Although the trunk does

not properly come within the scope of this report, mention will be

made of the existing evidence.

Evidence at hand indicates that the types of growth layers and the

multiplicity so characteristic of branches continue down into the basal

trunk. TTC 12 yielded specimens periodically from 1938 until 1950,

when it was felled and dissected. In the winter of 1938-1939, sections

were taken from branches, and from the trunk several feet down from

the growing point of the leader. Multiplicity was identical in branch

and trunk. In the summer of 1950, at the time of complete dissection,

trunk sections 84 cm. above the ground showed gross multiplicity

within the limits of unstained materials. This was especially true of

the interval 1936-1937.

The incidence of multiplicity has been illustrated and described pre-

viously (Clock, 1951) for 1935 in the trunk of the Arizona cypress,

TTC 12 ; for 1936-1937, in the trunk of a ponderosa pine; for 1938,

in an Arizona cypress; and for 1938- 1948, in a cedar (Deodar cedar)
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trunk. All carry the same general features in the trunk as they do in

the branches, insofar as they have been dissected.

The trees transplanted November i6, 1939, from the Texas Agri-

cultural Experiment Substation to the Conservatory were placed there

under conditions which reinitiated growth and caused the formation of

a so-called Conservatory growth layer. The loblolly pine, Con T i, as

well as all other "Con" trees, was moved to the grounds of a residence

on April 24, 1940 ; it was observed and measured from the time of its

receipt, November 16, 1939, until it was dissected January 16, 1943.

At the end of 1939, the tip of the leader (known later as Con T 1-5)

stood 140 cm. above the ground and growth added thereto by January

1943 totaled 79.3 cm. The analysis of the main stem and all but two

of its branches is shown on text figvire 49. Tip growth of 1940 (three

tip flushes) and 1942 (two tip flushes) was multiple as shown by

measurements and by terminal bud scale scars. Diameter growth was

equally multiple, even showing two distinct growth layers in the main

trunk for 1940 in hand specimens (labeled in capitals on the figure).

Hence it is clear that multiplicity makes little or no distinction between

branch and trunk.

The following analyses apply to the leader and its chief branches.

Con T 1-5 {leader) (1^41-1942)

a. 2 see + I dee + d gis + d arcs—3 tfs

—

2 years.

b. 2 see -}- dee's—^3 tfs

—

2 years.

c. I see + I dee—2 tfs— i year.

d. I see— I tf—2 year.

The inner margin of the growth layer for second 1942 was indefinite

back from its own tip flush.

Con T i-ii (1Q40-1942)

a. 4 see + L's + arcs—4 tfs

—

s years.

b. 3 see—3 tfs

—

2^ years.

c. 2 see—2 tfs—2 years.

d. I see— I tf— I year.

e. I see— I tf— I year.

Here the diameter increment for each tip flush is sharply bordered,

regardless of its annual nature. The above analysis for Con T i-ii

is duplicated in Con T 1-12, 1-13, and 1-14.
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Con T 1-13 (3d 1940-1942)

a. 2 see + I dee—3 tfs—2J years,

b. 2 gis

—

2 tfs

—

2 years.

c. I gl—I tf—I year.

i-ii

1-14

1-12

-
1
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Con T i-j8 (1942)

a. I gl + psg—2 tfs—I year.

b. I gl + psg—2 tfs— I year.

Here the second growth flush of 1942 merely added what we called

postseasonal growth which served not only to represent the second

flush but also served as a factor giving indefiniteness to the main

growth layer.

The secondary leader of Con T i (Con T 1-4) came off the main

stem 11.4 cm. back from the position of the leader tip which stood 140

cm. above the soil level on December 1939. Total tip growth subse-

quent to 1939 and prior to the time of dissection, January 16, 1943,

amounted to 69.3 cm. Analyses, both on hand specimens and under

the microscope, are recorded on text figure 50. The tip growth of

1940 on both branch and trunk was multiple. In 1941 both tip and

diameter growth were multiple in branch and trunk, whereas in 1942

the same holds only in the trunk.

The following summaries apply to the secondary leader and its chief

branches.

Con T 1-4 (secondary leader) (2d 1941-1942)

a. 3 sce^—3 tfs

—

li years.

b. I see 4- 1 dee—2 tfs— i year.

c. I dee— I tf

—

i year.

In sections b, farther out the leader than a, the margin between first

and second 1942 has become indefinite. At c, even the outer margin

of second 1942 has become less sharp.

Con T 1-6 (1940-1942)

a. 4 see 4- long arcs—5 tfs—3 years.

b. 4 see + arcs

—

4 tfs—2^ years.

c. 3 see—^3 tfs—2 years.

d. 2 see—2 tfs—li years.

e. I see + s arcs—i tf— i year.

/. I see + s arcs—i tf—i year.

In 1940, two tip flushes corresponded to one diameter flush, whereas

in 1941 two tip flushes corresponded to two diameter flushes, each one

indistinguishable from an annual increment.

Con T 1-7 (1941-1942)

a. 3 see + d arcs + psg—3 tfs—2 years.

b. 2 see + d arcs—2 tfs—li years.

c. I see + 3 to 5 d arcs—i tf—i year.

d. X see + 3 to 5 d arcs— i tf—i year.
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This branch contains not only a sharply bordered growth layer for

each tip flush but also other growth layers for which there are no

visible tip-flush additions. In other words, the activity, or lack of it,

in the cambium does not always find its counterpart in the growing tip.

Such nonconformity has been well illustrated previously and is further

shown in the following branches.

4 a 12 16

t I I I I I 1 1 I

Fig. 50.—Secondary leader of Pinus taeda (Con T 1-4) with branches, Con
T 1-6 to I -10, to show annual increase in diameter flushes and tip flushes. Cross-

bars represent terminal bud scale scars. Capital letters refer to unstained blocks

removed from leader and branches ; small letters refer to position of stained

sections. Figures opposite letters give the number of growth layers in the sections

represented by the letters.

Con T 1-8 (1941-1942)

a. 3 psce—3 tfs—2 years.

b. 2 dee—2 tfs—I J years.

c. I dee— I tf—I year.
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Con T i-io {2d ig4i-ig42)

a. 2 see + I psce + dee's + d arcs—2 tfs—i^ years.

b. 2 see + dee's + d arcs—2 tfs—li years.

c. I see— I tf—I year.

d. I see— I tf— I year.

The psce of sections a is no longer present in sections b which were

taken from the same tip flush. Other branches with a similar reduc-

tion in growth layers have two tip flushes.

Both primary and secondary leaders of Con T i showed no distinc-

tion between branch and trunk insofar as either multiplicity or cambial

activity was concerned.

The tree Con T 2 received the same treatment as did Con T i. The

leader tip stood 163 cm. above the soil in December 1939 and added

82.3 cm. growth by May 22, 1944, when the tree was dissected. Here,

sections were taken from each of the eight tip flushes which made up

the increase in height of the leader from 1940 into 1944. Text figure

51 shows the plan of Con T 2.

Con T 2-14 {ig40-ig44)

a. 4 see 4- 3 dee + inc—8 tfs—4"^ years.

b. 4 see + 2 dee + inc—8 tfs—4* years.

Although both of these came from the first tip flush of 1940, there

is a reduction of one growth layer from a to h.

Con T 2-15 {2d 1940-1944)

a. 4 see + I dee + inc—7 tfs

—

3^* years.

Sections 2-15 came from the second tip flush of 1940 and show a

reduction of one growth layer from 2-14-b.

Con T 2-16 (1941-T944)

a. 3 see 4- I d arc + inc—6 tfs—3^ years.

b. 3 see + 2 d arcs + inc—6 tfs

—

2* years.

Con T 2-16 includes only the first tip flush of 1941.

Con T 2-11 (2d 1941-1944)

a. 3 see + I dee + 4 d ares + inc—5 tfs

—

2^^ years.

b. 2 see -f I dee + d arcs + inc

—

4 tfs

—

2* years.

c. 2 see + I dee + d arcs -|- inc—4 tfs

—

2* years.

d. 2 see 4- d arcs + inc—3 tfs—12* years.

e. I see + inc—2 tfs—i* years.

/. inc— I tf— I year.
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Con T 2-1 i-a, from the second tip flush of 1941, actually contains

more growth layers than does 2-16-b. The plus sign with the number

of years refers to that portion of 1944 from the start of growth to

May 22, an interval during which an incomplete growth layer was
formed. The localized occurrence of certain growth layers exists in

the trunk and thus resembles the same feature in branches.
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Fig. 51.—Leader of Pinus taeda (Con T 2-14 to 2-16, and 2-1 1) with branch,

Con T 2-8, to show annual increase in diameter flushes and tip flushes. Cross-
bars represent terminal bud scale scars. Capital letter refers to unstained block
removed from leader at early part of 1940 growth. Small letters refer to position

of stained sections. Figures opposite the letters give the number of growth layers

in the sections represented by the letters. Larger scale for branch 2-8 only.

Much work remains to be done in the task of tracing growth layers

from the branches down the length of the trunk and in determining

their characteristics. However, all the information so far available

indicates that there is no difference between branches and trunk. It

is possible that the trunk may have slightly less multiplicity and more

subdued localization of growth layers than the branches, but at present

such is not borne out by our observations.
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VIII. SUMMARY
DISCOVERY OF ABSOLUTE DATING

The discovery of absolute dating by means of natural frost effects

opened the way to a study of tree growth, especially in reference to

the place and time of cambial activity. The formation of partial

growth layers is linked directly to the locality on the tree body where

cambial activity occurs ; this belongs properly to the subject "Classi-

fication of Growth Layers." Subdivisions within the annual incre-

ment are linked directly to the time of cambial activity ; this belongs

to the subject "Multiplicity of Growth Layers."

The possibilities opened up by the discovery that natural frost

effects could be used to date annual increments with exactness led

directly to the observations, measurements, and experiments reported

upon in the present work.

Soon after natural frost effects were put to chronologic use, artificial

freezing was introduced as a second potent method of absolute dating.

TREES, LOCALITIES, AND ENVIRONMENTS

Some 36 different species, including both gymnosperms and angio-

sperms in nearly equal numbers, were brought under study at one time

or another. However, work was concentrated on members of the two

genera, Cupressus and Pinus.

Although most of the work was done on trees on the extreme

lower forest border in and near Lubbock, Tex., trees from a wide

range of moisture, temperature, and length of growing season were

measured and sampled at different times. Types of environment

varied from that of Yuma, Ariz., to that of the upper timber line in

New Mexico and the Appalachian Piedmont of Maryland.

METHODS

The results obtained from observation, measurement, and experi-

ment furnished the bases for the present report. Fieldwork preceded

preparation of specimens and microscopic analysis of stained thin

sections, out of which emerged a picture of growth layers described

under "Classification" and a resolution of the complexities of the an-

nual increment as described under "Multiplicity."

Attention was concentrated upon the branches of trees except for

eight trunks which were dissected in whole or in part in order to de-

termine whether or not features typical of branches also characterized

the trunks.
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With the exception of methods of absolute dating, other methods

used were those more or less common to botanical techniques.

DATING CRITERIA

The discovery that growth layers could be dated with exactness by

the incidence of natural frost injury and recovery led directly to an

intensive inquiry into where and when growth occurs. Altogether

four methods were used to date growth layers : Natural frost effects,

artificial frost effects, periodic tip-growth measurements, and the re-

lation of tip growth to diameter growth. Materials used herein have

been dated absolutely unless otherwise noted.

CLASSIFICATION

The common idea of tree rings pictures them as concentric circles

of about equal width on the two-dimensional face of a cross section.

This picture is accurate for certain environments but cannot be ration-

alized for all environments. As a matter of fact, investigation reveals

that a ring is merely a cross-section view of a sheath, or layer, of wood
which more or less entirely covers the plant body, branches, trunk, and

roots; that growth layers may be entire or partial; that partial

growth layers may cover either minute fractions of the plant body

above ground or nearly all of it; and that partial growth layers may
include a variety of types which grade into each other longitudinally

and tangentially.

Investigation also reveals that growth layers may vary radially;

that the outer border of densewood may terminate abruptly against

the succeeding lightwood or may grade outward through a complete

transition from densewood into lightwood ; that growth layers may be

either complete or incomplete radially by the presence or absence of

densewood; and that growth may cease without the formation of

densewood.

Finally, investigation indicates that the growth processes of cambial

activity, differentiation, and maturation may be highly localized on the

plant body; that these growth processes are rhythmic and are not of

necessity visibly recorded ; and that physiological activity modified by

environmental influences leaves a more or less detailed record in the

xylem.

An interval of physiological activity has been termed a growth flush.

If such activity produces xylem, it is called a growth layer. Specifi-

cally, a growth layer includes the xylem laid down during a single in-

terval of activity, regardless of where within the plant body the activ-

ity occurs, or when.
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Evidence thus suggests that cambial activity, differentiation, and

maturation begin locally on the aerial plant body, spread out, more or

less, and cease. Incipient flushes of growth, in other words, give rise

to partial growth layers and, unless prohibited, will ultimately spread

into an entire sheath of xylem covering the aerial plant body. This

sheath will continue to increase in thickness until growth factors cease

to be favorable.

MULTIPLICITY

The subject of multiplicity adds the time factor, with emphasis, to

the types and classes of growth layers included under the subject of

Classification. Growth may be localized not only in place but also in

time.

Investigation reveals that growth may cease at any time after it

begins and may be reinitiated at almost any time after it ceases ; that

the amount of xylem may be limited to a few cells only or may include

a layer over the entire aerial plant body ; that growth rhythms are not

necessarily geared to an annual cycle ; that one or several flushes may

be recorded by xylem in one year; that the growth layers resulting

from intra-annual flushes may, and commonly do, possess outer bor-

ders indistinguishable from the borders terminating the annual incre-

ment; and that a partial growth layer does not represent an annual

increment except for one percent or less of the several thousand par-

tial growth layers that have been dated with exactness.

The studies included under Multiplicity emphasize the fact that

growth flushes, and the intervals between them, are distinctly variable

in length.

A merging of the results obtained from studies of Classification and

Multiplicity indicates the place, the time, and the intensity of a growth

flush. The visible result of a growth flush is one of the many varieties

of growth layers. Thus, we may define a growth layer as follows : It

includes the xylem laid down by the cambium during a single period

of activity regardless of entirety around the circuit, of completeness

radially, of location within the plant body, or regardless of the partic-

ular time of the activity.

As a matter of fact, growth processes are predominantly and in-

tricately rhythmic—they may leave traces of themselves in the xylem

which are, so to speak, invisible as well as visible.

IX. CONCLUSIONS
The discovery and use of absolute dating offer a unique opportunity

to trace in some detail the history of growth flushes, and to determine
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the amplitude and the wavelength of growth activity provided its in-

tensity is plotted against time. The physiological activity of a growth

flush, no matter where and when intensified, produces a growth layer,

entire or partial, complete or incomplete.

Our work on trees grown under extreme lower forest-border condi-

tions and in the forest border itself shows that multiple flushes within

one year can, and do, yield multiple growth layers within an annual

increment. From the forest interior, where it is thought that an

annual increment seldom if ever contains multiple growth layers,

out to the forest edge and into the scattered trees beyond, the

tendency toward and the presence of multiplicity increase until it

becomes of high order as illustrated by the trees studied in the

present report. The error in the simple counting of sharply bounded

growth layers, interpreting them to be annual, is therefore rather

large among trees grown under extreme forest-border conditions.

Within the true forest border as commonly understood, where con-

ditions are more favorable to tree growth than at Lubbock, Tex., the

range of this error is estimated to be from zero to 15 percent, the

average error being about 5 percent.

It is abundantly clear, therefore, that growth rings cannot be used

for precise dating of historical events if the trees grew in or near the

forest border. A tree-ring calendar centuries in length, from the

lower forest border, would, it is believed, have its accuracy enhanced

for purposes of archeological dating if it contained numerous "bench

marks" or check points, if it could be duplicated by other materials

or records, or if it could be duplicated by other students. Even so, er-

rors due to indistinguishable intra-annual growth layers could not be

wholly eliminated.

It is also abundantly clear that growth-layer sequences from forest-

border areas, where multiplicity is characteristic, cannot be used for

precise rainfall or cycle studies. The reasons are quite obvious.

Although growth layers from forest-border trees do present difficul-

ties in chronological reckoning, it must be remembered that all trees,

whether from the forest border or forest interior, require soil moisture

and that many of them must meet the problem of soil-moisture deficit.

In spite of possible chronological difficulties, growth layers may be

used in an analysis of environmental factors in at least two ways : ( i

)

by selecting trees that have grown under conditions where the annual

cycle of growth is seldom broken into secondary cycles, that is, trees

grown toward the interior and away from the lower forest border,

and (2) by analyzing growth patterns. The chief gross elements in a

pattern are multiplicity (or its absence), partial growth layers, vari-
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ability of sequence, and relative and absolute thicknesses. Patterns

vary under different types of rainfall and different soil-moisture re-

gimes (Clock, 1955b).

Strong evidence indicates that the trunk of a tree duplicates the

history and vicissitudes of growth as written in the branches. Of

course, the story in the trunk is continued longer and is perhaps more

synoptic in nature. Branches were studied to a great extent in the

present work not only because of the obvious advantage in manipula-

tions and measurements but also because their growth layers could

be dated in absolute fashion. If, by chance, branches carry a more

complete record of fluctuations in physiological activity than the

trunks do, then the study of branches becomes of great ecologic

importance.

It is hoped that the present work will in some measure contribute

to a better understanding of tree growth, especially in the lower forest

border of southwestern United States, and that it has answered to

some extent the questions stated in the introduction. There remains

the task of applying the methods of exact dating, as defined herein, to

tree growth along a transect from the lower forest border into the

forest interior. An investigation of the fundamentals of tree growth

at the forest interior stands out as a desideratum of high order. When
does growth occur at the interior? Where on the plant body does

growth occur? Are partial growth layers ever found in normal trees

at the forest interior? These and other questions await analysis of

growth under the discipline of exact dating. Not only forest interiors

but also other forests, other forest borders, and other species, wher-

ever they may be, await patient investigation with promise of decisive

and perhaps unexpected results.
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Plate i

Fig. I. CMP i-i-b. Branch section of Piiius ccmbroidcs. cut January 3, 1941.

Xylem probably of 1937-1940. Normally developed growth layers in a pine;

probable natural frost injuries in 1938 and 1940; incipient visible growth

rhythm and initial departure from unity in 1940. Compare with plate 3,

figure 2.

Fig. 2. CMJ i-i-a. Branch section of Junipcnis pachyphloca, cut January 3, 1941.

Xylem of 1937-1940. Intimate relation between frost injury of 1938 and dw*

;

bifurcation of annual densewoods and contrast of outer densewoods of an-

nual increments.

1937: multiple dw ; see.

1938: msce connected with frost injury, dw filling gaps in discontinuous

circle of injury and following outward the injury effects themselves

;

msce whose dw spreads into a curtain efl^ect giving diffuseness, then

changes to sL.

1939 : 2 see, outer dw with ddw which changes tangentially to sL.

1940 : see.

* For explanation of abbreviations, see page loi.
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Plate 2

Fig. I. Con T 2-0-base b i. Trunk section of Pinus tacda, cut May 18, 1944, at

17 cm. above ground and 228 cm. below base of terminal bud (146 cm. below

base of bud as of December 1939)- Xylem of 1939- 1942. Absolute dating

based upon effects of artificial freezing (of April 5, 1940) and date of cutting

section ; contrast of densewoods terminating annual increments wbich show

great variation in definition.

1939: Very weak dw.

1940: Artificial frost injury and recovery some 8 cells out; outer dw weak,

diffuse, almost nonexistent giving complete subsidence of annual

character of the "ring."

1941 : Outer dw thick, heavy, sharp, striking contrast to outer dws of 1940

and 1939; outer dw has slight evidence of ddw.

1942 : A dee as ilw ; see with wide ddw.

Fig. 2. Con T 3-0-basc b i. Enlarged portion of figure i (above). Xylem of

1939-1941. Artificial frost effects and breakdown of outer marginal definition

of annual increment ; absolute dating.

1939 : dw weak, subdued, i cell thick.

1940: 7-10 cells, as reversed sequence, laid down radially by April 5, 1940,

when artificial freezing was applied; artificial frost injury and re-

covery ; outer dw thin, highly diffuse and essentially nonexistent on

some radii.

Fig. 3. Con T i-i2-a. Branch section of Finns tarda, cut January 16, 1943, from

first 1940 tip flush. Xylem of 1940- 1942. Absolute dating by periodic tip-

growth measurements ; proved multiplicity by 4 growth layers for 4 tip

flushes for 3 years ; normally developed growth layers with tendency toward

growth rhythms by ilw's ; densewoods a bit weak ; nuclei visible.

1940: 2 see; outer gl with diffuse arcs or ilw.

1941 : I see with ilw.

1942 : I see with ilw and idw.

Rhythms expressed by ilw and idw are taken to be incipient departures from

strict unitv in the gls of an annual increment.
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Plate 3

Fig. I. SA i~a. Stem section of shrubalthea, Hibiscus syriaciis, cut October 28,

1939. Xylem of I933( ?)-i939. Ring-porous angiosperni grown on a lawn

and watered periodically. Natural frost injuries in 1936 and 1938 ;
partial gls

;

dw intermittent radially ; "invisible" dw.

1933 (probably) : arc with invisible extension both directions tangentially

;

see.

1934 (probably) : Compound lens with intermittent dw and nearly "invisi-

ble" dw : see.

1935 (probably) : Thick lens with intermittent and invisible dw ; see.

1936: Frost injury; thin sL; see.

1937: see.

1938 : Frost effects ; see with intermittent dw.

1939: Thin see.

Densewoods, whether intra-annual or annual, are intermittent tangentially.

Fig. 2. TRP i-i-a. Branch section of Piiiits aristata. cut June 2S, 1942. Typical

growth layers in a bristlecone pine ; thick and thin densewoods. Multiplicity

suggested by ilw one cell thick in 3d gl, and by presence of 13 diameter

flushes for 12 tip flushes (probable multiplicity in north-central New Mexico

at 9,000 ft. on a dry, steep, rocky slope). Elsewhere on section, 1942 growth

represented by lenses of immature cells ; in this case, therefore, diameter

growth preceded tip growth, of which there had been none up to June 28.
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Plate 4.

Fig. I. TTAp 2-i-a. Branch section of Mains sylvcstris, cut April 21, 1940.

Xylem 1938- 1940. Natural multiplicity and multiplicity caused by irrigation;

intra-annual dw more definite than annual.

1938 : 2 see, inner thick, outer thin.

1939: 2 see, inner thick, outer tliin and induced by 4-inch irrigation of July

25, 1939-

1940: Growth to April 21.

Fig. 2. TTC i-io-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssus arizonica, cut April 21, 1940.

Sequence probably of 1938-1940. Irregular outer margins ; facing half lenses
;

growth to April 21.

1938 : Circle of parenchyma cells ; ddw ; ce gl with irregular outer margin.

1939: Possible frost spot; arc of parenchyma cells; waves of highly lignified

cells ; 2 facing iL's, sharp at cusps, diffuse away from cusps ; fad-

ing dw, nonexistent dw or invisible margin; ^L's disappear within 16

cm. outward on branch ; ce gl with irregular margin.

1940: Growth to April 21 ; 8 to 16 cells, immature on short radius, largely

lignified on long.
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Plate 5

Fig. I. TTC i-ii-a. Branch section of Cuprcssus arizonica, cut November 24,

1945. Xylem of 1938-1945. Bridge between natural frost effects of 1938 and

1945 ;
partial growth layers ; sharp and diffuse intra-annual growth layers,

elsewhere on tlie section all but 2 of the annual increments contain sharp

lenses.

1938: see with thin dw.

1939: 2 see, outer dw the stronger; psL.

1940 : 2 dee ; see.

1 941 : see with thin dw.

1942-44: Thin see's wMth tlireadlike dw's.

1945 : Frost effects ; see.

A comparison of this figure with figure 2 (below) and figure i of plate 6,

and with figure 2 of plate 6 and figure i of plate 7 gives a study in longi-

tudinal continuity along the brancli.

Fig. I, pi. 5—244 cm. from tip of branch.

Fig. 2, pi. 5 and fig. i, pi. 6—212.4 cm. from tip of branch.

Fig. 2, pi. 6 and fig. i, pi. 7—77.5 cm. from tip of branch.

Fig. 2. TTC i-ii-b. Portion of branch section 31.6 cm. outward on branch

from figure i (above). Xylem of 1941-1945. Absolute dating by means of

natural frost effects in 1943, 1944, 1945. Study in circuit uniformity by com-

parison with figure i, plate 6 ; and longitudinal uniformity by comparison

with figure i (above) and figure 2, plate 6, and figure i, plate 7.

1 941 : see with incipient ddw.

1942 : see with ddw ; sL.

1943 : Natural frost effects ; see with added dw cells.

1944: Natural frost spots; see.

1945 : Intense natural frost effects ; see.
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Plate 6

Fig. I. TTC i-ii-b. Portion of same branch section as in figure 2, plate 5, but

nearly opposite radius. Xylem of 1941-1945. Dating by natural frost effects.

Compare with figure 2, plate 5, for variations around the circuit, with

figure I, plate 5, and figure 2, plate 6, and figure i, plate 7, for variations

along the branch. Partial growth layers and multiplicity.

1941 : see ; ddw as an incipient growth layer.

1942 : dL's
;
psL , see.

1943: sL; see.

1944 : Natural frost spots ; 2 sL as compound lens ; see.

1945: Natural frost circle; see with ddw.

Fig. 2. TTC i-ii-d. Portion of a branch section 134.9 cm. outward on branch

from figure 2, plate 5, and figure i, plate 6. Xylem of 1941-1945. Dating by

natural frosts here and elsewhere on circuit. Compare with figure i, plate 7,

for variations around circuit, with figure 2, plate 5, and figure i, plate 6,

and figure i, plate 5, for variations along branch. Lensing and weak annual

boundaries.

1941 : see with ddw and irregular outer margin.

1942 : see with weak dw.

1943 : s ^L; see with very thin, weak dw after separation of ^L.

1944: Spots of natural frost efi^ects ; sL ; s ;jL difi'using into an incipient

"invisible" gl ; see.

1945 : Natural frost circle ; see with irregular dw.
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Plate 7

Fig. I. TTC i-ii-d. Portion of same branch section as in figure 2, plate 6, but

on nearly opposite radius. Xylem of 19.13-1945. Dating by natural frost

effects. Compare with figure 2, plate 6, for variations around circuit, with

figure 2, plate 5, and figure i, plate 6, and figure i, plate 5, for variations

along branch. Lensing in opposite directions in successive annual increments

;

weak annual dw.

1943 : see with weak dw.

1944: Natural frost spots; lenses opening to left; see, but at right, outer dw
of increment is weak and i cell thick.

1945: Natural frost circle; lens opening to right; see with irregular outer

margin.

Fig. 2. TTC 3-10-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis ari::oiiica. cut February i,

1 941. Parts of 1939 and 1940 increments. Lens under high power showing

lenticular lightwood and continuous densewood.
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TTC 3-ii-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis ari::ouica. cut April 5, 1941. Xylem of

1936-1941. Dating by natural frost effects; single and compound lenses;

multiplicity by partial and entire gls ; transition between ddw and sharp

lenses ; rhythmic dw.

1936 : 2 see, inner dw slightly the sharper.

1937 : psL ; see ; msce ; see with ddw and irregular outer margin.

1938: Typical effects of natural frost; psce with sharp, diffuse, and invisible

margin ; long msL ; see ; short sL.

1939: Natural frost spots; see; sharp compound lens.

1940: Natural frost spots; see with multiple ddw (or 2 sL's) and irregular

outer margin ; sL.

1941 : inc. lens.
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Plate 9

Fig. I. TTC i2-g-b. Branch section of Cuprcssus ari::oiiica. cut February 29,

1940. Xylem of I933( ?)-i939. Dated multiplicity; curtains.

1933 : psce, see.

1934-35 : Natural frost circle ; several psce
; 3 see.

1936 : Natural frost spots ; 2 see.

1937: Natural frost spots; psce; msce ; see; msce curtain; see. (See fig. 2,

below, for detail of curtain.)

1938: Thin see; sharp curtain grading into psce; see.

1939 : Circle of natural frost effects ; see.

Fig. 2. TTC i2-g-b. Detail of mid-1937 on figure i, above. A thick gl with thin

dw, a thin gl, and a thin gl with poorly developed dw giving a curtain effect

to the preceding gl.

Plate id

Fig. I. TTC i2-i2-h. Branch section of Cuprcssus arhonica, cut July 31, 1944.

Xylem of 1943-1944. ^Multiplicity proved by tip-flush measurements; ddw
and initiation of lensing.

1943: see (at center) ; psce with psL; see with ddw.

1944 : msce with ddw grading into lens and with intermittent densewood

;

see probably ; inc L's.

Fig. 2. TTC 12-14-b. Branch section of Cuprcssus arizouica, cut November 17,

1945. Xylem of 1942-1945. Outer margin of xylem made irregular by a

striking example of psg ; thread of ilw ; thin dw ; idw.

1942 : see with irregular outer contact suggesting outer margin of 1945.

1943: ilw well out in Iw and just under dw ; see with tliin dw and witii hint

of idw.

1944 : Sv:ggestion of ilw ; see with thin dw.

1945: Thin see with thin dw ; well-lignified psg in patches. (See fig. i,

pi. II, for detail.)
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Plate ii

Fig. I. TTC 12-14-b. Detail of figure 2, plate 10. Xylem of 1944-1945. Mature

cells as striking example of psg.

1944: see with dw i-cell tiiick.

1945: see with dw i to 2 cells thick; psg of mature cells added outside the

normal 1945 growth.

Fig. 2. TTC 12-14-C. Branch section of Cuprcssus arizonica, cut November 17,

1945. Xylem of 1943-1945. Dw i-cell thick; dw which resembles ilw.

1943 : see whose dw is i to 2 cells thick.

1944: see with 2 Iw cells and 1-2 dw cells. Dw appears to be ilw attached

to 1945.

1945 : see with irregular outer margin ; scattered mature cells of psg.

Fig. 3. TTC 30-i-b. Branch section of Cuprcssus arizonica, cut November 4,

1939. Xylem of 1939. Annual increment with indefinite margin, indefinite

dw, and psg. Incipient dw (poorly developed and dififuse) followed radially

by large nucleated immature cells, the psg. Had this branch grown another

year before sectioning, one would have difficulty in determining the outer

margin of 1939 growth.
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Fig. I.

Fig. 2.

Fig. I. TTC .,'j-70-/). Branch section of Ciiprcssiis arizonica, cut January i,

1943. Xylem of 1942 only. Densewood followed by postseasonal growth

whose cell columns extend variable distances into cambial region. Outer

margin of xylem is irregular and annual margin of growth layer would Iiave

been dififuse if growth had been permitted to continue.

Fig. 2. TTC .?j-//-a. Branch section of Cnpressiis arisoiiica, cut Januray i,

1943. Xylem of 1940-1941. Multiple divided densewood in outer dw of 1940

annual increment. A first step in lens formation by a brief episode of cell

enlargement and perhaps a brief interval of variation in cambial activity.
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TTC ??-/.?-</. Branch section of Citprcssiis arisoiiica, cut January i, I943-

Xylem of 1938-1942. Lensing simple, exterior, compound, and overlapping;

multiplicity
;
growth rhythms.

1938: dee; see.

1939: Frost connected msce ; dL ; see; outer thin see.

1940: Growth rhythms (1938-41); dL ;
see; sL.

1941 : see; ddw as incipient lens.

1942: see; compound and overlapping lens of 4 members.



Plate 14

Fig. I. TTC 34-3-ci. Branch section of Cnprcssus arizonica, cut November 29,

1941. Xylem of 1936-1941. Typical natural 1938 frost; sharp lenses; weak

densewood under cambium.

1936 : dee ; see.

1937: Circles of parenchyma cells; injury; see.

1938: Circle of natural frost effects; see with weak densewood.

1939: see; sL.

1940 : see and ddw ; sL.

1941 : see with weakly developed dw.

Fig. 2. TTC 34-6-a. Branch section of Ciipressus ari::onica, cut November 29,

1941. Xylem of 1937-1941. Gradations in marginal definition of intra-an-

nuals, from weak and diffuse (1938) to strong and sharp (1939) ; outer thin

growth layer.

1937 : see.

1938 : Circle of natural frost effects ; dee ; see.

1939: Parenchyma circle; see (contrast with dee of 1938); see as "outer

thin" with weak dw and lenticular Iw.

1940 : Natural frost effects ; bands of diffuse dw ; see ; long sL.

1941 : see.

Outer thin of 1939 judged to belong to 1939 because of position of frost

effects in 1940. Figure i, plate 15, gives detail of this figure.
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Plate 15

Fig. I. TTC 34-6-a. Enlarged detail of figure 2, plate 14. Xylem of 1939-1941.

Multiplicity of gls in annual increments ; variation of dw development; "outer

thin" gls; intra-annuals indistinguishable from annuals.

1939: 2 see, dw band of inner gl stronger than dw of annual.

1940: Effects of natural frost; 2 see, dw band of inner gl nearly the same

strength as dw of annual.

1941 : see.

Fig. 2. TTC 36-3-b. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis ari::oiiica, cut January i, 1943.

Xylem of 1940-1942. Dated multiplicity ; heavy dw of intra-annual.

1940: Rhythmic dw ; 2 see, inner dw heavy.

1941 : Parenchyma circle ; faint dee ; see.

1942: 2 see, dw of inner gl heavier than dw of outer gl, outer contacts of

both gls slightly irregular. Elsewhere on section, dw of inner gl

splits apart with insertion of Iw cells.
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Plate i6

Fig. I. TTJ 3-4-a. Branch section of JiDiipcnis viryhiiana, cut January i, 1943.

Xylem of 1937-1942. Sharp arc; transition between an entire gl and a lens;

short diffuse incipient lens.

1937 : see, with outer margin made irregular by "added on," highly lignified

cells.

1938: Slight effects of frost injury and parenchyma circle; see.

1939: Parenchyma circle and dw cells; rhythmic densewood ; dee; see.

1940 : see ; "outer thin" see whose dw is entire and whose Iw is entire except

over a few degrees.

1941 : s arc ; short dL, closer to being a lens than ddw ; see.

1942: Faint dL's ; sL; see.

Fig. 2. TTP 20-6-a. Branch section of Finns pondcrosa, cut February i, 1941.

Xylem of 1939-1940. Irregular and immature xylem under the cambium;

single to double row of dw cells as ilw in midst of annual increment.

1939 : see with irregular outer contact.

1940: Iw apparently terminated by ilw, which is followed by poorly de-

veloped dw ; irregular and immature outer border. Actually ilw (or

idw) is outer dw of an msce, and the poorly developed dw outside

the ilw is an inc L.
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Plate 17

Fig. I. TTP 2S-2-a. Branch section of Piiiiis pondcrosa, cut November 29, 1941.

Xylem of 1937-1941. Proved multiplicity; irregular margin under cambium;

lensing; psg.

1937: see.

1938: Slight natural frost effects; see.

1939: nisce.

1940: Effects of natural frost; msce.

1941 : see; irregular, inc. lenses, as psg, outer tangential walls of outer

xylem cells not lignified. Compare with figure 2, below, and figure i,

plate 19.

Fig. 2. TTP 2^^-4-c. Branch section of Piiiiis pondcrosa, cut November 29, 1941.

Xylem of 1938-1941. Atypical gls ; weak dw ; weak annual.

1938 : see with near normal dw.

1939: Single gl with dw so weak as to be nearly nonexistent.

1940: 3-4 cells thick radially, some radial columns have normal sequence of

Iw and dw, others all dw : rest all Iw (inward on branch 1940 re-

duced to ddw of 1939 in one or two places and a single row of dw
cells elsewhere) : under low powers 1940 invisible or present as

tiny lenses.

1941 : inc. gl ; very irregular margin ; cambium killed by artificial freezing of

Alay 25, I 941.

Compare with figure i, above, and figure i, plate 19.
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Plate i8

Fig. I. TTP 3^-6-a. Branch section of Pinits pondrrosa. cut November ii, 1944.

Xylem of 1943-1944. Incipient intraseasonal growth fluctuation; transition

between idw and ilw.

1943 : Normal see, with suggestion of growth fluctuation.

1944: idw or ilw as incipient multiplicity.

Fig. 2. 'FTP 24-2-a. Branch section of Piiiiis piuidrrosa. cut November 29, 1941.

Xylem of 1937-1941. Separation and accentuation of the "double," or intra-

annual gl, of 1940 contrasted with that of 1938; irregular margin under

cambium.

1937: see.

1938 : Frost efifects ; tendency toward wide ddw.

1939: see.

1940 : Frost spots ; s to d gl ; see.

1941 : dee and an entire band of added growth (psg) with very irregular

margin, reentrants filled with nucleated cells.
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Plate 19

Fig. I. TTP 34-s-b. Brancli section of Piiuts j^oiidcrosa. cut November 29, 1941.

Xylem of 1937-1941. Atypical gls ; dated multiplicity; irregular margin.

1937 : 2 see, each a typical gl.

1938 : Zones of natural frost effects ; see partially indefinite.

1939- gl nearly all dw ; msce ; at places appears to be merely ddw of 1938.

1940; msce.

1941 : Thin see, in places dw only (appears to be ddw of 1940) ; inc. gl with

irregular margin, drowth probably arrested on May 25, 1941, by

artificial freezing.

Compare with plate 17, figures i and 2.

Fig. 2. TTP 24-14-0. Branch section of Piiiiis pondcrosa, cut January i, 1943.

Xyleni of 1937- 1942. Typical 1938 frust injury and recovery in a pine;

masking of sharp intra-annual by al)sence of Iw ; diffuse dw as initial de-

parture from unity.

1937: Diffuse dw bands; see.

1938 ; Complete circle of natural frost effects ; see.

1939: see.

1940; dee as example of initial departure from unity: see with heavy band

of dw which, by insertion of Iw near an injury, proves to be 2 see's.

1941 ; see, with dw of variable width.

1942; see.

In 1940 increment, outer dw of the annual lies against dw of the intra-annual

except near an apparent injury where Iw is inserted and 2 see's are thus

revealed. Separation of the 2 see's can be followed under high power. See

figure 3, below.

Fig. 3. TTP 24-14-0. Enlarged detail of figure 2, above. Xylem of 1940-1941.

Apparent idw in center of dw band is actually at contact between 2 entire gls,

outer one here reduced to dw only ; elsewhere on circuit, near an apparent

injury, Iw is inserted and sharji character of 2 gls is revealed. See figure 2,

above.
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Plate 22

Fig. I. XSC i-J-a. Brancli sectiun of Cuprcssiis ari:::<>iiica. cut May 10, 1940.

Xylem of 1935-1940. Dated nniltiplicity ; eccentricity, with shifting long

axis ; lensing.

1935 : Multiple.

1930: Natural frost effects; jL's and rhythmic d\v ; see with weak, thin dw.

1937: Natural frost effects; see with weak thin dw ; overlapping lenses with

tL's and rhythmic dw ; see.

1938: Circle of natural frost effects; bands of dw ; dee; see.

1939 : see ; interior lens and frost spots connected with dw ; overlapping lens

with 4L's and rhythmic dw ; see.

1940: Effects of artificial frost (of April 8, 1940); sL.

Fig. 2. XSC 2-i-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssus arizonica, cut May 10, 1940.

Xylem of 1933- 1940. Dated multi])licity, 9 see for 4 years.

1933: see.

1934 : Circle of natural frost effects.

1934-37 : 9 see.

1938 : Circle of natural frost effects ; see.

1939: see; sL.

1940: Spots made by artificial frost of April 8.
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Plate 23

Fig. I. XSC -="--'-(7. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis ari::oii{ca, cut May 26, 1940.

Portion of 1936 annual increment. Dw so distributed as to give appearance

of reversed sequence, lightest wood in the center.

Sequence as follows

:

(i) 2 cells of dw, with sharp contact that is masked by

(2) dw, so close radially to dw of (i) as to give (i) a diffuse appear-

ance; dw of (2) grades outward to

(3) Iw.

(4) dw with sharp outer contact.

Lw grading both inward and outward into dw appears to give a reversed

sequence. Features change tangentially ; growing conditions induced dif-

ferent responses on different radii.

Fig. 2. XSC 6-i-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis aricoiiica. cut May 10, 1940.

Xylem of 1937-1940. Dating by natural and artificial frost effects; multi-

plicity ; ddw ; initial and well-developed departures from unity of annual in-

crement.

1937: 2 sharp gls, outer with ddw.

1938: Circle of natural frost effects; see with ddw, the inner band of ddw
separating more widely and becoming diffuse.

1939 : 2 see.

1940: Effects of artificial frost of April 8; inc.
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Plate 24

Pig. I. XSC 6-i'b. Branch section of Cuprcssits aricoiiica, cut Alay 10, 1940.

Xylem of 1937-1940. Dating by natural and artificial frost effects; multi-

plicity ; rhythms ; lensing.

1937: Bands of dw ; iL's ; see.

1938: Circle of natural frost effects; bands of dw; see; sL.

1939: Spots by natural frost; bands of dw; |L; see; sL.

1940 : Effects of artificial frost of April 8 ; inc.

Without the presence of absolute dating criteria, the ix)ssibility of error in

dating gls is obvious.

Fig. 2. XSC S-^^-b. Branch section of Cuprcssits arizonica, cut May 11, 1941.

Xylem of 1938-1941. Multiplicity; "outer thin" intra-annual ; "added-on"

lens of 1940; artificial frost injury; growth to a certain date.

1938: dee and see, resembling widely spaced ddw.

1939: Slight curtain effect; natural frost spots; parenchyma circle; see; sL

which began as ddw and grades into a curtain in other direction

;

"outer thin" see.

1940 : Curtain efifect ; parenchyma circle
;
psce ; see whose dw separates by

insertion of Iw, outer contact weakened ; "added-on" sL.

1941 : inc. e gl ; most recent cambial derviatives and initials disrupted by

artificial frost of May 9. Wettest April and May on record.
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Fig. I.

Fig. 2.



Plate 25

XSC S-4-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis arizonica, cut May 13, 1941. Xylem of

1937-1941. Multiplicity and growth layer contacts—weak annuals and also

weak intra-annuals ; "outer thin" gl with faint indefinite dw ; ddw.

1937: see, masked partially by slight frost injury at start of 1938.

1938: Incipient inner natural frost; effects of natural frost with dw cells;

faint dee ; see ; see with strong dw and ddw.

1939 : see with strong outer dw over part of circuit and very weak dw over

a lens. Note contrast of outer margins over various parts of cir-

cuit. The lens definitely a second cycle of cambial activity.

1940: msce ; s arc; 2 see (contacts of intra-annuals become less sharp out-

ward on branch).

1 941 : inc. e gl, to May 13. Branch frozen May 9, 1941, 13.5 cm. outward

from this section.

(Low magnifications on unstained sections without criteria of absolute dating

would encounter difficulty in distinguishing all annual from all intra-annual

contacts.)
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XS'C Q-i-a. Branch section of Cuprcssus arizouica. cut May 2^, 1941. Xylem of

1938-1941. Longitudinal variation of intra-annual contacts, plates 26, 27, and

28, figure I ; growth rhythms.

1938: see at center.

1939 : Multiple diffuse dw's ; msce.

1940: Multiple diffuse dw's ; nisce which changes to psce 15 cm. outward and

to dee 25 cm. outward on the branch ; see.

1941 : inc.
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XSC g-i-b. Sectiun taken 15 cm. outward on branch section shown on plate 26.

Xylem of 1939-1941. Intra-annual psce of 1940 is msce 15 cm. inward ( pL 26)

and dee 10 cm. outward on branch (pi. 28, fig. i) ; growth rhythms.

1939 : dee ; msce. Cell columns bent both clockwise and counterclockwise.

Curtainlike dw ; multiple bands of diffuse to definite dw ; psce which

is msce on plate 26; mostly dee but partly sharp dw near outer

part of increment (faint in pi. 26 ) ; msec; si. which is present as

expanded dw in plate 26.

inc. Frozen artificially May 9, 1951.

In passing outw^ard from sections o to b. the axis of the diffuse margin has

rotated clockwise and the axis of the outer lens of 1940 has rotated counter-

clockwise.

1940:

1941



Plate 28

Fig. I. XSC 9-1-C. Section 10 cm. outward on branch from plate 2j. Xylem of

1939-1941. Intra-annual dee of 1940 which is psce 10 cm. inward and msce

25 cm. inward on branch ; sharpening of contacts inward on branch
;
growth

rhythms.

1939: see witii indefinite margin; cell columns doubly bent.

1940: Multiple bands of dw ; dee which is psce on plate 27 (partially or

wholly diffuse intra-annual of 1940 unusual in other branches of

this tree and in other trees ) ; dL rather faint—may be the sL on

plate 27 ; see.

1941 : dee and parenchyma circle ; inc.

Fig. 2. XSC 70-5-a. Branch section of Cuprcssns arizonica, cut May 9, 1941.

Xylem of 1938-1941. Dated multiplicity; contrast of "outer thin" gls of 1939

and 1940; growth to May 9.

1938 : see with irregular margin.

1939: Possible frost injury; parenchyma circle with dw ; bands of diffuse

dw ; 2 see, outer (annual ) dw the heavier.

1940: dee; bands of diffuse dw ; see, with ddw ; "cmter thin" see actually

long lens because of a branch. Inner dw (intra-annual) heavier

than the outer (annual).

1941 : inc.
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Plate 29

XSC ii-i-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis arizotiica, cut August 20, 1941. Xylem
of 1937- 194 1. Variable definition of outer contact of annual increment ; dw of

"outer thin" gl sharp to nearly nonexistent; multiplicity; typical 1938 natural

frost effects.

1937: Diffuse bands of dw ; dL ; see.

1938: Effects of natural frost (see pi. 30, fig. i) ; dee; psL ; see.

1939: Inner gl. fairly s border, clockwise its dw breaks twice in succession

and lifts away in dL's ; "outer thin" gl, its dw changing from thin

and sharp to very faint and dift'use. Without typical frosts of 1938,

1939, and 1940 (last two present elsewhere on section) to date the

gls, the "outer thin" of 1939 could scarcely be identified as annual;

if it were, then 1939 annual increment would include 2 gls.

1940: Thin see.

1941 : Nearly complete; scattered cells of psg. Artificial freezing outward

on branch.
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Plate 30

Fig. I. XSC ii-i-c. Branch section of Ciiprcssits ariaonica, 9 cm. outward on

branch from plate 29, cut August 20, 1941. Xylem of 1937-1941. Definite gl

made by natural frost; weak annual contact of 1939 and "outer thin" gl.

1937: see with ddw.

1938: Definite gl, an extension around circuit of frost injury; dee; see with

thin dw.

1939 : see with heavy dw which separates into two indefinite bands ; "outer

thin" gl with dw i cell thick.

1940 : see with irregular outer contact.

1941 : inc ; cambium dead by artificial freezing of May 9, 1941.

Fig. 2. A'.S'C ii-2-a. Branch section of Ciiprcssiis arizonica, cut September 11,

1941. Xylem of 1937-1941. Contrast of weak "outer thin" gl of 1939 and

strong outer gl of 1940; contrast in 1939 of strong intra-annual dw and weak
annual dw ; different sequences on different radii

;
psg.

1937: Psce.

1938 : Natural frost effects with parenchyma and dw cells ; bands of diffuse

dw ; dL; see.

1939 : Frost spots ; bands of diffuse dw ; see with fairly heavy dw which

separates into two indefinite bands ; "outer thin" gl with thin, weak,

intermittent dw. Actually, both see's are diffuse over a portion of

their contacts.

1940: msce ; see; sL.

1941 : see; psg; cambium probably dead, as an effect of artificial freezing

outward on branch May 9.
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Fig. I.

Fig. 2.



Plate 31

Fig. I. XSC ii-3-l>. Branch section of Cuprcssns arizonica, cut September 2"/,

1941. Xylem of 1938-1941. Striking "outer thin" gl of 1939 and evidence of

its age by position of 1940 frost effects ; weak and thin dw of "outer thin" gl

of 1939 contrasted with stronger dw of outer 1939 on figure 2, below; ddw
changing to a ce gl ; multii)licity.

1938 : see with wide ddw.

1939: see with strong dw ; "outer thin" see with weak dw.

1940: Effects of natural frost; see with ddw becoming separate gl.

1941 : inc : cambium probably dead, killed by artificial freezing of May 9,

1941.

Fig. 2. XSC ii-s-c. Branch section (> cm. outward from that of figure i, above.

Xylem of 1938-1941. In contrast with figure I, dw of "outer thin" gl of

1939 is much stronger ; multiplicity.

1938: see with weak dw.

1939: Inner gl with sharp dw which separates into 3 dilTuse bands; "outer

thin" gl here much wider and possessed of stronger dw than else-

where in this branch and in other branches.

1940: see with heavy dw and irregular outer contact.

1941 : inc; cambium dead, killed by artificial freezing of May 9, 1941.
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Fig. I.
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Plate 32

XSC i2-i-a. Branch section of Ciipressiis arizonica, cut October 11, 1941. Xylem
of 1937-1941- Typical pattern of thin and tliick gls giving a "fingerprint";

dated multiplicity ; ddw ;
psg. Frost effects with parenchyma and dw cells,

1938 ; frost spots, 1939 ; frost spots, 1940. The "fingerprint"

—

1937 : A thick see.

1938 : A thick see.

2 very tliin see (plus ddw).

1939: A thick see.

A very thin see.

1940 : A thick see.

2 very thin see.

1941 : A thick see ; cells of psg.

This pattern includes both intra-annual and annual gls.
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Plate 34

XSC 13-2-b. Branch section 4.5 cm. outward from plate 2ii- Xylem of 1937-1941.

Longitudinal variation ; dw with frost effects ; stringers of dw ; "outer thin"

gl ; multiplicity.

1937 : dee ; see.

1938: Frost effects and accompanying dw ; 2 see, with dw of about equal

weight.

1939: 2 see, dw of "outer thin" slightly weaker than inner (compare with

1940: see whose dw expands into "stringers."

1941 : Partly inc.

Plate 35

Fig. I. XSJj i-i-a. Branch section of Pinus jcffrcyl, cut June 12, 1940. Xylem
of 1937-1940. "Outer thin" gl and dated multiplicity in a pine; two stages of

departure from unity : diffuse and sharp intra-annuals ; midincrement cur-

tain (or reversed sequence).

1937: Faint dee; see with irregular contact.

1938: Effects of natural frost; 2 dee resembling reversed sequence with Iw

in center ; see.

1939: 2 see, inner dw stronger than that of the "outer thin" gl (outer thin

becomes weaker outward on branch).

1940: inc. (Branch frozen artificially 15 cm. outward on branch, May 10.)

Fig. 2. XSP i-2-a. Branch section of Finns pondcrosa, cut February 22, 1941.

Xylem of 1937-1940. Multiplicity in a pine; variation in contact definition.

1937 : Faint dee ; see.

1938 : Slight frost effects ; see with ddw.

1939: dee ; see.

1940: see with strong, sharply bordered dw ; gl with weak, indefinite, at

places nearly invisible dw but resembles outer (or annual) margin

of 1939 in plates a, 30, 29; gl (under cambium) with poorly de-

veloped or absent dw.
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Plate 36

Fig. I. YCt 2-i-b. Branch section of Citrus maxima, cut November 26, 1940.

Portion of xylem for 1939-1940. Extreme multiplicity in an irrigated dicot

grown at Yuma, Ariz. Twelve or more gls for i to 2 years.

Fig. 2. YCt 2-3-a. Branch section of Citiiis maxima, cut November 26, 1940.

Xylem of 1939-1940. Multiplicity in a dicot ; complex lensing
;
probable effect

of irrigation. Six to twelve gls for 4 tip flushes for 2 years.
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